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MAINSTREAMING ACTIVITIES FOR YOUTH
(ProjeCt MAY)

A special project of the National Board of YMCA's
'Program Development Division
Junded by the United States Department of Education
Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services,Office' of Special Education
to assist national youth serving agencies in
planning, developing, implementing, promoting and evaluating
a collaborative program to mainstream youth
with disabilities in regular programs.

*Note:

The following material was transcribed from actual tapeUnfortunately, some sections
recordings of the meetings.
were not audible and we were unable to provide the material.
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INTRODUCTION

Project Mainstreaming ACtivities for Youth (Project MAY) was a collaborative
in-service training project involving 11 national youth serV1A9 agencies and
invited resource organizations.
The National Board of YMCAs was the funded4
agency and serves as the'Project sponsor:
The major goals of Project MAY were:
- To work with natiogal and regional structures of major youth serving
organizations to develop cooperatjon and share learnings in meeting
the needs of handicapped persons.
- To provide in-service training to multi-agenCy leadership in developingprograms for the hahdicapped.

- To develop materials for use within voluntary youth serving organizations.
The Project also developed techniques and materials to assist organizations in
Assistance was offered both
achieving their goals for mainstreamed programs.
in the area of strengthening the volunteer's role in providing mainstreamed
services and in the dissemination of information.
YMCAs for more than twenty years have provided training opportunities in aquatics,
camping, club work, and sports events for those with disabilities.
During the past ten years the YMCA of the USA (National Board of YMCAs) has
provided leadership for three national cooperative projects:

Oroject Aquatics (PA)
Project Aquatics Mainstreaming (PAM)
Project Mainstreaming Activities for Youth (MAY)

These special projects received t substantial amount of their funding from the
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped and the Office of Special Education
Rehabilitative Services.
Through the MAY Project the scope of the collaboration work was substantially
expanded to include eleven national youth agencies (American National Red Cross
Youth Services Program, Boys' Clubs of America, Boy Scouts of America, Camp
Fire, Inc., 4-H Cooperative Extension Services:Future Homemakers of America,
Girls Clubs of America, Girl Scouts of the U.S.A., National Jewish Welfare
Board, National Board of YMCAs and*Nattonal Board of YWCA), and over one
International involvement occurred through the
hundred resource groups.
United Nations International Year of Disabled Persons, the World Council of
YMCAs and the Project MAY Congresses.
,

1 Materials were available to the World Congress, International Council for Health,
Physical Education and Recreation meeting in Manila, Philippines, through the
efforts of Special Recreation, Inc.
The Office of Special Populations, Program Development Division, YMCA of the USA
serves as the office which will continue to promote the thrust of these projects'
in the integration of personsswith disabilities into activities and programs in
which they can safely, successfully, and with personal satisfaction participate.
The extent of.our work will depend on available financial support.
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AGENDA
Thursday Sept. 10, 1981
FIRST DAY
September 10: 1981
11-00 a rn

LEADERSHIP MEETINGRegent Parlor. 2nd Floor

110-

12 oil Noon

REGISTRATION

00

12 00 Noon

Theatre Presentation by Inientional Acts

9 lit)

11

Outside of Nassau Suit,

of the Young Adult Institute. N Y.0
Video showingNassau Suite
40.4

I 00

2.45 p:m

OPENING SESSION Nassau Suite
Solon B. Cousins
Presiding.
Executive Director. YMCA of the USA

OPENING CEREMONY Boy Scouts of America
INVOCATION:

Harold H. Wilke
Director. The Healing Community. White Plains. NN
Professor. Union Theological Seminary. N Y

WELCOME TO THE CONGRESS

Solon B. Cousins
Executive Diresctor. YMCA of the USA

t
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OFPICIAL WELCOME:
Greetings from Ronald Reagan, President, U.S.A.
To bg read by Solon B. Cousins
.

United Nations:

Lyutha Al-Mughairy
Information Officer for the International Year of,
Disabled Persons. Division for Economic and
Soital Information, N.Y.C.
New York State:

The Honorable Mario Cuomo
Lieutenant Governor, Albanci.-N.Y (Invited)
New York City':

,.
The Hohorable Edward I. Koch
Mayor (Invited)

United States Council for the Inteifiational Year of
Disabled Persons:

Harold H. Wilke
Director. The Healing Communify. White Plains.
Professor. Union Theological Seminary. N.Y.
Board Member IYDP
United States Secretariat for the International Year of
Disabled Persons:

Ambassador John W. McDonald
Co-Chairman. U.S. Interagency Committee. International
Year of Disabled Persons-1981. Washington. D C.

Private Sector:.

Julie Gilligan
Coordinator of Education.Programs
International Paper Company Foundation. N Y C.

INTRODUCTION OF REPRESENTATIVES FROM OTHER NATIONS:

2:45 - 3:00 p.m.

BREAK

3:00 - 4:00 P.m.

GENERAL SESSION #1THE STATE OF THE ARTNassau Suite
Presiding:

William Howes, Presi-dent
Greater NeW York Metropolitan Board YMCA

INTERNATIONAL OVERVIEW: STATE OF THE ART
Norman Acton, Secretary General
Rehabilitation International. N Y

ART:
'CONCURRENT GROUP DISCUSSIONS BASED ON 'ME STATE OF THE
*504
Recreation/Leisure and Club ActivitiesRoom
Discussion

4.00 - 5:00,p m
4

Group *1
Facilitator: John Nesbitt
Professor:.University of Iowa
President..Special Recreation Inc
Resource Persons:

14

Solon B, Cousins. E,(ecutive. -YMCA of the USA

-2-

Robert R. Dye, Executive. Program Development
Division. YMCA of the USA. Chicago. IL.
Mary Essen, Program Coordinator for the Handicapped,
Dutchess County YMCA. ,Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
Gerald Fain, Coordinator of Leisure Studies-Dept.
Boston UniverSity. Boston Mass.
Marcie Goldstein, Asst Regional Coordinator. N.Y. St4;e
Park & Recreation Commission. N.Y.C.
4 Vivian,Harris, Volunteer Coordinator.
Boy Scouts of America. N.Y.C.
Fred Humphrey, Chair. Department of Recreation,
University of MD. College Park
Richard Morrall, Director of Youth Services.
Croydo'n YMCA. England
Judy Nutter, Youth Representative. Dutchess Co. YMCA
Poughkeepsie. N
Debbie Payer ly, Springfield College. Volunteer at
Dutchess. Co YMCA. Poughkeepsie. N Y
Janet Pomeroy, Founder & Director. Recreation Center
for the Handicapped, San Francisco, Ca.
Dayna Portis, Youth Representative. Future Homemakers

of Arheri4 Springfield. Ohio
William S. Suzuki, Executive of Camp Branch YMCA
Honolulu. HI
Carla Tabourne, Program Consultant. National Board
of YWCAs. N.Y C
Terry Thompson, PHAB (Physically Handicapped and
Able Bodied). London. England
Libby, White, Girls Clubs of America. N Y C
Youth Representatives (See attached roster)
Recorder Nelson Leek, Boy Scouts of America. N Y C.
4 00

5i310 p.m.

Discussion

Sports ActivitiesRoom *513

Group *2
Facilitator. Julian U. Stein
Professor, George Mason University. VA
Resource Persons

John Christopher, Volunteer. Dutchess County
YMCA. Poughkeepsie. N.Y.
Sharon Daly, Volunteer. Dutchess County
YMCA. Poughkeepsie. N V.
Elizabeth Dendy, The Sports Council of Great Britain
London. England
Richard Hoyt Jr., Youth Representative. MA.
Russell Hoyt, Youth Representative. MA.
Benjamin H. Lipton, Consultant. National Wheelchair
Athletic Association. Woodside. N Y.
Wendy
Shugol, Volunteer with National 4-H Center.
ei
Washington. D C
Robert Sweet, Wassaic Developmental Center.
Wassaic. N.Y.
Carl Troester, International Council on Health, Physical
Education and Recreation. Reston. VA
Nancy Wall, Youth Representative. Dutchess County YMCA.
Poughkeepsie. N Y
Youth Representatives (see attached Roster)
Recorder: William Moors, The Amrrican National Red Cross
Volunteer Chairman. Adapted Aquatics. N.Y C.

,4:00 - 5:00 P.m.

- Discussion .,

Rehabilitation ProgramsRoom "507

Group #3
Facilitator:I-ad Cunerd, Executive Director.
United Cerebral Palsy, Inc., N.Y.C.
Resource Persons:

Naomi Bodo, Assistant Director of Rehabilitation
Medicine, Queens Hospital, N.Y.
Susan Claxton, Occupational Therapist Consultant
Conway, Mass.
Richard C. Englehardt, Regional Commissioner, Rehabilitation
Services Administration, Dept. of Education, N.Y.C.
Nahum Lana, Asst, General Secretary, Dar Es Salaam, YMCA
Tanzania

Richard Manley, Director, Office of Disabled.
Westchester County, N.Y.
Louise Priest, Executive Director, Council for National
Cooperation in Aquatics, U.S.A.. Manassas, VA.
Jeremiah Teehan, New York City Chairman, IYDP,
Mayor's Office for the Handicapped. N.Y.C.
Youth Representatives (see attached Roster)
Recorder: Marjorie Murphy, Director of Aquatics,
YMCA of the USA, Chicago, IL

4:00 - 5:00 p.m.

Discussion

Vocation and Career OpportunitiesRoom "529,

Group "4
Facilitator: Paul Hippolitus, Employment Advisor.
President's Committee on Employment
of the Handicapped, Washington. D C.
Resource Persons:

Susan Blocker, Youth Representative, N.Y.
James M. Devaney, Director. Joseph Bulova School
Woodside N.Y.
Denise Figueroa, Mayor's Office for the Handicapped. N.Y.0
Kathy McGrath, F.H A Advisor, South Charleston, Ohio
Larry Passantino, Goodwill Industries, N.Y C
E. 0. Teye, Ghana YMCA. Accra. Ghana
Dan Winchester, Volunteer Safety Services. The American
National Red Cross. N.Y.C.
Youth Representatives (see lattached Roster)
Recorder: Susan Bowers
The American National Red Cross, Youth Services.
National Headquarters. Washington, D C
11

400 - 5:00 p.m.

Discussion

Education/FamilyM*1m "510

Group "5
Facilitator: Judy Hoyt
Program Director. Association for the
Support of Human Services. Inc . Westfield. MA
Resource Persons:

Cheryl Anderson, Youth Services Director. The American
National Red Cross. Prince George's County
Chapter. MD
Roxanne Brody, State Advocate for Disabled. N Y C
Thomas Chancey, Youth Representative. N.Y C
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Shirley Ea. Adult Education Dept. Campfire. Inc.
Kansas City. MO.
Julie Gilligan, Coordinator of Education Programs.
International Paper Company Foundatidn, N.Y.C.
Patricia Grant, Parent. N Y C.
Barbara Kolucki, Special Education Media Consultant.
USA and Hong Kong
Ruth Laws, President. L & M Education Resource. Dover. DE.
Meredith Mazzo. Youth Repesentative. N.Y.C.
Sandy Pinkarton, New York State Department of
Education. N.Y C.
John Sevier. NERACOSH. o.y Scouts of America
Springfield. PA
Douglas Watson, New York niversity. N Y C
Steve Wells, Boy Scouts of A erica. N Y C
Youth Representatives (see a tached Roster)
Recdrder. Elizabeth Munz
*. Girl Scouts of the USA N Y C
,

6.30 p m.

RECEPTIONPetit Trianon

7 30 p m

GENERAL -SESSION *11THE MAY CONGRESS BANQUET
(Participants and Invited Guests)Trianon Ballroo
Ptesidi'ng:

Col. William P. McCahill, U S,v1.0 .4Ret.)
Volunteer. Boy Scouts of

4.

OPENING
CEREMONY.

Girl Scouts of the U.S.A.

INVOCATION

Rabbi Daniel Freelander, Associate Director.
North American Federation for Temple Youth. N Y C,

DINNER

KEYNOTE
SPEAKER

.

merica. Arlington. VA.

Harold Russell
Chairperson. The President's Committee
on Employment of the Handicappl. Boston. MA

SPECIAL RECOGNITIONS

ENTERTAINMENT: "Kids on the BloCk"
New York City Troupe from
The Kid's Project
Marion Dwyer, Kids Project Puppeteet
Elizabeth Ricciardi, Kids Project Pumieteer

SECOND DAY
September 11. 1981

9 00 9 45 a m

GENERAL SESSION *IIICULTURAL UNIVERSALS IN MAINSTREAMING
Nassau Suite
Presiding-

Michael J. Lenaghan
Program Development Director
The American National Red Cross, Washington. D C

Speaker

John A. Nesbitt
Professor. University of Iowa
President. Special Recreation. Inc

Iowa City. IA
-5(1

1

9:45 - 10:00 a.m.
.10:00 - 11:00 a.m.

BREAK AND CHANGE TO SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION SESSIONS
A

CONCURRENT GROUP DISCUSSIONS BASED ON CULTURAL UNIVERSALS
IN MAINSTREAMING-On 5th Floor

t4

See General Session "1Concurrent Group Discussions
for names of Resource,Persons and their affiliations

Discussion

Recreation/Leisure ProgramsRoom "504

Group #1

Facilitator- John Nesbitt
Resource Persons

Recorder Mary Eased
Discussion

Sports AcilvitiesAoom '513

Group '2

Facilitator- JuKan U. Stein
Resource Persons

Recorder. William Moors
Discussion

Rehabilitation ProgramsRoom *507

Group "3

Facilitator Earl Cunerd
Resource Persons

Recorder Louise Priest
Discussion

Group "4.

Vocational OpportunitiesRI Som *551
Facilitator Paul Hippolitus
Resouice Persons

Recorder. Susan Bowers
Discussion

Education/FamilyRoom "510

Group "5

Facilitator Jack Dinger
.

Professor of Special Education, Slippery Rock. PA.
Boy Scouts of AmericaChair. NACOSH Committee

Resource Persons

'

Recorder Elizabeth Munz

1115

11-45 a m

REASSEMBLE FOR REPORTS FROM CONCURRENT GROUPSNassau Suite
Presiding:

12 00

1 45 p m

Roxanne Spillett
Program Director for Health
Boys Clubs of America. N V C

GENERAL SESSION 'IVCOORDINATING RESOURCESRegent Room
Presiding_

Grace D. Reynolds
Staff Associate for Program Development
for Special Populations
Program Development Divilion
YMCA of thAJSA. Longview. WA
Project MA Director

INVOCATION

William S./Suzuki
Director. Camp Erdman Branch
YMCA of Metropolitan Honolulu. Hwbii

LUNCHEON
KEYNOTE
SPEAKER

Janet Pomeroy
Founder and Director
Recreation Center for the Handicapped
San Francisco. California

RESPONSE TO KEYNOTE SPEAKER+

Wilke
Harold
Director. The Healing Community.
WI;ite Plains. N Y.

Is?

Professor. Union Theological Seminary.
New York. New York

2:00 300 Pan,

CONCURRENT GROUP DISCUSSIONS BASED ON COORDINATING
YOUR P.S.OURCES
"See General Session '1Concurrent Group Discussions
,fot names of Resource Persons arid their affiliations
Discussion

Grciup 01

Recreation/Leisure ProgramsRoom '504
Facilitator John Nesbitt
Resource Persons

Recorder Mary Essert
Discussion

Sports ActivitiesRoom "513

Group 02

Facihtator Julian U. Stein
Resource Persons

Recorder William Moors
Discussion

Rehabilitation ProgramsRoom '507

Group 03

Facilitator Earl Cunerd
Resource Persons

Recorder Marjorie 'Murphy
Discussion

Group "4

Vocational Opportunities floo_m '551
Facilitator Paul Hippolitus
Resource Persons

Recorder Susan Bowers
Discussion

Education/FamilyRoom '510

Group '15

Facilitator Jack Dinger
Resource Persons

Recorder Nancy Garfield

3:00 - 3:15 p.m.

BREA

3.15 - 3:45 p.m.

REAS EMBLE FOR REPORTS FROM CONCURRENT GROUPSNassau Suite
Preelding:

3:45% 5:15 p.m.

GEN RAL SESSION .VOVERVIEW OF CONCURRENT WORKSHOP SESSIONS
Overview:

4 65 - $.15 p m

Roxanne Spillett, Program Director for Health,
Boys Clubs of America. N.Y C.

Frances Hesselbein
Executive Director. Girl Scouts of the USA, N Y C

MOVERECONVENE FOR CONCURRENT WORKSHOP SESSIONS
SESSION I

Nassau Suite

Session Focus

Activity Demonstration with Youth Participants
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Introduction By

Vivian Harris
- Chairperson. Scouting for the Handicapped

Committee. Boy Scouts of America,
Presenter

Dr. Julian U. Stein

SESSION II

Room "504

Session Focus

A Special Family Integrating Severely Handicapped
in Recreation. Leisure and School Activities

Introduction By

Robert R. Dye

Presenters.

Judy Hoyt. Program Director,
,
Association for Support of
Human Services. Inc . Westfield. MA
Richard Hoyt. Jr., Westfield. MA
Russell Hoyt. Westfield, MA

SESSION III

Room 1513

Session Focus,

4:05, - 5 15 p m

Ny c

Professor, George Mason University. VA

Director, Program Development Division
YMCA of the USA, Chicago, IL

Everything you wanted to know about
,,section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act.
and how it might affect your programs
and facilities

Introduction By

Susan L. Niman, Proiect Assistant. Protect MAY,
Longview Wa

Presenters

David Goldenberg&

Consultant. Lawrence Johnson & Associates. Inc .
Washington. D C

SESSION IVRoom 0507
Session Focus

Effective Linkage in the Community .1.-0,t,A,
Mainstreaming High School and College
Students with Disabilities Into Primary Labor
Market The Process and the Goal

Introduction By

Mary Essert
Program Coordinator for the Handicapped
putchess County N Y YMCA

Presenters

Marilyn Sommers, Assistant Coordinator.
Career Placement Work Experience for Disabled Students
(WEDS) Program. Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine.
New York University Medical Center, N Y C
Barbara Wolff, Placement Specialist.
WEDS. New York University Medical Center

.8-

,

Rob-ert Gardner
Student and PartkiiSant in WEDS

Bobbi Linn
Director. Consumer Affair*
Center for Independence of the Disabled in NY
Holly Blauser,
Personnel Representative for Port Authority
of New York and New Jersey
Other representatives from
linkages in the community

5:15 - 6:30 p.m.

SOCIAL HOURRegent-Room

8:00 - 10:00 p.m.

FILM THEATREGreen Room
Coordinator: Swish L Niman
Film Selection: Julian U. Stein

THIRD DAY
September 12, 1981

9.00

11:30 a.m

910 - 9:45 cm

GENERAL SESSION *VIMEDIA PRESENTATIONNassau Suite
Facilitator:

Ca!la Tabourne,
Program Consultant, National Board.
YWCA of the:OSA. N Y C

Film:

-Out of the Shadows"
Recreation Center for the Hdicapped
San Francisco: CA

INTRODUCTION OF POSITION PAPER:
Nancy Garfield, Director of Special and
Innovative Projects, Program
Deparsthint. Girl Scouts of the USA. N Y C

Saturday, Sept. 12, 1981
9 45 - 11 00 a.m

GENERAL SESSION oVIISTRATEGIES FOR THE FUTURE
INTERNATIONAL UPDATE
Introduction

Carla Tabourne, HPER Consultant
National Board of YWCA of the USA

Moderator:

Elizabeth Dendy, The Sports Council
London. England

The United
Kingdom

Terry Thompson, Director of PHAB (Physically
Handicapped and Able Bodied). London. England

Richard Morrell, Director of Youth Services,
Croydon YMCA. England
Europe-

To be announced

Africa.

Nahum Lama, Tanzania. Representative of
African Alliance YMCA

E. 0. Teye, Chairperson. Ghana YMCA Board
of Directors. Accra. Ghana
Canada

IIOtL 11 30 a m

.

Richard A. Patten: Director of the Ottawa Office.
National Council of YMCAS
of Canada. Ottawa. CanadaY1

U S A.

Robert R. Dye. Executive. Program Development
Division. YMCA of the USA

Mexico

To be announCed.

GENERAL SESSION VIIIFOCUS ON THE FUTURENassau Suite
(Coffee Avadable in the Room)
ATTENDING
GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE POSITION STATEMENT BY THOSE.
'CONGRESS
Facilitator

12 00 p m

1 45 p m

GENERAL SESSION IXEXTENDING BENEFITS OF THE
INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF DISABLED PERSONSRegent Room
Presiding.

John Myers. Executive Director
Eastern Queens Branth YMCA. N Y C

INVOCATION

Member of the Catholic Diocese of New York

Speaker'

Harold H. Wilke

FINAL PRESENTATION OF REVISED POSITION STATEMENT
Pre(iding:

2:00 pm

Nancy Gar flild
Girl Scouts of the USA. N Y C

Nancy Gaited
WRAP-UP: John 14ers

Ackhowledgemants
Our special thanks for assistance with additional funding:

International Paper Company Foundation gift which has
made the MAY plaques of appreciation possible
and for leadership in establishing a scholarship
fund for youth participatbn

The President's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped

ARCO
Dr. and Mrs. John Sevier
Exxon Corporation

Warner Communications

Names of other corporations were not availabloi at the time of the printing of this agenda.

Photographers:

William Arango, Director of Special Projects. YMCA of Greater New York
Linda Levine-Madori, World Leisure andRecreation Asuiciation

Evaluation by Denise Robinson of Hawkins and Associates. Inc . Washington, D C
0

Public Relations Coordinat rs: David Aboulafia, Bulova School
Susan L. Niman. Project PlAY

Project Staff: M. June Schaff. Administrative Assistant
Mary V Dudley. Project Assistant
Janet Thompson, Project Assistant
Esther Newsy, Project Volunteer
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1WELCOME TO THE CONGRESS
by

N
Solon Cousins
Eiecuti ve Director,'YMCA of th0 USA
,

4

I
What a great occasion if isdto bejlere in,this place for these,doys.
would like to take a persOal moment to welcome yOu on behalf of al1 the YMCAs
all over the United StateOnd, in fact, Oround the world. We.arehrery proud,
as an organization, to be the coordinating agency for Project MAY. Among many
others who applaud your participation andcyour attendan0 is our program
Director of Program Development for Special Populations', Grace D. ,ileynolds of
Longview,-Washingtoh. Others who aliplaud are people from the U.S; Department
of Education, Office df Special Education and Rehabilitative Services. Also
Col. William P. McCahill, USMC Retired;
our New York hosts ,and coordinators:
and John Myers; Executive DirectOr of the Eastern Queens Branch of the Greater
New York YMCA.

I would like now to read a.special message addressed to all of us.
as fol1Ows:
International Year of Disabled Persons - 1981

"We seek in the 1980's an.era of national renewal, an era,
that witl set loose-again the energy ond tngenuity of the
Today there are 35 Million disabled
American.People.
Americans whO represent one of our moit under.tutflized
resources. Iheir will, their spirit and their hearts are
not impaired despite their limitations. All of us stand to
gain when those who are disabled share in,America's
opportunities.-

To increase the participation of disabled persons in our
national life and in the lives of other nations, the United
Nations has designated 1981 the International Year of
Disabled Perions. ;America hai long been a world leader in
this area and the United States Council for the International -Year of Disabled Persons and our federal government
have already responded to the United Nations challenge.
Through
PrograMs are under way throughout the nation.
partnerships of disablOd and non-disabled persons ;of our
private sector and our government, and of our national,
state and community,organizations, we"can expend the
opportunities for disabled Americans to make a fUller contribution to our national life.
I am proud tq pledge the cooperation of my administrati n
and the federal agencies under my jurisdiction, 1ncluçk1n
the Federal Interagency commfttee for the Internati al
Year of Disabled Persons."
From the White Hous
(Signed)

RONALD REAGAN
President, Uvi,téd States of America
t,

It is

WelcOme to the Congress

AS we begin these three days together, let us remind ourselves of the
basic Mitsion that brought us here in the first place. The mission of Project
You will recall, it is tO assist youth serving agencies in planning,
MAY.
developing, implementing, prOmoting and evaluating a collaborative program to
mainstream handicapped youth in regular programs.
4

What a unlque project; bringing together eleven national organizations
We are all committed to
and over twenty other nattonal resource groups.
developing materials, sharinq our program resources, studying trends, examining
our successes and ourfailures. We all need enough'failue!e to keep us humble
and enough victories to keep us gOing. We have had somelof the former, a lot
of the latter. MAY Project agencles, the eleven, all together have a member;ship in the United States of overj 50 million citizens. What an environment in
which to develop our program in awareness of people throughout our nation'and
society around the world.
Fifty million is also the 'limber of people th the United States who are
living with dipbiJities of one kind or another according to the 1980 census.
We know that we simply must make our facilities and programs accessible and
available to people with disabilities. Call it mainstreaming, call it integration, call it assimilation, or 011 it just plain common sense,.we are thinking
and going in our awn best inter sts as citizens and-as agency leaders. This
International Year of Disabled Ifrrsons - 1981 gives us a focus opportunity io
raise our own awareness, our owi commitment and that ofrthe local national and
of our prganizations
international community. We mu t attract the leadershi
clreative
ideas
into
the
implementa
ion that will
so that we can move great and
pay off for all of us, youth a d adults.
These days we will be con entrating on our agency programs for all youth;
recreation/leisure, sports, re abilitation, vocational training and family
It is a special pl asure to have young peo le among us. We will be
education.
enriched by their presence anq by the contributions th y will make to our
meetino and to.the overall g als of the Congress. We, need growth, we need
We need to take what we have and move f rwardo We have, in this
imOliblieMente
rooN'the wherewithal, the brainpower, the commitment to move us into another
time, another future that wilp find our goals attaina le in my judgement.

We have a distinguishedlgroup of speakers at thi Congress and we have
1s you knoW, this is one
program discussion for all t suit your interests.
other
tq
be held at the end of
of two multi-regional congre s sessions, the
this month in Hawaii.
I wish you every succe s in this Congress and, again, Gur YMCA
organization is proud to be identified with, supportive of, and stimulated by
what you are doing.

a.
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UNITED NATIONS
bj

Lyutha Al-MughaW
Information Officer for IYDP - U.N.

I would like to-thank you for the honor of inviting me here and it gixes
me great pleasure to have this opportunity of participating in the activities
of Project MAY.
Moreover, I would like to thank you for creating this opportunity to have all of 4 gain additional)in.spiration and focus on issues and
.
.projects of our mutual ,interest.Ladies and Gentlemen:. On-behalf of Mrs: Leticia Shahani, United Nations
Secretary-General:s Special Representative fick'the International Year of
Disabled Persons, I should also like to thank all of you for the honor of
inviting her to address the'Multi-Rdgional Conference of your organization in
commemoration of the International Year of Disabled Persons.
UnfortunateTy,
she could not be here with us today because of other commitments. However, ,
she extends her warmest greetings and congratulates your Organization on the
excellent work it has been dotng to promote the objectives of the IYDP in the
United States.
5

Thd United Nations appreciates theinitiative of your organization in
organizing this conference which truly expresses the theme of the year - full
participation and equality.
It is important to eecord this.proclaimed by the
United Nations General Assembly in ordee to reaffirm the determination of the
International Community to work for the cause of disabled.persons. Not just
out of sympathy and compassion, but in full recognition of their capabilities
and rightful place as full and equal members of their community.
The signif
cance of this tommitment is even more apparent when we pause to consider tha
as many as 560 million human beings in the worl.d ard estimated to be physically
disabled or mentally retarded.
We bear a collective responsibility to give the disabled eVery possiblt
assistance to lead useful and productive lives.
It is impossible to completely
eliminate disability, however, there isa great deal that sociefies can do to'
give the disabled their rightful place in the community. We can give them
access, not only to buses and bu'rldings,-but to life itself.
Jobs, support,
creative pursuits, and above all, to oUr minds and hearts. We can as-sure that
they are given the legal proteCtion'and practical facilities that will enable
them to develop their capabilities and become self-reliant. We can tear down
not only the physical barriers that impede their mobility,,but the mental
-attitude that keeps them from those whose world they share.
AWareness,
advocacyoactilon can help create a society inwhich full participation and
equality i s more than a slogan, Out an accepted way of life.
The Unites! Nations'has sought within the past decade to deal with the
peoblems of disabled persons. To ensure their rights and facilitate their,
integration into society have been the central'aims of the United'Nations
policies and programs on behalf of diSabled persons. The overall purpose of
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2

United Nations'

.

these policies is to enable the physically and 4vilenially handicapped to contribute effectively and to deri\te appropriate benefitt for their-efforts.
The
International Year of Disabled.Persons is atombination of all these efforts
and at the sami time, the beginning of a continuing and cooperative endeavor
f6ra plightof human cause. Thks celebration in which we are Participating
today highlights- not onll thePideap-end aspirations of the participants, but
mitt alto strengthen our coalition 466Fmihation to make this world of ours a More
prosperous and equitable place for all of us.

.-.

6
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STATE OF NEW YORK
by

Mary Ann Botlinger
Represented The Honorable Mario Cuomo-

The Lieutenant Governor
I welcome you to New York and to this Conference.
chairs the New York State Commission on the International Year of Disabled
Persons and has been very involved, for quite a number of years, in working in
this effort.
I am glad to be here to thank you for being here and to express
our appreciation for the fact ofthis conference and our full support of its
objectives.
We are all involved together in this mission to promote opportunity
for our largest minority to participate in all aspects of American society;
work, play, health care:worship, family life, and the ballot box.

We must all be involved together in this effort to switch the focus from
In other words, as was
limitations and inabilities to strengths and abilities.
said before, to develop more positive attitudes.
New York, like the states you represent, has made much progress in recent
years to enable the disabled to be a natural part of the mainstream. We were
the first state to establish a State Office of the Advocate for the Disabled,
now ably filled by Dr. Francis Berko. New York is second only to the Federal
Government as an employer of the disabled 'and major strides have been made in
housing, recreation, education, employment, traiining, and in numerous other
We still have a long
ways including right now, a major effort on prevention.
way to go as do each of your states, but our commitment is real, as is yours.
However, we all know that government can't be all of this in a vacuum.
Community groups, such as yours; churches, voluntary agencies, have been and
,must continue to work in partnership and especially with challenges from the
economy and a degree of self-centeredness that seems to be pervasive in today's
society when we must heighten our joint efforts in imaginative ways.

As a parent of two disabled youth and, as a person with a hidden handicap,
I look forward to being with you for a part of this conference and to working
with you toward implementation of your goals, those goals that we all have
in common.

2,,
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UNITED STATES COUNCIL
FOR THE
INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF DISABLED PERSONS
by

Harold H. Wilke
Director, The Healing Community

I need to share with you some of the frustrations which we have within
the religious community. There are some very good things which .have been
happening in religion and there are, at the same time, some unfortunate ones
that are millennial old and in that sense, of course, they represent the wholes
of our Society.
.

One of these that we are working on within the religious community is
the kind of old-wives tale, old-husbands talk; that goes across the country and
indeed around the world that says that sin and disability are together. That
one is the cause of the other and, whether we look at this from the point of
vielk of John's statement of the account of Jesus' statement, in the Gospei
accbrding to St. John, or if we look at it from other's religious accounts,
this. is not the case, at the very basis of religious feeling.
One of our ,concerns in this International Year, is to lay to rest this
Quite obviously there are times when
idea that sin and disability are together.
When
we recognize that certainly sin has had something to do with disability.
my friend is injured in a drunken driving accidelt, we recognize something of
Even that,
whdt is involved there in the relationship of sin and disability.
of course, has many qualifications and we.need to see it in that way. We need
to recognize that the religious community has a tremendous amount to give even
as it also has a good deal to overcome within its own environs, within its own
We want you to carry this message
boundaries. We want you to help in that.
of the way in which all of us can work together into your own religious communities, whichever they be, for we see this mainstreaming concern of ours in
recreation and working together and praying together, in so many ways, and we
recognize that religion is indeed an important part of it.

I want to share with you just one very brief part about play, as it is
seen, not alone in simply the fun that we have in playing together, but in the
way in which it provides for us new understanding of the human values of the
ethical system by which we work.- That one has to do with a time that my father
My father
I had a talk with my father a few nights ago.
taught me to swim.
died some fifteen years ago, but as with most of us, we continue to talk with
That parent in the ego of each one of us is, of course, still
our parents.
there and it ddes us good to talk on occasion; to converse on occasion, with
parents long gone as well as others, long gone or with us.

United States Council for the IYDP

I said!in a conversation with Dad tPiat went something like this, "Dad,
I am grateful to you that you taught me how to swim. You knew that my two
'brothers and the neighbor kids were out there every day in the creek in the
summertime.and that somehow L had to do more than paddle around the edges.
Dad, I remember how you fixed up that one plank three feet long. You secured
at each end'an empty one-gallon syrup bucket to keep that plank afloat and
then you told me to put my chest right there on that ,plank and push out into
Dad, you went to a lot of trouble to do that and you watched me
the water.
go out, swim across the pool and then come back again.
Finally you'said, 'Now you cdn do it without the plank,' and I pushed out
into the water, went down, came up sputtering, went out again, came up
sputtering; and the third time swam doipaddling fashion all the way across the
It has been a great boon for
Dad, I have enjoyed swimming ever since.
creek.
Far more than fun, however, was my realization of what is your expectation.
me.
You expected that I could do this and you fixed it up so that I could learn and
that expectation, that sense of learning was part of a religious heritage
You'shared that with me and I am grateful to you for it."
which was ours.

-

OFFICIAL WELCOME FROM
UNITED STATES SECRETARIAT FOR THE
INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF PIABLED PERSONS
By

John C. McDonald
Co-Chairman, U.S. Interagency Committee, IYDP
I
It is a pleasure to be with you this afternoon.
Good...afternoon.
thought I would begin by building a bit on what Miss Al-Mughairy talked about
concerning the United Nations, try to explain how the U. N. got involved in
this whole thing; talk about U. S. Government participation; some of the
things, some of the successes we have had, some of the aspirations; and then
go on into the future a bit and talk abbmt youth per se in the next four or
five years and see if somehow I can plant a few ideas which 4ou can take back
to your groups in the Tnext few days to see if you can build on those ideas
and develop an interaction for Project MAY in the future.

,

I.
You ;aye in your kit the 1948 Universal Declaration of,Human Rights.
think it is a very appropriate docuMent to start with because itstresses the
need for improved social progress and really we are talking fundamentally about
It was in 1971 that the General Assembly of the United
that particular concept.
They
Nations became specifically involved in the concerns of the handicapped.
adopted, in that year, a Declaration on the Rights of the Mentally Retarded
This Declaration points out that the mentally retarded have the same
Person.
think this sounds very normal for us today,
I
rights as other human beings.
but when you consider that over 150 nations in the world agreed to that text,
it begins to have a different import. The Declaration states that they have
a right to medical care, economic:security, a decent standard of living and
This Decmost important of all, a right to participate in community life.
In 1975, some four
laration was adopted unanimously by all member states.
years later, the UN adopted a Declaration on the Rights of Disabled Persons
and this Declaration pointed out that they have the inherent right to respect
They have the same rights as their fellow
for-their own human dignity.
A very
citizens to enjoy a decent life as normal and as full as possible.
interesting additional provision was added after the debate, saying that the
disabled have the right to live with their families and to participate in all
social, creative or recreational activities. Another very important landmark,
as we build toward this concept of IYDP, was passed unanimously by all member

states'.

In 1976 it was.the Libyan- government, that is the government, if you
That government, the Libyan governremember, on the north coast of Africa.
ment, proposed to the General Assembly of the United Nations in 1976 that 1981
be declared International Year of Disabled Persons. Many persons ask me, "Why
If you go back
Libya? Why did they get involved in this kind of a concern?"
in history a bit, many of you will remember that during WW II the armies of
the west, Germany on one side and the western nations on the other, moved
There were
back and forth across the sands of the Sahara a number of times.
great tank battles fought there on Libyan territory and each time an army
moved across that desert, they'sowed thousands and thousands of land mines
So
in that area and the other army moving back would do the same thing.
what happened after WWII was over was that tens of thousands of these land
mines still were in the desert sand and many, many people have become disabled and crippled in Liibya because of accidentally exploded land mines left
a

So they have a much higher percentage of their population
there from WW II.
who are disabled than any other country, and it was this interesting coincidence of ideas that stimulated them to action. The General Assembly
agreed, of course, as you know, and this year was declared to be IYDP with
full participation and equality as the theme and the symbol for the year.
On the UN side itself as an effort to stimulate greateraction, first of
Then a
all the secretariat was established in Vienna, Austria for the IYDP.
which
the
U.
S.
government
was a
23 nation advisory committee was set up, of
first
repwho
is
known
to
some
of
you
here,
was
our
Frank Bowe,
member.
They developed a plan of action for
reseRtative at that meeting in 1979.
1981 which urged that every member state in the United Nations first of all
issue a proclamation the beginning of the year urging the concept of full
Secondly, they were to establish some kind of a
participation and quality.
national mechanism, a national committee to focus attention at the local and
national level on the concerns of the disabled andlthat they prepare an actiThen at the end of the year they were to prepare
vity program for the year.
a national report which would go to the United Nations and would eventually
be brought together in a global report sometime in 1982. They also urged
that each government and each country involved develop some kind of a mechIn other words, it was very critical that we do
anism for 1982 and beyond.
not build up to 1981 and then on December 31 forget about the problems of the
disabled because'the year is over. It was a critical part of the plan of
think
I
action from the very be9inning that we think beyond the year itself.
it is fair to say that the United States government and the U. S. Council and
the private sector side have worked very closely and very well together to
insure that these goals, insofar as the United States is Concerned, have
This advisory committee met for a second time
been met and are being met.
last year to look at a draft document which the secretariat in Vienna put
Unfortunately, the document did not meet
together about 1982 and beyond.
standards that many felt important, and after considerable debate, the report
recast
was sent bdck to the drawing board and the Secretariat was urged to
it and come.up with a stronger text.
last month in
The third meeting of the advisory committA took place
Our delegation.was led by Hal O'Flaherty, blind, who is the ExeVienna.
Interestingly enough, he
cutive Director of our Secretariat in Washington.
was the only disabled person to lead a delegation for that particular conThe delegates worked very hard and finally adopted in a draft
ference.
form, a document of some 160 paragraphs, which defines three key areas:
prevention, rehabilitation anb equalization of opportunity as the basic
A number of specific recommendatheme for this plan for 1982 and beyond.
national
and the regional and at the
tions were made in this text for the
international level and theyurged action,not only by governments but by
private organizations, such as those gathered here today. This text will
I might
be adopted by the General Assembly and then will move into court.
with
me
and
I
will
be
happy
to
turn
add that I brought a copy of that text
whatever
use
they
might
put
it
to.
it over to your awn leaders here for
But I think it is fair to say that it is a very solid document.

On the U. S. Government side, you have already heard the proclamation
which President Reagan issued. We were together in the oval office at that
very inspiring ceremony and I must.say that I felt the new administration
In our interagency planwas off to a good start in this particular area.
ning started two years ago, we set up certain goals. We felt, first of all,
that every government agency in Washington should be-personally involved in
this whole concept.. They should be involved not only with their own bureaucracy, .their own structures, but they should be concerned about the impact
they have on their programs across the whole United States. We now have some
42 different goVernment agencies. Perhaps you didn't realize there were that
many, but just about every agency that is in Washington is now involved both
with an in-house program expressing concern for the disabled and also inThe second goal of our comvolving themselves at the administrative level.
mittee is to raise the awareness level throughout all of the state, federal
The third was to inform citizens
and local structures - the goals of the IYDP.
of our country about those goals, and the fourth was to interact at the international level to try to learn from other countries what they are doing and to
try to explain to.them and share with them the kinds of things that we are
You have heard about the.U. S. Council which is a very fine and a
doing.
very strong private sector group that is located in Washington and with
whom we work very closely. We have continued support from the White House
with President Reagan having appointed Miss Virginia Knauer as his repreThe Congress of the United States has passed joint
sentative for the IYDP.
resolutions setting forth the goals for the year and urging that these be
We, on our part, have taken some two feet of national reports
followed.
from the various agencies involved and have boiled them down to a fifteen
or eighteen page document which highlights the actions that the United States
In the media field we are now proud to report that
Government is taking.
over 200 press clippings a day are coming into Washing* from across the
country talking about the problems of the disabled, IYDP and what local
action is taking place to resolve some of these issues.

Early
We have had some interesting things happen on a wider basis.
this year we helped two different communities, Niagara Falls, New York, and
Niagara Falls, Ontario, set up what they call an Operation Horseshoe which
was to involved 15,000 people from Canada and the United States in a very
The highlight of that
dramatic two day meeting in honor of the disabled.
meeting was the gathering of a three-mile long human chain from the Canadian
side of the border, aci-oss the International Bridge and down the United
States side, with a flare going up and 12,000 candles being lighted simulThe interesting thing about this was that
taneously in honor of the IYDP.
in this interaction between these two highly competitive cities, competitive
from a tourist point of view, they have now learned for the first time in
It was IYDP that brought them together.
their history to work together.
This was such a successful program that we have decided, with the cooperation of El Paso, Texas and Juarez, Mexico, to have the same concept Hands Across the Border - between Mexico and the United States, to take'
place later this month in El Paso and Juarez.
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Some 350 disabled
Another interesting event is taking place next month.
Japanese veterans are paying their own way to the United States to lay a
wreath at the tomb of the Unknown Soldier in Arlington and then attend a
reception for them at the State Department. Again, an interesting interaction
between the disabled people and the non-disabled.

Chincoteague, Virginia, which is a part of a national park, and the Department of the Interior proudly, told us and showed us how they could make a national
park accessible to the disabled, including going over the sand dunes in wheelchairs and down into the water in the Atlantic Ocean itself. So I think it is
Again,
fair to say that a great deal is happening that we can be proud of.
on a global basis, about 125 countries now have set up national conventions.
They
They are bolding the kinds of meetings that are taking place here today.
Twenty-five nations have issued
have made speeches and issued proclamations.
For the future,
special stamps in honor of IYDP, including the United States.
each nation, as I indicated a moment ago, will provide.a national report which
will be combined into a global document. This can also be a very boring document,
have an idea
I have been forced to read them.
of which we have had many.
that I hope will alleviate that situation of boredom. What I want to do is
have the Upl, through a private publishinq company, pull together the ideas that
have been generated and found in these national reports, or ideas that you all
have, and put them down in a paperback book which can be sold inexpensively
around the, world to pass these ideas On to local communities world-wide.
Much has been generated to date in this year and I just feel that it should
,not be lost and that these suggestions and proposals can strengthen this
I am urging that this be done.
concept beyond 1981.
I

On our awn part, institutionally speaking, we have contacted Dr. Rusk,
'chairman of the National Council on the Handicapped, among some of his other
This is a council which has been established by congressional
functiOns.
decree to be the official mechanism, the official body within the U. S.
Government structure to overview and look after IYDP in 1982 and beyond.
We are in pretty good shape at the moment and we, of course, need help from
all of you to insure that thds enthusiasm and knowledge and great understand.
In other words, this means that we do continue
ing is viewed as a continuum.
and that we not come to a screeching halt by the end of the year.
feel does relate to your basic
I was asked to talk about something which
What
you don't know is that in
Now you all know abou't LYDP-1981.
concern.
International
1985 the United Nations has already agreed to something called
think
can
be
of
critical
This is what
Youth Year, which we call IYY.
Very briefly, the United Nations began talking about the
importance to you.
In 1970 there was a World Conference on Youth in
problems of youth in 1965.
New York City which was a disaster. I was involved in the selection process.
The ground rules were that each country should have five delegates to the _
4 thtn
The United States'group, such as your own, put
conference.
total of 300 requests for indivjcll_a,ls_to be on that five person delegation.
You cah imagint.grotas=t46-6-d-On-tne floor before the final selection
Because the United States takes things literally,
_____-,,proceWii4P-CbMOteted.
I

I
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The
the youth were--young Not many governments take things that literally.
Unfortunately,
the
average
age
average age of the U. S. delegation was 19.
of the Soviet delegation was 43. You can see that there were certain differences, shall we say ieexperience and certainly difference in perspective.
In any event that conference cooled enthusiasm for Some years about holding a
second World Conference because not a great deal of Aactical impact was genIt wasn't until 1977 that the General Assembl Y. seven years
erated by it.
later, began talking about not another conference, but a tpecial year which
was focused on the concern about youth, particularly at the local and national
level. 'This idea picked up support, and in 1979 the General Assembly declared
Last December a 24-nation Advisory Committee, again the same
1985 as IVY.
mechanism as IY,DP, was established and the first meeting F attended took place
The theme of IYY is "participation, development and
last April in Vienna.
This .calls attention, obviously, to the need for full participation
peace".
It focuses on the youth critical role in the whole economic
by youth.
development process and stresses the fact that peace and development go hand
But like 'all things in the United Nations, there is more to it
in hand.
Very sfmply, the
behind those words than you would hear on the surface.
Western world, the developed world, the part of the world that we are from,
pushed the concept of participation for youth. The poor countries of the
world, the developing world, pushed the concept of development for youth.
t.
So there you have it in a
Eastern Europeans pushed the concept of peace.
nutshell, really the differences'of perspective between these three differBut the General Assembly felt it was imperative to
ent parts of the world.
"harness the energies, enthusiasm and creative abilities of youth to the
They went on to say
paths of nation building", a very highflown statement.
that preparation and observation of IYY would offer a significant opportunity
for drawing attention to the situation, needs and aspirations of youth for
increasing cooperation at all levels in dealing with youth, and for involving
young people in the study and resolution of major international, regional and
national problems.

One of the firtt things that I found in involving myself internationally
I don't
or globally in this area was that no one had a definition of youth.
It turns
know whether you have struggled with this in your own organization.
out, on a national basis, that every country in the world has a slightly difIn some countries youth goes down to the age of ten and
ferent definition.
in some countries you stop being a youth at the age of 40. The United Nations,
for statistical reasons and that is certainly a very important reason, has
think that is important to
I
declared that 15-24 are the ages for youth.
bear in mind even though national definitions may vary, because this is
going to be the thrust of the year itself. Again on differences, one should
remember that the Eastern Europeans, if one can put this group of nine
countries together in a group, look upon youth more as a political instrument
to extend political action groups then with youth and bring them together and
they actually hold world conferences or regional conferences with this political
I think it is fair to say that the West, on the other hand, looks
aim in mind.
at youth from a service oriented perspective. This is certainly what you are
Involved in yourselves as far as youth is concerned. The third world looks
again differently. As I said earlier they look upon youth, I believe, as a
eting, agreed
The preparatory committee had it
resource for development.

(now and the end of 1985.
to a plan of action for what should happen betAen
General
Assembly
in November of Ahis year,
This will be on the agenda for the
We, in ouc part in
and will be, I believe, adopted by all member states.
committee
of
the
federal government
Washilligton, hpve organized an interagency
I think more importantly, at least
bringing all Interested concerns together.
more importantly to youth, is that I also have organized a non-governmental
this
-group and brought themhtogether, which consisted of some 25 people at
We
had
the
YMCA,
the
Boy
first meeting which took place the end of April.
American
Scouts, PTA, Catholic Youth, Boys' Clubs of America, 4-H Council,
Red Cross and a half a dozen more institutions represented at this first
to have a debriefing on
gathering. The purpose of thfs meeting was: a.
to
begin
to think ahead for 1985.
b.
what happened at the April meeting, and

think it is very,clear that we all recognize tha*t a youth year, in
particular a youth year, cannot be successful in the United States without
the major involvement of the organizations which you represent here today.
of
And so, in looking at the future, and by the way there are a series
events tomorrow, if some of you could steal away to the United Nations,
I just wanted to mention that in passing.
about International Youth Year.
think that what I would like to see you all do in the course of the next
I
keeP
few days, when you are talking about the future for Project MAY, is to
Youth
plan
of
action
for
International
in mind a particular sentence in this
That
sentence
says
in
weeks
ago.
Year, which was just adopted a matter of
"The
emphasis
should
be
put
on
the proposals put forward by this document:
disadvantaged
youth
groups
in
society
activities and,respect of the most
in accordance with the specific conditions of every cpuntry".
I

It is clear to me, based on my experience with the disabled, that
I would hope that in
disabled youth are a disadvantaged youth group.
possibility of
your planning sessions you would secipusly consider a
of
International
Youth
combining your interest in IYDP witinhe concern
stimulate
concern
Since the purpose of IYY is to
Year and youth itself!
at the local and at the national level, it seems to me that your efforts
on behalf of disabled youth would combine these very fundamental issues
and for
which you are concerned abput, both for the betterment of youth
the betterment of the disabled of America. Thank you very much.

0

MIVATE SECTOR
by

Julie Gilligan
Coordinator of Education Programs
International Paper Company Foundation
It is a real pleasure to
think by now you must be all welcomed out.
I
bring greetings and a lot of praise from the business sector to all of you.
Pro ct MAY has certainly demonstrated sensitive and very effective
in mainstreaming. As I traveled around this past year to Internaleadershi

tional Paper Mill communities, I have heard from our local managers about their
They have indicated that there has been a
high regard for youth agencies.
marked increase in the quality of family life in any of the towns where there
are groups sponsored by youth agencies such as are in this room; whether
they be 4-H. the Girl Scouts, the Y.
It is the hope of this foundation that you will continue to mainstream
Further, it is 'our
disabled young people in your various kinds of programs.
hope that many more of these youth programs will be mainstreamed into rural
communities where you are needed very much.
On behalf of International Paper and the other corporations who responded
so quickly and so generously to the youth scholarship fund, I wish you a very
happy and productive Congress.
a
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STATE OF THE ART
By

Secretary G

Norman Acton
ral, Rehabilitation 1nternation

When I sat down the
her day to think about what L should be saying tO
you today, I looked at
e title I had been given which was to talk aboUt
the State cif the-Art.
wai somewhat embarrassed to realize that I didn't i
really know what tha meant in this context. As I thought about it I remembered Picasso's sta ement once after he had painted a portrait of Gertrude
Stein and semeone
aid, "That doesn't look very much like Gertrude Stein".
Picasso said, "
ver mind, eventually Gertrude Stein will look like the
Portrait." Or there was the problem that Rodin, the sculptor, had when he
was doing a culpture If Victor Hugo and he did it tn heroic proportions
with Victor Hugo standing on a rock with all kinds of muses and kings and
one thing and another milling arourld underneath him and the waves beating on
the rock and everything.
When he had finished the plaster cast for this and
it was'so large it had to be in a kind of extemporaneous studio, he called
the press in to see it.
Just before the unveiling there was a great storm
and unfortunaWy, it had washed away quite a good deal of all of his work.
The kings and the queens and the muses were reduced to slime and rubble and
Victor Hugo had sunk down and only part of him was being seeri` ThiS wasn't
known to the artist until the curtain was pulled'and the journalists all
came in.
Rodin, of course, was shocked and mortified and didn't.know what
to say.
Before he had a chance to say anything, the praise started. What
a magnificent conception - Victor Hugo rising out of the slime and corruption
of our times.
He was wise enough to keep quiet and if you go today to the
MUSRUM in Paris, you will see Victor Hugo rising,out of the slime and corruptionjof the 19th century.
And I thought about Whistler, who once painted
a portrait of a wealthy lady.
When he finished, the lady's husband said,
"That's not really a,great work of art" and Whistler said"Sir,'I am sorry
to tell you your wife is not a great work of nature."'

Well, none of these seemed particularly useful for my theme today-so I
loiiked in the dictionary and there 1 found that the definition for State of
the Art is the current level of sophistication of the developing technology
and this at-least gives me a starting point to talk to you about.

,

In terms of the physical and mechanized aspects of what we are trying to
do about disability these days, we are in a very advanced state of sophistication in our technology, our knowledge and our skills. Our main challenge
is simply to get the knowledge and skill-86 capability out and apply it to
the millions of people around the world who need them.
We are in a situation
where.we can get equipment that will enable someone with a single breath to
activate and control a wheelchair or a television or a door-or whatever this
mechanism happens to be hooked up to.
But at the same time, we spend hurricanes of breath on speeches like this one and we are still not able to
guarantee the integration of that.person into the society in which he lives.
We cannot guarantee the protection of the most elementary human rights for
that person.
And that, my friends. ,is the problem that
think we must be
dealing with and it is why Conferences on the subject that you are going to be,
talking about are so important in moving us ahead into a solution to the
problems that we are all talking about.
I am sure you have heard some
I

State of the Art,

eloquent
function
bring to
might be

descriptions already,of what the problem is and it is, perhaps, my
to try and giye that a little international connotation and try to
you some of thethings that we have learned from'the world level that
helpful to you.
,

The International-Year of Disabled Persons has certainly succeeded in
focusing attention on-the many problems in which we are interoted and putting ,
There is no assurance that it is going to
the subjett on tlfe world agenda.
remain there, however, and thAt is our big challenge as we look to the future.
have already
My travel agent tells me that
We had many, many meetings:
of
IYDP,
and I.will
traveled more than 120,000 miles this year in.the pursuit
according
to
my present
probably do that much again before the end of the'year
these
meetings
But it won't be worth it unless at least some of
schedule.
result in something that is going to keep happening; result in changing the
sitqation; introducing new elements into the situation and doing it all in a
So I tell.every group I talk to it is wonderful 'to get toway.that lasts.
gether, it is wonderful-to learn that we share our enthusiasm and our concern,
but the thing we must be thinking about is what can we decide and talk about
that is going to continue andogoing to have a real meaning in terms of people
.

I

and their lives.
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When we start to examine the real dimensions of the problem of disability,
we usually start by asking how many are we talking about and I can giVe you
some numbers that will emphasize the position that we cannot be satisfied with
But before that; I would like to approach the question
what we are doing.
Before,asking how many seriously disfrom a slightly different direction.
I
would like, to talk a moment about how
abled people there are in the world,
many seriously able people there are in the world. Unfortunately the statis-'
tics in this area are not very good and I have not found any Way to,get reliable data about the number of people who are without a flaw, the ones who
have 20-20 aision, perfect IQ, no problems with their liver or kidneys, no
aches in their joints or bones, no overweight, no high blood pressure,.no
hans-ups about anything, who are nimble, strong and filled with social and
physical graci: As I look around me, including looking in my mirror, I
have to conclude that there aren't very many people who are perfectly able.
suspect that it would be generous to estimate that St of the population
I
would fit that factor. S9 we must conclude from that that some W of the
population is less than perfect. _Does that mean that they are'all disabled?
Well, we don't say that because that is not the waY that we define it. We
reserve that term forcertain categories of physical or mental impairment
with
and for the real or imagined consequences that we think are identiltied
these pertain categories of impairment. We have evolved some standards
of
which 4ry in some degree from society to society, that select out of all
mental
variations
some
that
we
the potential combinations of physical and
label "disability". Too often the real functional limitations that may or
may not accompany the individual condition ire given less weight in the
selection process than are the stereotyped assumptions about these conditions.
A bookkeeper and a.football player, each having lostoa,lv, are both desigA football player, forced by high blood pressure"
nated as being disabled.
endless comto refrain from-football, is not called disabled and there are
binations of this kind that we can demonstrate,
,
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It must remind us that the esttmates that we rise about the prevalence of
disability always,rest on.a pattern of still- logical judgmentk,based in ldrge.
part dn the stereotypes*of history as mudh as on the objeCtive situation.
-Surveys try Rehabilitation Internattonal,-the World-Health.Organization, and
a number of national authorities, have producedliata that justify, as a rough
indicatOr of the prevalence of dis'ability, thejactorof IV-L.
Some recent
studies ofthe'situation jn areas in the earlier stages of economtc and social'
development, where the main cauSes of the impairment are the'least controlled,
haveconclUded,that-it Must be assumed,that'least l5 of the people in such
areas will 15e disabled. These:figures mdy bk difficult to accept because Ihe
reality behind them is often noteasily'percelved, but I Can ass'ure you that
our.own investigations in the -field have given us evidence to know that they
are the reality, This means that there are more than 500 million people in
the world/Aliy who ,haveasignificantAisability, ' These cold and awesome
statists should lead us to many lines-of thought. Perhaps the most important is- the realization that behind the numbers are people, each of whom has
partictilar set of problems as a consequence df one-or more impairments and\__
of the way.society has reacted to their si.tuation.
There are retarded childrenwho are penned 00 like little animals: There are deformed men and women
begging in the market.
There are people of enOrmous'talent whobecause of
blindnets or deafness, are engaged in menial tasks. There are young people
who cannot go toschool. ,There are elderlY people whose lives are ending in
solitude because they are,rejected by their communities.
There are literally
tens of millions of different situatiOns and we must never make the mistake
of thinking that we are talking about a homogeneous group of people who are
the disabled.
We are,talking about more than 500 million, individual people,
each of whom has a disability and each of whom has many other things;,a
family, traditions, customs, tastes and appetiteS, fears-and apprehensions,
pride and ambition and a vision of life as he or she would like,it to be.
.The statistics help us' tO understand how much waste of talent and energy'
there is when these millions of people are ',denied the'opportunities available
to others in their,communities and what a drain of resources there is,upon
the millions of families and thousands ofcommunities.in which disability
occurs and the demands of time and energy resulting'because of,this.. The
accumulation of costs and the loses of human.potential which may be traced
to disability is staggering and is as I have stated earlier., an important'
obstacle in the process of economic and social development.
.

I'd like to say a little bit, apart from the numerical aspect of the
problem, about the character of the problem or the nature of the problem
bearing in mind what I have just said that there is not the problem but
But we
there are many millions of problems made up of complex.situations.
have to agree on what we are talking about so we agree that_we are talking
about people with - but with what - and we can't find a very easy way to
say what it is that we A. talking about.
We have some catch'words, but
what is the meaning behind them? I suspect if we even made a list among
this relatively erudite group, we would end up with many different kinds
of lists and many different categories of the kinds of thing that we are
talking'about.. I think, fn this connection, the recent decision by the
World Health Organization to establish a hierarchy of terminology to be
It'doesn't matter whether or not we
used in this field is very helpful.
agree with the use of each individual word becau9e this tends ot vgAry in
different countries, but the hierarchy of defiriition is important, I think.,
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in analyzing what it is that we are really talking about. If we analyze each
problem as we are thinking about it in this context, it helps quite a lot to
clarify what the real problem is. If we see that you can have an impairment,
but it doesn't happen to limit'your functibns in a given category of life,
then you-do not have a disability. If anyone who has/that impairment is stigmatized in a particular society; you are handicapped, but your problem is not
Youri problem is society; so you can analyze the*situations
your impairment.
in this slightly over-simplified way and at leatt find out what it is we are
talking about and what it is that we have to do something about.
If we return to the football player and the bookkeeper I mentioned earlier
They both ilave an impairment, each
i we can see what I am talking about perhaps.
So far as his work is concerned, the football player certainly
has lost a leg.
So far as his work is concerned, the bookkeeper doesn't have
has a disability.
a disability because he doesn't need his leg to keep books. As far as society
is concerned, they are both handicapped because anyone who has lost a leg is
handicapped, regardless of whether it has a functional implication on life.
The ball player with high blood pressure has an impairment, he has a disability,
but he doesn't have a handicap because we haven't yet started stigmatizing
people with high blood pressure. This, perhaps, will give you some idea of
how I think we can use this hierarchy of thinking to understand each problem
as we come to it.

.

f

There are,'of course, individual prOblems that we must analyze in that
way and there are the problems that society itself has in a collective sense
because of the existence of disability affecting a large number of people.
This creates social problems in terms of the inability of-some people to
participate fully in the life and activities of the society and the effect
it must have on the morale of any group of people wye deny the rights of
participation of some of theiHmembers". It create economic problems in
that there are peoplewho become dependent families because of the disability
There is the Joss of productivity that we suffer on
of one of the members.
the part of the peoplet.who.could be producing and on the part of the people
who must take care of the people who could be producing. And there is the
drain on the economy of our present system of,providing so much ca.re withThere is
out so much'real involvement and opportunity for participation.
a Political.problem of considerable dimensions although it hasn't really
But mainly beC'avse
yet manifested itself in very many parts of the world.
of the energy and activity of disabled people themselves, I think this is
something we may anticipate for the future os becoming a much stronger
We must realize that we are talking about at least l0':.;
political force.
of the population as being directly affected. A United Nations group
estimated that, if you count family members and others who are involved in
reacting to the problem of disabilities, we are talking about 25, of the
population who are directly or indirectly affected by the existence of
disability. Therelwas an article in the New York Times this weekend in
wilich it was estimated that, in the United States, we spend more than 30This is Workman's
billion dollars a year in disability benefits alone.
Compensation and Insurance and all the various acts that pay just benefits.
We are not talking about rehabilitation or education or any of the positive
\steps, but just the benefits - more than 30 billion dollars. Well, even
if it weren't a Reagan administration, I think, when we are talking about
something that involves 30 billion dollars, lir of the population directly,
-

.
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251 of the population indirectly, we have the nucleus of a political issue,
I am afraid it will have to become onebefore we can get everything done that
should be done.
A successful response to this problem requires that we take action in
both of these broad categories of problems, that it is necessary through rehabilieation *services and through legislation, regulation and services of any
other kind, to help people who have disabilities qualify for full participation
in the Community and the society in which they live to make them able to play
their part in this integration that we are really talking about. But, equally,
Yet, we
and perhaps more important is that it hasn't had as much attention.
haye to help society adjust itself to this situation and play its part in
In an effort to
making possible this integration that we are'talking about.
reach some world agreement onhow to go about this dual effort that I am
talking about, Rehabilitation International, over the last three years,
It looks like this and I put
prepared and drafted a Charter for the 80's.
some copies back on fhe table if you want it. -This, resulted from consultations all around the world with disabled people in their groups, with
government agencies, with professional 'people, with volunteers, anyone who
had a concern about the problem.
It represents a very broad consensus that
has a tremendous level of agreement by all these groups in all parts of the
world.
It is far from a perfect document, but yQu can never get a perfect
document when you have that large a committee. The important thing about it
is that it was agreed to in the end by a great majority of all these people
and groups around the world.
The recommendations are boiled' down to four
aims really.
First, we must do everything possible to make sure that the
preventive services to avoid impairment happening reach all people and all
families. Second, we must make sure that the necessary rehabilitation and'
Third, we must do everysupport services reach everyone who needs them.
thing we can to enhance and encourage and facilitate the full integration
of people with disabilities in their societies.
Fourth, we must make sure
that the neceSsary information is,distributed and reaches people in a way
that is effective and digestible to them in coping with this problem.

These are all regarded as being equally important and very closely
interrelated objectives and the charter goes into some detail in giving
the background of ach one of them, the theoretical base for it and some
practical suggestions and then in, the end it has targets for action in
each of these areas; at the local level, at the national level, and at
We hope it provides the kind of framework for
the international level.
everyone to think about what they are going to do after this year in order
to realize the benefits of whatever enthusiasm we have engenderedL
am not going to talk about all four
In keepin4with my, time promise,
of those aims, but I woUld like to say a few more words about the last two
because I think they are especially relevant to your work here - the integWhen we talk'aboUt integration,
ration objective and the information objective.
we are using the word in its pure meaning and I,think it is important to be
clear about this because this poor word has been beaten to deathApver the
last two or three generations as we have used it to describe every kind of
The pure meaning
civic problem whenever any sort of difference is around.
of the word "integration" is bringing together the parts and making a
I would'like to think of that as what we are
completeness out of them.

State of the Aet

trying to do when we think of integration of disabled people and their communities- not into their communities, but the integration of disabled people
We must help disabled people themselves become capable
and their communities.
of participating in their community and we must help the community become capable of participating with its disahled members. What we are talking about is
bringing these two parts together and creating a completeness that will realize
There are many things
the value of the 1:larticipation of all of its citizens.
We have to assure physical
that have to be done to achieve this, of course.
We have to insure the possibilities of mobility. We have to inture
access.
the possibilities of communications to those for whom that is a problem. We
have to insure participation when there are barriers that are other than
But in the last analysis, the thing that we.must do-in order to
physical.
make all of these things have any latting meaning, and the thing that I think
we have been least able to do as yet, is to get people to change.the way they
In order to get people to change the way they behave, we have to find
behave.
We do not know very much about how to change
a way to change their attitudes.
people's attitudes in a really scientific and cause and effect way.

This leads-me, however, totbnext question of information because that
suggests a route that we might like to take in this regard. It's tempting to
think, and I'm afraid much of what we all do is based on this temptation, that
if we can just get enough information out, if we can get enough films and
enough on T. V. and enough printed and all this kind of thing and get enough
people to be exposed to it, that this is going to do the job; that this is
eventually going to change their attitudes because it is logical that they
should change their attitudes and once their attitudes are changed, obviously
Unfortunately we can't find any
their behaviors are going to be modified.
There have been some very careful studies of
evidence that that happens.
tnis question by some of the major psychological institutions around the
country and there is absolutely no evidence to prove that you can change
people's attitudes sufficiently to change their behavior simply by letting
them have different information about the situation about which you are talking.
There have also been some studies thathave shown a little better results im
terms of the,effect of studies that have shown a little better results in terms
That is, the experience of living in a contact
of the effect of experience.
situation with people with disabilities, and some studies have indicated that
this has produced some favorable results in some people. But of course, if
we thi.nk a moment about history,_we_realize that many millions of people, who
for millions of years, have had disabled people in their families, in their
villages, in their communities, and are the bearers of all the prejudi-ce and
discrimination that we are trying to modify. Not,arlyithe people who are
living with the disabled people, but the disabled people themselves also
have the misunderstanding.

We did a study two years ago for UNICEF, the UN Children's Fund, about
the situation of disabled children around the world. In the course of this
We talked to people
we visited the most remote corners and jungle clearings.
disabled
child
or
the parent in a
at every level and every society, from the
International
Economic
small village up to the Minister of Health or the
All
these
people
have
one
thing
in
common,
which is a
Developffient Planner.
it
really
is,
what
causes
dismal amount of ignorance about disability, what
I
think
that
they
s*est
that,
So
it, and what you ought to do about it.
if we can devise a way to produce a combination of these two patterns of
communication, the information that people need to understand, in their mind,
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why this situation must be changed, ,and also the practical experience with it
so thae they ingest it in ways that We don't really entirely understand yet
from a communication point of view.
It is obviously something deeper and more
effective than just reading or looking at a film or watchtng television.
In
order to do this contacting and giving this experience, we, of course, have
to find ways to do it in a natural way. It does not do any good to pass a law
that everyone has to spend three hours a day with somebody who is disabled.
This would likely make the situation worse and this is what is really important
about the things that we are doing. Laws are necessary for spokesmen for disabled people to have their voice in the councils of our organizations and governments.
This means that people-are going to be interacting in a neutral context.
They are going to be talking to each other, not about the disability problem, but
about the problems of the school or the work or of the organization of theogovernment.
I
think that that suggests a tremendous potential for it and the whole
business of mainstreaming:
This is what you are here to talk about. It is
important in itself and it is important for the disabled people.
I
think it
is equally important because it will create a new experience for all of us
for everyone in the community, the people who have the prejudices and discriminations, the ppople who are called disabled, the people who are not called
disabled.
They all need this new kind of experience and if they get it and it
is reinforced with the right information, then I think we may be on the right
track.
At any rate, from the information that I have, and looking at the situation from many different countries, I think that this approach offers the best
hope for bringing together these disparate parts and creating that completeness
that we were talking about.
1

Apropos to this last comment, I am reminded of the fact that I was talking
with our Camp Director the other day and he advised that they had fourteen
hemophilic youngsters, who are under the supervision of the Long Is and Jewish
Medical Center, at camp this summer for several weeks.
They were Øiaced through
all the cabins with the other children. The only thing that wase.ovided by the
hospital was a certain measure of medical supervision. They had a great time.
Apropos of your point, the children, who were not so disabled or so impai'red,
also had a great learning experience.
I guess that this is the more important
side of the equation Jat this point and time. Thank you very much.
Your chairman has suggested that if you have any questions.
glad to answer them.

I would be

Dr. Nesbitt, who used to be associated with us back when we were the
International Society for Rehabilitation of the Disabled, and therefore referred to
t e International Society.
It is now Rehabilitation International.
He ha
indicated that there were interesting things happening in other parts
of the yor1d in terms of sports, activities for school leaders, youth movemedts arid mainstreaming and asked if I would, in thirty seconds, summarize
'for him.
That's not a terribly fair presentation of what he asked, but that's
the subject.
think the most impressive thing that I can say about that is that we
are more and more seeing that while it is beneficial,for the different countries to know what is going on in other countries and see how it might fit
in your country, the direct translation of things is often very difficult.
I
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they have achieved
Sweden is looked to as sort of the practical example where
high
level
of
services
and a
a very high degree of integration and a very
organizations
in the
very active role is played by disabled people in their
don't
mean
to
belittle
In the first instance, and I
community in general.
what they have done at all, but they have a very small population, a very
homogeoeous population and is a very prosperous country. They haven't been
security for
in war for a long time andthey have had a high level of social
have
had
the
concept,
but
it was
So it is wonderful that they
50 years.
It is.
much easier for Sweden to do than it is in most other countries.
interesting to me,to find that people from here or from the United,Kingdom
people that go there to
or from.other countries that go there, the disabled
is talking
see how this type of integration is working find that what one
is quite
about, in terms of independence of living and participation, etc.,
independent
living,
For, example, in the United States
a different thing.
where you are gotng
a great deal of'emphasis is put on the right to choose
part of the,comto live and to decide for yourself what community and what
This is a choice that nobody has in Sweden. They
munity and all this.
impossible for anyone
have a very tight housing situation and it is almost
isn't any place else
just to ,decide they are gofng to move because there just
this in terms of your job
to live unless you have made a long preparation for
It
and what not.
be
moving
out
of
his
place
and somebody else is going to
that this freedom
has never occurred really to the disabled people in Sweden
is important in
It
is
not
anything
that
of where to live is very important.
I
-think
when
I say experience
that society. That is just one example of what
that
it
is
going
to be different
is very translatable as long as we are aware
in a way that
place
and
try
to
apply
it
and we look at what is done in one
will be relevant in our own community.

havebeen talking
Another very interesting example of accomplishing what I
Kingdom
and you are lucky
about is the PHAB movement that started in the United
participating
in discussion.
enough to have the director of that movement here
people
and young
Thisis a bringing together of disabled people, disabled young
Of activities.
disabled,to
engage
in
all
sorts
people who are not labeled as
think it takes a little different
I
It has caught fire all around the world.
but everywhere
form, as I have just said, in terms of the different cultures, of information
havejseen it, it is doing a very good job of this combination
and experience that I was talking about.
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Concurrent Groups

01

RECREATION/LEISURE
Facilitator: John Nesbitt
Recorder:
Mary Essert

There were 40 people and obviously, the topics ran
We had a very large group.
The
discussion
was very stimulating, there were many comments,
from A to Z.
discussions, problems and solutions. A few of the concerns were as follows:

The dehnition of mainstreaming came up several times and we all had different
interpretations. One definition was offered and we are not saying, this is
just point out that this was one of the'definitions offered and the
it,
definition is, "To get the disabled to live Ahe same life as the abled live."
Another concern related to identifying and reaching the-population with the
program.
There were concerns, there were some answers to that.
Another concern was funding; hoW to do it, where to get it, etc.

ThePe were many successes and accomplishments shared by the resoUrce people,
most in the very positive things. Some information was shared which I am sure
helped others in the group.

42

SPORTS ACTIVITIES
Facilitator: Julian U. Stein
Recorder:

We went into a definition of "Sports" and we decided it was any kind of physical
activity based on the individual's choice and also it had to involve some kind
of physical conditioning improvement to health and body.
The first preference expressed,
We discussed the desire for mainstreaming.
especially by those who had.some handicap, was to be mainstreamed whenever
We realized that there are certain activities with limitations and
possible.
in that case they should be mainstreamed to the maximum extent possible.

We talked about goals in sports and decided that the will to win was all
Winning is always not important, sometimes it is impossible, but
important.
We talked about the competitive
striving to win was the import#nt feature.
spirit and pretty much decided that the competitive ability and desire depends
upon the individual, but that it is healthy for everybody to have some
competitive desire.
We decided to define mainstreaming and what it meant to us. One of the key
things is the least restricted environment which in sperts should be made availThe mainstreaming
able to the maximum extent permitted by the disability.
should be a continuum from specialized programs for handicapped to totally
integrated programs where the handicapped can participate on an equal basis with
normal particip3nts.
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We talked about the desire for integration. This varies with the individual,
but the consensus in our group was that most people wanted to be integrated
.to their maximum capability.
Wt. talked.about ways of educating the public, One of the things we discussed
was the publicity of spectacular achievements by handicapped people and we
talked about-the reverse mainstreaming which is taking a few able-bodied
people and integrating them into a program which has previously been only for
handicapped.

,#

REHABILITATION PROGRAMS
Facilitator:
Earl Cunerd
Recorder:
Marjorie Murphy

The group distussed what was going on ip the agencies and our concerns about
three of them,I think are very important.
One point discussed was the changes of attitudes and the new awareness o the
yoUth or the disabled; being aware of how we ourselves look,at disabled people,
etc.
We discussed-education of communities and agencies and the disabled them-,
selves and theft families.
Another point discussed was the early admission of children, preschool age and
infants, into mainstreaming and how that impacts on the lives of the families
and educating them.
We discussed the importance of the involvement of the disabled in all facets of
planning and administration of the programs which impact their own destinies,
accenting the abilities and not the disabilities and the need for knowledge
and mainstreaming 4n the preparation and training of people who work in rehabilitation and agencies and hospitals, etc.

The group felt there was a need for them to expresYa resistance to any further
'labeling', no matter how well intended it is.
Another stimulating discussion was around the rehabilitation of people into the
work force.
In Sweden, after the person was rehabilitatied into the work force,
the governmemt still provided assistance wherever necessary; sometimes re-evaluWe, as a
ating his whole situation and having the person start over again.
group, felt it would be desirable An this country to also have that type of
support for persons once they were rehabilitated.

4

VOCATION AND CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Faciiitator:--Paul Hippolitus
Recorder:
Susan Bowers

Most ofiour discussion revolved around the need for more preparation, especially
when getting disabled people into the job market, and the fact that there is
very little participation o: disabled youth in career preparation and training.
would say that, generally, for all youth, there is not much of that,
especially in schools. We talked about the fact that many times the disabled
people are not trained in a field or are not given the mrportunitv to be trained
I
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in a field where there are jobs. Somebody brought up the fact that they
can get
training in Greek, but they are not getting training jobs in computers where
there are jobs. We talked about how youth agencies can help because often
they are lOnked with such programs and certainly in the case of the Red Cros?
and other Youth agencies,there are a great deal of volunteer opportunities.
We
also discussed the need to access disabled youth to get them involved in these
programs where they develop leadePship and skill development,'career experience.
We talked about' attitudet, how peopte% able-bodied people, have low expectations
of what disabled people can do. Often it becomes a self-fulfilling
prophecy
that if somebody says they can't do something, they just think they can't and
they don't.

We talked about outreach and how that- is important to reach s,choolls and
families
and pull together many resources in the conhunity.
We talked about accessibility, physical and programmatic, in terms of
employment
and a range of program options.
Transportation was one of our big discussions, the costfand the ried for it.
We discussed disabted consumer input to the decision

q process of planning

programs .

#5

EDUCATION/FAMILY
Facilitator:
Judy Hoyt
Recorder:
Elizabeth Munz

Our group, as its number one priority, felt that agencies must tell their story
to others in the community.
Many of our agencies do offer services.
It was
deci4ed they needed visibility, telling people what they are doing and what they
want to do.
The suggestion was made that there should be a directory of all
agencies so that these agencies could network locally.
A second priority was the need for attitudinal workshops which would change
people's attitudes.
They would include both disabled families, families of the
disabled, and non-disabled families so that there could be exposure.
Third,.was the involvement of patents and again, involving parents of disabled
children with parents who do not have disabled children so that they could share
and understand situations.

Jack Dinger's workshop came up with four items that they felt were necessary:
People could think about things, but when exposed to
a disabled person, as an individual, they would experience each person as ,a
human being and an individual rather than as some thought.
One key item was exposiire.

Let's get into action and not talk so much.
Parents of the disabled do need to play an advocacy role.
involved with their children.-

They need to be

The disabled students themselves must advocate for themselves.
educate others.

They also must

,International Overview:
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Prior to the time that we broke up into small groups, statements were made by
international resource persons; particularly people from Mexito, from England,
Philippines and Hawaii. The one point that I wanted to repeat had to do with
a definition which Bill Suzuki shared with us having to do with yesterday's
discussion in arriving at a definition with the persons who are from Taiwaw
Those
and from Japan where there was no direct translation available at all.
definition
which
reads
this
way,
persons, by drawing pictures, came up with a
organizations
for
the
"Working cookratively and continuously with existing
disabled An expertise, planning, facilities, financing, etc." I think that is
The other resource persons who shared from,the other countries
worth sharing.
gave us some super materials to talk about and think about as we then divided
into these mini groups, one of which was entitled "Health and Safety." We
would like to include the safety record of mainstreamed children and children
in camp settings.

Interestingly enough, there were two groups which had to do with
attitudes which came out as subgroups in order to really let everyone hatte an
will read the first statement which had to do with
opportunity to talk.
"Attitude 'change can only occur through positive
consumer discrimination.
interpersonal interaction by promoting.opportunities for the disabled and the
able bodied to come together on equal terms. The barriersof fear, ignorance
This process must be followedlo effect
and prejudice can be destroyed.
attitude change in three areas:
I

.

b.
c.

Negative attitudes which exist between and among groups
of dtsabled consumers.
Negative attitudes which exist among able bodied towards
the disabled group.
Parental attitude change is an area which merits special
The overriding issue must be a systematic approach
attention.
toward attitude change as a major special issue through
needed and experiential approaches.

The next group had to do with attitudes of parents, particularly, and
One parent was in a-itendance injs-group_and
those needs whic h. parents face.
has
parents,
was
in this group so we had an interestWiftput:---one youngster, who
think the principal point had to do with'education An general and had to do
I
When to show
specifically with education of the parents and their own attitudes.
risks
them and when not to show them in order that potential may be reached and
may be taken and successes may be felt.
of
The second point had to do with professional guidance people and some
the negativism that has been felt and a need for more positive approaches.

again, and
The third had to do with the society and the educatipon thereof,
personnel
had
tO
deal
specifiWe felt the charge to Agency
attitude change.
in which
cally with providing opportunities again in which people may interact,
together
in
parents, students, children, disabled, abled, everybody may react taking so that
order to provide those opportunities for trust building and risk
children may reach their potential.
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Keynote Speech
By

Harold Russell
Chairperson
The President's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped
I
think this is kind of a turing point in our nation in the cause of the
interest of our handicapped popuTtion. We have come a long ways.
I can well
remember back in the days of WW I , back in 1946 and 1947, when the main or the
cause of the handiCap was certain,y
i not one that was well supported.
In any
way, either in the industry area r government area, or the private'sector, or
even in the community life of our nation, it was our common wish and desire for
too many of our people to put han icapped people in institutions or at the very
best, hide them:away in the house and as a result there were a vast number of
people unseen and unheard.

If the President's Committee on the EniploynjYof the Handicapped cadanythingjt awakened interest a d support in t e cause of the handicapped.
The Committeq, WI-Said, was in tituted by Hat ny Truman in 1948 to promote the
cause of eMptoyMeot of qualified handicapped peo le. At first it was only
physically-handicapped people wh were hired and it was successful relating
first to disabled who were retur ing from WW
nd, secondly, from the civilian
population
WO soon found that t e numbers ofotrr handicapped people in the
normal ctvilian life in all parts of this nattion. were far greater than the total
numbers of thdte that suffered di ability on the battlefields.
It became obvious that cause.and support was not all that was needed.
It
became very obvilus that handicapped persons could not move around in society,
could not move in the employment area, the social area, the churches and synagogues of our nation. They could not participate fully in the community life.
So a federal law was passed, back in,1958 or 1959, which decreed that all federal
buildings be accessible for the physically handicapped.
Not very long after
that all bur states, in one way or another, took lop the same law and made state
laws which said that accessibility was to be the key word fdr our handicapped
population.

I remember when President Eisenhower came to one of the annual meetings of
the President's Committee to make a special presentation to a young marine in a.
wheelchair. When it came time for this young marine colonel to come up to the
--podlowto receive his award, he could not get up and four members of the Marine
Corps Band had to lift him up on their shoulders and bring him up to the President
of the United States who said in effect, "It's kind of tragic here today that
this young Marine who has given so much for his country has to be carried up to
this podium to receive an award from the Commander in Chief and it is a shame
that he can't wheel up under his own power."
Needless to say, it was not very long before those architectural barriers
came tumbling down and they have been tumbling down throughout the years.
Today we see parking spaces for our physitally handicapped, we see curb cuts,
we see automatic doors and we see all kinds of conveniences which make life a
I am not insinuating, in any sense of the word, that this
little easier.
We still find
battle has been finished because it-haslnot been finished.
churches and stores and businesses and Overnment buildings that plainly say

Harold Russell

because, very simply, they
"no" to our handicapped population who can't come in
forward,
moved forward in.a kind
The fact remains we have moved
can't get in.
this country o
67Miraculous way because we are changing the architecture in
at
kind
of program
make sure that a very large population is included in the
welcome."
says, "Yes, you can come in here. Come in here, you,are
was bent
When Jack Kennedy came into the White House in 1960, the program
mentally
slow
and the
further to take care of not only the physically, but the
those in
believed,
and
certainly
There were many people who
mentally retarded.
could
not
take
the field of rehabilitation, that a mentally retarded person
We
soon
found
out
his place, especially in theHemployment sector orour nation.
the
most
part,
with
that a mentally retarded person placed in the right job for
sometimes even
the proper rehabilitation program, can do that job as'well and
such
a person. And
better than our so called 'normal" individual, if there is
The Federal Government directed a
so once again the'barriers came tumbling down.
Mentally, retarded people and today
program for the employment of _qualified
mentally'retarded
people working for the government
there are more than 17,000
good and sometimes even
and it is no secret that their emnloyment record is as
And
so,we
have moved forward in all
better than the so called "normal" persons'.

x

.these kinds of areas.

people of our nation was
In 1973 the Magna Charta for the handicapped
that special contractors,
Rehabilitation
Act
which
directed
passed and reformed the
itself
give equal opporrecipients of federal funds and the federal government
the increased
I
would
like
to
say
that
tunity to qualified handicapped people.
result of these laws.
dramatically
increased
as
a
numbers of handicapped people
fact remains that the doors have been
Unfortunately this waS not so, bUt the
and,sare-employment examinations,
opened and so-called medical examinations
from employment, from educawhich virtually excluded qualified handicapped people
now more accessible for
tion, now have been removed and certainly these areas are
think this is very important for the very
I
handicapped people than ever before.
populations are dramatically
simple reason that the numbers of handicapped
increasing.

wonderful work that our
We talk about our young people and we see the
the Girl Scouts and
organizations have done here tonight. YMCAs, the Boy Scouts,
in
this
wonderful
organizations are now engaged
all the other fine national
handicapped
population
of
our
We see that the young
program, Project MAY.
American Medical Association tells us
population has increased dramatically.
the ages of 18 and 29 each
that between 15,000 and 18,000 young people between
injuries as a result of recreation accidents,
year become victims of spinal cord
Saturday night specials, motorcycles.
automobile accidents, skateboards, diving,
people who live their
It has taken a tremendous toll of many of our young
and important
complete life in a wheelchair. So it is completely necessary
them
into
their organizathat we use the force of our organizations to integrate
tions and their various programs.
about is that the
think one of the great programs that I am excited
conducted
in public schools
President's Committee each year has a writing contest
the fifty winners from the fifty
in which we bring to Washington, each year,
by the labor organizaTWere is a two-day program which is sponsored
states.
the
problems
of our young
young'people to some of
tions which exposes these
of our nation is
great
national
resource
It seems to me the
handicapped people.
that we have to direct our attention and
ourlyqung people and it seems to me
management and support of all
suppoWtg bringing these people into the actual
organization, the kind of
Yes, I think that the kind of
these various programs.
support.
work that you folks are doing is of tremendous
I
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Mirold Russell
I was impressed to hear that the number of handicapped Boy Scouts is,over
If this is true in New Yoek, think of Oe
15,000 here in Greater New York.
avenues that could be opened in our various organizations, thrOughout thfs great
United States of ours and it seems to me that all of us-can be just a little
We have helped and are helping support a program that would
,prouder tonight.
bring into the mainstream some very worthy young people, people who need our
support and our help. We are not going to help the handicapped, what we are
going to do is help the handicapped help themselves.

%

do believe that
I do not presume to speak for handicapped people, but
of
them
would
express
something like
if they were allowed an opportunity, many
This
was
written
by
a
young
man who came
what I am going to read to you now.
legs,
who
found
it
difficult
to get through
to New York, who was born without any
he
overcame
all these
Finally,
by
sheer
perseverance,
high school and college.
rehabilitation,
in
the
field
of
odds and became a great leader in the field of
always
been
al
inspiration
He wrote something like this which has
education.
to me which, hopefully, will be something that all of you can support.
I

It is my right to be'
"I do not choose to be a common man.
Iseek opportunity, not security.
uncommon if I can.
humbled
and
dulled
by
do not wish to be a kept citizen,
I want to take a calculated
having the state look after me.
prefer
I
risk, to dream and to build, to fail and succeed.
the challenges of life to the guaranteed existence,.the
thrill of fulfillment to the stale calm of utopia.
I will not trade freedom or my dignity for a handout.
I will never cower before any master nor bend to any threat.
It is my inheritance to think for myself, to stand erect,
proud and unafraid, ta enjoy the benefits of my creation
and face the world boldly and say, 'this I have done,..
I

For our distinguished visitors and for all of you, this is what it means------.
to be an American.
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CULTURAL UNIVERSALS IN MAINSTREAMING
By

John A. Nesbitt
President, Specialjecreation, Inc.,

We are talking about the system today and various systems, etc. 1 would
ran across the other day on how to getalcing
to share with, ou something
in the system.

/like

I

f it rirws - p t it on
f it clanks - c ll'the
f it whistles :7. Iqnore
f it's a friend - take

hold
repairman
it
a break

f it's a boss look busl
f
f
f
f

it
it
it
it

talks - take notes' -is handwritten - type it
is typed -copy it
is copied - file it

f it is Rriday forget it
hope we all work'at remembering and why, because we
t is Friday, but
are about something that is veryAmportant. We are working at opentng-Up youth
service to people who are disabled and we have to remember as many things as we
Possibly can. Now I would ask you please to get out tile goldenrod paper*that
was in an envelope that was passed to'you this morning, because in a little
while we aregoing to be talking to that goldenrod sheet of paper.
I

One of the questions
Some preliminary comments that I would like to Mele.
that came up in our work group yesterday wa?-about the activities that are apthink I would
I
propriate for a particular group of people with disabilitfes.
go back to the end of WW II when veterans were coming home with various disabilities and people were concerned abodt-gmployment and they came up with the
Since WW II a
idea of certain occupationslor certain disability groups, etC.
great deal has happened and we have long ago allAndoned the idea of particular
think the same idea applies
occupations for particular disability groups and
to the area of recreation.
There is no partciular recreation activity that
coincides with any parttcular disability group and the thing that we really try
to do.is to adapt or modify activities so that they are meaningful, enjoyable
and fulfilling and so that-they keep the challenge, keep the satisfaction but
the,re really are very few activities that are closed because of any disability
or,handicap.
I

'

Another question that was starting to surface was, "where can we get more
information about programs and how to do and where to do. etc.". I would cite
The MAY Project here - you are in touch with Grace and you
three major sources.
You can direct any program questions tffat you have to
have her address, etc.
her.
You are being exposed during this meeting to the American Alliance of
Health. Physical Education and Recreation materials that were prepared and
compiled by Julian Stein and they are inexpensive, so that you can look through
some of your materials or contact Julian Stein for a wide array of program
materials, activity materials. etc. Some of the material that we have passed
out this morning has a couple'of names and addresse%othat I will point out to
you relativ f?. to the information that is available and sources of infocmation.
+-

Cultural Universals
in Mainstreaming
.

'...

The first 46 years of the 20th century havemitnessed an extraordinary
evolution in the role performed by peOple who are disabled.in society. Extraordinary advances in medical science and rehabilitation have made it possible
for many people to recover from illness and injury and to recover functioning.
Further extraordinary advantes and specialServices such as educat n, employment, recreatiwa d.other,fields-have made it possible for many disabled people
25 years fromnow
lives with families in 0.4 community.
to ,resume near nor
t
75
years
as
the
rehabilitation
era,
but
we are moviog
we may regard the l,
into a new era, and there are Still some problems with this new era.' There are,
First, the situation that confronts us todaytwp situations that confront us'.
may be characterized as the fact that those disabled leading near normal lives,
would have:their lives become more normal lives if the community, at lai'-ge would
accept them More fully and strive to w k with disabled persons in overcoming
disabilities.

Second, for those persons who are more distant from leading normal lives,
tor whom disability has been afore of a barrier to mainstreaming and for whom
prejudice is a greater problem, it is even more important that the commUnity at
large make a greater effort to accept the disability and to work with the person
There are a number of people who have beeha part
in overcoming the disability.
of this rehabilitation era - disabled persons, parents, prbfessionals and volunDuring the recall them rehabilitation workers,
I
teersjn rehabilitation.
habilitation era, they have developed marvelous skills in facilitating the funcThey have also deviqoped a set of'attitudes
tions of people wild are disabled.
that go along with involvement in.the rehabilitati6n.IVThey are not negative
They are positive attitudes
attitudes that focus on disability and incapacity.
They are positive attitudes that focus
that focus on disa6ility and incapacity.
We may have moved from'the rehabilitation era into the mainstreaming
on ability.
It may be that the point rh time has come when the comand normalization era.
munity as a whole, and the agencies that serve the non-disabled, will become
It may
active particfpants in the new era-of mainstreaming and normalization.
be that the positive attitudes toward,rpeople who are disabled and seek to incorporate those sPecial rehabilitation skills into their work and dealings with
disability and dealing with people who are handicapped in one way or another.

This rehabilqation of disabled of the last 75 years was culturally uniThe
It happened throughout the world in all nations and all countries.
versal.
feel
the
next
25
years
will
bring
is
mainstreaming and normalization era that
also universal. The Internafional Year of Disabled Persons helps us to look
It helps us to realize that illness
beyond our local and national boundaries.
It
helps
us
to
realize
the rehabilitation of the
and iniury are universal.
'disabled movement and the mainstreaming and normalization, moliement are uni:,
versal. They are,cultural universals. We thank our co-workers from the United
--7"- Kingdom, Mexico, the Philippines, Sweden, and other countries for bringing us
Everyone
living proof that mainstreaming and rehabilitation are universal.
international
visitors.
here should seek an opportunity to exchange ideas with our
might
have
solved
a
These exchanges can start simply in asking them how they
have always found international exchange a great
problem that you have.
The other affirmation of cultural universtimulation and a great motivator.
sality of rehabilitation of the disabled and the mainstreaming movement comes
from those international statements of human rights and social goals that have
The following statements deal with the
been adopted by the United Nations.
.

I

I

Cultural Universals
in Mainstreaming_
recreation dimension of life, but,the statements in their totality deal with
all aspects of living anewith.total rehabilitation - the medical, social,
educational and vocational as well as recreational aspects of i.ehabilitation.
First, in this context, the human
I break rights into two categories.
right means a social standard that has the allegiance of enlightened citizens.
Second, and this is in contrast, is the civil right which is enforceable, a
The first general statement is the
statute that can be affirmed in a court.
United Nations and universal declaration of human rights. Article 24 states
that everyone has the right to rest ind leisure'including reasoriable limitation
of workihg hours and periodic holidays *ith pay. Article 27 says that everyone
has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the community, to
Moving
enjoy the arts and to share in the scjentific advancements and benefits.
on to a statement by the International League for Mental Deficiency, which has
been endorsed by the United Nations,.this is the declaration of general and
special, rights of,the mentally retarded and includes the following article:
The mentally retarded person has the right to live with his own family or with
foster parents to participate in all aspects- of community life and to be proIf care in an institution
vided with appropriate leisure time activities.
becomes necessary, it should be in surroundings and under circumstances as
close to normal living as possible.

Next the United Nations Declaration of Rights of the Disabled Person.
The General Assembly of the United Nations in Article 9 states, "disabled
persons have the right to live with their families or with foster parents and
No perlon,
to participate in all social, creative or recreational activities.
concerned,
no disabled person shall be subjected, as far as this evidence is
to differential treatment other than that required by his or her condition or
If the stay of the disthe improven!ent which he or she may derive therefrom.
abled persoh; in a specialized establishment is inaccessible, the environment
and living condition therein shall be as close as possible to those of the
normal life of a person of his or her age." The Declaration of Rights of the
Deaf/Blind Person, article 8, states that, "deaf/blind persons shall have the
right to engage in leisure time recreational activities which shall be provided for their benefit and the right and opportunity to organize their own
clubs or associations for self-improvement and social benefit." The United
Nations International Year of Disabled Persons plan of action states, "the
purpose of the year is to promote the realization of the goals of full parThese conCepts
ticipation of disabled persons And integration into society.
should apply in the same manner and with the same urgency in all countries
regardless of the levels of developments. Societies have an obligation to
make their general physical environment, their, social and health services,
their educational and work opportunities as well as the cultural life
including sports, totally accessible." From UNESCO and its international
charter of physical education and sports and with a certain amount of thanks
to Dr. Carl Troester, who is the director general of the International
Council for Health, Physical Education and Recreation, is the following
statement: "Special opportunities must be made available for young people
including children of preschool age, for the aged and for the handicapped
to develop their personalities to the full throulih physical education and
sports programs suited to their requirements."

Cultural Universals
in Mainstreaming

These various statements by the United Nations and a specialized agency
.and related non-governmental organizations attest to the fact that rehabilitation
of the disabled and mainstreaming and normalization are cultural universals and
we are participating in a cause, a movement that is worldwide in its significance
and goals.
Please, if you would, take up your yellow covered sheet and in that turn to
A number of the speakers have nesented their concerns about attitudes the negative attitudes toward people who are disabled. I have attempted, for my
own understanding and perception of this situatfon, to poll from some of the
writers and researchers some ideas that seen1 to me to have validity and I think
that in the first section here dealing with attitudes, negative syndromes and
acceptance, I have tried to state as clearly as I can the fact that we are deal-,
ing with a desperately serious and profound problem. It is.very simple to say
attitudes, negative attitudes, and just pass it off, but I don't think it helps
us to really look at how deep the problem of negative attitudes is, their source
and their impact on a continuing basis. I have made a number of generalizations.
page 1.
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The different in society, and this is the way
The first is about sodiety.
society views people who are disabled, the different in society are less
Negative characteristics create negative attitudes. The public's
.desirable.
think this points out
I
unconscious attitudes toward the disabled is negative.
how hard we have to work when we have to start to deal with attitudes. We can't
simply pass it off at a meeting and say, "Yes, we must deal with attitudes."
We have to sit down and really address this fact on a continuing basis - day in
and day out and never give up the effort to change the public in general and
people that we meet on an individual basis, etc.
None of the disabled decide who may join
Now regarding the facilitators.
This is something we have got to bear in
at school, at work,,at recreation.
The way
Many professionals perceive low confidence among the disabled.
mind.
am using the word professional here, I am talking about the middle class which
I
in western society is the very large groin) of-people who make decisions about
school, etc., but this middle class largely has the perception of people who
are disabled as being-incompetent and this undermines all kinds of positive
The adjustment of
things that we want to see happening to the disabled persons.
the sheltered person is undermined.
Finally some
Next, one's adjustment is dependent on attitudes of others.
things that I believe are true I see are reaffirmed in the literature,and I
Recreation
think it is an, important comment about the di4nsion of recreation.
is a good thing unto itself. We want it to be worthwhile a'nd meaning-cul and
fun, but also many of the recreation activities.that we have undertaken for those
I am talking about our'
goals also have a tremendous impact on the public.
sports program, our arts program, etc., wherein the public.has the opportunity
to an enjoyable voluntary contact with the disabled person which increases
An enjoyable voluntary contact with disabled persons
favorable attitudes.
increases favorable attitudes. , Higher frequency in contacting disabled increases
Closer codtact wi-th,disabled persons increases acceptance.
positive attitudes.
0

-

Cultui-al Universals

in Mbinstreaming
I see a qycie of 'prejudice Or a cycle of acceptance and we have to
figure ,out a way of breaking into that cycle of ,prejudice which leaves peoPle
out and change that into a cycle of acceptance that-brings people in.
In a
somewhat sarcastic or humorous vein, I have tried to characterize the syndromes,,
the attitudes that I think I have run into in talking with some supervisors or 1
administratort. .For initance, the leprosy syndrome,I think is a real thing.
"If I touch them, I may get it." These conditions, like paraplegia, are
contagioUs.
Some peoplt think this.
The deuterpnomic syndrome, "They must
.Wave done somethingwrong. God means theM to be punished.
If they repent
they-will get Well."
We can put this aside and say that is pretty funny, but
r
the facrts that many people feel this waysand the fpct is that the guilt that
people feel whe", a 'disabted child is born into the family or when an accident
takes place; fs a very deep gut level' reaction.
"What did I do wrong that I
am being punished this way?" So some of_this psychology is operating in the
way that people react.
,

On down to some of these others which I think I have encountered and I
think you have encountered-also.
One of the things that I have come to is we
become,really tired of focusing on the disabled person, the handicapped.person,
the disabled, the handicapped and what not and I am always
as you are,
terrifically:impressed With the handiness of people, the cleverness of the
ability of people who are disabled. When you look at the definition of melitalhealth, I thihk it is very interesting that among many people who"are disabled,
the mental health is-really excellent as far as the.general population is
concerned.
see so many things, as you do, that are very positive from the
I
population that js supposedly disabled so that I personally have come to see
Over the years,
people as being handi-people rather than as disabled people.
in working i;iith students and with the public, etc.', I have developed for myself a
I think works in Ehanging attitudes from being negatiye'toward
formula that
My formula whiCh starts with information, goes
being positive towards disabled.
on to stimulation, then identification, then an initial exposure which must
be a very positive exposure of a group or an individual to-an individual who is
disabled, etc.; and then to more intense, more'frequent and larger groups of
For instance, an individual experience would be having a lecturer
exposure.
come intd a class, speak.on disability and speak on his or her own disability.
A,Jarger experience would be for,the students to go to Special Olympics or to a
sports event or to a PresidenCs Committee on,Employment of the Handicapped
think it is your job, each of you individually,
banquet. That's my formula.
I
If you will turn to page three
to,come up with your formula that spells success.
in this outline, I have tried to compile for you some checklists on universal
dimensions of standards of living that coincide with these cultural universals
that you might want to consider in working goals and identifying problems in
mainstreaming or normalization. That is thP first thing that shqs up then in
your universal dimensions of standards of living.
I

,

Next in direct service and-in new direct services for administrative and
supervisors, here are some ideas or here are some areas and functions that mialit
be considered in developing pr9grams and services.
If you turn on to the hext
page, page 4, we conducted a project called the National Institute on Special
Recreation over a three-year period involving hundreds of leaders in recreation
for disabled persons. Through this project and various activities, we tame up
with approximately 34 goals that we are pursuing during the 1980s and 1990
As you are working in your work group sessions or as you are back in
period.
For instance,
your agencies or what not, you might consider some of these goals.

Cultural ,Universals

in MAinstreamins
the #2, the accountability of recreation services of handi-people. That might
be accountability of your particular agency to handi-people or the acceptance
and advocacy, etc.
Next on page 5 are guidelines for the development of recreation and service.
You might find this helpful in considering the overall development of a total
program, a total involvement of your agency or program in service to people who
are disabled. On the next page, page 6, I simply want to point out to you that
this is what we call inservice training and there are a number of pre-service
training programs providing training and recreation for/with people who are
disabled.
Page 7 is a very brief description of our special recreation.
The next page starts out with publications released by Special Recreation,
I would like to point out to you that we put about 2,500 pages in the ERIC
System which means that they are on microfilm in 700 libraries across the country.
.Those titles which you see there with the easy number, if you identify an ERIC
Library, you simply tell the librarian this is the number of the document that
you want and they will provide it to your-. You have to find your ERIC library,
It is an easy number and they will give you the
tell them the ERIC ;waiver.
document on microfifim anti. if you want any part of it, you could photocopy it.
Inc.

We have a question about federal funding and #4 there is federal funding
on recreation. , On #9 you will find information resources on special recreation.
That lists about 75 sources of information on recreation for the handicapped
including Dr. Stein's Information and Research Utilization Center which opens
the door to thousands of pages of information and materials.
Next is. our Credo and then finally the green sheet is the suggestion
looking back thirty years to the first recreation graphic which Mr. McCahill and
Harold Russell were responsible for publishing in 1951 and reminds us that we
should also be planning and looking forward to the next 30 years. What are
things going to be like in mainstreaming and normalization for people who are
When we search far the essence of consciencedisabled thirty years from now.
izing as an emotion to direct us, we may find that we have entered an era when
the entire nation is able to say, "We accept you," to people who are disableld.
Maybe mainstreaming and normalization is accepting people for their positive
traits, for expressing that acceptance to a lot of mundane things; things like
including someone in a program, giving someone a lift in a car, taking a few
extra minutes to hassle a wheelchair, saying a written communication, writing
a verbal communication, breaking a supposedly complicated process into
Accepting people may be going to the trouble to foster a set
sequential tasks.
It is
of attitudes that allow people to join, to learn, to work and to enjoy.
not that much to ask of the AA's (the automatically accepted) on behalf of the
AR's (the automatically rejected).

do,

COORDINATING RESOURCES
Concurrent Groups
Feedback

#1

Recreation and Leisure

We looked at community organization as vital and'considered the networking
Then began consideration of resources, their,
effort as being very important.
import, further that key personnel who were creative and had vision had to be
there and were extremely important to the whole effort in recognizing the
We agreed
creative aspect in the use of the already existing resources.
largely that political involvement is important whether we like it or ,not,
In regard to community funding there
whether it is our thing naturally or not.
were three (lood point's made particularly from Gerald Fain and from the
experience in England. Great care in fund raising must be taken to avoid any
think this is probably something that we
approath of the sympathy bit and
woUld'come back to over and over in our individual presentations as well-as in
our oral and in our daily - you-know, putting our bodies where our mouth is
as far as effort.
I

1

The secdttd point was that the activity involving both the disabled and the
abledtbmnunity be focused as an actiiiity-shared-andthat-filund raising then can
Think of prograMs first, not
be accomplished more effectively in that way.
funding first. We went on and did talk some more about resources, about starting points, and agatn, where to get those opportunities and where the creative
mind,ls to grab and to look and to act. We had some very fine personal exchange
in the group and some good soul searching on behalf of a number of us at that
think that the total feeling that came out Out had to do with acceptpoint.
ing one's, self before it is possible to reach someone elsein order to be
active on behalf of whatever recreation and leisure time activity is being,
A very important
"The whole will produce more than its parts."
considered.
We are each other's resources. More
We did reach consensus on that.
statement.
Start
than dollars, more than anything else, we must begin with commitment.
line
is
"Me."
small, generate confidence in small successes and the bottom
begin with "Me."
I

,

Basically our group went oVer different resources, places and people you
can contact. We started talking ,,about government and tied it in a little bit
We talked
with what Janet Pomeroy had discussed, how politics are so important.
about school involvement, us,ing the youthn serving agencies in networking collaboration, disabled consumerst.hemselves, industry, working with them. We discussed
using people in in-house organization as resource people. Meeting people at
conferences such as this, we have all had time to chat with each other and learn
what each other's expertise or field of interest is. We listed a number of them,
resources, people to contact.

#2

Sports Activities

There were two or three major areas and then we have three recommendations for
your consideration:

One Of the majorareas that was discussed was in terms of resources and the
The key resource, to have success in programs; is in the
importance of people.
involvement, the interICtion, the cooperative relationships of people including
A key point in involving consumers and also the lay public.
leadership.

Coordinating Resources
There was some discussibn concerning the importance of developing int ractions
'and truly cooperative relationships among the many groups involved in sports
Before these groups can interact with the gener 1 governfor the handicapped.
ment bodies of sports at any level, whether it be state, national, in ernational;
cooperathe special sports groups have to get their act together and work as
An example of this was the national governing body in th U.S. to
ive whole.
The National Wheelchair Basketball Association is now a art of
b sketball.
Also,
A SA which is the governing body for basketball in the United States.
e amples were given of how, in other countries and particularly Canada and
ngland, much of this is being done in terms of the national governing body
making modifications so that those with disabilities can participate.
There was some discussion concerning finance and particularly some of he
exaggerations that continue to be made regarding finances or financing programs
so that those areas which do need additional funds can receive greater priority.
There was concern about the growing backlash that is happening in manyareas,
particularly as federal, state and local funds get cut more and more add have
There is a need to recognize that this is
to be channeled into priorities.
going to be an "increasing problem in the United States for at least the next
three, four or five years.
The recommendations that were made are:
1.

2.

3.
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Having increased involvement by the, youth serving agency with and in
While an excellent job'is being done in many
school programs.
places, there are many places where it is not being done.

Make more innovative and effective use of funds which provide assistance and ideas to help communities.
Use of sports, recreation and physical activities as an important
means of creating a positive awareness not only in schools, but through
our communities regarding the abilities of those with handicapping
conlitions because of the universal understanding of accomplishment
in sports and physical activities.

Rehabilitation Programs

We basically discussed attitudes of the providing agencies and felt that the
attitudes of those working for providing agencies should be altered in a more
In addition, the clients themselves may have negative
positive direction.
We discussed the socialization of the
attitudes about their abilities.
disabled and how they can be given the feeling that they can have a good future
or a decent future.

We discussed the competition between the agencies and felt that the providing
agencies should confer with one another for the benefit of the clients rather
than to propagate and perpetuate their own organizations. We discussed many
things and our discussion became more conversational and enjoyable and
productive, of course, but basically we felt that the attitudinal change, this
attitude change with the client and the providing agencies will enhance the
attitudinal structure throughout the community.

Coordinating Resources

h5

Education/Family

1.

Start with young kids and their families thf.ough school,
Change attitudes.
books and media, simulations, face-to-fate contact and using mainstreamingas a way of changing attitudes of all.-

2.

Family education and support for families who have and families who do not
have members with disabilities.
We need a united front with consumers in key positions as-consumer and
advocacy groups, government, schools, and others who work for common goals.

Russell Hoyt

What mainstreaming means to me is to have any person - able bodied or handicapped,
it doesn't matter - integrated into a program with other able-bodied persons or
with handicapped people or having a hondicapped person come into the able-bodied
group.
It is just-having someone come into a new prograth and
It doesn't matter.
having experiences that they have never had before or just to have someone get
experience and to know how and the knowledge of what they are trying to do.
Do you agree with that Ricky (Hoyt)?

THE UNITED XIN95,
by

Elizabeth Dendy
The Sports Council, London, England

You haveprobably noticed that there has been a small.group of disadvantaged
people with you this week. ,We would probably have called ourselves disadvantaged
or maybe even incapable, but you have all been very kind in sharing what we all
like to call a common language.
When
received a program from Grace Reynolds
and
saw=the wordA'mainstreaming', I went straight to,my dictionary.
There was
nothing about mainstreaming, it doesn't exist in the "English", so I-thought,
"Well, I'll leave that one." So
then went on to moderator and I discovered
that it was a Presbyterian Minister presiding over an ecclesiastical body.
Perhaps you are an ecclesiastical body, but I am no Presbyterian Minister!
I

I

I

Perhaps the differences in our language do help us to re-examine what we
are saying and what we are doing. Perhaps the differences in our situations
again stimulate us to consider what we are doing, to look at our own situations
and see how much we can learn from other countries. Certainly, I know I speak
for us all here in how muth we have enjoyed and appreciated and learned from
what we have heard is happening in this country. I think the best thing I can
do is to, in looking at our future strategies, speak very briefly about how we
in the Sports Council do include any sort of physical activity. .We are talking
about thing's like bird watching, keeping fit, movement and dance for very
elderly people as well as all athletics.
We, in, the Sports Council, have an ongoing campaign called "Sports for All." We are more concerned probably with
participation than we are with high level competition in sports.
.

It seemed appropriate that when it came to IYDP, and here again we have to
be different; in the United Kingdom, we changed that and we call it International,
Year of Disabled People.
We felt that word was more in tune with our way of
doing, things than persons.
We Aecided that our campaign for this year would be
sports for disabled people.
You have seen one or'two of our posters.
We then
looked at the aims of our campaign and, really, some words
think quring these
two days, must be wrung to death, but that was that they have such Importance
that I don't think we need to worry about that.
I

The-first of our aimS was awareness, we could call it attitude making sure
that everyone appreciates the value of physical activities to people 'th
different disabilities.
This comes out in funny ways.
I
tried, in directing
this campaign, to see that we brought it in as many different and valoied agencies
as possible with some unexpected results.
I wrote, amoogst otners, to our Royal
Air Force Sports Council and the next thing we knew, all our regional offices
were being rung up by the local air stations saying, "What can we do to help."
had visions ofthe whole of the Royal Air Force rushing around helping with
our campaign.
Our aim is making everyone aware of the fact that people with
disabilities can take pae't and can enjoy physical activities.
In some cases
more of them will be given the opportunity and it is creating the opportunity.
that
think is important.
I

I

The United Kingdom
-..c
Our-third aim was integration, joining in with so-called ablebodied
flogged
to
death
during
this
Again, it is another word that.has been
people.
year and could be interpreted in so many ways,. This is our nearest equivalent
to mainstreaming, but it really comes out in More ways than just taking part.
We talk about
It means that the opportunities are available to everyone.
facilities
are
available
for the whole
community provision for sports and the
.
'community and disabled people are a very important part of that community, but
community
resources,
can we make sure that theyare able to integrate and use the
the community facilities and wherever possible can theY take part in their
.activities with able-bodied people?

Julian Stein-mentioned earlier that in our working party yesterday we
and we
were talking about the role of the able-bodied sports..organizations
were trying very hard to encourage them to take responsibility for everyone who
So
wishes to take part in that activity and everyone includes disabled people.
Oat when it cotes to training instructors, training coaches, they are also
concerned with the slight modifications that might be necessary to train disabled people, particularly a special area of sports and that is in this whole
They are developing very quickly now and in an exciting
field of water sports.
way in our country so that we get our Canoe Assoctation to feel completely resparaplegic.
ponsible for any canoeist; be they blind, be they amputees, be they a
Canoe Club in our
will
reach
the
situation
that
any
We like to hope that soon we
disabled
country-will be able to welcome any people with disabilities, that any
toachi0
strucenabled
to
do
this
through
the
people who want to train will be
it
is
one
that
we are
Integration is an enormous task, but
ture of that sport.
thjnk
in
the
area
ofcompetitive
It is not tbe only answer and I
working toward.
sports there Is very mbcb-a,Olace for segregation for competing with your
By that we mean
This leads me on to the last point which is inVolvement.
first
of
all
in
choosing
what they want
involvement of people with disabilities,
We must
what
ttley
might
want
to
do.
It is no good for us to tell them
to do.
db
given
the
reach a situation where they.can choose what they would like to
take
the
lead
opportunity where they can-.organize their own activities and can
Everyone
we
are
talking
about,
some
Now this is generalization.
in deciding.
where this
of the people we saw in Janet's'film, will not get to that stage, but
the
lead
and
play as
is appropriate, we must give them the opportumity to take
I
think
one
very
good
example
full part in the organization of that activity.
night.
here would be the film, Not Just a_Spectator, some of you saw last
disabled
We have a very remarkable man enrolled in our water sports for
He chairs our committee, he holds the highest qualification ,in coaching
people.
training of
sailing in our country which mvans that he is responible for the
He is an expert dinghy sailor, cruisor. He trains rescue
other coaches.
He happens to be a paraplegic. Now that is incidental;
operations for sailing.
possible, we
Me is a sailor first and foremost. He is unusual, but as much as
organization.
peopleito
play
a
full
part
in
the
should persuade disabled

How far
Obviously, our problems are very much the same as are our aims.
It is people, it is us who can
-we will be able to carry them Out is up to us.
The
structures
of
IYOP
will go after the end of the
assure that this happens.
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The United Kingdom
The public interest will inevitably wane. We will be working up to the
next international year and there are many peopje who will say, with relief, on
December 3lS10, "Good, we,can, forget about that now."
If we do not achieve our
aims, we have failed because IYDP is only a very early start.
Perhaps our first
aim is to change attitudes because once we have people's attitudes going on the
right lines, we shoul4 be able to continue.

year.

Those are our aims and it really is people who are our main resource.
Service, it is up to us and most people involved in recreation are extroverts
and enthusiasts.
We enjoy what we do and surely fun and enjoyment is the main
thing worth striving for.
Why do we wish everyone to have the opportunity of
taking part in some activity? We have a bigbtask ahead of us and one of our
main aims and,probably you have the same one here, is the problem that we
have of a complex situation, of many organizations involved, not always verr
happy to cooperate with others.
I am sure we are not alone in having certain
petty jealousies among small organizations who really do not want to share their
expertise and knowledge, but we must achieve communication so that we are not
fragmented, but we can share our experiences and the things we discover. We
all know what each other is doing and we can work together.
Only in that way
can we achieve our aims.

THE UNITED XINGDOM
by

ferry Thompson
Director of PHAB, London, Engladd

believe that God 4as
I
You and I have a responsibility for each other.
chosen to work by using us and by saying, "I will achieve things by using'
people." We have this tremendous opportunity so what I really want to do is
talk about what we are trying to create together in this mainstreaming.

I would like to_talk about specific things that are happening in the'
United Kingdom and through PHAB, but I will be negative and talk about t"ends
hope to say four things
which we have experiOnced and which worry me.
hope we will try to Oioid as we go back and look at planning, developing
implementing, Orbmol'ing and evaluating mainstreaming which is what it is-called
on the top of this pice of paper.
I

I

The first is to recognize very clearly that in any mainstreaming program
4
we cannot expect mainstreaming to happen overnight. We cannot suddenly defeat
the years of history that have isolated disabled.people from the community.
think we have seen many experiences in the United Kingdom where somebody has
said, "Yippee, its !TOP", or some other phrase. "Let us bring disabled people
into our programs." they throw open the doors and they have taken a couple of
people in wheelchairs and they have taken them into the room and, of course,
nothing has happened or many things have happenet There has been embarrassment
and misunderstanding 4nd those people have gone away and never come back.
I

think, if we retognize that disabled people have been isolated from the
community and the community is ignorant about disability and we really take
seriously the fear-and the embarrassment and the ignorance and the misunderstanding; then we will understand the need to go slowly and to actually create
what we call, in PHAB,-a "half-way house" situation. Here disabled and ablebodied people meet each other and share interests and share activity and can
begin to overcome their awn personal hangups and worries whether they are
Is there anybody here who is going back to look at,
disabled or able-bodied.
I would want
a mainstreaming possibility within an ordinary youth provision.
situation
where you
to say very strongly, please see the need for a half-way
can bring people together where they can gain the confidence in each other to
go into the community and into the normal activities where we believe it is
the right of disabled people to be.
I

A second trend that I see in 'the United Kingdom that worries me a little
bit is that we should not be thinking about creating a leisure program for the
disabled. That may be a strange thing to say in this conference, but I am
going to repeat it because I think it is important. We should not be about
creating a leisure program for the disabled. What we should be about is creating the support that makes it possible for disabled people to create their own
leisure programs.

The United Kingdom
I believe that leisure time is free time and doing what I want to do.
That may be to go to the church or go to a blue movie. It may be to be with
It may be to be very active or it
My fridnds or it may be to be on my own.
may be to be drunk every night and beat myself to death, but leisure is freedom
think that too often the trend is that we produce the
I
and its choice.
program which we believe is right for disabled people and then we say, "Here
Aren't you lucky, come and enjoy it." Now that i% not leisure and,
it is.
to me, it isn't mainstreaming.

I believe that there is tremendous support needed to get disabled people,
whatever their disabilities, to the positions where they can exercise the
same sort of fre6dom and choice that we have, buf I believe that is the part
see the value of leisure in terms of rehabiliWhile
we will be following.
tation, in terms of therapy, in terms of mwscle control and development, please
let us remember-that leisure is about fun, leisure is about free time and doing
If these things happen, great, but
what'we want to do because we enjoy it.
the prime purpose is what I. want to do with my free time and that is the choice.
That is what we should be offering to disabled people.
I

The third trend is that no leisure program involving disabled people,
no mainstreaming, can guarantee participation, friendship or acceptance.
think there is a situation and my apologies to the disabled people who are here,
think there is a situation where disabled
but I think it needs to be said.
If they come to a PHAB
feel that :in MAE we can guarantee them friendship.
We cannot create friendship for other people.
Club, they will,..find friends.
We can
We can only cre4te the situation in which friendship 'becomes possible.
and
acceptance
only seek to create a situation where decisions about friendship
believe that one of the
and participation are not based on disability.
freedoms that mainstreaming should create is the freedom to 'dislike a dis.abled
person because you 9ow get behind the wheelchair and you diSCover just how
am sure
think we shy away from:... Now
Thatlis .something
obnoxious he is.
pick
on
you,
Dan,
because
there are times when Din fs a painin the neck.
do
believe
this;\that
we
do not
have had some good conversation.
you and.
anything
else:
\What
we
owe them,
owe disabled people a living, or friendship or
\is
to
create
the
believe, as an able-bodied person, a temporary or otherwise,
an01
acceptance
situation where decisions abouf friendship and participation
That is what we have to be 4eorking at.
do not depend upon that disability.
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

%

A fourth trend is that we cannot wait untiPbthe world is riOot to see these
think this is being said in a number of way,s during the
programs-happening.
We would all like to see a totplly accessconference and again this morning.
We
We would all love to have every building totally 4vailable.
free situation.
with
hp
difficulty
would all love to have every program ()Oen to disabled people
at all, but we are not going to have that situation. We do not hav the money
nor the resources and if we wait for that, then many of the disable young
people we are talkipg about now will get old-age pensions beforeAh0 get the
chance to do anything.
I

I believe that one of the things that we have to do is to use th resources
We were talking about this a little bit
that are there, to use each other.
within the group, but if the only way to get to a pub or a third floor (you
y to get
know what a pub- is - am I talking a strange language again?) the only
stairs
flights
o
the
third
floor
is
to
be
carried
up
three
riP club or,?
to a
rry
me
I
want
to
exercise
the
choice
of
saying,
and C.% m a disabled.person.
c,

The United Kingdom,
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up there, that is what I want to enjoy." Or it could be a chyrch meeting as
It is
think uiing these resources is using each other.
well, cduldn't it?
saying, "0.k., the bus is not acceptable, the bus is notoaccessible." You
may have to put up with a little indignity, but if you are prepared to put up
with that, we will offer the resources and let us do this together.
I

0

think ohe of the great things we have discovered, in fact, is this,
It is in that"
freedom to work together, to achieve things as a group.
We
have heard Ogreat
working together thatire have learned about each other.
The
chairman
of
our IYDP in
deal aboutevdluation over the last few days.
England said in his half-term report, "Doing well, could do better."
I

have to sum up IYDP,
have to sum up this cOnference, if
I Ahink ft
it wobld be that. Doing well, we have
our program, myself and everybody else
believe that by Woricing
see where we want to go, but we could do better.
together .and extending our views and using resourkes, we can create the
society Which we all believe it right for people, whether disabled or not.
I

I

I

0

THE UNITED KINGDOM
by

Richard Morrall
DT:rector of Youth Services, Croydon YMCA, England

A\

)

First4 bring greetings from the YMCA, particularly in the London area of
which Croydon YMCA is part and also oh behalf of the full-time workers, youth
workers in Croydon, and they are all eagerly awaiting my report on this MAY
Congress wlIen

return.

I

I would like to begin Witl, a quote from Prince Charles at the opening of
this year.
1

"There is a need for much greater understanding of the real
meaning of disablement as that understanding is the key to
more opportunities anid a better life for disabled people.
Disability affects us all whether as individuals, members of
a family, or members olf society and it is -not just something
that happens to other lleople.
Many of us will become at
least partially disable4 as we get older.
Our mobility,
eyesight and our hearing deteriorate.
Many disabled people,
I-aiways think it is essentlal to remember this, were
per-fectiv unafflicted until tuddenly struck down by some
accident or disease. ,Their main aim is to be treated, above
all, as normal individuals with similar feeline to everyone
else and to lead as normal a life as possible, even though
it may involve a slightly greater degree of risk.

For many years the YMCA in Britain has done work with disabled people and
in_preparation for this special international year, in the metropolitan.region
Werset up a disabled,study group. It has confirmed the belief that there are
many people willing to help if only we would let them, at a very little cost
except in time, for local associations. The group really set out to be of
service to the London area YMCAs in examining the ways and the meawof improving facilities and services to disabled people within the YMCA.
In order to
achieve these aims, it was necessary.to find out more about the different needs
of the groups of handicapped people who use our building. We must provide a
practical idea for the kind of adaptations that may be useful and most needful
and really, above all also, to keep abreast of research and developments
nationally.
Action to achieve these aims and purposes has been in_the following
areas:

All the YMCAs were, of course, contacted tn take problems they
had entountered, problem5 regarding accommodation and what plans
they make for increased need.
Setting up of the library for information andpattendance for as .
many people as Dossible at seminars, symposiums. They even
visited a German village for the handicapped people.
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YMCAs, then in the
There was quite an elaborate start made and all of the
and
up-to-date
London area, circulated information packs, resource packs
A
number
of
voluntary
work
information regarding this International Year.
Ole
London
Voluntary
Service
groups were also set up for a similar agency;
Council 'on specific subjects as access, unemployment, housing, amongst many
others.
local
A recession in Britain is biting very hard into the finances of our
normal
a,sociations and sometimes it is very Aifficult even to maintain a
people.
program with the limited income, but it doesn't cost money to care for
There
were
people
and
it
was
up
We tried many ways to overcome the'problems.
to us in the British YMCA to use them.

But
Some people say they have too many steps, impossible access, etc.
Disability suffered mentally is
disablement doesn't just mean only wheelchairs.
lives can
just as real as that which is physical. They can be praised and their
Ideas that have
be enhanced by one-to-one helpers in some of the activities.
the disabled to
classes,
swimming,
encouraging
been introduced include the yoga
Some of our hostels have beds fitted with-special
play musical instruments.
devices to enable deaf people to be accommodated.

We don't only
There is other work that has been done in area colleges.
Look
outside
in the world
look really within the closed doors of the YMCA.
We have a scheme that
around us and ask what are we actually doing to help.
in other areas.
"Crossroads"
and
it
also
functions
started in Croydon called
while parents are
disabled
person
for
the
night
It helps families look after a
There are many disabled who we 'would
able to go out and relax without worry.
People who have suddenly become disabled, through
welcome as regular visitors.
counseling technique, whether it is
an accident, may need counseling and this
amongst young
disabled or able-bodied is something we place great stress on
people in Britain.
counseling and
These are juSt some Of the ways we-..show an interest; group
myself, in
through the work that we areArying to_doy I ,am a great believer, working not
and
it
is
vital
An
training and I think it iS an all important part
yOuth'grOups to develop understanding of
only with the handicapped, but mith any
experiential learning situaeach other, of each other's feelings', through the
methods-in developing a two-way awareness
tions., I feel this is one of the key
sometimes we have to put
and sensitivity, trust and empathy of persons od
what it is like to be
ourselVes in another person's shoes to actually feel
without.
,

special
Disabled people are like any others. They have to face the
make the effort to try
to.every
individual
to
idifficulty and it is really up
It is upto the community, as4a whole,,to
to understand his difficulties.
handicapped people alike. This
-respond to the needs of its members, healthy and
to look at themselves
autumn time we renewed our challenge to,local associations
can make of the disabled people
to ask questions to see what increased use they
into their program and to create a
to integrate them into their membership ahd
---feeling of a caring community.

11

The Untted Kingdom
Then it is necessary to look at access, making sure that we are able to
believe that we have to be positive in our response. We havetO_examine ourselve's continually to see we are meeting the needs of the peo[lle
around us.

accommodate .

I

David was a sixteen-year-old, very healthy, very athletic lad.
He was one
of my personal voluntary leaderteam back in Croydon in 1974. He used to help
with all the youngster activities, with the play schemes and all of the sports
pr'ograMs.
One Chrfstmas he began to feel tired and he had this habit of just
dropping to Sleep.
This worried the other leaders andjhe other youhq people.
that were working with him.
Between Christmas and New Years he had to be taken
to a hospital and 15 months later he emerged from the hospital totally paralyzed
from the' waist down'.
That, to me, hit.home very hard, very clearly the problem's
associated with disabled. Not only to myself, but to the other key workers
within our own association.
This was something veryjlose on our doorstep.
It
was not happening to other-peoPle, but was very r041
,

think that this care and concern and underStanding is So vital in ll
Jhe mainstreaming, 'whatever the work is that we are doing, but we must stimulate
the people around us to enable that process of understanding and awareness to
develop.
Our greatest resource as has been said numerous times, is ourselves.
We need to educate the young people about the people,around us.
I want to quote
an expression from the Bible, "Do unto others as you woul.d have them do unto
vou."
This attitude, perhaps, can take away the worry and thesembarrassment
on our.part as well astheirs- --It will also make it easier for us all to,
participate fully and be less hostile'rin the surge of ife that surrounds us.
.1
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SWEDEN
by

Karin Odeback-Bagger
County Council Board.of Mentally Handicapped, Gothenburg, Sweden

am a Director of Care, they say.
Perhaps my background will give you
some other,deas now, I don't.know.
I will not talk of work at the YMCA, but
I
aM a member, of course, of the organization in Gothenburg.
I

At first when L h.eard about this year Which the United States had planned,
did thihk, "Well done." Every single year should be the year for the
disabled and when I say that Phave been working for 21 years among the
mentally retarded, you Anow what I would like to say with thesewords. I hope
you will try to understand me.
I

am from a very small country Which is highly industrialized.
Yes,
Sweden has a population of 38 million and it is recognized as a welfare state
In contrast to many other
which has a great number of social platforms.
countries, Sweden has no general law with the aim- of securing the rights of.the
However, there is one 'law which provides fOr mentally
handicapped person.
retarded persons.
It is called 96A and gives the County Councils full responsiIt is in this field I
bility'for the mentally retarded children and adults.
The total number of the mentally retarded people
have.been working 21 years-.
It means that,
It is 7.9t of the total population.
in Sweden is now 37,000.
in all, 23,900 adults then are mentally2retarded.'
I

.

Of
I want to pick up some figures, I hope it doesn't bore you too much.
these 23,900, 35','[. of them live in residential homes, 28 , live with their
live alone in ordinary flats: 14', live in small group homes,
relatives, l6
less than I', live in special hospitals. The number living in hospitals has
There is a suggeStion that all hospitals will be
declined in recent years.
closed in a period of five yeirs/ Group homes will be set up replacing boarding
I mention 'this only as an
schools and residential homes for children as well.
example of how we try to normalize the living co ditions for the mentally
retarded in Sweden.
The county of Gothenburg ha, 2,800 mentally retarded of
different ages and with different handicaps whoC iVe in the Gothenburg area. .The
total population in this district is close to 7
MO. The land area of the
county As about 5,000 Square kilometers, the dista'ce between the north and
south end of the county is about 220 kilometers, IZQ miles. 1 It js a rather big
district in many aspects.

We all have taken part
As you heard, I am a director of care in GothenbOrg.
in looking for better facitities for the mentally retarded. Sothe of the things
I would like to mention here are the mentally retarded person should live in as
normal a way as possible in'their own flats or in maltgroup homes together
with no more than three others. When living in a group home, the retarded person
In Sweden we strive and struggle for this.
should have his own room, we think-.
The mentally retarded
It is a question of private life I would like to say.
Retarded
young
people should be'
person should live as normally as possible.
giveh the opportunity to try out our activities and decide for themselves as far
The National Board of Health and Welfare in Stockholm is the
as possible.
authority responsible for supervision and planning. The Board has been interested
_

.

Sweden
AI

in finding ways to normalize relationships and living arrangements for young
It will try to give them a higher standard of
people and others as well.
Today
around 50t of the adults in residential
living in certain aspects.
homes have their own rooms so only half of them have private rooms, but still
we are on the way there.
I have been talking a great deal about bujidings, I know, but 'one of my
'problems is to create and to try to find new buildings and new circumstances
which could build a pattern or try to give the people inside the buildings a
better life. Even if the County Councils are responsible for almost all
services for the mentally retarded in Sweden, we need help. We do need help,
especially for the leisure time and here the organizations come in, and they
do,- The YMCA in Gothenburg and other organizations are very helpful. They
The YMCA in'
el'rrange golfing, tennis, recreation-during the weekends, etc.
Gothenburg plays an important role here arranging a tete70-tete every Friday
for the youngsters. They will assemble around 100 persons every Friday.
They are together with the mentally retarded, meeting each.other, and finallly
I would like to say that this is the most important - meeting people, sharing
experiences.

CANADA
by

Richard A. Patten
National Council of YMCAs of-Canada, Ottawa, Canada

I. know that most of you are aware that the country that I come from is a
bilingual
country and we have two official languages.
Part of the problem in
our country is half the population isn't aware of that. Canada is a rather
strange place and in some ways people know it is a very cold country and we
have a fairly small population, but many people within Canada felt we had an

opportunity to create a country that can learn and take from our neighbors and
from some of our hist -ic relationships so we thought that perhaps it would be
possible to incorpor e the strength of British Parliamentary system and, of
4
course, the strength/of the French cultural background which is so rich, and
the oruanization and efficiency of the United States.
It didn't quite work out
that way and so 0 the moment we,have a great deal of problems. For example, 1
just received Yetterday, when
phoned my office, a letter inviting me to give
this presentatidn; because of strikes
So our country ended up with the
British organi/ation and efficiency, we have inherited the French form of
government and, of course, the American culture. We have a rather interesting
mix.
Because it ts a bilingual country, there are bdo of us who will be
sharing in the presentation with you.' Myself and Marie-Blanche Remillard who
is at the other end of the table.
She will be dealing with the important
iues, primarily because
am not sure what they are.

4

I

I

One of the many areas in which I am not confident or knowledgeable is in
the field of extensive work with the handicapped or disabled.
However, in
generalities, I can share some information that may be of help as to what is
happening in Canada.
Our federal government, for example, as some of you may
know; is a fairly socialized system in our country primarily because of the
size of the country and a relatively small population in relation to that.
But out of 24 million people, 9.8 or 2:3 million people are classified disabled.
This is a statistic I have from statistics.
Here are some of the things that
have happened in Canada over its past few years. There has been a change this
year, for example, in the Canadian Charter of the human race and freedoms which
has included a section dealing with the rights of the disabled.
Our Canadian
Mortgage and Housing Corporation, the Federal Corporation of the government,
provided grants to people who in any way wanted to renovate their homes for
access, for developing ramps, widening washrooms, what have you,-up to $10,000
per housing unit for anyone who would be disabled in the country.
We felt this
was quite a good point.

There is also a monthly magazine which deals with some of the issues that
people may be facing or some of the programs or projects, but that is what the
This is freely distributed,to anyone in the country
disabled are dealing with.
who would like to receive this monthly magazine which will be operated by and
forthe disabled.
In our country we have to wait and see what-happens at,the end of this year
I
because then comes the evaluation of what happens, what the implications are.
Then the politicing really starts because
am,talking now on a nationwide basis.
usually there are a whole set of recommendations and when that happens, then the
Then the non-government organizations or primary
groups start to mobilize.
organizations; if you will, begtn to cooperate and start pushing for change,

Canada

particularly in the legislative areas.

The government also has provided and still has various forms of employment
incentives and that varies according to areas of work, but if a company will
hire a person with a particular disability, then the government will hel0 with
training and will help pay the salary in varying degrees. Sometimes it is up to
3/4 of a percent until that person is fully trained to do that particular job
and inTpome tases that may be extended to over a:year.
Some of the provinces, also some of us in Canada, describe ourselves as a
group of people united by differences. We have a very very strong federal
Some of you may have heard that and so there are of en
system of provinces.
jealousies and tension between the federal government and the provincial
government, but nevertheless, in this particular year in British Columb a,
there was money seteaside for organizations that wanted to do something special
didn't mention that the
I might mention one thing
for this particular year.
They
provided
some
funds,
but
they
were hot to be used.
federal government did.
The only groups that could apply for these funds were disabled people themselves.
It had to be a group of
For example, the YMCA could not apply to this fund.
think
people who said, "This is what we would like to do for ourselves.
that is a very yaluable principle and I think we should "probably turn the
strategies for the future, probably in the next stage of development, in that
process.
I

I,

The province of Ontario took a strong stand related to public awareness
and developed sixty media coMmercials; 'sixty one-half hour programs that were
aired on television and were part of a travel van in which the schools visited
various organizations and the theme that they used,in Ontario was "Label Us Able."
haven't mentioned all that organizotions have done and are doing across the
I
know most YMCAsare inwllved in one way or another. We have a
country.
That is the same
federation of YMCAs so we seldom have a 'national program'.
We
have
had
businesses
offer scholarfor every association across our cOuntry.
has
offered
25':' discount
The
Bell
tolephOne,
for
eximple,
in
the
country
ships.
I
don'tknow
if
that
is
true
also in
from
here
on.
on rates for the disabled
the nited States.
I

Two events, one in particular that some of you may have seen, is Terry Fox,
the story about that young man Who was stricken by cancer and lost one of his
He was so determined after seeing other cancer patients and some of the
legs.
other handicapped people, that he decided he wanted to do_ something to demonIt was in that spirit that he ran half way across
strate the potential capacity.
The inspiration that he
,Canada, running at a pace of about 26 miles a day.
provided,to our country was absolutely incredible. He passed away two months
TomorroW,is the first anniversary of the day he had to stop his run because
ago.
of the reoccur-price of cancer and I suspect that there will be millions of
Last year he raised over 24 million dollars for
dollars that will be raised.
That's one individual in a country with a population the same
cancer research.
si*e as California and that stimulation, that inspiration, has carried on and
will carry on and has changed many people's hearts by a demonstration of things
like that.

Canada

I've heard people say, "Change in attitude." My personal reaction is I
agree that that is an important thing. There also are, though, I believe,
People who have open attitudes.
They may be in the minority, those who may
be receptive, but are ignorant, and I place myself in tha category in that
I may be supporting things that I am not aware of and th4i having been aware,
that perhaps can change my behavior.
I think there has been a great deal of
that this year.

,

The last comment I would like to say is I tame here almoSt, toally ignorant
leave ignorant.
I
think I am a little less ignorant.
Certainly I am
inspired andj say that sincerely by having met some people here'mho have
demonstrated to me the capacity to achieve something that perhaps others
obviously have not thought was possible. When I saw the love story of the Hoyt
family, that was extremely inspiring to me anA r know for other people as well.
and

I
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PY
Marie-Blanche Remillard
YMCA of Montreal, Quebec, Canada

I work for the YMCA of Montreal and
work for a small branch in the east
part of Montreal, that is a French part of Montreal.
have worked there a
year and it just happens to be 1981.
I

I

I believe I am handicapped.
There are things I already know and I don't
have to be sensitized.
You don't have to become any more aware. That is a
problem of handicapped people, at least physically handicapped.
am a
community worker.
I don't know much about sports, I don't know much about
recreation.
We are involved in it and we get, as they said, the support for
individuals who want to define what they want to do.
I

What

am more interested in talking to you about is community work. The
way I define community work and the way this definition is shared by the YMCA
of Montreal is that the individual will get the most and they will be able to
do the most after they are involved in the process of analyzing their own
situation and finding the solution to their own problems.
The YMCA is working with all kinds of groups of citizens and for me, mainstreaming means that
you treat a group of handicapped people, physically handicapped, as you do
any other group of citizens who have problems and mainly social problems.
I

As RiChard Patton said, we have a very organized public social network and
because it was 1981, in a few months there had been,alarge amount of legislation dealing with hlicapped people. Everybody became confused and we got
the feeling that ma)lb all this legislation was not exactly what people
needed.

In the city where I work, we were a group of around fift en to twenty
people, handicapped, and coming from a poor background witho
any college
university education and not being integrated, like you say.
one of them
work, but they talk together aboutanything from religion to se uality to
anything that we found out that was their main problem.
We foun they needed
support help.
You know if someone is quadraplegic and wants to ive on his
own independently, he would need someone to help him in the morni g and help
him in the evening (personal care aid.)
It also includes taking he snow from
your ramp or cutting the grass and things like that.
It is a ver large range,
support services.
I
like it.

Montreal is supposed to be supplied by the government and there i no
volunteer organization that supply it so people who are not organized depend
completely on the good will of and the organization of the bureacracy to give
the kind of service they often need. Everyone knows that they have a problem
and they feel they haveeproblems, but they don't know to which extent their
problems are shared
Ttre way they worked together was to do interviews of
each other; two or three handicapped people going to see others, visit them
with a tape recorder and a microphone and do an interview. Questions asked
were, "What do you do by yourself?" "What does your family do for you?"
"What kind of service would you need?" and sometimes the persons interviewed

.

Canada
day.
give very good advice. They say, "I don't need someone 24 hours a
need someone 60 minutes a day, two or three different times and my neighbor
It is an old person and if we can share the same help,
also needs someone.
it would bb great."
I

We are building a report and it is going to_be an extensive report because
it also includes fnterviewt orthe social workers and people who work in the
community and have their :ideas about the kind of services. This extensive
We
r*port will be given to the Greater Montreal Social Service Organization.
We
are
are also in contact with other small groups of handicapped people.
going toxic, the same thing in the little area we depend on. This thing,
Maybe next year there will be no more
maybe it is going to be a failure.
can see is that in my little group, in our little
support services, but what
group, there are going to be people who know how to work in a group. They
have to learn to preside and do the agenda and know now they cannot interrupt.
They
There are physically handicapped who .are sometimes socially handicapped.
anytime,
always
referring
to
do not know how to workin a group, no talking
their own particular thing that happened the morning before and suddenly;
not suddenly, very slowly in fact, but if you come each month, you can see
different behavior from the people and you see them get more organized:
I

A conference is planned in Montreal for October by the YMCA which is
The purpose of the conference is to
intended to include handicapped people.
discuss.living in the central city of Montreal which has a dense population.
Handicapped
Nous*, transportation, and quality of living will be discussed.
share
equally
with
non-handicapped
individuals will play key roles because they
people in the problems of the inner-city and have the results of their own
experiences to contribute.
1

Representatives in the conference will show that handicapped people have
problems like other people and that they are just like others in society and
not a minority that is out of the flow of society.

7
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OPENING REMARKS
Robert R. Dye
Director, Program Development-6Division, YMCA ol,the USA

It is good to be here today and on-behalf of the. YMCA of the United States
let me also welcome you to this meeting of learning and sharimg and planning
about how the disabled among us can more and more have 'open and available to
them all that the rest of us have - full participants in what life has to offer.

er 10-12 a doien or so of us here participated in a similar
On Sept
conference n New York where we not only had participation from the twelve
national. s ganizations who are collaborating in Project MAY, but from London,
It was a fine meeting and I am looking for the
Canada and Sweden.
Mexico Ci
same kind o happening as we meet here on Oahu in these lovely islands.
,

.

What ar some of the hoped for outcoMes that we might anticipate as a
result Of our being together.
-

First, in this International Year of Disabled Persons, we are looking for
So many people are still
ways to get the attention of all of our people.
totally unaware of this issue and they need to icnow more about this large
important segment of our society Who live,with disabilities.
Second, those of us who represent organizattons with.programs,
resources and volunteers must learn and we must expand Our group of people
Speaking personally, I know that too
willing to make this a personal agenda.
often I have expected one meMber of-our staff, Grace Reynolds, to carry this
I say
It must become my job too and the job of others around me.
-ball.
systematic because it must be more than a hit or miss proposition.
We need to do some writing about these issues an.d our organizational and
community concerns about-them. People will need to know tiow we feel - what we
We.need to advertise our intent - create position papers - write
hope to do.
We need to brtng thit Subject to the surface and not keep it
articles.
submerged. So the first need for the future is educating those who need to
know.

ft

Second, we must come to understand that the resources we need to get the
They are everywhere - present in every community.
job done are close at hand.
It is a matter of discovering them and using them. I remember in our Ne'W York
meeting of the MAY Congress one person said, "Unless I can get a grant of some
kind, I can't get started in this work." That statement was challenged by a
Person running a large number of creative programs who said, "It doesn't start
It starts.with a profound commitment to do something -.and tgi---*
with money.
programs and the resources will evolve and flow from that commitment." This
has been proven again and again. There is great power in an idea expressed
with great conviction about a subject that has obvious importance. But we
Resources do not flow in automatically.
must make it happen.

Third, whicli bt:ings me toone of the most important learnings for the
future if we are toadvance aod make'an impact that is felt. The future will
,demand..that we adapt a stylt of work that is collaborative in nature. You have
been reminded that roject MAY is a'collabora 'on of 12 national organizations a collaborattqn tha began in 1973 because of another issue, the issue of
he success, this collaboration had in getting a piece of
juvenile jusffce.
federal legislation passed by working together - the collaboration for youth,
$11 million dollars on youth-unemployMent. Vor'the last 21/2 years this collaboration has been invo ved together in .eroject MAY where planning has been done,
'insights s,hared, an materials developed.

Fdt an organiz tion to feel that it can go it alone todaY'on n issue as
Instead of working in isolation,
important as this o e is, is to be unrealistic.
of seeing the issueS from the very'limited vantage Ooints of our owr9 organizations, our own envi onment,)our own biases, we need-to plan togethe .in. the..
context of the enti e community - analyzing together the needs that exist,
cataloguing the res urces that are available within our communities to meet
these needs and to ntellfgently plan together what we need to do together to
attack the problems in systematic and sustained ways. All of us, individuals
and organizations, ave something to share._ We can only6Ta1ize the power, that
can be generated by a total approach to these issues whe0 we come together
into a collaborative frameaork. As I said a moment ago, when we advocate for
change by ourselves, not much happens; when we advocate together, we can let the
attention of people.
Fourth, in my own organization I direct the Program Division and we work
mainly in the area of Frogram DOvelopment. Over the next few,years we will be
making a cwiscious effort to perform the fUnction that we call "Discbvery".
There are hundreds orprogram innovatiOns that are, taking place within oue
comMunities, fn places like London and Hiroshima and Honolulu and Hartford, that
have been developed, that we should discover and make visible to all of us.
In these two congresses, in New York and Honolulu, I have,discovered new
resources, new programs, new concepts to. use in' my own work. Opr mutual discovery process in the future-should be directed to looking' for all the innovative
ideas, all the separate parts that exist, and seeing the connections, the
wholeness, the integration that exists and can come-from the many parts.
the YMCA with
For those of us who represent large organizations li
programs, resources, holidays, and volunteers, the question before us is how we
can really put the disabled,on our organizational agendas; recognizing thatin
so many cases we are the ones who provide the handicaps for people by our
unwillingness to open up to them all the opportunities the community offers to
In most cases it is not their problem, but our problem:
the,non-disabled.
-

We must come 'to.realize that all people have a right ti participate in
what life has to offer, that those. with disabilities wish to participate for the
And yet, in our ignorance and
-same reasons others wish.to participate.
*indifference,
- retarded children are penned up like little animals,
- the deaf and the blind continue to be relegated to the menial task,
- the elderly are shunned and isolated,
The loss of this potential in our sociotj, is
and all of this i our loss.
staggering.

9I
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As I haveparticipated in the two MAY Congresses in New York and
Honolulu, I remember some words and phrases and conversations that keep sticking
in my mind, that give some clues on the future as we determine our tasks and
pur agenda.
One of ihese conVersations.dealt with how we must mare than ever involve
in our planning and in our management groups; people with disabilities.
Terry Thompson who runs an Organization called PHAB (Physically Handicapped and
Able Bodied) reported in New YorA of a recent conversation he had held with a
disabled person: Te*ry asked the question, "Do yOu think your future is'being
decided for you?" and received the answer, "No, my lack,of a future is being
decided for me."
Other words I remember:i
't

"A society which shuts out people is truly impoverished."
"We want opportunity - not pity."
"Resources are everywhere."

"Our biggest problem is not the disabled, but the able-bodied.".
"What progr1aIs to offer?
goes."
anyth'

Anything and everything.

"Architecture is important, but attitude

-1-:eof

Literally

critical importance."

"The ramp is not enough._"

And one speaker who repeated the words of 10.chard Bach (of Jonathan
Seagull fame)

"If you can think it - dream it - you'can do it."

.

.

GREETINGS FROM

Grace D. Reynolds
Director Special Populations, Program Development Division'
YMCA of the USA
1

Let me bring you greetings also from the Project MAY agencies and for those
of you who perhaps are not really aware of who we are and how we all came-toI would like to just list the adgether and ftrmed a collaborative faction.
visory committee of the'collaborating agencies who came together to make'this
particular project happen in cooperation wilh the YMCAs of the United States.
Lrrf addition to these agencies, we have 50 to 75 resource groups who have served
in many different capacities across mainland.U.S.A., resource groups from the
There are many, many people who have been
United Kingdom; Europe and-Asia.
brought together to share, to support in going forth to include disabled people
and ongoing programs.
The PrOject MAY collaborating agencies in the United States are: The American
National Red 'Cross Youth Services; the Boys' Clubs of America; the Boy Scouts of
America; Campfire, Inc.; 4-14 Cooperative Extension Services; Future_H.omemakers
of America; Girls Clubs orAmerica;Girl Scouts of the U.S.A.; Jewish-Welfare
Board; the National Boakl of the YMCAs, and the National Board.of YWCAs,
I 'have a list of the resource groups that we will have prepared for you
We certainly thank all of: those here in Hawgii
later, as it is a long'one.
who have joined that group, and particularly the IYD1*Committee whicOlas
worked very, very hard with our site coordinator Bill Suzuki to-make this alt
happen here in the Islands.

;.

It is a rather interesting event when you are working on a Congtess in
the north in early September and come to Honolulu at.the end of September,
looking toward the Pacific Rim when you havre formerly been thinking About
Without all the tremendous support of people
the Americas, Europe and Africa.
here, the YMCA staff, the University and the various human services delivery
systems, of course it Auld not be possible,
,

.

I would like to tell you just a little bit about the project andremind
you that in your packets you have the Project MAY training materials that were
developed the first year of the project. Everyone on that advisory committee
had a chance to tear it apart, put it batk together arid say, "Yes, this is the
kind of material that each one of our agencies can take and use and we can
adapt`it to our own needs." So I hope you will take a good look at thatt,when
you have a chance to look through your packet.
4

,

again that our hope is to share between the
We also want to remind y
United States of America and o , r countries the principles and concepts to
Provide opportunities for the i 'yaired, disabled and handicapped to participate
One of
in programs and servicet provided by the cc:immunity and human services.
will
achieve
these,
to
proVide
for
all
our objectives has been, and I hope we
oppOrtunity
of
sharing
who are interested in integration of the disabled the
inforipation, concepts, practices and materials and, of course, establishing
Secondly, to provide opportunities for cros-cultural exchange
strategies.
workshops which will address issues and concerns regarding the inclusion of
the handicapped in regular programs and activities; to describe model programs
with urban and rural or farm communities; to review current materials on mainstreaming, or integration, or normalization, whicheVer you may wish to call it;
and at the end of the Congress devise pfeliminary plAns for future activities.
,
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Greetings from
Grace D. Reynolds

-

There are a couple of definitions that I would liketo clarify with you.
As we started on this venture and I was meOting-peOle ffi'Europe a couptoc
years ago, they shook their heads and said, "That word°'mainstreaming' iftgreat
for your-United States term." The last two years, however, I find it creeping
into thelanguages of the world, so maybe we are exploiting a new word. However, as we talk to people, say in the United Kingdom, they are usinrthe word
-"igtegration" and we find this also in South America and many of the ottier
I think this is-true, probably, in ASia as well.
cofintries.

Theword that was coinedAn Sweden when we first saw a really good growth
in,the inclusion of people with disabilities was "normalization" - 6ringing
people to as normal a place in society as possible. 'Mainstreaming, as with .
agYatiWin our program, is the project that provides skill development, en--adragd-06Portunity of choice, an0 enables individuals to participate fully
Abrief word of caution. Mainstreamand succesifully in their envirohments.
ing does notInean that we bring everybody together just because he or she
may have a disability and put them all into the same acttmity or classroom.
In 'mainstreaming we are talking about the opportunity to participate, perhaps
at a hospital therapeutic level, in segregated programs. Separate programs
where the skills that are needed to participate in programs can best be
taught,and learned all the way to those who have achieved the ability to
participate in whatever activity that they wish and have the right to choose.
That, of courts, is the fully integrated or mainstreamed person. We
that.
are talking about integration which is a physical, attitudinal, and interacting inclusion of people with differences or disabilities in the environments, programs and opportunities of their choice. We are simply addressing
Not only physical accessibility,
the fact that accessipility is important.
but attitudinal accessibility.
.

'

.

.

r

The youth serving agencies and the resource groups,who collaborate with
agencies,
Project MAY work together. These include representation from youth
human service delivery systems, ecumenical groups, education, rehabilitation,
health, physical education, sports, recreation, therapeutic recreation services'
and many others. The project is funded in part by the U. S. Office of Education,
Federal Education Division. We also have tremendous support from all of our
youth agencies, many of our resource groups and there are acknowledgements on
the back of your program to the International Paper tompany Foundation, the
President's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped,' ARCO, EXXON Cdrporation,
Dr. and Mrs. John Sevier, Warner Communications and many other contributors'
names that were not available at the time this was published. Our sincere
thanks to all.of them.

u
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INVOCATION

./

'The Rev. Dr. Abraham Akaka
Kawaiahao Church

,

V

Our Heavenly Father:
111:

May we thy children; see ourselves in our true koportions,
We are gathered here from many countries to share, understand
and gather knowledge for our work that we do daily', the disabled
person.:

If our.knowledge is meager, make us eager to increase'

it; if our vision is narrow; help us to enlarge it.

may we never center our thoughts on ourselves.

Above all,

If our accomplish-

ments are small, mayAge see the magnitude of-the work of others

L
and be strengthened by their.

Help us to make thit year and every ye4r to come, the year and
4.

years of the disabled persori.

Give us they guidance, the patience

and compassion to do thy work.

Amen..
k

S.
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Welcome

Gary Oshita
IYDP Coordinator
State of Hawaii

L

.

Aloha, and as coordinator for the International Year of Disabled Persons,
In our beautiful state of,
I.would like te welcome all of you here,today.
Hawaii numerous private and,public agencies have taken part in many tasks in
terms of celebrating the International Year, thus helping to create more understanding and awareness of the needs arid achievements as well as the concerns
The Hawaii MAY Congress happens to be one of these
of distbled persons.
celebrated projects Which I feel can benefit many of you here today.

For your information, this coming Sunday we will be having a Fun Day
Jamboree to help celebrate this International Year, another one of our
Information will be out on the tables where you will be
community projects.
signing for registration.
May you ill enjoy the conference and for those visiting Hawaii for the
first tfme, we hope you Will have a most memorable stay. Aloha.

William E. Aull
President of YMCA of Honolulu
President of the Hawaii Trust Company
Member of the National Bo4rd of the YMCA of the USA

One of the nice jobs I have as head of the local YMCAs is greeting people
It is always surprising to me
like you who are here for various conferences.
really how many conferences are held in Hawaii. Somehow we seem to have
something out here that brtngs people to us. Because of that we'like to maybe
show you why we think we'havg a pretty nice state to visit.
It is good to see some old friends who have been here; Bob Dye especially,
who waelihead of our YMCA for awhile.and is now on staff of the National YMCAs.
Looking
It is also a pleasure to get to know some of you during this Congress.
interesting.
'at the agenda, you have a full one and it looks tremendously

Very much good luck and have a wonderful.Congress.

THE CHARGE
By

*Harold H. Wilke
Director, The Healing Community

Grace and I have had a loveafair for three years now '
Thank you, Grace.
in our conceril together about persons with handicapping conditions. We recognize (certainly I do within the church)-that this is a situation that confronts
everyone of.us.
We are working with persons who pave various kinds Of spiritIn a sense,
ual, emotional, mental and physical disabilities)and problems.
you see, we are coming to a new kind of oneness. When Dr. Akaka used that word
about wholeness, it seemedttlat that, in effect, said somethtng about what we
are involved in here, whether we calt it mainstreaming or normalization or a
search for wholeness or whatever else it is, his is what you and I are aboUt.
I see so Many dear friends inthe congregation, partiIt is a joy to be here.
cularly here with Abraham Akaka who, as you know, i$ the pastor of the Kawdiahoo
Church which'has been described as the Westmihster Abbey of the Hawaiian Islands.
It ought tobelturned around )
I think that maybe that is the wrong definition.
and we ought to say that,Westminster Abbey is the Kawaiahao of England.
1

We have three days in which we con be engaged in oar common task. Our task
is that of bringing intothe full life of leisure, and that Word is used in its
It is part of the
widest possible implications, for.persons in our common life.
quality of life that we are engaged in. When the President of the United States
said.that the 35 million Americans with disabilities constitute our most underutilized national resource, he waS saying sobething we could truly take.to heart.
In some ways, while we have different points of view on the approach of the
present administration, in a real sense we have to say that a new sense of
commitment and a new kind of commitment has come in, as we in this coalesciqg
here today of how we may fulfill these varied tasks so that the involvement Of:
What I want to
persons with disabilities may be a part of our whole program.
.do, therefore, is to present what I am calling the seven deadly sins of not
involving persons with disabilities in our programs. These seven deadly sins
begin in ouo own thinking and I want you, for juit half a minute, to close
your eyes and do some introspection about the walfs that you yourself have.
seen persons with handicaps excluded from your organization and to think
about the relationship about that to what may even becalled a deadly sin.
Yes, we see
Let's close our eyes and go inside ourselves for half a minute.
it in part as a denial on our own part. Yes, we see it in part as--em4rrassYes, we see it in part as fear, and anxiety. Yeu we see it in part as
ment.
a lack of adequate resources or probably utilization i(f those resources.
From
Now these are just four that I suggested.
0. K. now, open your eyes.
here and there are an additional several that each af you has developed in
her own thinking and his own response. /We wiTl be doing more of that during
the course of these days.
talked with a parent wbo said that her son,
age two, was given the wrong medicinetwent into convulsions, and after an
'anguishe0 period of time was finally aBle to coMe home. When he did so, he
was retaded and without ability to use most of the left side of his body.
She said some of her best friends said that this person was a demon and that
she had become the mother of a demon. They let her grieve strictly alone.
They assumed that
The symbol here is that to which people were responding.
to be the reality and it was only a symbol that had to do with this youngster.
This tragic situation was made more tragic by the response of others.
On the plane coming over* I

,

The Charge

Each of us in our own lives,parrieSthose Problems and difficulties that
we don't want to,be reminded of and when somebody does remind us of them, we
This is
.find it easier, so to speak, to Walk on the other side of the street.
SOmething
that
does
not
I am not laying on-your shoulderi
true for all of us.
We have in our office in New York a consultant, wh'6comes
apply to me as well.
in maybe once a 'month, and when NarrVet comes with her relatively severe spasti=
city, her cerebral palsy expresses itself-, especially in quite dramatic moveWhen I see Harriet for the first time I have to 4o through
ments on her part.
that same unconscious process that you go through when you see a person With anThe process of saying, "Is it my reality
obvious phygical or-other disability.
that I am bothering with here? Is it a symbolphere?. Or a reality over-there
on the Sart of the other person?"

.

When I see Harriet I know that she is a symbol for me, that the realtty ls
It is one of my hangups, one of my problemg that is out cif
down inside myself.
I have to have some kind 6f control. When I think about it, any
control.
Why
thought of having control in that situation is kind of stupid, lou know.
would wethink of keeping control in a situation like that or in dealing with
the seVen or eight thousand ministers, which has been MY job for 20 years in'
the United Church of Christ. Why I would need any kind of control is what
It is my.,
That is my problem.
Yet, there it is.
discombobulates my mind.
Her
flailing
arms
The, reality is in me when I respond to Harriet.
hangup.
unconsciously
and.
remind me of that fear of loss of control and so, resenting
I
don't
want
to
be
reminded
of
in a sense of consciously Harriet's presence,
minute
or
two
this or to have to spend a couple of seconds or maybe even a
having to work through this difficulty.

This ts your situation_as well when you-deal with persons with disa6ilities:
You have inside lhat anxiety, *hat difficulty, that problem, that set of adjustments, whatever it is, that says to you, I don't want to deal with this.
This person out there is really A
You.can finally get to see it this way.
symbol for a negative reality inside.yourself.
Let, me share with you out of this something that I prepared last year in
preparation for the opening address for the.United Natiogs on the International'
Year of Disabled Persons. .It appeared instead as what I called "The Ten Commandments for our relationship with persons with disabili ies". Commandment
embarrassment and
No. 4 said something about how we see each other.with th
try to overcome it.

Fear Not One.Another (This is Gud speaking)
I know the confusion of your embarrassment,
Fear not one another.
your fears, your anxieties, your brother's-handicap. Your sister's
You are both in
You too are vul6erable.
disability affronts you.
my care, you are one in my solicitude.
The secondary sin is the sin of negative spread. Negative spread has
Negnothing tO do with what happens to your hips after the second dessert.
orindividuals
where
you
see
one
ative spread really refers to your concept
disability and you assume, tperefore, almost immediately the Presence of half
a dozen additional disabilities. YOu see the individual in the wheelchair and
immediately you assume somethinceTse is wrong with this person. And there is
A

-
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a club, the "What does she want in her coffee Club" coming out of the typical
,experience of a person in a wheelchair going into a restaurant witil_her husband
and the waitress coming up and saying to the man, not to the person in.the wheelchair, "Does she want sugar in her(coffee". That ts the assumption that so
many people make and we all tend to make it.
We do it, of course, at the positive level as well. When you see the individual 6'4", broad shouldered and
handsome),-Brooks Brothers suit, all that, we assume he is the president of his
company and a lot of other good things about him. We do it exactly the same
way negatively.
The sin of negative spread is one that we have to overcome to
see, to enrich ourselves, to chanpe'gears; to wrench ourselves into thinking,
"Here is one thing that is difficult, wrong, negative. What are the positive
things?" What aoe the positive things? The sin of negative spread is the
secondary iin of not involving persons with disabilities to find out what their
strengths are' and not immediately to assume a grea many more disabilities.

-

Thirdly, there is the sin of what we might call the sin of assuming a
major difference between ourselves,and these individuals - the sense of a
major difference in this person and ourselves.
During my days at the Menninger Foundation we would hold every.Saturday morning-a three-hour syjnpotsiuni
under.,the direction of either Dr. Will Menninger or Dr. Carl Menninger.
After
a one-hour presentation of the patient's situation, the patient would then come
in, get a half-hour political walk-through, would resond personally to either
these two or other doctors, and then the patient would leave.
All of us in
.the room, 150 psychiatrists and one or two others talked about the meaning
of what had happened there.
I
remember so vividly that after one patient
had gone out, Dr. Carl Menninger said to all tf these professionals who
were gathered,,"You have to remember that there is a very fine line that
divides this Wient Oom the rest of you.
The sin of assuming a major
difference. When an'eMinent world class scientist, psychiatrist, can say
something'like this, wekhave to recognize that there is a very fine line
between ourselves and that person over there who.is the psychiatric patient
in this hospital.
Be grateful for the inspiring quality of life within persons with handiT
caps which in turn engender within all of you perseverance, humor, coping
abilitiesfpatience, andcreative victory. But beyond this inspirational
thing, you know many persons with disaWities really resent this business
of being thought of as the symb61 of creative victoili and all that. Beyond
that, we have to recognize the other which is commonality. Commonality with
all thejnajor feelings that the nest of us share as well.
Then this commandment goes on,."Recognize in that commonality we all share there is also
frustration,and anger, anxiety and despair." This reminds you all of the
fraility and your cdbmon need for salvation and calling to a mission to pro1
vide succor and justice for all.

The fourth sin is the sin of making her'normal, the sin of making him
'like everyone else. That is the sin that we take for ourselves when we feel
that in order to get Pito our program, in order to fulfill these activities,
rather.than our bending a little bit we need to fit-the person to that program. 1There is no shifting At all. That makes me very normal.
It was something1Whit me numbers of years ago now when 13-year old Terry came bouncing
up the siddWalk in Sheffield where we were conducting a seminar, a paraspeaking with a number of youngsters present who had suffered the result of
ingestion on the part of the mother ofthe drug Thalyomide. Terry was born
with one massive disability as well as quite a few others.
That mavive.
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No, he wasn't
disability comes out when I say he was coming up the sidewalk.
He
was
doing
sidewalk.
coming up the sidewalk - Terry was dancing 10 the
no.legs,
and
he
came up
cartwheels up the sidewalk. Terry had been born with
It
was
truly
a joy for
that sidewalk bouncing and then bouncing into the house.
I
knew
him'as
I don't know what has happened to Terry since.
\) the rest of us.
and eleven, and again at
a youngster and I knew him when he was up toward ten
legs
now,
he probably does, but at'
'age thirteen. He may well have artiftcial
make him
that point he was quite'willing to say that the doctors didn't need to
it.
"normal", an that he could get around faster the way that he was doing
around
all, still he could get
Even though t wasn't a normal progression at
joyously than he would with
faster, mor adequately, and in a real sense more
Terry didn't feel he had to be made "normal". Maybe later
egs.
artifi
ohe felt this more deeply, but at that point he did not.
exactly the
In a city in Japan there is another one of those persons with
had
only
a
year or so
He came into a meeting that we
same.situation as Terry.
better
than
the rest of
In that restaurant he had.it
ago walking on his hands.
and
grcianed
to
us where you sit at these low tables and the rest of us grunted
He
took
off
the
heavy
get down and he was right there. But he had walked in.
with
white gloves that he wore and then he joined in the seminar and discussion
only
the
He had walked on his hands for
He was 37 lears old.
the rest of us.
him.everywhere
he
went.
Prior to that his mother had carried
last 15 years.
'For
He felt he had to seem-ncrmal and he couldn't progress in any other way.
aVailable
to
him.
various reasons artificial legs were somehow not immediately
off
where
his
He could not get around from his home to the streetcar and.get
He had to do it
He could not do it on his hands.
law office was located.
How normal being carried by your mother is, of course, a question
"normally".
But; nonetheless, Op ,sense of normality, finally
that all qf us would raise.
could
tay, "I can get around 'MO the rest-of you,
was overcome by him and he
making him
only differently, and I'll do it." And for these past 15 yeArs
normal was no longer a problem in his life.
could think of a
I am going to leave out some of these sins because we
One
is
a
sin
that assumes
here.
Let us look at one or two more
few more.
longer
apply
for this
that in our background the lessons that are there no
conversation
with
my
father
and
my
Several nights ago I had i
present.
in
still
remegber
the
parent
mother. Bothare dead and, like all of us, we
sighificant
others
in
us or the child in us and we have to talk with those
mother. "Mom,,I continue to
our lives. 'I talked with my father and with my
be grateful for that time when I was born (my disability is congenital).
doctor
When I was born; no hands, no arms, and.from what I heard later, the
like
this
in
my life,
said, Scratching his head, "I've never heard of anything
"But
Mem,
There
is
now.
there is nothing like this in medical literature."
will
be
for you to be able to respond to the doctor and say that somehow Lt
few
days
later
all right and you affirmed that, and you af irmed it only a
rrying me in a little bundle and
when you were walking in the neighborhood
there and said, blurting
a neighbor acquaintance came to you and spW that I was
he church bells toll the death of an
out the words, "Oh, Mrs. Wilke, I heard
litt4e crippled
infant yesterday and I was hoping the bills were for your. poor
baby." And Mom, you said, "No, life it bettel.."
Not too long
"Dad, I am grateful to you.
I conversed with Dad as well.
it reminded me of ithe time when
ago I was swimming in the sea of Japan and
Rememto swim.
was'five years old and you taught me in a very special Way how
On
each
end
of
it you
board.
ber Dad, you put together that rour-foot length of
I

.
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secured an empty one-gallon syrup bottle that provided the flotation and then
Now you can pusii yourself out into the Ei-eek and carry on.'
you said, 'O.' K.
Then I put
paddled around, it was wonderful.
And I did. 'For five minutes
that thing to-one-side and I ment off without it using my lungs instead for
those empty syrup bottles'. -I went under and I came up sputtering and I tried'
again and I Came up sputtering the third time and the fourth time I dog
paddled all the.Way across the creek. I am grateful for(that five minutes of,
used for
thought, concern,-trust, apropos, all of-it you took for me which
five minutes and it was then a reality for me all the rest of my life. And
Dad, also you taught me how to handle a gun and at the.same time you also put
deep within us your own strong and very negative feelings about hunting and
trapping." -Target shooting was really a good thing for us to do. We wbuld
That
go out and he would walk in front of me carrying a rifle at Age twelve.
is trust. 'The sin of nOt carrying through our daily work, thete lessons from
the past,' these lessons from the immediate, present-rerviWmade a part of that.
I

.

I
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One almost last sin, the sin of-assuming no abilities or gifts on the part
of these your potential persons with handicaps in your programs, potentially in
Each of you who has had persona) experience in life with a
your programs.
There is this
relative or a close friend have understood this for yourself.
These gifts, these abilities, these strengths are
sin Which is very real.
there.

This morning I am dressing over on the
Let me just be personal again.
I follow something that I call the use of
mainland and I did my usual thing.
The third eye is the eye of imagination, the eye of a higher
the third eye.
stance of another perspective and that third eye in this case 'means that since
for me putting on a coat'and then buttoning it is enormously Officult;
looking at it with the third eye we find an alternative way etOutting on th'is
This is a plain, ordinary, normal type of coat which looks like most
coat.
This morning what I id was to reach into the closet, take
everybody else's.
buttoned it using all teb
I
down the coat and toss it on the bed face up.
toes and then put the coat over face down and ducked into it the way you would
sort of get down and do'a little shimmy until
I
duck into a pullover sweater.
This is tht third eye approach and
it comes down over my shoulders and hips.
the tn of not using this third eye approach is one of the gifts that persons
with andicaps can provide for us; alternative ways of fulfilling programs,
alternative ways of doing things, finding a door that is not the main door or
You use other alternatives
when there is no other door present, using a window.
and means of fulfilling particular programs.
The last sin I want to mention is the sin, is my sin of d ping on your
shoulders all of these difficulties of persons whose very prese ce here means
that you are committed to this and that obviously you already are fulfiTling
So, dropping
the involvement of persons with disabilities in your programs.
six
and the
this last one as my sin and not yours, thereare here at least
Here
is
where
we
find
some
**Oth-el's that you can think of in,your own work.
And
here
are
the
kind'of perhaps illogical return for what we are about.
in
fulfillment
of
programs.
places where we find something for.ourselve

to end with a story that I shared with two or three of you before
Of
I was'coming'back from a conference in Geneva and on the Atlantic trip.
Obvi.ously I read the same way you,do, buy 1
course, I spent time reading, etc.
hold the magazine a little bit differently than you do so here I am sitting own
in the seat and holding the magazine something like this in front of me; T 19
I want
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watch here on my ankle was in plain view and the stewardess was zipping down'
the aisle and was taken aback seeing that witch there on my ankle and she said,
I said, "Latest style, right out
".You are wearing your watch on your ankle!"
Then
she
smiled
and
went
her
way
and came back five minutes later
-of New York.'''
I didn't
I
didn't
mean
to embarrass you.
saying,-"Stri, 1 Wil terribly sorry.
pf
course
I
just
saw
the
watch
on
your
ankTe."
notice you were handicipped.
All of us who have disabilities that seeml'to be
sIte had not embarrassed me.
obvious'have long since learned how te respond to other's response's to us.
But it got me tb thinking about that watch. A simple oldiTimex, that's all it
Now do you get an anklewatch from a wristwatch? You add four links to the
is.
band and, brothers, sisters, this is what we are about. We are.stretching our
We are making that band way out.- We are reaching out in ourflives.
horizons.
This is what this conference is about and each time we think of an extriii iink
here or there on our wrists or on our watch, that link talks about the involveI
ment of persons, that link recognizes that our embarrassments ore ores nt.
ask you to alp thesedifferent links to your watch band so your horizo s may
be broadened, that that band may be stretched out all the way and our jrograms 0
will reflect that outreach and that stretching.

II

GREETINGS

Special Education
by

Joy McGehee
University of Hawaii

I want 6 extend* own welcome and teal Au how excited I 4 n to be here
Cam in the DeparAment of Special Educatfon at the
'Uniyersity,of Hawaii so I am quite involvidith the moVement going on in
Education*right now to include students with'disabilities in the mainstream
of educational life and all of you are probably familiar with Law 4132 which
came into being in 1978 and assures that all children will have the right to
and be a part of this.

s,pend most of my time deeply involved in this
be educated with their peers.
activity and I am very exoited to be involved.in an activity that,works at
including people with'yarious kinds of disabilities in all aspects of society,
not just'in schools,,but in reoreation programs and social activities.

I really appreciate the opportunity to be:herkend introduce these,people
I want to make one little.plug before
to you who are involved in it already;
There
is,
at
this
point in your life and in my life/
I introduce everybody.
.segregation and discrimination that still extsts and I want you to be aware.of
I know in the department where t_work at the University of Hawaii, we
that.
are inaccessible to people-who are not affibulatory or who have to.come to the
University of Hawaii in wheelchairs,. They can't get up'to the Special Education
Depertment because. we are in,temporary units where you have to climb a number_
In fact most of the College of Education is inaccesof steps to reach them.
sible to handicapped'people.
I am also going to alert you to the fact that we, in education, are
concerned right now: We incitcated a commitment on the part of the administration to people with disabilities and we would like to see that camitment'
continue in termS of money, in dollars. So I approach yoU, a little bit scared
about what may be occurring in the next few years ahd hope that ail of you will
.keep that in mind and continue to support our interest to'integrate society.

10J
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UNITED STATES
by

Sharon Blintliff
Director, Handicapped Services Training Program
Honolulu, Hawaii
.

gta

I am not going to talk as much about what I think we are doing as what,I
see ahead for this country,
I wasn't around at the time of the agricultural
revolution in this country,,but I have to imagine that the disabled community
was very well integrated and mainstreamed at that time.
It.is very obvious
to all, of us because we novi are Needy with the aftermath. At the tail end of
the industrial revglution we found that we planned that whole scene without
the disabilities cOMmunity.
Thus 'the architectural, the societal, the
attitudinal
barriers
still
are
With
t,
,

.

I think that $e are making the irst begiAing steps into the next space
I don't think that there are any of us who can, with oun blurred eyes,
imagine the societalchanges that are in store for us.. I think we are begin- .k
ning to sense some of the deep societal upheavals. A very creative restrictioak,_
of this society.
I think we have all experienced or are beginning to experience
what some have called the streak Of meann ss of the economics right around the
corner.
Someonp said there is a streak f meanness cominq4n this country such
as you have never seen before. There h
been a gradual tea ing apart of the
families, terrorizing of aspects of our political system.
I
a
beginning to
doubt our judicial system the last couple of days, a shatt ring of many of our
age.

,,

valu s.
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Where wilkwe see the disabled person? Where will v4t respond? How will
we r spond so the disabilities community iS very much an integral part of our
ways of this society? We hear about all the tales df disintegrating; whether
it i
nuclear or communal or traditional or nontraditional or however you
choo e to describe it.
Now they are going down the tubes.
I don't believe
that.
They are struggling to survivie. Our families are struggling to survive.
That is still the place to be nurtured and if we don't support families, if
we don't look to those programs and those policies which are supporting families,
then I don't think itiijooks like a very bright future.
I see many efforts
being,made. I would ahly draw an example to all of you which is so obvious and
to cler
I just have to remind myself of that all the time because it doesn't
make sense, never.has, never will. Therefore, we probably ought to do something
about changing it.
We are willing to spend $30,000 to institutionalize someone,
we arg willing to perhaps spend $8,000 to have someone else care for them and
absol6tely zero to the natural family. Th45 is where they really5belong. They
.'will probably get the most ldoving care there and yet,me are unwilling to support
'families tojdo that. I think we really need t rally to make those kinds of
significant changes.
My wanting list ts so long that no one else would have an opportunity to
We better go on and spend time looking at those things which really
could change. Tile problem iS that change is so hard.
It really isn't if we
all band together.
If we really make up our minds to do something, we really
can to it and families are'where it can happen. But we have to support the
parents however they come; one of each or two of each or six of each.
We have
really gotto support families.

,talk.

United States

ason for us to continue to know the secondary and tertiary
There is no
cts
of certain disabilities and ignore that which could be
handicapping e
ose handicapping effects of certain disabilitiO. We have
done to pr
talent, we have resources, we just have to make'the commitment to see that we
I am convinced of that and much of what
use them. Vie have a bril@ht future.
L think.we will learn as we move into the space age is that the kind of
stick-to-it-tiveness, the kind of third-eye perspective that the disabilities
community has brought is that which will help much of oun coming age over the
I think that we are going to hopefully benefit from those that we see
hump.
as disabled if we will allow ourselves to do that.
Their impairment was so much more
Its like Down's Syndrome children.
retarded than they were for how many years? Finally we were able to admit it.
there
This confounds the medical profession. My medical students tell me that
first
thing
I
say
-to_the
is a muirrely professor down there because the
freshmen medical students is that we all are going to say together, PI don't
I want them to learn how to say, "I don't know" because
know" three times.
one of these days-they.are going to have to,say that.
We have a great deal to learn from the disabled community. We open our
I
eyes and our ears and our hearts and give ourselves permission to do that.
their
going
to
make
will
be
made
with
think the greatest'advances that we are
assistance and I really hope that at least these United States and our brothers
extended to the North, South, East and West will remind us from time to time
You can stand back and take
because they are so far out, so far away from us.
those people in
a good look and then you scratch your heads and say, "How come
I-think the
the United States don't_see that,it's right under their noses."
have
so much
disabilities community has been right here el the time. The
I hope that is what we will
to offer and:there are so many lessons to. learn.
need
them.
cid because we are really going to
,

We are really going to need that perspective, but how do we 'extend the
fewer dollars and how do we mobilize resources that don't have dollar signs._
How do we give funds to families and say, "Go bmy what you think you need.'!
We have never tried that, we have been too
Let the money follow the need.
afraid. Bureaucracy is like that, but I feel there are many exciting things
around the corner and I am excited about being a part of it.
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PACIFIC ISLANDS
41011115

by

Michael Caldwell
College of Education, University of Guam

At.this point it is rather difIn a way I represent the Pacific,Islands.
ficult tersay Which specific island, so I will assume we mean Micronesia which
I think the sins Dr. Wilke spoke ormay well des-,
is between Hawaii and Guam.
cribe the situation between so-called developed countries and developing areas
or-underdeveloped areas or lesser developed areas'or whatever term might be for
people or peoples who are not yet industrialized. As he was going through, I
wondered how this related.to so=called mechanized sodieties andlthe under_developed societies. ,There are many parallels. I think-the western world
latian to the develsoidieties are probably guilty of many of those things in
ast to the AmericanI was tryin§ to think of how it apOies, at
oping areas.
I think there are some pretty ex reme situations.
ized Pacific possessions.
Early in the 1960's I was involved tn extending,. or supposedly extending,
social welfare programs of the U..S. Department of Education, Health' and Welfare
I remember
One of them was the O.A.A. (Old Age Assistance Program).
to Guam.
publicity
When
our
program
came
to
Guam
there
was
much
this very, very clearly.
In
Guam,
and
most
of
the
Pacific
assisted.
as to how old people were going to be
automatically
part
of
the
up to that time, old people or senior citizens were
things
They
assisted
in
child
rearing
and
many
of
the
family.
They had duties.
The
concept
was
brought
that
somehow.Grandma
was
we are letting agencies do now.
which
was
called
supposed to have a pension Of some sort froM the government,
Old Age Assistance, but it was not too clear what this was. Guam's standards
at that time were quite low in terms of dollars. The point was that the people
involved had to have seniority to get the maximum amount of money and they had
to live in separate households. This was because utility bills and things like
that could be paid. This concept has grown in the last fifteen years.now so
that none of the young people feel tlit they have to have Grandma at home any
She has to have a separate house, and the whole benefit of taking care
more.
of children and being involved with the family is more or less being lost.
Grandma lives in an apartment or senior citizens housing complex which we have
now instead of being a part of an extended family system where the old,people,
the seniorrcitizens, were part of a young person's family and an ongoing part
I thinkJskiljs that were needed in parenting were
of the whole family system.
.

passed down through the generationS.

Now we have moved all the way to the maximum point where we have isolated
our senior citizens in small ghettos and we have supposedly made them independI think there is a great danger of that in many programs. They come )rom
ent.
industrial societies and we try to make them a part of the developing nations.
I am not saying that disabled individuals who live in developing nations do not
need services, but I think we need to design and work with services to build on
the strengths that are already there. I think we have to be very direful to
recognize what those strengths are. This I particularly true'of the Pacific
and in Asia.
I have an opportunity to speak to you again tonight and I will be a little
Another example, I think, that is quite'good is the USDA
-more detailed then.
About a year and a half ago I had tni occasion to qo to the outer
food program.
islands truck district and I went along and I noticed all these cheeses and butters
They were all taken- ashore on the
and what-not carried in the hold of the ship.
What was very
island and the magistrate issued them to the needy families.
fascinating was that as the ship returned back to the district center,, many of
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those foods came back with it on the deck of the ship because the outer island
families didn't partiCularly need the_food and they were concerned aboyt the people
living in urban.and district centers`where their relatives were.
So the food came
out of the government consignment and went back to family members at-the district
center to,feed their families.
The governmedt officials all knew this wa's the
case, but somehow the system was organiEed to do it and it had to go on.
I thjnk
in providing services anedeveloping services in areas like this for disabled
persons we have to keep these things in mind.

t

I was also reminded by various speakers of a Shakespearean quote which I
think says, "It was the best of times and it was the worst of times".
I cannot
remember the play,.but I think it is really what we are facirig now.
It is the
best of times, but it also is the worst of times. if we are not careful, we
could,build'a society rike that of "Great New Wonld".
I think we are at a turning
point in soae ways and We have to look carefully.

t

If I have spoken,
atively, I would like to speak now-of at least one example
of a positive transfer. This happened about a year agd. We had an individual who
was a paraplegic from another island.
He came to Guam to attend the University.'
Of course the Untversity was building ramps and things that they hadn't done before
What I thought was most interesting - this individual had been paralyzed anckwheelchair bound.-0 the small Isled of eoastgar for some 10-12 years. The family believed he wasn't supposed to do anything; he was supposed to stay home. He could
not swim or go out or do anything like that. An occupational therapist happened
to come to Guam and said, "Why doesn't he go swimming, why doesn't he get in the
water?"
Ntbody knew.
So he literally was taken one day and tauglit how to swim
in the ocean.
It was rather ironic because for twelve years he lived right on
the beach and-hatkbeen-tol!I by his family he couldn'edo anything liker that, so
he never did. Hedid haveito cote to the western world to benefit from occupational therapy; In fact tt learn'ho4 io swim.

here are going twbe positive benefits and I think what we are goihg to
have*todo is to sort the good and the bad and try to know which is which and
try to telectively develop programs in the areas like Micronesia and the Pacific.

.

INTERNATIONg
A-

By

John Nesbitt
Professor, University of Iowa

.

On the table out front there is an envelope that looks like this and
inside it you will find a poster that Special Recreation was authorized by
the U.S. President's Committee on Employmehbt for the Handicapped to issue
as a commemprative for International Year of Disabled Persons as,a point of
information. 'This is probablx the first recreation graphic that has ever
been issued in the United States in recreation for people who-are disabled.
This was issued in 1951 and we'have re-issueeit in 1981 as'a 1981 InterAlso in that envelope yob will find a credo
national Year commemorative.
of Special Recreation, Inc. which is based in many respects on seatemehts
by the-United Natioas and the United Nations Federation of Human Rights#
and declarations relptive to deaf/blind. A number of professional statements
have been made as well as consumer statements that have been published on
recreation for people who are disabled. You will find that in their credo
of Recreation for the Disabled.

1

One general comment that I would like to make is that you and I, all
The ideas that will
of us here together, are in this situation together.
lead to new strategies, that will lead to sOutions to problems in the
mainstreaming of people who are disabled are in your heads right at the
I wish us all great success in this conference in pulling
present time.
those ideas and putting them together in a way .that will result in a solution to problems with which ou and I, all of us here, are mutually ac1
quainted.

.-,

'

Based on my own tert years experience woling with the professtonal .
staff at Rehabilitation International and with World Leisure and Recreation Association, I think it is valid to say that we are now in an era
where there have been enormous admances i4 rehabilitation of people who
are disabled. Those of you who have been very involved are aware of the
different stages that we have gone through, the advances that have been
made-in the medical aspects of rehabilitapon, the social aspects of
Over the last 50-60 yeari there have been tremendous gains
rehabilitation.
Jm vocational rehabilitation. In the last 25 years we have seen tremendol4
gains in Special Education and in the last 15-20 years we have also seen
tremendous progress in the area of recreation for people who are disabled.
We are now at a point in time where in medical science the professions have
yielded tremendous.progress in rehabilitation for the disabled7

We are now moving into a new era of rehabilitation, a very important
era of rehabilitation. The professionals and some of the deliver) systems
have taken this idea of capability and integration of people who are disabled, people who are functionally successful medically, socially, educationally, vocattdhally and Eecreationally about as far as they can. The
big job is in integrationin/the coMmunity 'Into ,,phe normalization within
rt is in th6\mainstreaming of people
the community and family patterns.
The diMensipns of this mainstreaming that we have to
into the community.
be concerned about is the community participation In all activities. Full
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Bot6 physical.
participation in education, full participation in employment:
Nutrition,
mainstreaming
in
physical
and
mental
health.
and mental health,
Shelters and
,recreation, mainstreaming into all'aspects of recreation.
I think you may be aware of several thousand
housing. Social protection.
people who are, at least in terms of social protection, very vulnerable to
crime, so thip is another dimension of mainstreaming and social security.
There are manrtmportant dimensions of this mainstreaming that we have to
study together and work out solutions to the problems that corgront us.
.

I want to reiterate some of the ideas that Revererld Wilke passed on to
I think that those of us who are greatly
us that deal with attitudes.
involved or slightly involved take too much for granted abOut this problem
of attitudes and what an effect that has on the life style and mainstreaming.
of people who are handicapped. My own interpretation follows a number of the
researchers and writers relative.to the integration and attitudes of people
Some of the attitudes
such as Gothen and McGregor and Barrett and Jordan, etc.
in gociety have a profound effect on the potential for integration, potential
for mainstreaming, the societal attitude that anyone who is different is less
The negative characteristics create the negative attitudes and
desirable.
override the public's unconscious attitudes towards the disadled person which
is negative.

We are not delivering fair shakes when we start working for people lo
are disabled and their mainstreaming potentials. We start at a very serious
and profound disadvantage because, in the main, I believR the pbblic has many
That means we have to overcome that just to
attitudes toward the disabled.
get to the middle point, just to neutralize the negative attitudes they have
SomP very critically important
and then work on creating positive attitudes.
facilitator attituiles - none of the disabled people decide who wy join; at
school, at work, at recreation. Many professionals and middle class people
Now some of these
peroejve low competence among people'who are disabled.
negative attitudeSand the way they affect the person who is disabled, the
adjustment of the sheltered person, are underlined by negative'attitudes and
the sheltered person's adjustment is dependent upon the attitudesVf others.
If a ;Arson is surrounded by negative attitudes,*those attitudes will be asOn the positive side, some of the
sumed and result in a negative life style.
things that are open to us that will facilitate integration of mainstreaming.
Enjoyable voluntary contact with stable persons increases lvorable attitudes.
Enjoyable voluntary contact with disabled persons increasesCfavorable atHigh frequency of contact with disabled persons increases positive
titudes.
I
attitudes. Closer contact with disabled persons increases acceptance.
think that all of us have to take home with us the fact that there is a job
for everyonr in creating positive attitudes toward digabled persons.
One of the evenings
Talkirig a little bit about the international sphere.
we will be working on a special program on international activities where we
will be discussing some workers reports on recreation for the disabled from
Manila, the International Congress on Health, Physical Education and Recreation as well as the Wqrld Federation about Health and then a number of
program materials that we have developed and recreation for the disabled
will be presented Wednesday evening.

j
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I do want to mentiOn that Rehabilitation International, the arIanization
that Professor Caldwell represents, has been very active in stimulating this
International Year of Disabled Persons.and is now making an activity called .
the Rehabilitation Decade in which we will bp continuing these promotions and
The International Council for Healt
information activities during the .1980's.
Physical Education and Recreation recently had its World Congress in Manila,
the Phillipines and at that time there were specific programs on physical education and recreation for the disabled., The World Federation for Mental Health
recently had its world congress in Manila and they conducted a special seminar
there on attitudes of the disabled, and there is a, very good likelihood that
thex are going to continue their activities. Internationally, it has been
very gratifying to observe both the Boy Scouts and the Girl Scouts a6 well
as the YM and YWCAs over the jast 20-25 years who have been very active in
international activities. Once again it ii a-great pleasure to be here., I
would reinforce the idea that the solutions are in,your head and that we all
have a jobto do. Thank you.

MID

1
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WELCOME

/,

from George /uen

represtnting
Governor George Ariyoshi

I am very happy to be here this evening'on behalf of Goveynor Ariyoshi
to extend to all of you.his Aloha and greetings as you begin this* very, very
Hawaiian MAY Congressl sometimes referred to as'Project MAY
#

I think all of you know the goal of Project MAY, which is the forwarding
of relationships or sense of sharing between the United States and 'all the-other countries in the world, especially the countries in the Pacific
Some of this sharing is concerned with the providing of opportunities fou6the
disabled, the handicapped and those who are impaired.
I think this is a very, very special' part of our international observation
Many of you know that Hawtp
of the International Year of Disabled Persons.
I
has been playing a very important role in this internationbl celebration.
in
spite
think we all realize that a great deal of progress has been made, but
of this, there is still a continuing need.for public awareness of the, needs
I urge all of you in Hawaii and the entire
and contributions of the disabled.
Pacific Basin to join in this great effort to contribute to more normalizing
and productive lives among our disabled.

,

I know many people here in thii room are responsible for the planning of
tills meeting and this very important conference, but I would Me to commend
just one person, Grace Reynords, who is the Project MAY Director, and her
staff and many volunteers who spent so much tithe to plan for this meeting..
I know many fine and inspiring ideas will emerge from this meeting, and I
Thank you.
wish all of you much,success and Aloha.

k
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MESSAGE1PROH U. S. SENATOR SPARK MATSUNAGA
Kindly extend my warmest aloha and best wishes to
attendants at the consortiui of private agencies' Congress'
today to commemorate the International Year of Disabled Persons-- the

1981 °Project KayeMainstreaming Activities for Youth.
As a former school teacher and father of five children,
recognize the vital importance of identifying the significant
concerns of our youth and the need to reaffirm o4,, commitment/
toward Lmproving the quality of life not:only for/the young, but
also the mentally,and physically disabled in our community. Your
Congress will no doubt provide an excellent opportunity for the
.exchange of ideas and information as well as a forum to discuss
the specific role of private youth agencies in fulfilling their
commitment to the young citizens of America.
Your cordial invitation to the principal speaker at the
opening session of the consortium is greatly appreciated; 41
regret very much that Congressional 4uties in Washington prevent
my joining you in person: Nevertheless, my thoughts are with
you tor a most rewarding and productive congiess.
Me ke alohd)pumehana.
Sincerely,

Spark Mat nage
U. S. Senator
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, From Robert K. MaSuda
representing

Mayor Eileen Anderson

1
The Mayor is sorry that she is not able to be here,this evening.
She
is Presently.in San Diego attending a conferench and working on some projects
.related to the City and County of Honolulu. She sends her regrets, but she
also sends her Aloha and best wishes for a productive and fruitful conference
foPs'all the local people who are here and especiallra fond Aloha to all pf
you who are visiting from other states, for tur many friends from Asiaeand
the Pacific Islands and from the big island of Americ14
.0n behalf of Mayor Anderson, we welcome you to the City of Honolulu
and we hope that the fellowship that we share here will be as reOarding
as the kind 0 intellectual andprofessional stimulations that you get
here from your colleagues.
I would like to ask Dr. Anna Marie Brault, the
Director of Health for the City and County of Honolulu, and her husband,
Dr. Roger Brault, to stand and as a team, we would like to welcome you to.
the City'of Honolulu.

CULTURAL SIMILARITIES
rby

Michael Caldwell
College of Education, University of Education

1

First off, I am pleased to be here in relation to my professional
orientation, as well as from a personal viewpoint. In relation to my role as
Secretary-Treasurer fgr the Asia-Pacific Regional .Committee of Rehabilitation
International, it is my pleasure to bring you greetings.from Rehabilitation
International President, Dr. Harry Fang of Hong Koq, and Rehabilitation
International Vice-President for Asia and the Pacific, Professor Charlotte
Floro of the Republic of,the Phillppines. As an American professional special
educator, who forithe past sixteen yearS has worked in the Western Pacific and
Southeast Asia; rappreciate this'opportunity to share with you some information which may serve to highlight the possiblity that while cultural and
linguistic differences abound among Pacific peoples, these differences may not
be quite as important as the simil ,ties which exist among the same people by
'physical environments, general social
virtue of commonalities of econom
Such factors, Instructures, etc.
4ti: , result in disabling conditions.
Furthermore, there is an indication that many of these commonalities may well
be shared with some populations in North and South America, as well as Europe.

The United Nations General Assembly proclaimed 1981 "International Year of
Disabled Persons" and cited the following objectives for the proclaimed year:
(1)

To help'disabled persons in their physical and psychological
adjustment to society;

(2)

To promote all national and international efforts to provide
disabled persons with prOper assistance, training, care and guidance,
to make available to theM opportunities for suitable work and to
ensure their full integration in socfiety.

(3)

16 encourage study and i.esearch projects designed to facilitate the
practical participation of disabled persons in daily life, for
example, by improving their access to public builclings and
transportation systems;

(4)

To educate and inform the public of the rights of disabled persons
to participate in and contribute to various aspects of economic,
social, and pol tical life; and

(5)

To promote effe tive measures for the prevention of disability and
for the, rehabilitation of disabled persons.

11
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In doing this, the United Nations gave recognition to the needs of the world's
some 400 million (WHO estimate) disabled people.

.

Cultural Similaritiei
,

Of this 400 million, also according to a Warld Health Organization estimate,
better life
on any-one,day1.60 million.people in the world could be, helped to. a
pwtsion of rehabilitation.. Such rehabilitation would result in
thro4
f their functional capacfN via educational and vocational meaSUreS
improveme
All of this
and, eve more impOrpntly, in better acceptance in the community.
into
the
mainstream
of our
is aiming:at better ihtegration.of theedisabled
societies.

The establishmelt by the United Nations' of 1981 as the "international Year
of Disabled Persons is clearly in keeping wfith its earlier actions-'-namely,.the
Declaration on the Rights ofuelsabled Persons (General Assembly Resolution 34477XXX)1 the Declaration on the Rights of Mentally:Retarded.?ersons (General
Economic
Assembly Resolution 2856-XXVI); and Resolution 1921 (LV11.1)*of the 11.44.
of
disability
and
trie
rehabilitation
and Social Council on the prevention of
World
level_.international
disabled persons. These exprested actions by the major
body seem to clearly indicate that disability--its prevention and-remediation-and
is, in effect, an international concern which transcends Cultural, ethnic,
linguistic differences.

.

On a broader, humanitarian basis` we have learned from the works of Desmond
time
Morris (the Naked Ape and the Human-Zoo) and otrs thatiall'humans sequence
Within
and energy for basic biological, physiological., and.psychological needs.
the finite limits of available time-, energy and ',related retources, increased
attention to one area of human development tannot be accomplished w1Vrout sacri,
view,
ficing needed time and energy for another; thus, from a reSource poVit of
time and the resources utilized by a family, a city, or a country tO simply
nowroductive/non-contributin manner is,
maintain a disabled individual in a
in effect, detrimental to the family and the society, as well as o the diiabled
This is born out particularly by the concluding statement in a
individual.
Economics of Disability:
recent publication of Rehabilitation International ("The
which
I
quote,
'The
results of available
International Perspectives," 1981) from
demonstrate
any
conflict
between
the humaniresearch studies do not appeae to
principles of
service
provision,
and,the
basic
tarian basis for rehabilitation
Disability will create a cost to society regardless of
socio-economic planning.
In fact, it appears that the more
whether or not rehabgitation services exist.
to ameliorate them
a society recognizes these costs, and the more.it attempts
disability
prevention
and
rehabilitation
through the provision of adequate
econoMic
retUrn
that
may
be expected. It
services, the greater is the overall
impact
is thus apparent that we have been too cautious in evaluatin§ the full
and*that
service
proviSion
in
economic
terms,
of disability and rehabilitation
to strengthen governmental
a greater understanding of these forces will serve
motivation to implement the most essential humanitarian principles."
.

in the
A common strand across cultures, arid mong nations, particularly
underPacific, in relation to disabled people is the need to gain a clearer
disability
standing of the potential role soUnd, on-going rehabilitation and
Related to
prevention practices can play in overall.economic dev.elopment.
this, "participation" has become one of the most dynamic concepts being employed
disability.
in efforts to understand and find solutions to the problems of
examinations of
logical
developmentfrom
the
Thought about it has emerged as a
living
normalization, integration, mainstreaming; equal rights, and independent
The
universality
of
this,
that have dominated the discourse of the past decade.
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Assembly adopted "Full
- interest was demonstrated when thelJnited:Nations"General
International
Year Of Disabled
Pirticipation and Equality"' as tile theme for the
:
proposal
of
the
Assembly's
Its spirit was reflectedj"in the
Persons (1981).
that
.
advisory committee, representing 23 nations-at eyery stage offidevelopment,
t

the dame of IYDP:be the InternatioraI Year of DiSabled Persons-- not
for them.

thpear
T

"Td-lhare betWen the United States of,
..."Now,.this" Congress with its goal:
Atherica and ci,ther countries, the principle's lnd conCepts of providing owortun7
and
ities for" the impaired, disabledand handicapped to participille.in programs
services provided by community and human serVice groups" is -rmstirificant
y

extension of these same efforts...

whichwould telate to
Earlier, I indicated that I would present information
disabte,d
persons within the
Cross-cultural-national commonalities in relation to
Asia-Pacific region.
In.doing so, I am relying to a great extrt oil my own observations,
primer,
supplanted by technical reports and materials whiCh have become available
ily;through the World Health Organization, UNICEF, U.N. Economic and Social
member),
ComMittee for Asia and the Pacific (of which Gun is now an associate
International,
and Rehabilitation International. jn relation to Rehabilitation
as Secretary-Treasurer
I have been privileged to serve, nor the past/two years,
RegionalCommittee for Asia and the Pacific.
for" the Rehabilitation International
ThiS opportunity.haS, helped to further my understandiyg of the needs of the
,

regions' disabled persons.

dr

The total population of the countries:Within theAsia-Pacific region *was
population then
estimated to be more than-2289 m,illlon in/1978 -- 70% of tnis
countri&,,
estimates
for/Asian
and
Pacific'
lived in rural areas. (1978 demographic
disabled among,.
'While
totally
accurate
data
on
the
Populatin Division, ESCAP).
kts Preventhis population is not available, a repok, "ChildhOod Disability:
Rebabilitatiori
International
for
UNICEF
tion-and P,Alabilitation" prepared by
10
is
born
with
or acquires
indicates that one child out of eeery
(E/ICEF/I..111 u
The
information
collected
during
a. physical,,mental, .or .1;ensory impairment.
developthe, field surveys made forthe report indicated that the percentage in
Most
studieS
haveshdwn
ing"countries is likely, if anythind, to be higher
ft or
that, in general, a tenth of the world's populat Ion is disabled in one for
relative
another and to varying degrees. Even in developed Countries, the
-percentages of disabled population are reported/to be higher than this.
However, allowance must be made, for differing definitions of disability.
For example, in Australia, the commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics
six states
urwiertook, in 1968, a survey ,of the di4abled in five of Australia's
population. The
It was based on personal interviews with a 1ample of the
information obtained from the survey was not Supported by medical evidence,
The
suffered.
nor was any,information obtained on the degree of disability
23% of the civilian
survey indicated that approAimately 1,909,560 persons, or
impairchronk
illnesses,
injurfes,lor
population, suffered from one or more
their activities
ments, mu, 40% of these reported that the conditipn limited
Administration
levislation,
Organization
and
in some'Way (Comparative Study on

of Rehabilitationle6ices for fhe Dis4b1eci, STiESA/2-81.
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'Surveys and reports also indicate that the greatest number.of dis'abled
persons live in developing countries. _Taking all these together, a figure of
320 milfion disabled persons in the Asia-Pacific regAon-moule, if-anything be
an underestimate. Or, 4n other mords, 60% 7 70% of the worlcr's disabled
persons reside within this region.
A study conducted byRehabili'tition International noted same facts which
are particularly relevant to this re ion.- Aiming these, is the fact that while
it is in the developing countries in which most disabled persons live, little
or nothing is being donelito prevent either the conti6ued occurrence of impairment or to ameliorate its damlging consequences.

.

Further study of the subject was undertaken by the United Nations in
cooperation with the,International Labor Organization and:the World .Health
Organization, utili2ing information collected up.to 1971. AlthOugh the study,
is selective, dated, and not all countries from the Asia-Pacific region were
Except for
covered, some basic trends become clear from the reported findings.
one or two countries/territories in the Asia-Pacific region, most of the
others had little in the way of organized services for prevention or'rehabiliin some cases where no legislation exists
tation, or supportive legislation:
Informatibm
or-in those where it does exist, it has not yet been implemented.
'indicates that the number of trained staff is totally adequate.
.

-

Two interdependent reasons for the inadequacy of services 'in ASia-Pacific
developing countries seem to stand out. One reason is the general ignorance
,at all levels of the conditions cf the disabled. The second reason, which
stems from the first, is the very modest amount of money allocated to"deVelop
In some
such services and support. fo some extent, this is understandable.
cOuntries where living,standards are very low and where there are a host of
problems to be faCedamong which are the scarcity' of foodand essential commodities', lack of irrigation and power, high prices,,unemployment, et'I., the
te0s to
allocation of resources for disability preventiOn and rehabilitat
The
argument
usually
given
by
planners'and
administrators
is that
be modest.
conditionedoe'their
having
to
nothing more can be done -- a view which is
_make difficulf choices between different areas of the d elopment speatrum.
These choices are, however, made on the basis of the knowledge of a problem.
It is, for instance, the knowledge of the long-term benefits of,irrigation that
The minUte amounts earmarked in most
prompts large investments in that sector.
developing countries lor disability prevention and rehabilitation are, unfortunately, based on laek af a true understanding of the reasons why programs
for disab.ility prevention and rehabilitation are essential in a development
Ignorance, and an almoSt total absencR of information, was found
program.
Auring the study conducied.by Rehabilitation International to be not only true
in the case of illiterate villagers, but also in those of community leaders;
professional people, government officials, and international planners and
"-administrators.

The urgent need to encourage more effective action in this field in
relation to general development programs stems from a basic socio-economic fact:
no country, particularly a developing country, can progress as rapidly as it
would wish if more thah a TENTH'of its population'are denied the opportunim
to contribute to the productive activities in all sectors of the economy,tut

'Cultural Similarities
rather are'obliged to live off the earnings of bthers; and no society, developed
pr developing, can expect to 9row inti a healthy, integrated society where
eyery individual partitipates in ond enriches the Jife of that society if, iff.
'fact; A tenth of it$ 'Ambers are isolated and denied access to thesooial and
economic activities of the majority.

As'irditatedearlier, aR esttMated 70% of:the population. Of co'UntrieLwithin theAsia-Pacific region live in rural areas. .It would-be reasonably
similar propoOton Of-the dISabled populationwoul4
accurate tO assume, that
also be found in rural areas; the percdfitage of disatiled persons in rural areas
_MaY well be higher Oven the fact:that such facilities'es do exist for preven-doh and rehabilitatibn are found`mainly in urban,centers... Of the rest, it
can be assumed that, by far, the largen number of disabled persons, would-be
found in the-urban slums that surround a large number-Of Asia-Patific,c4ties.
There is a ftrOng-indication that segments of the Asia-Pacigc.disabled
population have-little dr no access to,preveptive or'rehabiJitative facilifies.
In rural areas, communications are difficuA--in some Places non-Wstent--and
there,are no effective means of taking fatilities tq, such.places on a regular
basis.. Even a simple network of primary health Care faCilities does ot yet
-cover all ruralettlements in the countries of the region..Besides, field
*surveys iR some,Countrres have shown that when such ftograms (primaey,health
services) or other developmental inputs are made available, the least benefited,
and-the last, are the disabled: .this also seems to beanothee consequence of
the ignorance, superstition, and prejudice thWpermeate,ne'arly all levels of
sOciety in much of the regiOn.
intervention strategies have necessarily, therefore, to be designed
Jorincipally Jor the.-disablefl living in rueal areas or in areas wheee-services
t4to detiver-'-such as urban sluMs.
are diffi
'One of the distinguishing features of the Asia-Pacific,region is the
extremely wide disparity id all levels of development between different
in 1970, for example,, the per caPita gross national product ranged
countries:
,from (Austr"31ie) SUS 2,820 to (Bhutan) $US 70 (International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, World Bank.,Atlas: Population-,' Per Capita Product
and Geowth Rates, Washington, D.C.; 1972). While no quantified data on Social
development are readily.available, it can reasonably be assumed that usually
(though not always) a high level Of economic development would also mean
highly organizedsocial development systems--among them the delive6 of complehensive services to the disabled.
,

4

.More recent observational datamould indicate that J;pan; Hong Kong,
Australia, New Zealand; Taiwan, and possibly several of the American territorits
within the region have, in the last 10 years, widened the gap between themselves
The
and, manYof the lesser deveJoped countries/areas within the-region.
extent to which the newly acquired expertise and capabiliiy of these areas will
be able to effectively assist in the lesser developed countries/areas within
the region move ahead has yet to be clearly. demonstrated:
Appropriate intervention and rehabilitation programs are suggested in the
recommendations of the Advisory Committee on the International Year of Disapled
Although
These relate to measures to be taken at the natiomt-d level.
Persons.
none-the-less
emphasize
two
they cover 'a wide range of potential actions, they
(1)
preventivend
rehabilitative
measures,
and
general major subject areas:
These two
(2) the integration of the disabled into the Mainstream of society.
under
which
Most
of
general concepts, ln fact, can serve as general headings
the other recommendations will fit,
-111-
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However, in the Asia-Pacific region--where the vast majority of the
disabled have no access to any services at all and where ignorance about the
disabled and their potential as students, trainees and productive workers is
almost total--major importance needs to be given to at least three somewhat
These are:
lesser, specific actions.
-$

(1)

Measures to bring about changes of attitude at all levels--possibly
through mass media,campaigns. .This is among the first of the Advisory
Committee's specific recommendations.

(2)

Assessment of the incidence of disablement (most Asia-Pacific
countries lack this basic information).

(3). Establishment of appropriatelovernmental machinery for tht implemen-.
tation and coordination of all policies and action on the various
aspects of prevention and rehabilitation.
A major nee) of disabled people within the Asia-Pacific region, and
In this sense,
possibly the entire world, is positive, integrative action.
legislation is considered a comprehensive term consisting of the following
elements:
(1)

(2)

.

The integration of the child in the education system and the modification of the educational content of school curricula to include
vocational preparation of the disabled child fn the context of his
or her personal abilities and potential. A large number of handicapped
children are not sufficiently helped because of the lack of adequate
pre-school faCilities as a component of their education, provisibn
for the inclusion of disabled children, either within the.regular
program which would be the most desirable--or possibly a separate
program--would make their later education considerably more effective.
Necessarily a pre-requisite for both pre-school ard school education
is provision for training of the personnel involved, and training
conrses which are designed to insure'acceptable standards of competence are maintained for the personnel so trained.
The integration of the disabled adult in the economic infrastructOrewhere, opefully, through utilization of regular training institutions
ers of specialized learning, the working qualities of the
and ce 4,
It is desirable that such training
disabled duIt can be developed.
or specialized education be given in SO far as possible in existing
However, it should be recognized
institutions for the able-bodied.
that in some cases, specialized institutions may be necessary.
Vocational rehabilitation centers will play a crucial role in this
field; in some Asia-Pacific countri,es, however, at present, such
existing centers tend to function more or less in isolation from
regular educational and training centers and often do not lead to
It is important
the placement of the disabled person in employment.
that strong coordination be.encouraged in this area. However, a need
foNthe provision of sheltered employment exists for those disabled
persons who will not be able to work in open situations.

Cultural Similarities
It would seem that it is particulirly important that a systematic
identification of occupations be made by-teams or groups which would
include experts from the field of medical rehabilitation and vocational rehabilitatipn, selected employers, and, hopefully, the
disabled persons themselves.
Such an identification process will
lead to real jobs for disabled persons.
Effective promotional campaigns and demonstration programs to focus
attention on the potential of the disabled person for productive
work would need to be organized.

.

(3)

Of particular importance in relation to this Congress is a need
within the region to:
(a)

Access tbe disabled to public places, sports and recreational
activitilt, and educational and working environments; it would
be of particular relevance to consider changes in building
codes or regulatioHs which would make this possible without
increasing expenditures substantially.

(b)

Shift in emphasis from institutiopal care to home care. While
it is clear that in *lay Asia-PacIfic countries the family has
been, and still is, performing the main, and often only
"rehabilitation" a disabled person received, the economic
fra§ility of most families in rural areas is a constraint, and
the support that can be provided by itinerant rehabilitation
workers or teams of workers who would'impart their skills and
make available environmentally appropriate aids and special
In some cases,
equipment needs, should be seriously considered.
institutional care may be unavoidable for a number of reasons.
But, from all points of view, effective provision of basic
support facilities and, above all, counseling and guidance to
the family should prove,to be the best course of action.. A
very recent example exists in the simple prOject within
Micronesia yhich simply modifies art essentially good holm training program (Portage Project) to linguistically and environmentally fit the real-life conditions of children and families
being served.

(c)

Inquiries into existing legislation which causes, discriminatory
prattices or actions directed toward the disabled child as well
as the adult needs to be made and followed by actions for
It has been found that in many Asia-Pacific
their removal.
countries the structure and nature of socio-economic activity
creates discriminatory conditions--often not consciously, but
rather owing largely to demands and necessities conceived as
For example, certain standards
being those of the able-bodied.
of physical fitness may be laid down for a particular job
which, in reality, could be performed by,disabled persons with
or without aids. Yet a disabled person who is otherwise
qualified would be rejected only on the grounds that he or she
The
does not possess the basic standards of physical fitness.
Comparative Study referred to earlier bears out the difficulties
faced by the disabled in this field; for example (p. 175),
Pakistan reports that'"it is difficult to find employment for

.
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Cultural Similarities
reluctance
the disabled in general"; Burma reports "a certain
In the
persons."
on the part of employers to hire disabled
paid
to
the
disabled
is 75%
Philippines, "the usual wage rate
workers
may be
of the normal amount." In Australia, disabled
"the
legally paid less than the "award rate" subject to
the form
approval of an industrial inspector or megistrate in
of what is termed'a 'slow workers' permit."
in the Asia-Pacific
Perhaps the greatest handicap that a disabled person
complete lack of knowledge
oftentimes,
a
considerable
or
region has to face is,
This is related
disabled.
and information among the able-bodied concernin§ t4
training
and to
and benefiffrom
to the disabled individuals' ability to learnIndeed, this ignorance very often
engage in economically useful occupations.
of countries, into
develops into prejudices and fears, and, in a number
disability
and
even
rob the person.affected
superstitions which highlight the
by it of the attributes of a human being.

of Rehabilitation
In the words of Norman Acton, the Secretary-General
Developing
World" help in
-International, at a symposium on "Disability and the
"there is an abysmal
318):
Washington, D.C. in September 1979 (e/ICEF/Misc.
appalling
thin§s;
and
an
equally
lack of accurate information about these
This
is a major
fear.
wealth of misinformation, prejudice, supersition and
it
problem
when
it,arises;
factor in the family's inadequate reaction to the
and
ostracizing
individuals
is a fundamental reason for the community's
exists in the institutions that
families that are affected with disability; it
the school, the reliNous
mignt be helping, but aren't--the health center,
from the village chief to
groupings; it permeates all echelons'of government
community development,
the ministers of health, education, welfare, labour,
endemic
in the repregentatives
plannfilg and w4lever else mayexist; and it is
advising
on the procedures
of international and other organizations who are international assistange.
and priorities of development, and administeringand the manner in which fit
This absence of information and understanding,
disability which flourish
reinforces the traditional distorted concepts of
real Magnitude of the problem
throughout the world, does much to conceal the
solution."
and to -confuse eyeryone's thinking about the
and has become so ingrained
The enormity of this ignorance is so pervasive
Born into or living
themselves.
in sodiety that it includes the disabled
fear and superstition, a
within societies permeated by ignorance, prejudice,
outcast,
as someone incapable
disabled person comes to look on himself as an
charity and remain cut off from
of useful work, a person who must depend on
This is particularly true of
days.
a normal social life to the end of his
disease such as leprosy,
those who are disabled owing toga "stigmatized"
epilepsy,'etc.
therefore, necessarily have to
The nature of action in this area will,
have to
long period of time; programs will
be intensive-1.nd sustained "'ger a
available in each couhry/territory.
make use of all the communication media
campaigns by themselves are often not
It has been found that mass media
discussions, dembnstrationS,
adequate; the use of individual contacts, group
The "motivators" or those who
and other techniques will be of benefit. rural areas or urban slums should
organize campaigns at the base level in
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Cultural Similarities
preferably belong to and live within the community: experipncehas shown that
Target groups
motivation and community education is best done by such persons.
would have to be chosen: families, teachers, employers in industry, etc. for
specially designed communication programs.
.

.*

At this point, it is possible that some would say that it is simply a
matter of assisting the countries/territories of the Asia-Pacific to reprogram
their available resources into a system which will deal with problems facing
Unfortunately, this is not.really thp case. An
their disabled populations.
example from the World Health Organization Program and Policy for Disability
"It was
Prevention and Rehabilitatioh.(p. 24) helps highlight this point:
recently recommended that rehabilitation services be set up in the capital
The recommendation closely followed the convencity of a developing country.
It was then
tional design of an.institution in Europe or North America.
recommended that.services be extended through the provision of a similar instituWhen this plan was
tion in the setond largest city, then in the third, etc
scrutinized, it appeared that if the country's entire_health budget were
utilized solely for rehabilitation services, it would take sixty years to
develop the necessary manpower, or about 200 years to provide the present needy
This anecdote, while describing
population with the desired amount of care."
a situation in Africa, could well fit many of the conditions existing within
countries/territories of the Asia-Pacific region. While it helps to Highlight
the similarities among Asia-Pacific developing areas, it in turn helps to
differentiate much of the Asia-Pacific region from North America and Europe.
It becomes clear that new and more Asia-Pacific regionally-oriented delivery
systems must be develoged and implemented. Activity has been initiated to meet
Time and space will not permit an elaboration at this time, however,
the need.
I look forward to informal sharing of ideas and concepts with many of you
during the remainder of this conference.
Ii :losing, I would like to share with you a "Prayer of the Afflicted"
whla was inscribed on the wall of a work area in a Philippines grassroots-level
rehabilitatiln project whi.ch I visited last month.

We do not ask that you return Our sight
but we do ask that you open the eyes of our society
to discover the true values of justice and peace.
We do not ask that you give us back our legs
but we do ask that our brothrrs walk united tow&rd you.
We do not ask that you restore our hands
but we do ask that you teach us all
there is mOre joy in giving than in receiving
that brotheehood is sharing everything as you have done witp us.
We do not ask that you raise us from our bedt
but we do ask for the strength to-teach the hearts
of those who have given up, who do not believe in the light.
.

Amen.

COORDINATION OF RESOURCES AND FUNDING
by

Janet PcImeroy

Founder and Director, Recreation Center for the Handicapped, Inc.

I hope to cover some of the techniques we,,can use to coordinate our
resources.
I also want to talk about funding resources and coordination of
This is
agencies and also discuss trends-and plans for responding to them.
-a new era in which I think it is very exciting and I am really very thrilled
about some of the things that are developing internationally today.
Some of
the public attitudes, I think now about government spending and increased
compatability and management by objectives and all of these factors, haVe
been changing our image and also some of the things that we have to learn.
I believe these are very challenging and exciting times and I think it is a
tremendous time in which we live.
In my own work I have had to learn to wear
many hats because-recreation is a diversified field and fulfilling needs of
all aspects of human services.
Recently I heard someone say that the technical skills they need in this day and age in our field are educatAn including
education, advocacy, psychology, sociology, political science; journalism,
public relations, fund raising, secretarial, law, computer'sctence, business,
and I've.a4ded one other; the ability to walk on water.

It will be 30 years next year of providing community based recreat
programs for the disabled population. We found ourselves in all of these
technical areas that I mentioned'and think it is because we have been very
responsive to the needs of the severely disabled persons in the community,as
they arose and we found ourselves to be evolving, we literally evolved around
'the needs of the community.
If you don't serve(t0 needs of the community,
there is no point even being in business.
Fur e,ample, right now'we are serving over 1600 severely disabled children
ind adult.. ranging from infants to the elderly in their hundreds, but when we
started rjettIng referrals I originally started with physically handicapped who
When we began to get.referrals
were not seiorely disabled or. mentally retarded.
from severo.E.1,, Ois.ibled people in the community as.well as the handicapped this
I never envisioned having social workers on
created a need for social workers.
Then as we moved into other area's there was the need to serve breakthe staff:
The
fast, lunch and,dinner which meant we had to have a chef and cooking staff.
enrollment of severely disabled persons greatly increased the transportation need.
We now have 40 buses. Schedules eventually had to be put on computers.

When we saw a need to serve homebound persons we organized an outreach program and then that meant that we had to learn new ways of training staff involving
deatn and dying.
Most of our people are institutionalize4.' We closed many of our state instiWhen this was first started
tutions iff California mostly for disabled persons.
only mildly handkapped and disabledwere involved. Now we are getting those
This
whom you would only, see in a state institution and we are serving them.
meant we had to have technical teams, consulting teams in different areas including rehab and psychiatric social workers. and psychiatrists and so on.
When we responded to the need,for a day care program there were 200 childred
waiting to go into state institutions - we started a day care program for this
group.
Incidentally none of them had to be institutionalized because eventually
"
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This also created another need for such persons as
.we too ail of them.
pediat icians and then consultants from the community who could help us with
IPPs and assure individual program plans and a linkage with other community
agencie$.
Wha\t I fm saying is that when we let gie center evolve, we just had to
Over
get invotved with everybody in the community in order to stay afloat.
the years\we have served 10,000 people and many of them have moved out into
community ;programs. This meant the need to design and construct new facilities
We are in state approved facilities which are
oastingmmillions of dollars.
Every time we responded we created
011 paid fOr. This was a chain reaction.
But we realized that
a chain reaction which demanded another support service.
meeting the needs of morbid disabled infants to the institutionalized, mentally
ill and mentally retarded and often elderly, meant going that extra mile. 'It
meant that we had to get the people in the community involved with us to help
It really meant thi,t
us with our training and with all the support services.
in order to do this type of program we were getting involved with almost everyI found that there were many, many sources in the combody in the community.
I believe this is true
munity available to both public and private agencies.
I
think
that
they
exist
and
the
same
resouces we found
in every community.
you will find in all other communities.

S.

It is very,
It is a full time job to locate and coordinate these resources.
very challenging and it is very, very inspirational to be working with so many
I have thought about this since I have been here. We still have to
persons.
There are four areas that I would like to speak
develop-community awareness.
I think that education, advocacy and demonstration of our
a little bit about.
haven't heard much about but I want to talk
program dud politics is one that
tdcause it has been very important to our industry.
dbout

I have.seen is that education is involved in all of
We
have
a
situation
down in California where the state tias put
these ari.
I had
the
bottom
of
the
list
in terms of priorities for funding.
recreation
I think
talked with legitAators who really don't know anything about recreation.
People
soMetimes we still have to interpret recreation for disabled persons.
don't understayrecreation at all,.let alone recreation for disabled persons.
one legislator and he acted as though he thought it was, and J,
I was talking
guess he did think it was:a kind ot a token activity that one should supply ft*
the disabled persons, especially- for the Mentally retarded, just to keep hem
from walking the Streets.
Outl"..f the things that

4'

We have much to do in theway of education. I think one.of the things that
Tfeel about.community recreation'and community based programs is that at some
point the municipal recreation and park people are going to have to consider
serving the severely disabled, multi-handicapped disabled persons in the least
restrictive environment or we are going to have to haiie more public and private
agencies organized.,to do this because even though we have enlarged out into the
community, and are gradually moving someiaf them out, our department still is only
serving those An, can get to their programs through their own means, by buses or
It is safe to
their own transportation. We still have much to do in adVocacy.
say that we have found that parents and consumeri have been more of advocates
for themselvet. Of course they need help but onCe they get'in0 it they really
do like it and I have seen this happen. For the past five years parents and
'

'
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The city was
consumers-have-been helping me as advocates against the city.
trying to build a waite water sewage plant about 300 feet in front ofApur
brand new, facility and we have been battling them for all these five Tears.
We are winning the battle. ,With God's kelp we have won it because the last
I heard Was that President Reagan cut off all their funds.

One of the ways that we have educated the community is that over,a period.
of 29 years we have constantly had our participants in the community.) I can
remember when people were insulted and made all kinds of remarks where now,
after 29 years, they are gradually beginning to accept them, and I guess San
Francisco has to be one o'f the worst &ides in the world for that. There is a
change over all of these.years and it is about time.

There are two things that we think have helped; it serves two Orposes.
One is a scale of development and increased self'confidence of disabled individuals- themselves and the other is the increased acceptance of the community
because, as they see them andrsee what they can do, they are capable of going
I
in resta.urants and theatres, and doing the same things anyone else is doing.
guess they egin to allay some of the public's fears, and stereotypes are
reduced.
A o we have found that if we get people to visit our center and see
what the par icipants can do and see them in programs we can sell our program.
When the public sees them enjoy themselves and participate in an activity, they
really want to help.
That it how we get much of our help. ,We feel if we can
get the community educated we ran sell them.
Over the years we have managed to get a very good contact with the news media.
We have good, ongoing publicity. We have a logo which is used on all the TV
stations year around on some very popular prourams and ball games and that fort of
reopte see this logo and thus we are very well known which we should be
thing.
as in the community.
after 29
The wil-r thing that I notice - that television has been doing a very fine
documentary, ,!iowing the severely disabled. When I first started they wouldn't
even think of photographing anyone except a very nice looking Easter Seal type
poster.
A person who was a beautiful child might be shown as handicapped or
.have a disability,, but they wouldn't take some multi-hancticapped person. Just
recently,however,one of our tocal TV stations selected one of our most severely
It showed him going to work
disabled young men to show his whole Itfe style.
and it showed phases of his personal life 3nd then our own program, and it was
very well done.

Another way that we are'edutating and advocating constantlywe started this
Lt is held just
2g years ago, is that we have had an annual Thanksgiving dinner.
before Thanksgiving and we have all these donors and all the city officials come
out, including the Mayor and all the Board Supervisors and all the people who can
Mow, in our liew facilities, people
help us with our funding in different ways
become anry if they are not invited. It, Is the place to be and they come to be
We are very happy about that because we do have a great deal of sUpport
seen.
from the city flOW but it has taken many years.
think
I
This is ,mlitics.
Now I will discuss what I call the "bread game".
when I started the center in 1952 1 avoided politics. Of course, I was so naive
when I heard about even the foreign politics but I saw a great deal of it.
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I
:Mere is no city, I think, that can be more political than San Francisco.
started with a small grant and the city had given me the use of an old building
,and it was furnithed with heat and gas and lights by the City Recreation and
I felt that eventually they would take the program into their
Park Department.
I found they had uo intentions4 ofkdoing that
department,after I got it started.
through
011
the proper channels and didn't want to
and fortwelve years I went
I approachedlthe Recreation Department three different
get involwed in-politics.
times and asked them for funding and every time I was turned.downt--,.. The last time
I made a study that lasted four years and at the end of four yearsAhey said they
couldn't do any mor than they wemdoing which meant the loan of the building
It took me twelve years to become angry.
and heat, gas and li hts.

I was very fortun&te,to meet a State Senator who told me that politics might
It was a very simple procedure of using-the
change the department's mi
census context to introduce the media to a series of articles showing the center
as a struggling agency providing a needed service for severely disabled persons
with private funds, all this time with priv§te funds, and it was rightly.the
Theybrought out the fact that at
responsibility of (the Recreation Department:
bitigeted
some 15 million dollars and
that time the Recrbation Department had been
The
effoOts
of
the
media, of course, gained
were not giving the center any help.
Eventually the
city
hall.
city-wide attention and especially focused on the
departtenticalled and said get these newspaper people off our backs and we will
I found though that they never wanted to include it in their program.
help you.
They said there was just too much red tape and the, didn't want that, but-they
I found, that was my ffrst lesson, you can beat city
would contract with us.
hell if you have political know-how.

Now we have a very good public-private partnership relationship with the
Recreatiurcand Park Department that has lasted for 17 years. From that time on
I have l'ertied that especially if an agency has any kind oflocal funding from
municipal parks, or the city or the state or federal, it's absolutely necessary
This has to be a continuing process because
to become rolitically involved.
It is necessary for an
financial re..ources change and the politics change.
protecting
every
area
of resources at all
agency to keep a constant watch on
For example, we found that there was a tremendous need for
levels of government.
A
of the
us to get involved in the governownt'state-wide plan for development
in
the
setting
up
of
priorities.
disabled. About 15 years ago, we participated
recreation and
We had to go to all of those-meetings. Many ot us got together in
Me never
talked about the need for recreation or the developmentally disabled.
would have received any money because they had funding problems, but we kept
verbalizing-the need and, as a result, today recreation day activity programs
still have the top priority in the regional state plan for the developmentally
disabled population in the State of California.
and
This was.definitely achieved through education, advocacy, demonstration
Several
years
ago
We do a great deal of lobbying at the state level.
politics.
lung on allocatim of federal funds and for the last
California reached its
nt Title 20 monies for serAces to be maintained with
to a
Six years they h
In 1977 Governor Brown decided not to go with these
cre e.
the cost of living
e were going to lose our Title 20 money so our staff and
funds which meant tha
fio- three nights.
about 60 participants sat in the Governor's office overnight
ing there though it was very
loveclk.
(Some of our people loved it, theyjust
difficult for them to sleep on sofas and thaet t,of thing). They were there
State
as advocates and after the three nights the aug ntation was given by the
+.
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and'since that time they have asked us please not to bring those severely
handicapped and disabled people to the Governor's office.
4,1\

In 1979 our agency got together with all the other agencies associated with
disabled persons to form a coalition. That was a very good thing to do because
.we were able to support one another and attend many legislative meetings. We
took busloads of participants to hearings and it is pretty hard for a Senator to
make a'decision against a disabled person who is sitting in the front row of a
large group of.a0Vocates and parents and some of their constituents. We found
that it is necbt-sary tojnow the legislators. You have to meet:with the legislative aides. You have to know something about the legislation,lchecking on
bills and laws and deadlines. You have to write letters. There are just so
many things that you have to do. I learned from the "bread game" that you don't
put all your eggs in one batket. The Center has five contracts now and they
I'd like to describe them
proved to be very successful Yor direct funding.
briefly.
The first one is the one with the Recreation and Park Department. Our allocation with them now is close to $400,000 a year. That money is used as matching
For every dollar we get from them we can match it with
funds for federal funds.
W)th
t
at
we
have
a contract with the Department of SoOal Services for
$3.00.
Title 20 money which covers SSI (Social Security Supplemental Income) for children
and adults who are disabled. We have to attend their meetings. We have to go to
City Hall. We have to contact the Mayor, finance team, board of supervisors and
all of those hings. We do the same thing with our Department of Social Services
We still have to be there and be verbal.. We have to take some of our
contract.
participants o be there as advocates.
,!!

The thir contract is with the State Department of Education,. Office of Child
Development a d that is for preschool and day care and serves severely disabled
of six agencies in the State of California
on a year aro nd basis. We are o
that hag this contract with the 0 fi-ce of Child Development. This was done gefinitely, throug politics. We neve woUld have received it any other way and all six
Last year we got together because each year we think that the
of us stay to!.-ther.
Each year it looks
money is goin to be cut aff because there are so few of us.
as though we ill,either be cut off or cut back, so last year we got together and
shared expens s toward a child consultant who could be up there all the time and
She tells us when to appear, for what committees at the State
could lobby f r us.
Capitol, what materials to have, and what to say. This is a valuable person to
have. /Our State Senator from San Francisco' has also helped us a great deal, but
I had to go upljust before I came here. It looks as though now we are going to
have this as a permanent financing on a permanent financing basis because we also
have the Speaker of the House supporting us.

r

I don't know if any of you
We also Iave a contract with the regional center.
handle
State Developmental
have these in your state, but it is a fiscal agent to
the
state
determines the rates.
Disabilities Junds and they have a State Council and
We
are
lobbying
now
to
bring
our ratio up
This we have ILo lobby constantly.
We
have
the
state
food
program, too,
because we ar not there to quote costs.
It is a very
of
age.
cost of food for children up to 18 years
that covers tt
work,
but
it
saves
us
at
least $5,000 a
complex prog m with many forms and paper
year on food.
.
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There are many politics also that are not as. much actually involved in the
I want ta talk some about private funding because I think that
private fundtng.
is where many of us are going to have to go more and more, public-private partnerI know that thereAre many proposed changes in federal, state and
ship approach.
local funding that probably will have an impact on recreation programs for disabled
persons, but we are not afraid because we have learned now to-go on by faith and
not by sight. We believe that if God closes one door, He is going to open another
If Reagan closes some doors, I know we.are going to find some other doors.
one.
We still raise 27% of our budget through private bonds. We get most of it through
Of course, this means we have to learn something
foundations and corporations.
about grantsmanship and constitution research and how to-approach the private
I
Someone said yesterday that we have to have a degree in granstmanship.
..sector.
learned it the hard way, but I have never had a course in grantsmanship, but I have
I don't want anyone tq think that we have
been fairly successful in ftnding)grants.
to have definite degrees or aourses or something in this because the person who is
involved with programming is the best person to write a grant application anyway.

In approaching a fouhdation, one of the things we have found is that there are
millions and millions and millions of dollars to be given out by these foundations
The University of California just recently affirmed this stating
and corporations.
that more than 2 million*dollars an hour is given to non-profit organizations by
foundations, corporations, and government agencies. I believe that - I believe that
One of the pcecutive Directors of a foundation, the biggest one in San
very much.
Francisco said that that is absolutely true. They have a great deal of money; it is
just a matter of approaching, encroaching and selling them on recreation. We did
Some of the
that years ago and some of- thee have been supporting us for years.
work
together.
They are
foundations now require that two or more agencies have to
agencies
for
they
want
to
gettirig the idea, too, of very much cooperation among
Until
They
also
changed
their
priorities.
make ture that there iT no overlapping.
education
and
recreation,
recently, one foundation, which used to give heavily to
recently changed its priorities to minority groups, death and dying, alcoholism,
gay rights, planned parenthood and Gray Panthers.

4

A. great deal of our funding comes from service clubs - fraternal men's and.
women's organizations who helped us from the beginning and who are still helpinb us,
A directoryof all of these is
such as the Rotary, Kiwanis and all these clubs.
Get on their list of speakers. That
available from your local Chamber of Commerce.
is how we started with that. We have many small groups who raise funds for us.
They use'our center as a place to raise funds, using our large multi-purpose room
for any activities such as potluck suppers and carnivals and square dancing. We have
a square dancing group that raises about $5,000 a year for us. We have crab feeds.
The'parents also are very much in the fund raising. We are going to have a casino
night very soon. We have an annual benefit horte show that is sponsored by the
SheriMs posse in San Francisco. They have raised up to $25,000 a year for us.
We were very successful in having all of our buses donated because people love to
Foundations and individuals who donate buses. have their
see their name on a bus.
We
have
one person who has givtn us three buses. He likes to
names on the buses.
see his name.

It is also possible to become named in a person's will. One way is to contact
the local attorneys, write them letters or visit them, and give them your brochures
who, when they
and tell them about your program. We found that there are many people
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pass away, have no idea what to do with their money and so they.leave it to some
attorney to distribute or they leave it to a community foundation. That is why
Trust departmetnts of banks should be
we have so much money in San Francisco.
Such persons are
I have one person from this group on my bod10.
contacted.
invaluable because they already have contacts and know how to go after trusts.
read the
I
In the last ten years we have become Molved with corporations.
other day where 16 billion companies in the United States donated 2 billion dollars
to charity in-1980. Most corporations have a foundation. If they don't have a
foundation, they have a committee that deals with contributions. They can be
approached anti ifyou know anyone in a corporation that is a very good way to go.
I've seen some very interesting things happen that I hink are trends in corporations.
Moreand more, It feel, they are becoming aware of their-role in helping the community
and they are de/eloping what they call CIT teams, Community Involvement Teams.
These teams are made, up of employees who visit local agencies to see how they can
help and they will select an agency and then they decide on a Suitable fund raising
Whatever they chance to raise, the company matches it.
project.
.

For example, Levi Strauss has these teams everywhere. They came to our center
and they decided, they committed themselves to raise $30,000 to replace the floor
What they did was to coordinate their interest with
in the multi-purpose room.
some other group, in this case they coordinated it with the Hyatt Regency in San
Francisco, and they agreed to contribute all of their teen dancing funds and all
I think it
the money that came "out of wishing wells for a certain period of time.
is tn Kansas City where they had to stop theirs for awhile (teen dancing) but they
They get the publicity for all these things, too. They
have gone back to it now.
They
had a kick-off for the whole thing where they had coins in the fountain.
So
these,
On the opening day they had TV cameras.
called it "panning for gold".
They
had
all
their
agencies that you work with can help you in getting publicity.
It
managing directors from Levi Strauss and, or course, they like publicity, too.
You get publicity for them and they help you.
works in many ways.
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Another example is Standard Oil. Jhe Standard Stations put up $32,000 recently.
They,have the same kind of thing. They have a team, involve the team in the community
to spohsor city-wide renaissance to benefit our center. They did this in cooperation with a local TV station and the TV station did all the news, the broadcasting, lor
ft took a whole year to organize this but this is going
we had tremendous coverage.
We didn't raise as much as we wanted to raise
to be-an annual fund raising event.
Standard Oil has
or'thought we could"raise, but we are going to continue this.
They now get
They
used
to
have
very
few
regoests
for
funds.
agreed to do this.
hundreds a day so they are all becoming aware and they are assuming their responsiThey know that they can Write off much of this and they believe they have a
bility.
responsibility to the-community and many others are helping.

Andther thing that we have been involved in and I am sure some of yoU have, too,
think we will have to learn to do our bargaining in
I
is what I call "bargaining."
We have been doing this for quite a number of years now.
a creative and unique way.
I would like to give you a few examples.
It is also tied into public relations.
We write a little brief proposal, maybe a half a page about adopting a program
for a one time type of idea. We make it like $25-50,000 a year and some of them
have money for including mainstreaming after school, recreation programs for disabled children, day care for autistic children,.programs for ,se'nior citizens, preschool programs for severely disabled children, day care for disabled children,
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homebound recreation for terminally ill school children. We did quite well. We
have several corporations that like to give to a one time thing, such as field
We have had a group that went to' a wilderness camping, a trip to Yosemite,
tripS.
Tahoe and:canoeing and that sort of thing. Some corporations will_give up to.20-50
thouiand vlear if you show them you are going to spend it for a number of tripS:
ThenAhere cantle requests for camperships and parent-chfld swim programs.. We even
promoted gasoline forour tanks. We have our own tanks now and we-have one that
We had two donors give $5,000 each and fill it. Groups
needed 10,000 gallons
like to give to furniThing activity rooms or providing wheel chairs or swings or
Most
sandboxes or physical/ fitness apparatus, projectors, all kinds of equipment.
salaries
or
offite
operation.
of them do not like 6 give for staff
!

I would like to talk briefly about sharing and coordinating with other 'agencies.
call it a reaLpartnership that I think is absolutely essential and, as I mentioned
I
before, I think we are just about involved with eiieryagency in the community.
We
have%
and
sharing
among
ourselves.
certainly think it helps avoid dupliCation
several natural forums where we tan get together stich as Adult Disabilities Council,
inforthat was established several years ago. We meet and share our experienceS and
first
started,
When
I
It is the best way to learn to be able tO work together.
mation,
NOW
agencies
are
supportagencies serving disabled people didn't sp'eak to/One another.
I'd like to mention a few ways that we share: We share
ing one another and sharing.
We even share all
all our information and materials,, nationally and internationally.
We
share
our facilities
of our proposals and annual reports and all of these things.
The
center
also pmfor meetings, for forums, workshops, fund raising activitieS.
There
are
agencies
that
have
workvideS transportation for eleen other agencies.
be
difficult,
shops, day care, independent living centers and others for whom it would
It is much
very.difficult, foe them to try to buy buses for all of-thoSe things.
they can
,cheaper for them to purchase transp*tation and the cheapest transportation
get would be to work it into our regular center, We drive for all these other agen1
cies.
.

I

.

They are not
All the schools for disabled use our swimming pool to bathe in.
is,noother place for them. We are
paying for it. We let them do.it because there
with
also doing a lot of reverse mainstreaming which jS.continuOus and especially
and
disabled children and their parents, non-disabled,parepts and their children
We are teaching parents to teach their children to swim and
disabled children.
The center is also used as a drop off center
we have some as young as 3 months old.
They used
for children whose parents are not at home when they get out Of school.
and we take
they
can
come
to
the
center
to drop them off at Juvenile Hall and nOw
from
them home, wait until the parent gets home. We have 150 thetapeuticAyllmmees
swimming.
by
physitians
for
Weekly
warm7water
the general community who are referred
It is, amazing what
These are persons': whO have had strokes and arthritis and burns.
tnit was develwarm water is doini.for,them. We have a community gym program
We
have
many
youn children
oped for abled and diSabled children in the gymnasium.
e new.
they
from the Community attending and tlyey love the facilities because

who do not
We are also looking into satellite programming with other counties
showinv
them
how we could
want tà start programming in their own department. .We are
They are
help tnem, through our own staff, in starting programs in their community.
the
way
the
department
very excited about it and they can make a contract from us
facilities all
Some of the agencies share with us. The YMCA - we use their
does.
I am sure
the time, especially for resident camping. Community College Distritts
We
use
the
Je
ish
Community
some of you,are using the adult educators. 'We have six.
lth
services.
h
Center and we have many different teams. We have one for community

Janet Pomeroy

There-are'three agencies in,San Francisco thatAre designed'especially to
help non-profit corporationS and I.hope you have these )(ind of agencip, in your
community. One is called Community Seryices Project whith was set up by a
foundation. They get "people from all these corporations to teach-courses such
as'management by objectives, public relations, budgeting, fund raising, grantsIt
manship bargaining. All of this is free from a non-profit corporation.
includes staff relationships, recruiting and training of volunteers._ There is
another agency called Management Center that does the same thing, The Junior
League is involved.
*
.

:
I will discusssome of the trends we nave seen and what we are planning to
I got involved with what is typically called elderly.
do about these trends.
By the year 2010 there will be 40 million elderly people. in the_United States.
The majority will-not be institutionalized, only 5% are-in nurSing homes at any
one time. This mew:is that 95% would remain in" a.home within,their own coMmunity.

The Administi:ation on the Aging has outlined.the.need forimulti=pusecenters
-that provide a comprehensive program through a coordinated system of social services
and efficient transportation, an outreach of information referrals, homemaker
gervices and we are doing this for the elderly in our outreach progrtM anyway.- We
are planning, in our twenty year plan, to.construct a new facility,and One mould
a plan for a Wulti-purpose room for the elderly, particularly the-,frail.
We feel that we would like to develop some of_our staff. We already have
several of our staff who are in foreign countries. Some are traveling around the
world. We have many college and university students who spend time at the center..
We are going to construct conference training center dormitories and to have 150
I don't say that. will
people at one time. That's really looking into the future.
It
would
be
an
educational
training
happen', but we are working on it already.
center. We also want to develop and publish a Wide variety of'handbooks for implementing recreation prOgrams.
In conclusion I would just like to say that I thinkservillag those that are
disabled in the neighborhood, particUlarly those that have, been institutionalized
for long periods of tiMe involves many different areas that may or may not be useful.
think we have to ConI
I think it is very exciting and it cei-tainly can be done.
tinue to educate and to advocate and to become politically involved and to deVelop
community awareness and also have to find financial support if we are to package and
think each community has to identify the needs of its special
I
market our"programs.
do believe these exist in every community.
I
population and examine the rwurces.
The key is commitment to the recognition of their needs and the determination to
provide services to meet-those needs.
think tnat is importan,t,to focus on quality programs, not on
I
We began small.
numbers, and I think it is only through quality programs that a disabled-individual
will be able to reach his potential and-jake his place in society, the mainstream of
I just wanted to say that I really think these are very-challenging times
saciely.
and we have to step out in faith. I think that when God calls us into this field.
I believe
He.will give us the resources and the wherewithal, to continue to expand.
every community has resources.
I want to wish all of you the ve.ry best Of luck and God bless you.
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Response to Janet Pomeroy
by

Harold H. Wilke
Directbr, Tir Healing Community

I am going tO give five responset.to what Janet Pomeroy has said. The
first is that irreach case that she has mentioned, a caring coMmunity has been
predicated at the base. Her concern aboUt the LOrd is a figurewhich I
obviously would respond to very positively,*but that*concern waS expressed in
terms of a caring group involved and I want'to mention at this Toint, please,
-turn to a little document that'you have in front O'f, you calledi, Open Doors.
It looks something like this and on the last pageof that you' will see a
I feel 'strongly that the center
statement, "A caring community s involved."
of'San Francisco is an illustration ,of the fact that the cariqg community is
at the base of it.

My second-concern is that you need program pegs, program pegS on which to
Again, Janet,, you mentioned in several cases where you picked-up
work.
specific points.and whether it was using some Of your peopleto do sit-in's in
the Governor's Mansion or wherever, ,You developed this program around particular,
areas on the calendar and in the program of the coMmunity. The program pegs, it
seems to me,.are of real importance. I do,point out to yobthat the Natioiial
Handicapped Awareness Week' is being celebrated this year on.October 12-18 and
The Healing Community .has added three: days to the front of that and three days
at the end. TWo weekends are also inv.olved-ln order that We can have something
called "Access Sabbath Sunday.." I ask you to use this as a program peg in your
communities and your programming as a peg for hanging programs. There is a,
It looks liice thiS and it
mention of this in a purple dodument that you have.
ig available in New York from the Office Of Mental Health Developmental
If you do not have their-address, write too my
Disabilities and it is, free.
office and we can provide some forthem - 44 Holland AvenUe;Albany, hew York.
,

A third comment is:that in all of your work you should use, as.Dr. Pomeroy
put it, the,involveMent of persong. Not just that very pretty'five-year-dld
blonde with.calipers on one leg, but instead, persons-with very real repugnance
to someofus, disabilities' as weli.o. I ask you now to turn to 'page 11 in a
little document you have Called The Caring Congregation. There is a set of
statements by Bob oand Martha Persky which it seems td me are critically...41prIt seems to Me that four or five of these were utilized by janet in her
tAnt.
program.: .Clne of those is to-adopt a zero rejection policy d$ You work with_
person with mental retardation. This is a critical factor.in this report.
,

f7

My fourth comment is that in what is being done - the long time:that Janet
wa_s_i_h_that-beat,run-down old building with the bad floor and everything elte.
Architecture is, of course, Of importance..but you notice that all the!way,
thrOugh she wasospeaking about the matter of attitUde. We needtd see'aga4n
And again that the development of the attitude of the ,individual, the-attitude
of the person who is disabled and the attitude of del-sons who work with them
You have A document inqour hand called, The Ramp
is,of:critical importance.
i
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Is Not Enough, and the printer should have put an
"The Ramp
that is the way I wrote it originally.
We need
be concerned as well with our attitudes.
We
need
to
be
concerned
with
the
with attitudes.
This is all a part of it.
/I

exclamation on that because
is Not Enough" and we need to
to be concerned even more
communication involvements.

my final response is found in part of that same document. The back of
it ts something called, "The Ten Commandments for Our Relationships with Persons
With Disabilities." I might add here, parenthetically, that Moses wrote all
of these commandments. To be quite honest, I wrote them on a mountain near a
mountain tOp in May and I add also that Mrs. Moses rewrote-Commandment No. 4.
My wife said, "Harold, that is pretty stodgy and you had:better change that
one," so she did.
Thal fitst commandment had to do with the liberation which is involved
,for us when persons.with disabilities are indeed liberated as we saw in Janet's
The liberatión, the freedom, the new sense of being a person
film last night.
really came through in that film and, of course; came through in what Janet
I have
said today. ,That comandment 'which- says that "I am God, Your Creator.
Liberation is &-sign of the life I give you." What
brought you out of bondage.

yoU are doing in liberating perOns in opening them,up to the wholeness that is
really theirs and the fullness .ind quality of life that is theirs by right, is
doing something which is at the very basis of the universe. God has ordained it
That liberation you see is not just for this individual, however, it is
to be.
for you as well.
Last night I talked
Yesterday I said that I had talked with my father.
with my mother who has been dead for ten years or more and my word to my
"Mom, I am grateful to you for that time that
mother went something like this.
I knew about only by hears-ay from a long time later, that time when I was on
the floor in the house struggling as a very small child, to get into my shirt.,
Mom, I'Underst-and that you were standing there watching me and that youe
-friend and neighbor was Standing-there beside me watching me and that the
neighbor woman said to you, 'Why don't you help that child.' At which point,
Mom, you were standing there with your arms at your sides held rigidly there
with your jaw clamped tight because every instinct,in you wanted to reach
out and put that shirt on over my head for me, you said quietly and firmly,
'I am helping hie."

The freedom, the liberatiA which is involved for me, of course,-was a
liberation for my famAy as well and the freedom and liberation not so'much
fortactile., for actually working with.our hands with individuals, but the
new Sense of freedom that comes out of the,fact that we no longer have to be
bounchby'attitudes toward them; That they are part of the parcel of this
whole community, a new freedom 'comes to us as well.
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SMALL GROUPS SUMMARY
By

William P. McCahill

Volunteer, Boy Scouts of America

You have all had a real information overload in the last two days and it
Many of-4bo-4Omewhat routine or almost innocuous pieces of
isn't over yet.
paper that yoU have been given have,real hidden gems among them, and this
includes some of the material upstairs on the second floor of the taller of
the two hotel buildings here, opposite the-headquarters. .Don't feel like you
have had too much in too short alime because we hope you have a long lifetime
If,you haven't visited the little
in which to digest much of this material.
exhikit room, there are still some very wonderful gems. One Of the things I
found mott helpful to me was something that was given me by,a volunteer Girl
I wish she had-brought a
It told about programs in Santa Clara.
Scout.
, hundred copies:along so you could ali ,share it.
Sally Price led the discussion on physical impairment with 25 people on
The group aireed_that the goal was to be as independent as possible.
We are a very,independentAroup and that came through almost all of the reports.
Much could be accomplished ip daily living skill programs for those with aqThen there was some discbssion of the contrast'between
quired disabilities.
rural and urban areas relative to equipment, sucl-i'as wheelchairs, and the comment was made that the equipment was much cheaper,down under than the air
travel and also that in some places like China, dipan, and Taiwan, air travel
was much more difficult as compred to some other Western countries which were
more used to people in wheelohaifs'moving about' A, support system was recommended for those, stroke victims or other major disability victims who find
that the loss of their previous companions was a5 seyere a blow as'was the
disability itself: Many people tended to be left behind by their forMer
hand.

peers.

As in almost every other session, an emphEisis was placed on the attitude
For some NO years 4 _used to go
barrier relative to the severely disabled.
around the country for the President's Committee saying that we have broken
theaaltitude barrier, but weare still working on the attitude barrier.
Finally, in Sally Price's session, it was pointed out that some doctors
They _don't really'tell them what their
don't level with their patients.
Some families are really a bigger problem than the disability
problem is.
that the person happens to acquire.

Next.came a group discussion on mental impairment led by Carol Eblen and
the gist of those discussions was summarized-in three parts of basic specific
information needs:
1.

There was a need for direct servic-e methods in mainstreaming.

2.

Community organization methods ft

3.

Information on presently available and th-e`loorking mainstreaming
systemsshould be shared in a greater extent, such as those being_
used by the Boy Scouts, the Girl Scouts, the 4-HGirls Clubs'and
This is not to say that others
some other youth serving groups.
These are the only ones that were mentioned.
are not doing it.

intreanithg we._ essential.

Small Groups Summary
Then came the delightful session I was in with Colletta Whitcomb on
Each of the three people with eye problemsAave the
sensory di.tabilities.
'background of their eye disabilities and the annoying and sometimes amusing
incidents that came along with the onset of the disability including Linda's
situation where she was a cradle-blind person and the process of growing up,
as well as the friendly little gray dog she had with her uhen she was here.
Each of the'preSenters was actively involved as volunteers in Y groups in
Colletta Whitcomb said at the onset that she never made speeches,
Hawaii.
had
she only read them, and she read us 4 very fine twelve page speech she
-She
admits
she
written out and then she taAked in a very delightful manner.
was "legally blind" dnd told us that that waS one of the five categories of
She discussed her growing up and generally coping. In fact all
blindness.
three of them shared their coping situations despite some of the problems
She gives her husband most of
which agencies.sometimes.put in their way.
of
her by other people and hee
the credit for her normalcy and acceptance
Linda
and
her
seeing-eye
dog classify her
acceptance of other people.
peak
of
her adjustment and
blindness as an "inconvenience"-saying that the
children
was
getting
to the blind person
the adjustment of other birth-blind
She
said
that
everyone was difearly and helping them very early in life.
We
are
Andividuals the
sessions.
ferent and this came through in all of
distinct'and
individual
God doesn't make replicates. We are all separate and
clients:
flexible
in
dealing
with
their
and agencie5 should and could be more
such
that
it'made
it
difSometimes the agency's rules and regulations were
kinds
of
people-.
ficult.to handle the personality of different
.

.

.

She also said something dnch I learned very early on in my career on

Marine
the President's Committee working ,for, fourteen years as a 'seeing-eye
is
for General Boss, that blind people can only be helped,when that help
all
remember
if
we
don't
know
That certainly is something we-can
asked for.
grab
ask
you
forhelp
rather
than
tO
It is best to let a blind perSon
it now.
push
them
Into
a
door
or
a
chair
their arm and help them and in the process
Fred Zatinski, who was "diabetically blind", mainly later
they can't see.
Agreed
on in life, also has to depend upon dialysis three times a week.
again, each person should be treated as an individual and not slotted as he
he fought
said, a procedure which he found personally disagreeable and which
In his
against when he tried to get some services as a newly blind adult.
in
rebellion he mentioned that he and many other people who lose sight
adulthood were involved in anger and self-pity:
,

points
Thre has been a great deal of literature on this subject which
their
this out and this is quite normal in many sighted people who lose
to
them
are,well
prepared
sight in life. Unless people who have this happen
that this,
diabetic
and
have
been
warned
in advance, especially those who are
is coming, it is a much more traumatic experience judging from hisilvin comJohn said that this diabetic situation is getting worse andwWorse
ments.
onset
and the thing to do is to catch them early and, prepare them for the
with
Mental
attitude
in
coping
That way they will ha%fe a firm
of darkness.
what they have left.

scouting for the Physically
,During this session 1 mentioned a seminar on
Although
we can't pay your way,
Handicapped in Washington on,November 2-4.
that it is in the
.nterested'in
coming
to
know
we want any of you who are
l'il be glad to
Mayflower Hotel and is put,4 by the Boy Scout COmmittee.
Washington.
waive youe'$50.00 registra ion fees, if you can get to

Small Groups Summary
1,7

A question was brought up about what was'being done for the deaf-blind
.and although this is a program that actually had to do with sensory disabilities, most of it was devoted to the blind. There waS very little said
about the deaf except I did mention-that we had run the first national seminar
on ScoUting for th6 Hearing Impaired in Gallaudet in l979sand plan another One
next year.
I mentioned that Gallaudet Coliege was working wfth the deaf-blind,
and several other people knew other places where deaf-blind people were being
helped.
Bob Smith, who was, after Helen Keller,.the first college graduate to
When he got the
be deaf-blind, was at one President's Committee meeting.
President's trophy from Vice-President Hubert Humphrey, he read Humphrey's
remarks by putting his fingers on Humphrey"s lips and then said out loud, in
It was a very
hls rather mangled speech, exactly what Humphrey had said.
moving experience. I also mentioned that we hAd given Helen Keller a distinguised service award, the first and only One that we ever gave that'was in
Braille.
It was the first and Only time we were on television. We bave talked
today to those among us who probably have the worst possible disabilities and
the worst possible sensory disability.
They may be'hale and hearty in every
way, but being deprived of two of yur sen.ses is certainly a major problem.
There is a general consensus that the State Schoolgett the patients when it
is too late and this may be one of the problems that the State School has;
that blindness is something th-at requires prepe'r-ation when medical evidence
I mentioned this certainly with regard to Fred and-it
indicates the onset.
was mentioned that they were working on this early warning system and working
toward a goal preparation..

There were also three sai group sessiohs dh Wednesday, one being really
quite small on elderly disabled persons under Dorothy Devereaux and I was
facilitator.
Both of us gave a ,Jtttle background on how we got into this
Dorothy said she wat more concerned with quality
work with the handicapped.
than quantity and she didn't mind at all that there were many people down
She told of
the hall that weren't as interested in the elderiy as we were.
her Way linistry Care Home and how the people thee had the blessing of the
spiritudi .emphasislupon their lives at least twice a week where Dorothy
gives the elderly an opportunity to both heal and be healed, at least
spiritually, if not Physically. They are able to participate in a glow of
the-feeling of accomplishment in jointly,senditheir group power of t
holding hands and praying for pthei's, both there'a04 throughout the woHd.
I pOinted,out that we did sometOng like this in our Catholic Charismatic
groups back in the mainland and also the great pleasure and privilege I
jiave had of taking Communion to si(k and shut-ins as an Extraordinary
Minister of the Holy Eucharist of the Catholic Church for the-last several,
It
For twenty of the people, it wat.the only visit for that week.
year.
is really a wonderful thing when we tan bring religion and spread some
quality telhe lives of people broken iritl-bnt.
To summarize a lively sesston, the Chair wrote six mints'on the-board
and' then asked the questions, very pregnant questions I might say.- The
points were:.
1.

Why were Oere so few in our groupl

'You can anSwer that'yourselves.

,

2.

What will happen when the inStntutional funds,are cut, which
certainly is the handiwriting on the wall? In fact it is more
than handwritind, it is coming.
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There is a great need to trengthen the concdpt of the extended
We talked a great deal about the extended
famdly in America.
family as we have talked in some of the other sessions.,This is
It makes
difficult when children start3school at the age of two.
it very difficult tq keep an extended family in place in many
instances.
We must constantly stresS the cost benefit thing when talktng
with legislators and peOple who make decisions about budgets,
namely that it is much safer to keep the aged at home than to
It is a great deal cheaper and a
put them in institutions.
pathetically small gain, in some cases, for the outoing money.
There is a great need for an overview of all community care
facilities today.
.
UU

Is the-supply exhausted
Where are all the volunters ':,oming from?
in what we understarni is a period where the present administration
is expecting volunteers in the private sector to pick up more and
more of the load? So i5 the supply of volunteers already overburdened?

The guestion'Dorothy Devereaux asked was, "What are you going to do about
all this when you get back home?" Now Mrs_ Devereaux said that the grant
disabled."
should have been called "The role of youth and service to,the elderly
handicapped
or
otherwise,
to how the yuuth,
Several suggestions were made
A new Boy Stout merit
could,be involved in serving the disabled elderly.
thing
that
was
mentioned where youth
badge on handicapped awareness is one
could ,be involved with older peruns with disabilities. Mrs. Devereaux dis
living
played two publications or bruchul'es with piiwary aoswers for people
by
other
here in Hawaii, but with the aid that is provided by other states or
communides by, the same or similar agencies. One 44dt; A Guide to Resources
bfffce and the
published bj the Executive Ori'ice ch Aging of the Governor's
published
by the
other is A rey to Resources Serving the .Handicapped on Oahu
third revition, so
staff of the.Cuiimdssion on the Handicapped in Juiy, the
I suggestthat sufficient copies be brOught
they,lare keeping it.corrent.
Iris well worth your taking one,
here and made available to you today.
I understand they are working on
particularly if you are from the Islands.
a similar project for some of the other islands.

*s.

Next came the Youth Agency Services under Dr. Nesbitt, which played for
Andrea has
a standing room only group, aided by Andrea McLean, recorder.
digested
by
Dr.
Nesbikt
to
the
following
several pages recorded which were
six headlines:
1.

2.

There is a need for direct therapeutic service personnel to work
directly with youth service agencies wishiny to provide 5ervices
Their coh;Otation and assistance on projects
for disabled persons.
is very much necessary.

There is a need to more fully utilize existihg'resoorceinaterial
4-H
such as Boy Scouts, the YMCA Project AquaticsU Mainstreaming,
material, Special Recreation material which Dr. Nesbitt has here,
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and others.

,._Since there is a great under-utilization of all of

the existingpaterial, we still reinvent the wheel in too many
This takes time and money and is counter-productive.instances.
So the point was made that we should know more about what is
We should use it and not try to do things that have
available.
already.been done better.
3.

The key to program development is as simple as making a commitment
Sounds like an echo of the San Francisco
to p ovide service.
In other words, don't wait for the money,
rem ks by Janet Pomeroy.
t get the program started and the money will come in most cases.
eminds Me of the old story that "all things come to them who
wait" and that is true provided "he worketh like hell while he
waiteth".,)

4.

There.41-1 need for more direct involvement of disabled consumers
in planning and in evaluation.

5.

There is a need for increased dissemination of information on programs
We have almost been disseminated to death and John
and models.
Nesbitt brought some material today that you can have if you didn't
get here last night.

.

6.

There are unu4 sources of available volunteers such as senior-z
Boy Scouts and girl Scouts, youth (high school and college) such as
the Boy Scout alumni and the college fraternity of Alpha Phi Omega
which is on many campLses across the land.

The third and last group yesterday was Therapeutic Recreation for Adults
They
presented by Robert Masuda with Robert Dye-of the YMCA as facilitator.
came upwith four major points for yourconsideration:
1.

j_ess than one percent of the Y's handicapped and disabled are
engaged in a meaningful recreation program.

2.

Despite the census system of locating handicapped and disabled,
we still have no clear idea of either their needs or their demands.

3.

Before mainstreaming can begin to happen, training and involvement
of staff and professionals and the general public is essential.
Maihreaming also begins with the family.

4.

Limited local available transportation is the major expense in
implementing mainstreaming as is the avpilability of facilities
at the precise time that they are desired for the handicapped
applicants.

5

Two ,major necessities for an effective program are commitment by
agencies with energy and funds to-proceed and collaboration in
joining forees with other agencies already providing services and
Going it alone will no longer be tolerated in our day
facilities.
due to funding and shrinking budgets.

Small Groups Sunman,
Those of you Who were not able to profit by the very tiluminating program
with Dr. John Nesbitt and his wife, Dr. Delores Nesbite, last night can share
that by picking up and taking hoilie with you some of the material that Dr.
'
Their presentation hit the following points:
Nesbitt has here.
1.4 Disabled population needing recreational opportunities is possibly the largest aggregate di9ableh population in the United
I think what they
You thinkdabout that for a minute.
States.
were saying is that everybody who is disabled needs recreation.
2.

3.

Relative to community or special recreation,for the disabled based
a three year $40 million United States Office of Education project,
there are available some twenty-five hundred pages.of public demand
material already available with no cost or any copyrights. Yod
can get copies of anything you want at 'the Special Recreational
That is
That is ERIC.
Educational Resource Information Center.
what ERIC is if you haven't met the young fellow. That young
fellow is alive and well in quite a few libraries. In fact there
are 700 around our great United States. This includes also TwentyMile Programs from as many cities. It includes 50 sources of inforIt includes monographs on recreation. There
mation and material.
rural recreation for the disabled
is information on federal fundin
f you haven't met ERIC, get to
and a whole host of other thin
very
helpful.
know him and you will find hi
International Special Recreation for the Disabled is really moving
I worked with Dr. Nesbitt back
It has taken a long time.
along.
For one
know
how
long
this has taken.
in the 50's and 60's so
Special
Recreation
was
conducted
thing, the International Seminar on
which
Dr:
Nesbitt
shared
with
in Manila this July, a terrific program
some of us here today.
I

Rack in Winnipeg where some of us were working not too many mon hs
ago, last year in July, the Rehabilitation International World C mmis,tion of Leisure and Recreation was formed and a gentleman from
Japan was made chairman of getting the Pacific Basin a head start on
leadership in the field of recreation and the whole international
community of rehabilitation.
4.

There is an extensive recognition in the United Nations in all of
Some of them are quite old in terms of the United
their documents.
Nations. Many of them are relatively new and you have several of
them in the materials that Grace has made available to you in your
They
They shouldn't be left in packages.
These go on.
kits.
should be used as we have used them here in referringto them from
time to time when we are spi-Aking.
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THE INTERNATIONAL SCENE
A'ROUND-UP
By

John C. Sevier
Volunteer, Boy ScoutS of America

The Hawaii MAY Congress presentations by the presenters can be divided
It is
into three parts: the Mainland, Hawaii and the International Sectors.
this latter portion that is the concern of this report to the plenary session.
Key professional personnel, of the vendors of services to the enabled and
disabled populations served as the presenters of their programs and were from
Canada; HAwaii; Japan, including Osaka, Hiroshtma and Tokyo; Taiwan, or the
Republic "Of China; Malaysia; and Australia.
Included among the presenters were:
Andrea McLean
Tsuneyoshl Tsuneto
Taiji Hajime
Yoshio Ono
Chung Chian
Chang Weng Chlu
Diane Morgan

YMCA
YMCA
YMCA
YMCA

.

Edmonton, Canada
Tokyo, Japan
Hiroshima, Japan
Osaka, Japan

YMCV

Taipei," Taiwan

YMCA
YMCA

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysta
Sydney, Australia

They came from five nations and seven cities,
In his opening charge to the Congress, Reverend Wilkie referred to the
comMonalities shared by the enabled and the d'isabled populations rather than
This same reference can be made to the programs
to their differences.
presented by the different vendor agencies in the different areas represented
in this Con:,ress.

Irrespective of the national origin, the agencies all provide life
survival learning situations for the disabled population they serve. Money
management, shopping, consumerism attitudes, transportation usage, time
awareness for the mentally, physically and sensorially disabled populations.
For the enabled population, sign language classes are provided to extend the
Pre-vocational training
communication with the hearing impaired populations.
available
to
the
disabled populations.
is also a part of the total programming
employment
as
masseurs
or masseuses, a
In Taiwan the blind are prepared for
familiSr employment opportunity in the republic of China.

Life suPport programs are also made available such as physical training
and development for the mentally retarded and autistic,- a veroiyiecessary
Recreational programs are also offered to entich'the lives of the
activity.
disabled.
Although professionally directed, the use of volunteers is an attribute
With
of the yendors' Services, requiring continUal recruitment and training.
turning
to
high
schools,
community
growing frequency, all of the agencies are
colleges and uniYersities" for their volunteers.
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The fin nting of all these services for the enabled and disabled
populations ikewise has a commonality. Services for the di.sabled expenses
are shared, in part, by the disabled, avoidtng the implication that the
Part is absorbed by the agency and part is obtained
service is a tharity.
from the public and private sectors through dirdct solicitation. For the
most part, al of the vendors indicated growing problems in procuring funds.,

I

A notewo thy comment on commonality is that IYDP has provided an
impetus, the rowth of services, where most of the programs began in the
Some agencies. services to the disabled antedated those
decade of th ew; '70's.
beginning in,the '70's.
I

It is/almost a universality that only a small portion of their potential
market is "served by the vendors, all expressing the needlto increase their
communications with the disabled to increase the numbers served.
It must be noted that not all subpopulations were'being served°. To
quote one of the presenters, "When it comes to serving the mentally retarded
persons, we ourselves are retarded. We have much to learn about terVing
this population."
Aloha!

POSITION STATEMENT
by

Grace D. Reynolds, Project MAY Director
EArst I want to thank each and every one of you for reiponding the way you
didTO the position statement. Our advisory committee and some of ourresource
groups -have met and digested two or three page documents over the last year and
have come down to a simple statement that we hope you here and the PaCific
Nations and those on the Eastern Seaboard, as well as across mainland USA, will
But, as Wayne said, if you will take it back, we hope that.this will be a
use.
way to open the door and that you will go to yoyr executives or if you are the
executive, you will implement it with your stafT. We would like to see that we
have some way to go on into the future and we have many ideas of how we would
like to do this. But if you can take youristatement and say a part\of the
Project MAY Congress in Honolulu, the group felt that this was something that
we should do.
I am sure you will have different ways of working with it. You are in a
If we can all go forward
different country, you are in a different situation.
helping to spearhead active development, programs, open doors for board members,
help train staff, then the three years that we have been working on MAY as well
as the other six years that we spent doing some other -kinds of projects, will
be well spent because we have a future and the future-is really in your hands.

John C. Sevier, Volunteer, Boy Scouts of America
I think it is somewhat akin to the agency from
I
have another response.
I hope that both MAY (Mainstreamthe international area that spoke yerterday.
ing Activities for Youth) and IYDP (The International Year of Disabled Persons)
The last
somehow or other find the means to go beyond the end of this year.
two years of its life have sown some good seed. Much of it has fallen on
battle ground and it is beginning to grow.. The early MAY acfivities in New
York, at Philmont's Scout Ranch, led to additional meetings in Denver by other
than MAY personnel, where I_had the privilege of taking part in addition to the
These expansions on the original seeds are
activities of the MAY persohnel.
going to be won, but need to be'nurtured and their growth has to be encouraged.
I ask that consideratiOn be made that MAY will go forward continuing its
activities beydnd Year III, next year, and I certainly hope the spirit, if nbt
the fact, of IYDP will continue on. It has given a strong impetus to the
Let's hope it continues to grow.
agencies serving the handicapped population.
.41-rarb,

Paul Kuromoto, Nuuana BranCh YMCA, Hawaii

Adopting a position statement is a very important thing,and I woyld hope
that we all take this back to our own agencies and not-let,it gather 'dust on
the shelf. But for those of you that have Boards of Directors, share it with
your boards and make it become a position statement for your board:and for
your agency. For those who do Aot have boards,.certainly bring it into your
Position statements
staff planning, goals and,objectives and implementation.
I am happy that we
can really direct us and I hope that we will use it.
adopted it'here this morning.

THE CHALLENGE
by

Gerald L. Coffee
Captain, U. S. Navy
Introduction

AP

.7

Captain Coffee was shot down near the Vietnam coast while flying a routine
Hemas held in Panamoya
reconaissance naval mission and was taken prisoner.
prison for: seven years and nine days.
His captors were hostile, his treatment was humiliating and his cell was
He was subjected to frequent interrogasmall with a concrete slab for a bed.
tion and torture.
Summary

Mr. Coffee's speech dealt with the changes in attitudewhich he experienced
during his captivity and the lessons Which he learned - lestoos whith are
valuable for all individuals facing stressful situations.
His prayers charied radtcally from, "God, il you would just gi(veine those
last five minutes to fly over again, I would, surely fly somewhere else" to
"Please, God, get me back to my loved onet, my family, my country. I- don't know
Finally a turning point was reached wiiih the deterhow long I can take this."
mination to make the best of the situation andbecome stronger because of it.
The prayers then became, "O.K., God, if this is the way it is going-to be for
however long, then please, Lori, help me to make this time count for soMething
In my personal dark ages, help_me to turn it around to be
good and positive.
God, help me..to go home a better and stronger man in
my personal renaissance.
Help
me to learn how to be a better American, a better
every way that I can.
citizen, a better naval officer, a better husband, friend and father - a better
me to,go home better and stronger in every way that I can Hel
Christian.
not with this v id in my life."
i

Baset.: fin that philosophy he began a series of rigorous physical and mental
He attributes his ability to survive to four kinds of faith; faith
exercises.
in himself as an individual, faith in his fellowifien, faith in his country, and
These faiths as guiding principles serve him in the changjng'
faith in God.
..
world since his release-as they did during his years as a,prisoner of wall.

He stressed the point that acceptance and practice of these foUr faiths:
Faith
Faith
Faith
Faith

ip
in
in
in

himself as an individual
his fellowmen
his Country
God
A

which sustained him during critccal.years, are necessary for all individuals to
withstand daily problems and emerge successfully.
Captain Coffee has tapes available of his
contacted personally at:
U. S. Navy
Commander in Chief
U. S. Pacific Fleet
Code 32
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii

xperiences and he may be

96860

I.
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F060 ON THE FUTURE

By,'

Director, Program Deve

Robert R, Dye
mentpivision, YMCA of the-USA

You certainly could not'expect me to start today without telling all
of you how goodlit is to be home. There-is a vei.y special place that is
Hawaii", truly a blessed spot, and I guess one has to be away - it doesn't
seem possible it js 14 yebrs-- to realize this. As one travels around the
world, all places, and I Ao a great deal of traveling, I-think it becomes
more and more real that there is a special charm and uniqueness that Hawaii
has that'exists nowhere else:, ,You should know that, you who live here, and
who was born here as my mother was, so we are really a part of these
-islands.
Why is this?
Bill Suzuki*revealed a little bit of my own personal Hawaiiana when
be toldlou'about my grandfather's contribution, but let me tell you about
In the early 20's they
another bit of contribution that my father made.,
built a tower at the foot of Fourth Street and they didn't know what to
read the old clippings in the
name that tOwer, so they had a contest and
Star Bulletin about how some thought it should be Ameha Tower, etc.; but
my father said, "No, there can "only be one name that people can see as
One name that really means all of Hawaii,
they leave and as they come.
and that is Aloha." That is what,they named the tower and I really think
I

that,is what makes Hawaii wh,:it.it is, all about.

I often hear today, as I tell people i used to live and Work in Hawaii,
"Oh, isn't it too bad they are ruiningthe islands:with all the buildings."
think to myself, "You don't really undVStand what the islands really
mean." Of course the islands took,differently than they used to, as all
cities look different today, but they will never lose the alohalhat is
;

here in all -of you people.
The YMCA'
It is goc,e1 to be with old friends, I see them everywhere.
It is
friends, Dorothy Devereaux; friends from many, many days gone by.
just so great. ,'It ig also good to be traveling with the kind of company
I am in here. fleven of us were in New York two weeks ago having the
same kind of meeting with not only people up in the easten1U.S.A., but,
just at we have had people here from other Pacific Rim and Asian countries;,
there we had,people froM Sweden, London, Canada, Mexico, and it was so good.
Reverend Wilke, Col. McCahill, John Sevier, John Nesbitt, Janet PoMeroy,
Bill Suzuki, Grace Reynolds and June and Mary and Marsha, and all of us
really now have the advantage point of seeing twu meetings like this come
together and share and learn because all of us, and ?specially me, are
learners in this whole area that_we have been talking about the last few
You have heard much.
I am not going to say a great deal today.
days.
Certainly you saw testament to the faith mid coutage and patience and
trust ,that Captain Coffee stirred all of us witb a few moments ago. That
said enough4 I think, for all of us. We will remember that a longtime.
But I am not going to make a lot of very profound statements on what the
future will bring, but just repeat, I think, what.all of us have said to
each other in New York and here in Honolulu in the past few days ahoOt
some of the things that we have to keep working on.
-
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First of all, I want to-start by expressing my personal appreciation
thit group of people, this assembled group, for three days of what I thin
'has been very stimulating conversation,-shartng of ideas, expressions of commitment, and conviction and very special moments of inspiration, There have
been moments of inspiration starting with my friend,told Wilke and ending
I am sure that all
with people like Gerald Coffee whom I had not met befo e,
special
luster by
of you here in Hawaii have felt that our meeting has had a
having present with us the added dimension of Taiwan and Japam and Kuala Lumpur
The sharing they did of their programs and their
and Australia and Canada.
4.
feelings illustrates that we need to create more opportunities for coming
together like this for learning and sharing.
What then are some Q f the recurring themes at this meeting and the last
meeting which put a focus n plans and strategies for the future? Over and
over and over again there as been the recurring theme, that although we have
made some strides,that we must continue to look for ways to get the attention
of people who need to understand issues and problems of the disabled and the
opportunities we'.hiVe to help solve many of the problems that exist if only
we would open up these opportunities, become aware of them and then do something about them. We need to educate people on a very systematic basis, not
a hit or miss kind of thing, but focus on special groups of people: the heads
of organizations who have facilities and resources to share, prospective
employers who should open up the employment field, the people in government
who make the laws and regulations, community volunteers who have the where.
withal to help in so many ways if only flu*/ could understand what need exists.
We must create specific targets for educating people and then very system-,
ically go about that job, We mv,t involve people who can influence what
happens in our cities, What- we must work for, the outcomes we would seek,
is an organizational renaissance of sorts which would further open up our
systems fully and completely to all people innatural and graceful ways.
This agenda of education and involvement will require advocates and we must
expand our group of pebple willing to make this a personal agenda.

Speaking personally, I know that I too often have expected one member of
People come
our staff, GrE,ce Reynolds, to carry the ball for the rest of us.
to me and talk to me about this and I say, "Oh, go and talk to Grace". I
know flow that it has become my job too and the job of all of our staff members
to equally share this responsibilityand this opportunity for opening up the
I say
organization that we represent and others that we ,gan influence.
"systematic" because it must be more than a hit or missiproposition.
I think we need to do some writing about the issues in our organizational
and community concerns. -So many times we have ideas in our heads and they stay
We need to get them on paper and share them and write in our journals
there.
and newspapers things that are happening and why we feel that it is important
and our personal concerns about what should happen. Only if we share this
We need to adverti,se our intent,
openly and sincerely will others feel it.
We need to bring this up to
create top position papers and write articles.
the surface gnd not keep it submerged,
The first need for the future, I would say - as all of you have said is educating those who need to know.
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think, secondly, we must come to understand that the resources that we
They are
*need to get the job done are close at hand. They are everywhere.
Just
as
you
in
this
Meeting
have
discovered
represent in every community.
this
is
true
everywhere,
in
sources and interests that you never knew existed,
other
and
we
need
to
every community. We tend to work in isolation from each
I remember in our New York
understand where, the resources areland.use-them.
meeting of the MAY Congress, one-person said, "Unless I can get a grant of
He was immediately challenged
'some kind, I can't get started in this work".
by someone else who was doing a lot of creative work who said, "You have the
If
It doesntt start with money, it starts with conviction.
wrong priority.
you really want to do something badly enough and can creatively conceive the
kinds of things that you would like to do and interpret this, then the resources and the money and the interest will flow from that. It doesn't start
by sitting back and saying- 'I can't do anything because I don't have a grant'.
If you'do that, nothing will ever happen,"
There is great power in
This has been proven again and again and again.
the power of an idea at the time that it comes and we need great ideas in
this fibld that all of us are concerned about, but we must make it happen.
Resources do not flow ihsautomatically,
Third, and this brings me to one of the most important learnings of the
future if we are to advance and make an important impact that is really felt
and not just token. We have mentioned the word a couple of times here, but-I
wonder if we really know the impact of what working collaboratively can mean
and by saying working collabbratively, I don't mean coming together once a
month and doing a little "shag aod tell" and then going back to our offices.
You have been reminded
I mean working collaboratively in a sustained Way.
that Project, MAY, is a collaboration of twelve national organizations who
have come together, designed an agenda, designed some goals, put an executive
to work and meets on a regular sustained basis to be ,sure that agenda is
being carried out. The three little program manuals you have in your "material
were done as a collaborative Projebt MAY project. All the resources, the ideas
I can remember some of our meetings
came from twelveorganizations sharing.
where we read to the blind member of our policy committee chapters of this
and she said, "Yes, that's right", or "No, that should be changed a little".
She was the expert, she was the person that we were really writing for.
The input that went into this could not have been successfully done if
just one person sat 'down from a limited vantage point and wrote,out three
But, working collaboratively, good things happened and they give
manuals.
all of us resources all of us can use instead of all thirteen of us having
When we work together, the fruits
'to sit down and Write individual mahuals.
The collaborative process was never made so real to me as
are all of ours.
during the early 1970's-when some of us started work on the cause of juvenile
This was our concern;
You saw a film yesterday on status symbols.
justice.
that hundreds of thousands of young people were being put in prison and
literally ruined for life because we don't know what to do with them. Not
being able to tolerate a young person who runs away from home or cuts school
or something, he is put in jail thinking that would Le the answer and, of
course, that was the problem. We saw a piece of juvenile justice legislation
Birch Bayh had introduced that would humanize the juvenile justice system,
that would look at community organizatrons like the clubs and the Boy Scouts
and the Y as places where these kids could be helped and worked with, not the
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(We thought that it was such a beautiful piece of legislation that we
I remember writing testimony, going to Congress, sitting
would advocate for it.
down and testifying before Congress as the YMCA and the Girls Clubs person went
and testified. And on it went, all of us from our oWn little vantage point,
testifying.

jails.

The bill didn't get out of the committee.
You know what happened in 1973.
So we sat back and said, "What in the world went on?" We suddenly became a
little more sophisticated in the political process where everyone is trying
So we said, "What would happen if we brought twelve
for a piece of that pie.
organizations together and lobbied together on this thing. We formed a collaboration of lour organizations and suddenly all the board members, thousands
of them in those 12 organizations, became potential advocates calling on Senators
and Representatives in their cities, writing and telephoning. We hired a person
part-time to help coordinate this effort and suddenly a constituency that didn't
In 1974 BirchAayh introduced this legislation again.
exist suddenly existed.
This was the time the President was saying, "Too many social programs - cut
back, cut back." We know what that means today and we asked the Senator what
chance the legislation had this time and he said, "100 to 1. No chance of
getting this passed." We went to work and that time when we testified, instead
of us coming in with,our own little organizational banners flying, four of ut
sat down and we said, "We represent twelve national organizations, 30 million
young people, and we'd like to talk about a cause deep to our heart."

.

Suddenly the committees stood up and took notice. When the bill came up
for passage, the 100-1 shot was passed 88 - 1 in the Senate, and 325-30 in the
The exciting thing that happened next was that
House; overwhelming passage.
this group of organizations said, "Now if we can lobby for legislation; when
the money starts flowing out of the legislation, instead of all running for
our own little grant, protectively, let us bring together the same group_and
add another five or six organizations to it and come up with one program and
try to get that one. Never before in history'has this happened. Several
organizations writing a project, willing to be a board of directors and hiring
a staff. Only 12 grants were given that year and the first grant came to us.
The collaboration for a million and a half dollars was repeated twa years
Why am I saying this? We could not have done it working on our own',
later.
but togethe'r all kinds of things have hOpened." This collaboration which
became formalized as Collaboration for Youth, last ear got an 11 million
dollar grant for youth employment programs, and of course, sponsored Project
I say this to you because in communities we have always been used to
MAY.
working on our own in isorated ways, protective ways, seeing the others as
competition. Now we realize that we can come togethes in groups like this
and that all kinds of things can happen. So collaboration, I think, as the
style of work for the future is withAis anb those organizations that feel
they can make it by going their own way will realize that it is simply not
realistic.
In my own organizatian the program division
Let me make a fouAh point.
that I represent has determined that for tht next two or three years one of
our most important activities will be the activity that we call "discovery".
We find every day that there are hundreds of things that go on in cities
around the world that we simpTY do not know about. Why should we keep
discoveriqg the new ways of doing things that someone has already discovered?
What we are.trying to 4o is systematically look at places like our cities
and in our main meeting in New York of the things that they are doing in
'
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London, the things they are doing in Hiroshima.
There are so many discoveries
that all of 16 need to uncover and to make visible,and to make acceptable for
We should make an awfully large point at determining
those of uS to work with.
There are processes that are helpful to do
how to dig these out and use them.
this kind of thing.
Our mutual discovery process in the future should be directed
to looking for all the innovative ideas; all the separate parts that exist to
seam the connections, the wholeness, the'integration that exists and can come
from the many various parts.
For those of us who represent large organizations
(like. our organization, the YMCA, that has prbgrams, resources, facilities,
buildings, staff, volunteers) the question, I think, for the future is, how
can we really put the disabled on our organizational agenda in a real 'way, not
just a token way? We should recognize that, in so many cases, we are the ones
Who provide for the handicaps by' our willingness to open up to.people all'the
In most cases
opportunities that they should have.
We provide the handicaps.
it is not their problem'but our problem, so we must come to realize that all
people have a right to participate -hi what life has to offer, that those with
disabilities wist to participate for the same reasons that any person would
wish to.participate in programs.
Yet, in ur ignorance and indifference (as
one of our speakers in New York told us) retarded children are penned up like
little animals, the deaf and the blind continue to be relegated minimal tasks,
the elderly are shunned and isolated and all of this is our great loss. The
loss'of tremendous potential in our society is staggering.
.

As I have participated in the two MAY Congresses in New York and .Honolulu,
remembered some words and phrases in conversation that keep sticking in my
mind that give us some clues on the fut4fe and the agendas of the future that
One of these ,-,7cversattions dealt with how we must more than
we must create.
ever involve in our planning structures and in our master structures groups
who are themselves disabled.
I

Terry Thompson runs an organization called PHAB. You may have heard of
PHAB stands for Physically Handicapped Able
I
had not until New York.
Bodied. He is a very innovative, able young man who shared mightily with us
He reported a conversation he had held with a disabled person
in New "lock.
and Terry dsed the question, "Do you think your future is being decided for
you?" He recei4ed the answer, "No, my lack of a future is being decided for
me." A very pointed sentence.
Other words I reMember, "A society that shuts
We want opportunity, not pity."
out people is truly impoverished.
that.

Our biggest problem is not the disabled, but
Resources are everywhere.
anythinglAnd everything, literally
What programs_do we offer
the able bodied.
I was exposed to a family in New York Who had a son who has
anything goes.
been in a wheelchair for 19 years, a cerebral palsy patient, whose father and
mother believe that that child should be a part of the family mainstream; that
anything they do, he should do, who couldn't go to scnool because he couldn't
communicate. Tufts University created a little board for him, a computer of
sorts that he can, by. moving his head, have sentences light up on that board.
People could see that inside that body is a tremendous intellect and inttlligence, and because someone took the time to create that means of cgmmunicating, he was able to go to public school where he is now. His mother and
father, being physical fitness enthuSiasts, hike with Rick in the mountains.
The achievement that just blows my mind is the parents deciding they would
like to enter the Boston marathon and how Tuft University created.a wheelchair for Rick contoured to his body with special wheels that could move

15-1
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Focus on the Future

.

Kis father, running and pushing Rick ahead in the
along the Boston streets.
wheelchair, first had to get in shape by running 15 miles-a day or so until he
They ran
could. They had to qualify for Boston by running a 19 mile marathon.
it in time enough to qualify. Also there were little T.V. things they did on
You sea. this Boston Marathon, these thousands of
the family life that I saw.
runners, and here's Rick in his whalchair and his father just running full
stride up those hills and completing that Boston Marathon in three hours and
ten minutes. Some of the runners who finished, these young able-bodied runners
saying, "Gosh, I was just going down the stretch when this madman comes by and
passes me in a wheelchair." We think such things are not possible.
What programs do we offer these people? Anything, everything. We were
talking about mountain climbing and marathons too. You saw Rick's face when
they crossed that line. You know that boy was participating in that race just
as much as his father was participating. I said to his mother, "Judy, we talk
about mainstreaming here collectively. I guess mainstreaming starts in the
family, doesn't it?" She said, "Yes, it starts in the family."
It is a tremendous inspiration to all of us to be around people who feel
Their consensus is - commitment comes first, not money. I belike this.
Architecture is important, but
Harold Wilke's contribution.
lieve that too.
Then finally, one
The ramp is not enough.
attitude is of critical importance.
Seagull
fame. As we
speaker repeated the words of Richard Bach of Jonathan
and
how
hard
it
is
at
times like this
talk about01.11 the things that need doing
quoted
Richard
Bach in his
with money drying up seemingly and so much to do, he
Aloha!
words, "If you can think it and dreamit, yqu can do it."
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CLOSING REMARKS
by
13i.ace D. Reynolds

Director of Special Populations, Program Development Division
YMCA of the USA

As we are about to draw to a close, I'd like to have you just look bver
your agenda. These are the people, all of you; the people who have performed
in leadership roles, you who have participated, who have made the MAY
Congress whatever it has meant to you.
We have attempted to sow the seeds so that mainstreaming, integration,
normalcy will grow and flourish wherever you may live. It is commitment.
It is each one of you making the attempt to
It is faith.
It is a belief.
be creative in whatever way you can be and work with the agency you are with
so that people with disabilities may become more a part of our society.
We have talked
We have learned together.
We have shared together.
We have complete agreement that these are the
about a position statement.
things that we need to say to our boaqds, our committees, to the people
next door, to our own families, perhaps.

But as to the future, the future doesn't start withlmoney and as Bob
Dye said and Janet Pomeroy has said, it starts with commitment and a belief
I believe
Each one of us can make a diffErence.
in,what you are dojng.
that the future fs in your hands and I am ,smiling because I know you are
going to do a good job.

Mainstreaming Activities for Youth
Proiect MAY
Hotel Ilikai
Honolulu, Hawaii
.

September 29th - October 1, 1981

DEVELOPING AND COORDINATING COMMUNITY RESOURCES:
DON'T PUT ALL YOUR EGGS IN ONE BASKET
Janet Pomeroy, Founder and President
Recreation Center for the Handicapped, Inc.
San Francisco, California
I., The new era of,"do more With less". is upon us. 'Public latti udes
toward government spending, indrease accountability, management by
objectives, computer science, and other factors, are pointing toward
ways in which we have to move, if we are to survive. Those of us in
California have had a fe,1 years of experience in survival after
Proposition 13; but I believe that these are,pery exciting and
challenging times. Today, recreation professionals must wear many
hats.
Recreation is a diversified field fulfifling needs in all
aspects Of human life.
Recently, someone said that the technical
skills we need in this day and age include educatipn, advocacy;
psychology, sociology, political science, journali6m/publid relations,
grantsmanship, finance and fundraising, secretarial, law, compUter
science, business, and I have added one other -- the ability to walk
on water.

During our almost thirty years of providintj community-based recreation
programs for the disabled population, we have found ourselves involved
somehow in most or all of these technical areas and we have had to
learn them through experiences.
I-think it's because we have always
been responsive to the neds of the severely disabled in the c9mmunity
as they arose, and found ourselves evolving into many areas-WO never
aniicipated in order to fully meet their needs. For example, as needs
were identified, services were expanded tc., fulfill the need. A chain
reaction tended to occur. As new services were added, the need for
additional support services was apparent. Following are several
examples:
*

Referrals of severely disabled persons created the need for sk'lled
social workers to develop intake procedures, cise studies, IPP s
(Individual Program Plans), and referrals to other agencies.

*

The need to serve breakfast, lunch and dinner mcant that we had
to, have a chef and kitchen staff to prepare nutritious meals.

1

*

*

Enrollment of the severely disabldd greatly increased the need for
more buses for transportation, and schedules eventually had to be'
put on a computer.
When we saw the need to serve homebound persons with terminal
illnesses and the frail, wiserved elderly-, we organized an
:Outreach-,program which'created the need to learn new ways of
training staff involved with death and dying, how to serve
persons in their homes, and the use of community facilities for
programming.

*

Serving deinstitutionalized mentally retarded and multi-:disabled.
persons established the need for medical and technical consultants
in vocational rehabilitation, psychiatrists, social workers, and
physicians. In addition,(there was a need to work closely with
new groups such as board and care operators and foster parents.

*

The establishment of the first day care program for multi7disabled
children and crib-bound children, created the need for more consultants, eapecially in pediatrics, and others who could help with
orientation and training Of staff, as Well as help to assure linkag
with other community services.

*

The continued grtpwth

*

pre-school, day care, outreach and
increased enrollment Jf the deinstitutionalized retarded, clearly
showed the need for adapted facilities in the least restrictive
environment. This meant the need to desiqn and construct new
accessible facilities costing millions of dollars.
ith its therapeuti sylmmOg pool aud largo
The new facility,,
spciall!"
gymnaaiumwithweigtt lifting room, cieat,21 tt!%,2
trai,..1 staff in aquat'cs and physical fitness, such as CPR, First

Aid, adapted equipment, and the chain ,eaction continues.
Our agency realized tha meeting the needs of multi-disabled infants
to deinstitutionalized mentally ill/mentally retarded adults and
the elderly meant going that extra mile and required the development
of additional technical skills mentioned previously, as well as the
neceasity to work closely with many,other agencies in the community,
who could provide counseling, training, and other support services
essential to the growth and development of coMmunity-based services
for severely disabled persons.
.

Over the years, we have found that there ai:e many resources available
to both gilblic and private agencies for establishing recreation
programs for the disabled and the epansion and/or support of ongoing
programs, and we believe that they exist in every community. However,
locating and coordinating these resourced is a continuing process bUt it is also very challenging, inspiration,i1 and enjOyable!

;w1Ipuld like to mention four 'techniques we can use in developing
cbmmunity awareness and explain briefly how we have used them.
They are educate, advocate, demonstrate and politicate.
Education:
a.

Educating local and state officials
Communities around the natibn are bepoming more and more aware
of the disabled and their needs and,-or course, the International
Year of the Disabled has helped tremendously. However, I think
that we still have to continue to educate at the local, state
and national levels, because education is a slow process.
It
has taken many years to try to educate our community and we are
still in the process of doing that.
We attend community meetings, such as those held by the Board
of Education and the Recreation and*Park Department, to educate
commissioners and others at the local level, and we are constantly
involved with state legislators to inform and educate them of the
needs and riOtt of disabled persons. When I first started the
Center, one Recreation and.Park Commissioner in particular used
to say "disabled people should be in state institutions, not in
the community." He was on the commission for eight years, oppposing
our programs. He couldn't see how recreation would have any
meaning for ditabled persons.
-

This attitude presents another very real problem, which is the fact
that many people still don't understand the word recreation. We
must still interpret "recreati.on" as we see it, in promoting the
growth and development of all persons, including the disabled.
We have a situation now in Califoria where the State Developmental
Disabilities has put recreation at the bottom of the list in
terms of priorities for funding.
I have talked With legislators
recently who don't have the slightest concept as to what recreation
is or does for people, especially for disabled persons. They
think of it as a token activity particular y to keep such
individuals as thementally re.tarded from ju t walking the streets.
b.

Educating professionals

We still must interpret recreation for the diSabled as a need
and a right, especially by stressing equal participation by
everyone.
Too many programs emphasize thei differenRejbeween

disabled and non-disabled by offering free admissioo
theatres or concerts, conducting a "'Handicapped Day" or other
token activities.
In an article from the Institute on.
Attitudinal, Legal and Leisure Haptiers, the author states:

15J
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"Providing opportunities for full participation
by disabled
individuals in community events, including
recreation,
social
and cultural activitie% requires action
on
many
levels.
It
is not enough to provide special
recreation programs through
local voluntary health agencies or through
the localrecreation
department. All of the activities
in the community Must be
made accessible, programmatically, as well
architeCturally;
to disabled individuals -- not as a special as
gesture, but as a
community action to include all citizens in
4
local activities.
This action is also a recognition of disabled
people as viable,
independent, tax-paying Community members.
Participation by
disabled people in all levels of
community activity (local
boards, planning committees, and
advtsory groups) is an absolutenecessity for achievement of the goals of
full participation and
total rehabilitation.
Rehabilitation professionals and
Community
agencies must work closer together
tO make comprehensive
tehabilitation'
and,independent living a reality." (1)
no.

k

Some prefessionals believe that all disabled
individuals need
Specialized recreation services and refer
them
only to agencies
that provide such services.
While many-disabled people,do need
Such. Specialized assistance, many
couldenjoy the wide
range:of recreational opportunitiesothers
available
to the general
community. What may be needed is a careful
assessment of client
interest and abilities, followed
One rehabilitat4on counselor in by support services as indicated.
Sacramento, Californ4,e,, at
Resources torLhdependent Living,
with therapeutic recreators to helpfollows this proceigs and works
the client develop the skills
needed,to participate fully in general
experiences. Generalists .
and specialists need to work
together
to
provide a full spectrum
of services.
Emphasizing the special needs of disabled individuals for sPecialized
programs, ,special and expensive equipment, sheltered environments,
and highly trained therapists, ,tends to discourage the generalists
in community recreation 'and makes them feel unqualified to work with
disabled people
rl'ohe generalists' exeertise and the fact that there
are so many of them already in the community makes it essential for
them to be involved. Moreover, as more severely disabled persons are
deinstitutionalized into community living, community recreators must
be ready to serve these persons unless "Te private agencies are
organized to,do
Fortunately, several outstanding pre-service and in-service programs
have been funded bylthe Office of Special Education, U.S. Department
of Educationi'to develop ways of preparing general community
recreators to serve special populations.
Some examples are as follows:
*

The Department of Community Affairs, New Jersey, offers an
in-service training project "to implement a cdoperative in-service
eduction system to promote the developmentY implementation,
delivery and advocacy of recreation and leisure service for
handicapped persons within the community of -ew Jersey."
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*

Project MAY (Mainstreaming Activities for Youth), designed
to work,with national and regional structures,of Major
youth serving organi'zat4ons and agencies, and to share
the principles and concepts of providing opportunities
for disabled youth to Participate in programs
and services provided by youth terving groups.

.

,

*

C.

TAR - Staff Training for Adapted Recreation, in Miami,
Florida, designed, implemented, evaldated and diSseminated
an in-service training model. The target audience is
general municipal park and recreation personnel in ordp.,
to increase the number of disabled children and youths who
are able to participate in less restrictive leisute time
activitiet.

Public Relations:

Educating the News Media

By order of the Federal) Communications system, T.V. and radio
must allow so much terlejor public service spots. This is
usuabay called asserOinment of community needs. Each year we
meet with representatives from the media to discuss the current
and fdture needs of the disabled. Assertainment meetings are
held 4requently by T.V. and radio, and several-meetings of this
kind have been held at our Center.

As a result of" getting to know these people, onp T.V. station made
which is Uted on
la 3-minute spot showing our Center with our lo o,
The news
ams.
and sometimes,on prime time pro
'all stations;
y
toward
n
media can be very effective in edubating the co
acceptance of disabled persons if they are properly educated and
guided. Today the news media is willing to televise human
interest stories of the most severely disabled individual. Now,
there are many television documentariespon disease, disabilities,
injuries and rehabilitation, and other areas that has had a
tremendrous impact pn public attitude.

station selected one of oUr most
to
show hiegoing to work, and in
severely disabled young adults
It
several phases of his personal life, including recreation.
public
the
was ver.y well done and helped to show the general
Several years ago, 410- local T.V.

ability lei.de of a severely disabled individual.

411

Advocacy:

WE must alto serve as advocates,at local, state and national levels
for recreation for the disabled.- As professionals, we have-a
responsibility to keep the community informed -- city officials,
news releases, annual reports, special events. As we know, historically parents, and the disabled themselves, have been the best advocates
of most services for the disabled, including teCreation. Parent groups
have been instrumental-in initiating recreation'programs forThe
disabled, and are still Ossential. Consumers have heretofore directed
major efforts to jobt, accessibility of facilities, housing and other
Howevq4e recreation is gaining more
itsues critical to survival.
attention.
-148-
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he Center has found that parents and consumers are the best
:
advocates at local and state levels, and certainly we have seen
the effectiveness of eonsUMers at all levels. For the past five
'years, parents and consumers have beercworking with the Center
as advocates to keep the City of San Francisco from building aBoth groups havelseen very effective and
sewer nearby the'Centet.
We are. Winning the battle.
Another group
Directo1-8.

f suCcessful advocates are members of Our Board of

It is especially important to haBoatd members who have

se:na olout in the community and are recognized foritheir strong
leadership ability. One of our best advocates is a board member
who is very much respected-in the community, and is especially well
known at City Hall. This year, he wasappointed by the Mayor as
Chairper on of I.Y.D.P. for the City aad County of San Francisco.

totration:
The esperienee of the Recteation Center has shown-that continued
enposUfe of participants to community resources serves two purposes.
the skill develOpment and increased self confidence on the
The other is the increased acceotanCe
part of disabled individuals.
As the community sees the ability aide of,
of ,ccmmunity Members.
disabilities, fears and stereotypes are reduced. We have also fouhd
that if we can get people to visit the Center, we can sell the-program.
Once an individual sees disabled persons enjoying and partiCipating
in activities at the Center,-they want to help.
We have many methods of gettinl the genetal public to visit the,Center,
primarily thr*ugh special events. For example, wp have an annual
..Thanksgivins diriner which we have held-for 29 years. -The primary
purpose is to thank our der-lots, volunteers, city officials and all
who have helped us. The dinner is so popular that everyone want's
to coMe, including the city officialsv i.e.., Mayor, Supervisors,
State legislators also attend..
Commissioners.
We al,so have many events throughout the year such as a carnival,
0.inetasting, holiday parties, square dances, casino night, and
other events, where many persons from the general comftnity are
invited.
II.

The Bread Game and'Its Politics
I started the Center in 1952 under a small grant in aid frrn
a foundation. The grant lasted 21/2 yeart and after that I had
I avoided
to raise the funds through community support.
involvement in politics for twelve years, until I realized
that I would have to become involved in order to survive. The
San Francisco Recreation and Park Deartment had given us the
use of an old swimming pool building. The top floor had been
a restaurant over the swimming pool, but the restaurant had
been closed'for a long time, and wasn't being used. The
Depaftment gave us the use of the building for $1.00 per year,
with heat, gas and lights. from the inception of the Center,
I felt that the Depaftment should help us financially or include
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yearS
During the twelve
program.
channels
regular
thromgh the properEach time,
the projeCt in their
we
went
for support,
they made
ofstruggling
ask for their 4asqistance.
times
to
year
three different tUrned us dqwn. On the litt request,
end of this four loan
the Commission lasted four Years. At the
to continue to
could dt5 no more than
a study that
study, they said they heati gas and lights.
ut the building with
politics
who showed me_the
of
senator
I met a state
simple pro-cedure
It
was
a
Fortunately,
med4a__
minds.
hews
contacts to have the struggling
of how to change their
senator's
Center as a
using some of the
showingithe
of
articles
for
severely disabled,of
d6 a series
needed
service
a
rightly the responsibility
agency, providing
that time had a'
flint's, that was
who
at
with private
and Park pApartment, The efforts of the news
Recreation
the
dollars.
budget of some 15 million
which was especially
called and-city-4de
dttention,
the Department
media gained
Ultimately,
and
we'll
focused on City Hall.
people off our backs
in their
wanted to include usfrom us on
said, "Get the newspaper
never
purchase services
help you."- The Department
but did agree to beat
Citv Hall if yo ership
regtrlar program,
You
can
aareement.
public-private par
a contractual
We now have a
knowhow.
past
17 years.
political,
very well for the
has
worked
that
it is absolutely
we havé'learned'that
local, state and
From ourexperience, politically involved at
recreation
necessary to becomegOvernment, as an advocate for
federal, state
federal levels of especially if you are using dealing with
for the disabled; There is no alternative to
wishes to obtain financial
and local fdnds.
if
one
federal or federal-state
government bureaucracy
the,
local,
.state,
rocess and as
assistance through
continuing
This makes
This requires a
resources change.
programs.
watch on every
the'financial
a constant
politics change,
goveFilment.
for an agency to keep
at all levels of
it necessary
these resources
development
area affecting
be involved in the
neeSed
tO
found we
For example, we
plans for the disabled.
of State-wide
in State Plans:
at'
Need for Involvement
in setting priorities
we participated
developing a state-widevlan
.About 15 years ago,
levelS'-in
developmentally
the local and'regional
(now known as the
the need
retarded
verbalized
for the mentallyattended many Meetings and
institaWe
for the previously activity
disabled.)
especially
and/or day
fOr recreation programs,
result, recreation for the regional and
As
a
in the
still a top priority
tionalized adults.
for
adults
disabled_population
programs
developmentally
through a cootbination
state plan for the
This was achieved
and politics.
State of California
demonstration
advocacy,
of education,

Lobbying:

Eight years ago, California 'reached its ceiling on
allocatiom of federal funds. -, For the last Six ,ears, the
state had to augment the Titie XX monies to allow eervice
In
to be maintained and with a cost 9f living'increase.
1977, the governor decided-not to, augment these fundt.. Our'
agency, together with other agencies, got t9gether and
demonstrated in Sacramento. Our staff,'with about 60
participants, sat in the ,Governor's office for.two nighEs,
The augmentation wap given by the State, and since that
time, we have been asked to olease not bring any of those'
severely disabled people 46 the Governorofficevoain.
In 1979, we helped to form a coalition of all agencies
serving the disabled palled the West Bay Coalition, to
reinstate developmentally disabled Aulding at the .state .
and regional levels. Our staff attended many legislatve
meetings in Sacramento and took bus loads of participants.
Itl4hard for a senator to make a decision against diSabled
persons when they are sitting on the front row of a large
audience of advocates. .Recently, these fUnds were reinstated.
and we were not cut back in our coptracts, as expected.
"

We have found that if you're receiving any governmental funds
On a yearfor programs, there are many'things you must do.
roundla.asis, we must:

Know the legislators

*

understand the legislative process.

Meet' With legisla0ve aides to keep them informed about
program needs; ask for their help in researching some p.iece
of legislation oe for tips on how to approach legisktors;
and have them check on bills, laws, resolutions, deadlines,
etc., in Sacramento. :This means setting up many meetings,
lls,'etc.
luncheons, telephone
*

Write letters to leg1isIators, send telegrams; vlsit their
offices-in Sacramenta, - Lobbying is 'Continuous. We muL;t'
also attend many meetings in the colrunuy4ty concoyning cnr
i contracts.

Contracts
I learned from the Bread Game andfits politics that you don't put
all your eggs in one basket. The Center prently has six
contracts for funding that have proven to be very successful for
ongoing financial support. They are as follows:
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1.

The San Francisco Recreation & Park Commission allocation iS
now used as matching funds for fede'ral funds in Title XX
For every dollar we get from them, we get $3,000
mdnies.
Our allocation is now $350,000.
from federal funds.
After submitting a budget:

We attend a meeting when the budget request is presented
to justify the need for a certain amount.

*

We then follow the request to City Hall where we meet with
the Mayor's Aide in charge of Recreation and Park budgeting
to ask him not to cut the allocation.

We conta4 the Mayor to ask that the full amount remain in
_

the budget,

*

We appear before the Finance Committee of the Board of
Supervisorsto justify our need and ask them to approve
the total allqcation.

*

We meet before the full Board of Supervisors to justify,
defend, or otherwise make sure that the full amount of th
allocatiort for the Recreation Center in the Recreationà d
Park budget remains intact.

2.

Department of Social Services is our largest contract for
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) Title XX monies. Recreation
and,Park is used as matching funds. This year the contract is
$750,000. We must go through the same procedures as with
the Recreation and Park contract; i.e., the Commissions, the
Mayor, Supervisors, and others at City Hall.

3.

Currently we have a contract with State Department of
Education, Office of Child Development., for pre-school and
day care for severely disabled on a year-round basis. We are
one of six agencies in the whole state providing these services.
This contract was definitely obtained through politics.
We have many meetings with other agencies in the state who
have1the same kind of contract, because each year it looks1 as
tho gh we will be cut back and/or have contracts terminated.
Re ently, the ,six agencies receiving these funds got together
The
to finance a state child consultant to lobby for us.
con ltant advises us when to appear, before what committee at
the stAe capitol, what materials to have, and what to say.
Our state senator from San Francisco has helped us considepaply,
and now we have the Speaker of the House supporting these
programs. It looks as though we will have permanent financing
on this particular contract.
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4.

Regional Center - We now have a contract with a regional center
in which the State Developmental Disabilities Council determines
the rates. We must lobby continuously for these funds. At
present, we are lobbying for higher rates to cover the costs
The state has just been
of developmentally disabled clients.
sued by an Area Board for their low rates for providers.

5.

Commission on the Aging - This contract serves the elderly in
17 residential homes. The contract has been in effect for only
It covers 90 frail elderly who are in great need
two years.
of socialization programs.k

6.

aqie State Food Program is another contract that covers the cost
It is a very
of food for_children up to 18 years of age.
complex program, with lots'of paperwork, for $5,000 per year.

While there are many politics involved in this type of funding,
the public-private partnership approach has been very successful.
At present, there are many proposed changes in federal and state
funding that Will, no doubt, have an impact on recreation programs
for the disabled.

Munici al recreations authors Howard and Cromp on, in their
hook ".inancing, Managing and Marketing Recreat on and Park
Resou ces" have stated very well the need for pUblic-private
partnrships as follows:
t

)

"Public recreation and park personn41 must move to
active leadership roles in the community, for assistance
from the private sector will only come if we are aggressive.
Personnel have to be doers who make things happen,
not excusers, who find excuses for not trying or making
the effort -- raising additional resources is not
always a probleM; SoMetimes it is a symptom. The
problem maY be the inadeqUate_image of.public tecreation
and parkt-and the lack of a committed support constituency.
If the agencY is'visible,'vigOrous and successful, it is
likely to enjoy public support-which will help it secure
its fair share of the substantial private assistance
available.
Building more contacts is the key. By involving more people, more resoui-ces seem to emerge and
_fresh pew avenues not previously considered become
available.",
Private FUnding:

There are sOme polities invoIyein taising private funds, but not
nearly as much as in workin with the government bureaucracy.
It does help to have some áontact s and/ot track recoids with
foundations and corporations.
We have to taise 27% of our
budget through private resoutces. Thismeans we must have
expertise in,grantsmanship which includes knowing how to do
research, how to approach the private sector, how to write
proposals, obtaining support letters from coMmunity agencieS,report writing and follow thrdugh with guarterly,-annual and
final report.

160
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In approaching the private sector, especially foundations, we
have found that there are millions and millions of dollars to
be tapped.
The University of California, Berkeley, stated
recently that "more than 20 million dollars-an hour is given
to non-profit organizations, by foundations, corporations and
governmental agencies."

Some community foundations, especially the very large ones,
change their priorities fnom time to time.
One foundation in
-San Francisco used to give heavily to education, recreation,
humanities and environmental and civic causes._ Now they have
changed to minorities programs, burn centers, drug programs,
deAhand dying, alcoholism, gay rights, planned parenthood,
and Gray Panthers (elderly.)
Very recently, this foundation
has set priorities for proposed projects where two or more
agencies must be involved, and will look closely at how
supporting a certain project would help the total communitli
in some positive way. Agencies seeking funds have to adjAlAt
to these priorities by developing creative proposals that'
will fit the foundations' guidelines.
(V'

Service Clubs and Fraternal Men and Women's Associations

A large portiOryof our private funds are contributed by mon
and women's fraternal organizations and'service clubs, and our
Parents' Auxiliary. Most of these groups use the Center
facilities for raising funds through such activities as pot
luck suppers, carnivals, square dancing, crab feeds, Casino
Nights'and others. Aalannual benefit horse show, which is
conducted by the Sheriff's Posse, has been a very successful
fundraising event. All of the Center's buses are donated by
service clubs and/or individuals. One individual donated 3 buses.
Wills and Bequests

Wills and bequests are marvelous ideas to pursue. One way is
to contact all attorneys, and trust departments in banks, 4n
a city.
Names and addresses can usually be found in telephone
directories. The Center has had a number of wills which were
left in trusts. 1We had a "Mr. Anonymous" who was looking for
an "honest" agencyto help financially and to leave his money
to when he passed on.
Corporations ("National Directory of Corporate Charity")

16 million U.S. cbmpanies in the United Stated donated $2 billion
to charities in 1980. Most corporations have a.foundation; if
not a foundation, they have a Contributions Committe. We have
seen some very interesting things happening with corporations.
Some,of them are becoming more mare of. their role in helping
non-profit corporations within t eir co mmnities. More and
more, corporations are developing what they call C.I.T.
/i
(Community Involvement Teams)
These _ehm.s
are made up of
,
employoes who;visit charitable agencies to see how they can
help.
When they find one they want to help, they decide on
a suitable fundraising project. They then colwit themselves
to raise a certain amount of funds...whateverfthey can't raise
is matched by the company. foundation: One example in Saa
Francisco, which is also around the wpr.ld, is Levi Strauss.
.
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Levi Strauss has a C.I.T. team and this year they selected the
Center to support. They'committed themselves to raise $30 000
to replace our floor in the multi-purpose room. The team
coordinated their efforts with the Hyatt Regency in San
Francisco, who aareed to contribute all their funds from Tea
Dancing, in addition to the wishing fountain where coins are -On the
dropped daily. Their theme was "Panning for Gold".
opening day of the project, all of the T.V.'cameras were there
to televise our severely disabled children with "prospectors"
panning for gold (our staff). The managing directors from Levi
Strauss were there and the story made the T.V. evening news,
the newspaper and other media in San Francisco.

Another example of how corporations are working is Chevron
(Standard Oi/) who agreed to put up $32,000 to sponsor a
city-wide runathon to benefit the Center, in cooperation with
a local T.V. station. This took one year to organize. We
didn't raise as much money as we had hoped, but we got a lot
of visibility on T.V. and we learned from our mistakes. We
hope to try again next-yeat.
Marketing
If we have the budget cuts we have heard about, I believe that
future surviiial will be learning how to sell our products,
especially to the private sector, in creative, unique ways.
Creative marketing in recreation will, I believe, become very
prevalent in the 80's particularly in private agencies, as
well as public agenciè. The Center has actually been marketing
specific programs for tears, although we didn't call it that.
.

7

ccessful marketing is very much tied in and related to good
public relAions know how. Following are some selected examples
of how we have marketed some of our programs, and equipment and
supplies:

a.

.

We write a brief proposal for adopting and supporting a
specific program, for around $20,000 to $50,000 per year.
Some examples are as follows:
,

/

Mainstreaming After School Recreation programs for
disabled children.
*

Day care for autistic children.

*

Outreach for

*

eniOr citizens.

programs for severely disabled children.

. Pre-scho
1

*

Day Camp] for severely disabled children,

*

Homebound recreation for terMinally ill school children

*

Weekend Wilderness Camping, i.e., trip to Yosemite,
-trip to Tahoe for canoeing.

6

....%

..11'

Water ballet

Christmas parties
CamperShips

Parent/Child swim program
We write these up in a promotional package, and contact
foundations anfkcorporations.
b. Provide a van for Transportation - Donor name, letters eadh
year from each bus; can be a memorial.
te,

Service club
Individual
In honor of, etc.
c

Promote the need for

10,000 gallons of gasoline to fill our

gas pump.

d. Furnish an activity room, gymnasium, physical fitness appartus
table, chairs, play houses, sand boxes.
e. Wish-lists - projectors, typewriters, video tape

16
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III.

Sharing and Coordinating With Other Agencies
,Based upon the Center's 29 years of experience, we believe that
every community has the resources for initiating and/or expanding
recreation programs for its disabled. Every community has dedicated
volunteers willing and eager to help either in direct services,
or through contributions, and many of these persons are often
seeking an agency to support even though they may never have
been involved before with a disabled person. Almost all communities have voluntary health and welfare agencies, and it is
essential to cooperate, and coordinate with local, public, and
private health, educational, rehabilitation and other related
agencies in developing community resources for the disabled.
This is necessar Y for survival, especially if governmental funds
are being used. This avoids duplication of services among
agencies, and brings a force together to lobby for the good of
all agencies.

When I first started the Center, I found that agencies serving
There was no
the disabled had no communication with each other.
foruM for agencies working together to share experiences,-information, or to cpordinate services. We now have a Developmental
Disabilities Council, established about seven years ago, which
provides us with an opportunity to work together, to share
experiences, information and support. We also have a directory
listing all service agencies within the City and County of San
Francisco.
Today, many community agencies are consolidating their services,
facilities, financing and staff. The Center has, for years,
shared its resources_with other agencies. For example, the
Center:,
*

*

*

Shares all of its information and materials, nationally and
internationally.
Shares its fadilities for meetings, forums, workshops,
seminars, conferences, special events, and fundraising
activities.

Provides transportation for eleven other agencies serving
the disabled, such as Easter Seal, ARC, UCPA, and others;
in workshops, day care centers, àhools, independent living
centers, and others. This is d9he on a contractual arrangement.

*

Schools for disabled use our swimming pool and gymnasium.

*

Serves as a drop off center for school children whose parents
are not hothe.
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Provides reverse mainstreaming which is a continuous,
on-going program for able and disabled children and their
pareitts in swimming programs. "Teaching oarents to teach
their children to swim", ranging from infants, 3 months
old and up.
Serves 150 therapeutic swimmers from the general community
who are referred by their physicians for week warm water
These are persons who have had strokes, suffer
swimming.
from arthritis, burns, etc.
developed a Kindergym for able and disabled children:
inthe gymnasiUm.
Is exploring a new concept which is contracting with other:
cOunties (Recreation & Park Departments) in satellite
programming for recreation fOr school children.

Some of the agencies sharing its resources with the Center are
as follows:
Staff Training and Consulting Services

Department of Vocaional Rehabilitation
Universities and Colleges
Girl Scouts - Boy Scouts
Junior League
Co

unity Services

TIe Management Center

Department of Social Services
The Foundation Center

#

CommisSion on Aging
F a ilities and Programs are shared by:

i

11 creation and Park Department

_

The San Francisco Unified School District - TransportatiOn
YMCA - Resident Camp
YWCA - Swimming

Girl Scouts - Boy Scouts
Jewish Community Center
Community College District

171.

Commission on Aging
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rv.

A 20-Year Plan to Respond to. Trends - Projected Needs Expansion
of Programs for the Elderly
National statistics show that the adult pOpulation is inCreasing
very rapidly and it is estimated that by the year 2010, there
will be 40 million elderlyTeople in the United States.- The
Majority will not be institutionalized. Only 5% are in nursing
homeS at any one time, which means that 95% will remain in the
home and in the community. The current and future needs for
this population, as outlined by the Administration
on Aging, will
be the establishment of multi-purpose centers that will provide,
through- a comprehensive and coordinated system, for social
services, nutrition, transportation, out,reach information and
referral, homemaker services, and transportation.
These needs can only be fulfilled through cooperation among all
community agencies and organizations in advocacy, identification,
political involvement, coordination or services, ,;And the provision
of recreation and socialization programs.
In order to continue to meet these needs of the elderly population,
the,Center has developed a 20-year plan, part of which calls for
the construction of a day care multi-purpose Center for the aging.
The program will emphasize socialization activities which will
develop self-help skills, improve physical functioning, enhance
self esteem, acquire and share new interests and hobbies, through
such,activities-as physical fitness, swimming, gymnastics, cooking,
cultural arts and hobbies, music, dance, parties, and trips and
excursions into the community.

Expansion of Services for the Mentally Ill/Mentallv .etarded
The mentally ill/mentally retarded is a growing population d
better assessment and identification, and because some of !the
persons have been released to the community from state institutions. A recent State of California survey indicated that there,
are 240 mentally ill/mentally retarded ready to return to''the
San Francisco community to live in board and care homes, proVided:
they Ran be asssured of recreation and socializatiOn programs
that OM include them five days each week.
The Center pians,to construct a day care facility for the mentall,
ill/mentally retarded, where they will have access to the sWimming
pool, gymnasium, socialization and nutrition programs-at the
Center five days each week. Here, they will be taught the basics
of'self-help and independent living skills such as Cooking, personal
grooming, adult education ps needed, and socialization skills.
Leisure education relatdd skills will also be an intergral part
of the program to facilitate the participants' independent
leisure functioning.
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Continued Mainstreaming of Severely Disabled Children and/Adults
One of the primary goals of the Center, for Over a period of 30
years,,has-been that df (mainstreaming) integration of the
severely disabled into community-based programskiwith the non'disabled citizen.
This has required a specially designed program
of education; training of staff, and shared resources in order
to provide a continuum of services to the disabled population.
Because the Center has facilities such as the swimming pool,
gymnasium, and a large recreation center building (equipped
with a stage, activity rooms, etc.), the staff has encouraeed
"reverw, mainsteming" of the non-disabled population. For
examOld, parents of non-disabled children and their child, and
parents of the disabled Child and their child, are taught
swimming for infants. P rents of both groups ate taught how to
swim and how to teach th ir childrento swim. These programs
are conducted several tiies each week for groups of 15 to 25
disabled and non-disabled children and parents. In addition,
a "Kindergym" program for disabled and non-disabled children
is cOnducted in tge-gymnasium on a weekly basis. This is a
parent participation program. in Which children learn gross motor
and social skills as they explore their environment, meet new
friends and enjoy diverse, colorful play equipment.

Need for Education and Training of Persons
in Recreation in Developing Countries
Because of almost 30 years of service, the Center is recognized
nationally and internationally as a pioneer and a model in
developing recreation, education, Socialization, and health
care programs for the severely disabled of all races and
creeds.
The Center has not only successfully pioneered a wide
variety of programs to fit the needs of all types of severely
disabled individuals from/infants to the elderly in the City and
County of San Francisco, California; but it has shared its
expertise nationally and internationally through lectures,
wdrkshops, conferences, seminars, films and through'voluminous
--Written materials.
Since the Center is partially .supported through federal funds,
governmental agencies at-all "levels are aware of its programs
and use its faCilities aS resources for information and referrals.
As a resiblt, indivicluals and groupsfrom around the world visit
the Center althost ddily.
On a' yearly basis, a minimum of 25 college
-and university students spend an entire sdOester at the Center
where they undergo an intensive internship'in all phases of the
program which is a requirement for their undergraduate and graduate
degrees:
'

17J
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As a result of the national significance of the Center's program,
the heavy demands upon the Center for its use as a unique
laboratory for training professionals, students, volunteers
and others, ahs grown beyond all expectations and well beyond
its ability to fulfill these requests in its present facilities
and programs.
In order to meet those needs, the Center /s planning to build
an educational training and conference facility with dormitories,
where low income and *international students, professionals,
recreators, educators, and others could stay for a semester
In the past, many students
of studies or a weekend-conference.
frOm various parts of the United States and abroad have made
knquiries about training and education at the Center, but have
ftPund that the cost of motels and hotels was prohibitive fortheir incomes, and they were, therefore, unable to pursue their
training opportunities.
Currently, and in the future, the recreation profession greatly-'
needs individuals from a variety of iithnic backgrouns to better
serve the total needs of the community. The availability of
education andtraining at the conference site would encourage
these individuals to enter the profession and to develop expertise in this "area.

The Center also hag plans to develop and publish a wide variety
of handbooks for initiating and implementing recreation programs
for the disabled and to disseminate these materials nationally
and internationally. In addition, some of the current staff of
These
the Center will be serving as Interrfational Consultants.
are staff who plan to take a leave of absence for'a year or more
to travel, to lecture, and to assist whereVer needed.

Training oppOrtunities available now at the Center are listed
Examples of professionals who have visited the
in Appendix4A.
Center are Visted in Appendix B.
Conclusions:

Serving persons with multi-disabilities, and those who have
been institutionalized for long periods of time, means getting
involved in transportation, liaison yith_community agencies,
nutrition, sociaLservices, developmental needs of children,
and educational aspects essential for them to gain maximum
bpnefits from recreation and leisure time pursuits.
It is also necessary to educate; advocate and to become politically
involved, in order to develop community awareness and financial
support. We have to learn-how to package and market our programs*
with the private sector, such as faandations, corporations, and
service clubs, and it is essential to communicate, cooperate and
coordinate with all other public and private-Agencies serving
the disabled.

1 7 .1
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Each community ull'irde-ntify the needs of its special population,
and examine the resources to meet those needs. Every community
has the potential of starting or expanding programs. The key is
commitment to the rights of disabled individuals, recognition
of their n!aeds and a determination to provide service's to meet
Begin small, with a focus on quality programs,
those needs.
not on numbers. Only through quality programs will disabled
individuals be able to reach their potentials and take their
place in the mainstream of society.
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APPENDIX A

EDUCATIONAL

LthRIENCES

offered by the'

SAN FRANCISCO
RECREATION CENTER FOR THE HANDICAPPED, INC.
Visitations:

4

Individuals and agency representatives are welcome to arrange a
tour of the Center at any time. Visitors will receive an overall
orientation,' a tour of the facility, an opportunity to talk with
staff and to observe programs. The scheduled visit can be
a.deptqd to meet the needs and expressed interests of individual
guests.
For example, if you are most interested in Aquatics"
programs and facilities, the majority ofyour time can be spent
in this area.
Volunteer Pla2erents:
Through ourl well-developed volunteer program, individuals can arrange
a "hand on" experience in any one of the agency's five Divisions.
Assignm'ents to Division programs can be arranged for any day/of the'
week, Monday-Saturday. Volunteers interact in the program *it as
part of the staff team, assisting to carry out pre-planned recreation
activities including Aquatics, Gym games and sports, weight room
workouts, Arts & Crafts, Music & Drama, special events, and much, muc;
more.

Volunteers are given an orientation to the agency, including film and
tour.
Their hours are kept in a permanent record file along with a
general evaluation of the volunteer's work in hisYher assigned-area.
The Coordinator oS Volunteers can include hours, assignment requirements and evaluation comments in a letter of recommendation or referer
upon request from tile individual volunteer.
Field Study Placements:

Field Study Students-frequently contact the Coordinator of Volunteers
for placements which are required by their school, college or universj
Field Study Placements are usually individualized according to the requirements of the specific instructor or department curriculum.
Generally,
the student attends a volunteer ortentation, followed by
a personal interview.
During the interiew the studeat and the
Coordinator of Volunteers can review the field study requirements and
make necessary arrangements to facilitate an appropriate placement.

Field Study students have aPplied to.the Center individually; and as
groups for single or multi-day placements, ranging from several weeks,
a regular three month semester, or for an extended period of time.rnternships:

The Center offers p structured one semester internship which is certi-'\
\
'fled by the California Park & Recreation Soctigpty, and conforms to the

-2dddd

recluiremen'cs.
National Therapeutic Recreation-SocietV internshi
including summer
scmes
or
The agency can accommodate six. interns p r
,dAidying
in a variety
Students from all over the worl
session.
interRecreation
Center's
the
of disciplines, have participated in in
program
each of thefive
ship programs. Students are Placed
planning, implementation
participate
in
program
DiVisions where they
Internships
also include
and valuation as part of the staff team.
Board
role and
orierttation toeTeneral agency operation including
facility management,
tunction, budget arid finance, grant writing,
and procedures and
transportation coordination, personnel policies
supervision
,

H-w to Arrarwe for Educational

E:f2L-iliences:

Betty Miller,
To arranse for any of the above experience,5, contact you desire
Identify what experience
Coordinator of Volunteers.
the necessary arrongements or
and projected dates. Betty will_ make
,
send you the appropriate applications.

Betty Miller
Inc.
Recreation Center for the Handicapped,
207 Skyline Boulevard
94132
San Francisco, CA.
(415)

665-4100

I;
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APPENDfx B

EXAMPLES OF COUNTRIES WHO HAVE VISITED
THE RECREATION CENTER IN RECENT YEARS
Ce, nter has enj'byed.visits from hundreds of professionals and
private citizens from around the world, including medical doctors,
nurses, administrators froMihuman service and rehabilitation
agencies, educators, dieticians, government officials, physical
educatorA.and recreation professionals,

Th

Outlined below is a list of the various agencies who have sent
representatives to the Center,_or who have requested and received
information.
EUROlt,E

Social worker, Cehtre de C-AiChe, Verneuil, FRAN E
Social Director, Ministry for Family, Youth & S Oil' t, BERLIN
Head teacher, Glencryan School, Cumbernauld, SCO LAND
JAP4N:

40 social workers
30 Special EducatOn teachers
OA language E_;pecialist
Deputy Director of HOme for Low Dexelopmentally Disabled, and
two reporters
Group of 20 -social workers, counselors,andnurses
Group of.seven participants in Social Welfare Seminar 'held in
San Francisco: Child care worker, Clinical Psychologist,
Medical doctor, Case worker for mentally retarded, Senior
child card laorkdr,.Administrative staff member, Braille Library
rehabilitation trainer for blind, graduate spciar worker, and

interveter.
pirector of'Social Welfare;

JAPAN

CANADA:

Teacher from Recrdation Administration Departmeqt, MOunt Royal
College, Calgary, CANADA. Makes an annual visit to the Center
and stays at the Center for four days, working in program.along
with staff.
VARIOUS OTHER, COUNTRIES

Director, Department of Special Educat on, Santiago, CHILE
Director, Rehabilitation Institute for Crippled Children,
Santiago, CHILE
INDONESIAN Consulate representatives
Group of French speaking doctors and Ministers of State from
several, AFRICAN countries:
MOROCCO, CAMEROON, ETEIOPIA, ALGERIA,
THE CONGO.
President, Egyptian Society for Vental Health, EGYPT
Columnist, China Times,'TAIWAN
Dance InstrUctress, Kingston, JAMAICA
Doctor, De artment of Human Movement & Recreation Studies,
University of WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Director, rnstituto de RehabilitacionInfantil, Santiago, CHILE

7

j

Requets for Information and/or Literature
EUROP.E:

CheShire Home, Avon, ENGIIIIND
Social worker, Greenhill House,
ENGLAND
Social worker, George Bell House, London,
Society, London, ENGLAND
Director/President, Multiple'SclerOsis
Professor, Technische Universitat, Raum, GERMANY
t-~AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND:

Hospital, Artarmon, AUSTRALIA
Recreation Officer, Royal North Short FitnessCouncil for Sport
Section Organizer, Queensland' National
and,Physical Education,. Brisbane, AUSTRALIA gehabilitation of
Research Coordinator, Akistralian Council for
Surry7Hills, NSW, AUSTRALIA
WelfareMelbourne, AUSTRALIA
Social Worker, Institute -of Social Limbless
'Association,
Walfare Officer, CiVilian Maimed &
amperdown, AUSTRALIA

VARIOUS FOREIGN COUNTRIES:
Center', Pundacio Para el
Members Documentation and Information CaracasAENEZUELA
Desarrollo_de la Educacion:ESPeclal,
Recreation Advisory Council,
Member.; NeWfoundland and Labrador
St.' Johns, NEWFOUNDLAND
of Physical Education,
Instructor, Lakshmibai National College
Saktinager,- INDIA
Santurce, PUERTO RICO
Director', Fundacio Para ServIcios a Nino,
SCOtIA
Cou.ncil .for Disabled, Halifax, NOVA
COunselor,IRecreation
de'Pedagogia Terapetuica y Educacion
$Ocial'worker,,InstitutO
bEspecial, Bogota, COLUMBIA
Handicapped, Durban, AFRICA
WOrker,.'St,Giles Association for the
Iranian Society for
Deputy DirectOr General-, National Tehran, IRAN
Rehabilitation of the Disabled,
del Ciego, La Plata,
Sodial Worker/Nurse, Institute Integral
ARGENTINA
.1

CANADA:

say, NOVA SCOTIA
/Parks & Recreation Director, Glace
School,
London, ONTARIO
Ilea,chey, London South Secondary
VANCOUVER
for
Children,
Rehab worker, Sunnyhill Hospital
BRITISH
COLUMBIA
Coordinatoi, Special,Programs, Burnaby,
Physical Education,
Rehab Supervisor, Department of
Moncton, NEW BRUNSWICK
Community & Social services,
Social worker, Ministry/ of
40
Toronto, ONTARIO,
for the
Recreation Coordinator, Saskachewan Assockation
Ventally Retarded, SASKATOON
Acadia University,
Coordihator, Recreation Curricultim
Wolfville,. NOVA SCOTIA

u
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Reauerts for Informaton and/or,Literature
CANADA continoed.

Aquatit Planner,,Alberta Culture, Youth & Recreation, Rcreation
Services to Special Groups, Edmonton, ALBERTA.
.15Er
Centre de Documentatioy, ForMation des Maitres, Ontreal,
Program Director, Camp/Caroline, Edmonton, ALBERTA
Supevisoru'Recreational Development for the Handicapped, City of
Grande Prairie, ALBERTA
Volunteer Coordinator, Surrey Parks & Recreation Commission,
Surrey, BRITISH COLUMBIA
Information Officer, KiAnsmen Centre for the Handicapped,
Resource
SASKATOON
Assistant Psychologist, De'partment of Health &'Social Development,
Brandon, MANITOBA
Supervisor, Special Services, Calgary Parks & Recreation. Dept.,
Calgary, ALBERTA
Handicapped Program Supervisor, Y.M.C.A. of Greater'VANCOUVER
Department of Recreation, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, ONTARIO
Consultant Psychologist, London, London & District Crippled
Childrents Treatment, Center, London, ONTARIO
Recreaticn Therapist, Pearson Hospital, VANCOUVER
Technical 'Assistant, Information Services Canadian Parks/Recreation,
Association, Vanier City, OTTAWA
'Acting-Chairrian, Saskatchewan Association for the Mentally Retarded,
Regina, SASKATCHEWAN
Librarian, National Institute on Mental Retardation, ONTARIO.,"
Technician in Recreology, Hospital St. Vincent, Ottawa, ONTXRIO
,
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Por
(ProjectMAY)
A Protect to assist youth serving agencies in planning. developing, implemnting, promoty and evaluating a 'collaborative program to mainstream
handicapped youth in repute? programs..
1

PROJECT DIRECTOR GRACE 0 910r1iIOLDS
PROJECT OFFICER WILLIAIA A HICIMAN, JR

P 0 floa 1781, Longview. Washington ge632
Phone 1208/ 577-0243

AGENDA
MAINSTREAMING ACTIVITIES FOR YOUTH
Dallas/Ft. Worth Airport N. Holiday Inn
Hwy. 114 & Esters Rd.
Irving (Dallas), Texas 75062
(214) 255-7147

Febkfrx 1, 1981

- Sunday.

ROOM

SESSION'

10:00\a. m.

-

1:00 p. m.

Foyer area

Registration-

12:00 noon

-

1:45 p. m.

Mexico 2

Staff brieftng lunch
SESSION

200 p. m.
2:30 p.-6.

-

-

2:30 p. m.

France &
Japan

I

00en1ng - Introductions
-0

Keynote address

3:00 p. m.

The Inclusive Mainstream
Allen R. Sulliyan, Dallas Independent
School District
3:00 p. m. -

Consumer Panel-Parent Panel

3:45 p. m.

A Consumer's Point of View About
Mainstreaming
Panel

Jamy Black McCole, Modrator,
United Cerebral Palsy
Don Drewry
Linda Johnstone
Mickey Keller
Mrs. Michelson
3:45 p, m.

-

4:00 p. m.

4:00 p. m.

-

5:00 p. m.

Break

United
Kingdom,
Germany,
France &
Japan

Mainstreaming: Persbnal Values
(Manual I)
Small group discussion

19 A.
'
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0

of
A Iowa of the Hipbone Councol alibi, Young Men's Chtostsen Assoesetsons
. the Untied States of A mama Corporate Body National Board of Young
,
Afen's Claw:urn Associations A special aftsieci al the Untied States Departntent of Education. Office of Boatel Education end Rehabdostoye Services
Olive if SPItml &fussiness.
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February 1, 1981 - Sunday
4:00 p. m.

-

5:00 p. m.

6:30 p. m.

6:00 p. m.

ROOM

Foyer Area

SESSION
Facl1itators

Resource

Daryl D. Jenkins,
Project MAY
Grace D. Reynolds,
Project MAY
Barbara Sanchez,
North Texas State
John Sevier,
Boy Scouts of America

Michael Ballew,
Boy Scouts of America
Wes Jurey,
Boy Scouts of America
Carrington Mason,
Boy Scouts of America
Randy Routon,
Texas Woman's University

Reception - No Host
SESSION II

6:30 p. m.

-

8:30 p. m.

Mexico 2

Dinner

Guest Speaker - Tools for Mainstreaming
Michal Anne Lord, Parks & Recklation

SESSION III

February 2, 1981 - Monday
9:00 a. m.

10:30 a. m..

France &
Japan

1.

Project DARE
Gordon Howard, North Texas State University

2.

Project ARTS
Randy Routon, Texas Woman's University

3.

Agency Resources _
Michael Ballew, Boy Scouts of America
CarringtonOason, Boy Scouts of America

Break

10:30 a. m. - 10:45 a. m.

10:45 a. m. - 12:00 noon

Area Resources for You

United
KingdoM,
Germany,,

France A
Japan

19j

Mainstreaming: A Guide to Developing A Prosram
(Manual II)
Small group discussion
Facilitators

Resource

Daryl D. Jenkins,
Project MAY
Grace D. Reynolds,
Project MAY
Barbara Sanchez
North Texas State
University
John Sevier,
Boy Scouts of
America

Michael Ballew,
Boy Scouts of America
Wes Jurey,
Boy Scouts of America
Carrington Mason
Boy Scouts of America
Randy Routon,
Texas Woman's University

Agenda
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February 2, 1981
12:00 p. m.

-

nday

":p. m.

1:

ROOM

SESSION

Mexico 2

Luncheon

Making it Work With Your Resources
Claidine Sherrill, Texas Woman's Univer ity
SESSION IV
2:00 p. m. -

3:00 p. m.

United
Kingdom,
Germany,
France &
Japan

Mainstreaming: Your Personal Guide
(Manual III)

110

Small group discussion
Facilitators'

Resource

Daryl D. Jenkins,
Michael Ballew,
Project MAY
Boy Scouts of America
Grace D. Reynold,
Wes Jurey,
Project MAY
Boy Scouts of America
Barbara Sanchez,
Carrington Mason, - liorth Texas State
Boy Scouts of America
University
Randy Routon,
John Sevier,
Texas Woman's University Boy Scobts.of America
3:00 p. m. -

3:15 p. m.

Break
NOTE:

3:15 p.

-

5:15 p. m.

3:15 p.

-

4:15 p. m.

Mexico 2

People putting up posters in the United
Kingdom, Germany, France & Japan Rooms
could do.so at this time.

Demonstrations
A.

Activities for the Developmentally
Disabled Participant - Youth participation
Jackie Vaughan, Teocas

4:15 p. m. -

5:15 p. m.

B.

oman's University

Sports Programs Opportunities

Wayne Pound, Lighthouse - Tarrant
Association for the Blind
5:15 p.

7:15 p. m.

United
Kingdom,
Germany,
France A
Japan

County

Poster Sharing Social

Linda Barnes, Texas Woman's University
You don.'t want to miss this opportunity to
socialize and share program ideas from
many groups

DINNER ON YOUR OWN

Agenda
Mainstreaming Activities
far Youth
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February 3, 1981 - Tuesday

ISESSION

ROOM
4P

SESSION V
Concurrent Sessions
8:30 a.m. -

9:50 a. m.

1.

France

Aquatics

Grace D. Reynolds, Project MAY
2.

Japan

Youth Club and Group Work

John Sevier, Boy Scouts of America
Break

9:50 a.m. - 10:00 a. m.

4.

-Coht6rent Sessions

1,

1000° a.

11:36 a

m

1.

France

-4

Camp Programming
Marsha Reid, Texas Woman's University

2.

Japan

Community Programming

Linda Barnes, Texas Woman's University
12:00 noon -

2:00 p. m.

Luncheon

Mexico 2

Quo Vadis

Wrap Up
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TOOLS FOR MAINSTREAMING
by

Michal Anne Lord
Parks and Recreation
Austin, Texas

What is recreation? I see it as a necessary part of human development
that enables an individual to explore their full potential through a variety
of activities.

Now, think 6ack-to when you_wereathild or,
4

ryOU have children, think

back to_when they-were3','4; 5, 6, maybe 7.
An able-bodied child spent most
of-hiT free time in play, generally simple play.
It involved some form of
physical activity - running, hopping or jumping.
It involved physical achievement - I learned to ride that bike, I was able to jump three feet.
It might
involve some kind of competition whether it is baseball, football,, kick-the-can
or whatever and/or it involves 5ports, physically oriented play.
Play offers
an opportunity for.children to learn important skills such as socialization,
the whole idea of getting along with your neighbor, being able to play an
entire whatever.
It offers the opportunity for peer interaction.- Someone has
to decide who is going to bring the ball to play, or "yeah, well all right,
I'll let you play with my ball", whatever the peer interaction is.
Play
affords the opportunity for learning of group dynamics and leadership; when you
think about children, there is always a leader who emerges.
Play also affords the opportunity for self esteem.
"I did learn how to
ride thatebike, all by myself, no training wheels." A sense of fulfillment,
of accomplishment and many other skilft are necessary for daily living. The
majority of what you are today was learned through play. You may not realize
that, but I think if you really think far back or if you watch children today,
that is what is happening.
Recreation is a human experience which allows us
to say who we are.
If you think about that, everything you do in your free
time really does talk about who you are, what kind of personality.
I enjoy
camping, and that doesn't necessarily mean that I am an outdoors type, but I
do enjoy doing that.
Someone who reads a great deal as my mother does, are
bookish - maybe, maybe not.
like to sew or paint or something like
that, people say that person is eally creative.

Our leisure does dictate our personality. 'We do use our leisure to say
who we are.
It is a means of self expression by recreating; and rdcreating
for both the able-bodied person and the disabled-bodied person. That is the
premise we want to talk about and that q, what this whole conference is allput.
It is a human experience that everyonie, whether they are disabled or ablebodied, needs and can enjoy.

Tools for Mainstreaming
One more definition we need to talk about is mainstreaming. Yotvprobably
I want to address one that combines
have heard many different definitions.
Normally, or in
look
at
in
terms'of
mainstream.
everything and says what I
That is
educational
setting.
most cases, we think of mainstreaming in an
generally
thought
of
as having
where it all got started and mainstreaming is
disattedarti-non.tdisabple.dchildren in the same classroom for educational
In recreation, I believe mainstreaming is a process of physically
purposes.
and socially integrating handicapped individuals with their peers in activiOes
within the most appropriate environment. You notice I use appropriate as
It is the process of moving the
opposed to least restrictive environment.
It
handicapped individual from directed to self-directed use of leisur'e time.
non-handicapped
and
is a physical and social integration of handicapped and
while moving the disabled person from directed to self-directed use of leisure
The Oursuit of
That's what mainstreaming is in terms of recreation.
time.
need
of
the mainstream of
leisure through recreational actiyities' is the basic
It is also'a basic community
I think we will all agree to that.
society.
service provided to the mainstream of society and that is why you are here, so
However, to meet the needs ald desires of
that you can broaden that scope.
the disabled with respect to recreation and leisure, community programs should
It
allow the individual to learn appropriate behaviors in leisure settings.
Remember
is not only about how to play ball, but includes behaviors as well.
we said that the able-bodied child learns all these skills in play. Many
disabled children are never given that chance to play so they do not develop
when
many of those behaviors ind skills so we have to address these behaviors
Such
programs
should
also
provide
opporwe are talking about mainstreaming.
tunities for individuals to practice their skills of interaction through
participation in a variety of recreational activities. Often we sort of say,
"Here, this is how you play ball, this is how you swim," but then we never
give them a chance to practice that in the real world.
muSt
To make mainstreaming work, a fundamental theme of human differences
borrow
some
words
from
a
gentleman.
be accepted and applied and I am going to
His name is James Paul and he wrote with Several other authors a book called
They happen to be eduCators, but I think
Mainstreaming, a Practical Guide.
"Respecting human differences goes far
their philosophy is in the T-TaT line.
When differences are
beyond merely tolerating or accepting differences.
accepted, no two individuals are seen as exactly alike. Within everY setting
individuals differ along the dimension of achievement, intellectual ability,
coordination, creativity, leadership, sociability.. The attitude of respect
for human,differences places val e on individuality, on the recognition of
individual strengths and vieakne es and on the development of personal relationships in which differences are alued."
In most,
Think about it, some of us n this room are probably diSabled.
chair,
or
have
We
are
not
sitting
in
a
w4pel
the disability is not visible.
If
you
think
about
the
dog
or
hearing
aid
or
whatever.
a cane or seeing eye
qitterent
when
it
comes
right
down
to
non-disabled population, all of us are
respecting
is
it
any
different
than
When7we_can respect those difference*
it.
might
the differences of a disabled person who might have that wheel chair, or
It is a
aid,
or
whatever
the
case
may
be.
have that cane, or that hearing
Now, I have laid the foundat4gn, philosophically speaking, .
question of respect.
so let us get down to the-tools for mainstreaming,
.
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Tools far Mainstreaming
, let us see how recreation mainstreaming can be actualized, how it can
really be put into practice.
"Terrific, you have me aware and.I am all
excited,
How do I go about doing all of this?" Recreation mainstreaming can
be actualized through a series of support systems and components which are
necessary for providing opportunities for,normalization. What I want to do
for the rest of the time is look at these tools for mainstreaming. I divide
them up intothree support systems. There are program supports, physical
supports, and people supports. Within each of these support systems there
are a series of components, functions, goals - whatever you want to call them,
that we as professionals committed to Mainstreaming need to seek after and
accomplish, if in fact, we are going to-mainstream acfivities for youth.
So
let us look at these program supports and what As entailed in that support
system.

First of all, I think you have 'ho look at the whole idea of individualiSomebody's going to say, "Individualization.
That is going to cost
me a pretty penny to plan for every person that goes through the Y." I am
not saying that totally.
What I am saying is that you need to be aware of
and meet, or at least atteMptto meet, the individual' 'needs, interests, and
desires.
That doesn't mean you have to go plan a little activity for Johnny
over here just because he is in a wheel chair. He can play ball with the
rest of them, but you have to be dWare of his' specific needs.
He can not run,
but what can he do? He can wheel, but he doesn't have enough use of his ems.
Tony will push him.
He want% to play ball - that's neat, that's an interest,.
that's desire.
Be aware of individual needs, desires and interests. Also,
think that individualization goes to the point that if we are going to do
swimming, not everyone has to swim-with the Australian crawl.
I. am not a
swimmer, but some of.you may be.
If Johnny has to swim floating on his back
and doing it this way with one arm, that's all right. That's individualized
for hiS needs, but he is still swimming with everybody. Do you understand
what I am saying when I say individualized?
zation.

)

The second factor in terms of the program supports is a need to focus on
the strengths and the abil4ties of the individual, not on the disability.
So
often we, as a society, look at that wheel chair first and not the person.
We think about a handicapped individual.
Handicapped is an adjective, it
describes that individual, but the noun is the individual. We should look at
that person who just happens to be sitting in a wheel chair.
I happen to
wear glasses and am wearing a blue blazer and have a bum knee.
Those, are my
descriptions, not my abilities. We try to focus on the abilities and
strengths of the person sitting in the wheel chair and try to maximize those
and not his disability.
We ask, "What can he do" rather than "What can't he
-do?"' He can't walk, what does it matter? He can swim, he can throw-Taball,
he can do other things.
The thfrd thing is that we need to incorporate or try to plan progressive
or developmental recrgation experiences. What does that mean? You can not
expect someone to play baseball if they do not know what a bat and ball are.
You can't expect someone to play baseball if they have never thrown a ball.
There are many people who have bever done that so we have to start at wherever
an indivi,dual is and work to progreSlthim developmentally and progressively
Often wheft-rmt-think "Mainstream" we think it is
to his ultimate potential.
Most of the time it is gray.
either black or it is white.
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The fourtn thing is that we need to make sure that we offer skill
development and the opportunity to"practice-this skill.a If we teach someone
to bpwl or teach someone to swim or whatever the case might be, if we don't
allow them the opportunity to really practice those skills we have taught
them, what is the use of doing it? They are not really being able to put
So we can't just say, "Here, learn this
those in practice in society then.
We'fiave to giVe them that chance to
skill", and then forget about it.
Along with that comes the need to provide opporactualize it in society.
tunities to exercise choice of activities. Those of us who te in'therapeutic
recreation probably are really at fault for not giyingtire special, populationS
an opportunity to make choices. It is very easy to do'everythipg4Or.them.
Wfare going to
We are going to take care of them.
I mean, that's our job.
They are goini
We
are
going
to-provide
this.
plan this recreation program.
If we gave them the opportunity to choose and direct themselves,
to have fun.
we would-54 out .of our jobs.- If they can't choose what they want to do in
Isn't that
their leisure time, have we really begun tO reach 9ormalization?
what
we
want
to
do
in our
one of the things we treasure the most, we choose
That
is
your
chOice,
no
one
is
free time? ."I don't want to do anything."
If
you
think
about
this,
telling us that we will not do anything- right now.
that's the essence of our independency.The fifth thing is the quality of recreational opportunfty. What does
I think it is really fine to say "Our programs are open to the
that mean?
Msabled. We'll mainstream, this is super", but if we don't provide them
equal equality in terms of facilities, or programs, or personnel, what does
that mean? We can't say. "We provide services for the handicapped" and give
I think a perfect example is
That is not equality.
them second rate stuff.
"We are going to offer swimming for the disabled." Swimming is offered for
everybody else all over the cit Y, but the disabled have to come to this one
That means they have to bus all
That's not really equality.
pool to swim.
In
some
cases
that
is
all
we
can do because of accessib4lity
over the place.
and that is understandable, but the goals should be the same as whatever
John Q. Public hassince the disabled are a part of John Q. Public, they
should also have the same opportunities, Equality of recreational opportuniI don't,know how many of you do hi-gh risk programming,
ties is necessary.
canoeing, horseback riding, whatever; now ttese are hard ones to let a
We might hurt ourselves
They might hurt themselves.
handicapped person do.
If I have
That is where it really gets down to the equality issue.
too.
equally
has
that
right
and that is
the right to take risks, &disabled person
what I mean when I talk about equality of recreation opportunity.
It is good if you have all these programs and you plan to be individu
weaknesses, but if you
ized and you plan to focus on the strengths a
to
are, what good is
haven't discovered tte handicipped and wher
identification
of
have a program? Therefore, we need a recrUitme t method and
them,
bring
them
the handicapped. We have to be able to find them, identify
I can learn
into our program. That may be the hardest thing we have to do.
how to work with the disabled, how to push a wheel chair and guide a blind
person, but no one really teaches me how to identify them, hoW to recruit them.

,4?

.i

That is very important.
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Leisure educ tion is particularlylimportant.
Basically, leisure
education boils d wn to about four different facts:
1.

It is t e actual skill development, teaching how to bowl or whatever.
1

I

2.

It is community resource awareness,
Once we have taught disabled
individUals how to bowl, we have to teach them whera to go to bowl,
when thay can go, what it Costs, is it seasonal, do you go alone or
in grous? We take too many of these things for granted.
1

1

3.

It entails socialization, just being out in Ihe.public and knowing
what-to do.
Once again, most of this we have learned through
observa ion, but a disabled person has not had that opportunity.

4.

It is d veloping leisure values or attitudes.
Leisura is important.
Leisure it a basic need and does contribute to the quality of life.
Now we .robably need to do that with everybody in this room.
Being a recreator, I am one of the worst to recreate.
Even though I
know itlis important, I haven't made application to my owm life so
lialue a0d attitude is something we need to do with everyone, not
just the disabled. -.

The part that pulls all these pieces together is called the continuum of
That me.ns having something for everyone at all functioning levels.
An earlier sess1on talked about having very specialized; segregated programs
where we really teach some skills and address some specific needs; that's one
end of the spectruM.
Then you get out here on the other end and you have a
fully integrated program where John Doe, who happens to be in a wheel chair,
says, "I'm going to go take that karate clast over there", and does. But not
everybody can start at the integrated end.
They are not ready, they ,are not
skilled.
If they go now, they are going to fail and they may never ever
Somewhere in this continuum is a place
recreate again.
That is frightening!
for them to begin Old we have to know where and advise and eventually work
them up through the continuum. There are those that might start in the middle
and never ever get to that integrated experience, but nevertheless, they are
still having their ieeds met and their rights met in terms of !vying
recreational services.
services.

Last, but not east in terms of program support, is that we need to .
provide a sense of chievement, fulfillment and satisfaction and fun, hopefully to the highest level and hopefully in the most appropriate environment.
If we don't feel go d about what we do in our free time, if we aren't meeting
some basic needs an satisfyipg them, if we are not having any fun, we do not
have the motivation p come back and recreate that activity. This is the
I don't like to play
whole crux of recreaiion: Think about what we do.
tennis, that's nothihg against tennis, but I find it boring; probably because
I receive no sense of fulfillment, satisfaction, or fun
I can't play it welU.
All of us experience
when it comes to tenhis and I'm not going to do it again.
that sense of feeling, all of us have that need and so do the disabled.

.i
,

i

,

,

p
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real
Let us look at that seCond support_system which is probably the
nitty gritty if we are administratorS - accessibility, transportation and .
If we are to orovtde a mainstreaming program, we do need to address
funds.
accessible to the handicapped
these areas. We h e to have a facility that is
It may be simply
those
barriers.
n in mind to remove some of
or at least a p l/v
in
one
of
the
stalls in the
a ramp to the f ront door, maybe a couple of rails
Maybe
the
the
swimming
pool.
bathroom, maybe liportable 'lift swing in
it
so
we
have'to
look
for
alternafacility,is such we can't afford to adapt
effort
physically
to
make
the'
tives, but first we must try to make that
It's great when we have our program geared to accept
facilities accessible.
the handicapped and mainstream them, but if we can't get them into the place
where the program is, what can we do? We can move the program to another
l
Sometimes we are just short of places.
place.

.

That brings up another part of-that physical support system which ls
Transportation is probably the number one barrier to leisure
transportation.
We know someone will say, "It is because I can't
activities for the disabled.
that most
That's not it. We have too many laws going for us now so
get in."
It really is a question of
places are becoming more and more accessible.
It
is
lreat
for
us
to
say,
"We
have
a program that', ,open; a
getting there.
building that's accessible, you can come on in"; but if they can't-glt there
to
because they don't have the support system - mommy or daddy or the bus
transportation
'transport them, it is no good. Whether or not we should provide
address
is an expensive issue to address, but it certainly is,a barrier we must
with our eyes open because it will affect our program. If we -can't afford to
transport the people, it will affect our mainstreaming efforts. That doesn't
expecting,twentymean that the mainstreaming efforts will fail, but if we were
and
only
five
come,
transportation
five people in the mainstreaming program
If you are working with institutions or agencies,
may well be the problem.
transportation
which helps some of your problems, but
often they have their own
transportation will probably be the largest and, biggest barrier to overcome.
The biggest
The third part of physical supports is funding .- the dollars.
to'
cost
me
money
and we just'
excuse for not mainstreaming is, "Well, it's going,
There
are
many
Yes
and
no.
don't have money in the budget to mainstream."
without
having
to call
ways to practice mainstreaming components and techniques
coMmitment,
if
for
no
There will have tobe a financial
up the dollars.
Transother reason, the additional staff, but we can always use volunteers.
with
another
portation can, perhaps,,come from volunteers or A cooperation
We are not talking
Some financial commitment is probably necessary.
ageniy.
this for an
megabucks necessarily so we should not let our administrators use
excuse for not having the program.
,

most
People support is the last support system and probably one of the
important support systems in terms of mainstreaming activitibs for youth.
because
Probably the number one thing, and I am biased, is a qualified staff
For a group of nondisthe staff people make the difference in any activity.
arbitrator,
is
the
model,
the
role
model,
abled people, the staff person
for
the
disabled
4s well.
We must have qualified staff
whatever is needed.
logistically
possible
in
terms
of budgets
However, I know that often it is not
I would certainly ask that those in hiring positions
and bAher restraints.
g
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hire a qualified person if that means a degree in therapeutieNcreation or
recreation.
We can find many, many capable people to do the job.
I think.the
key is their sensitivity, their awareness, their honestx in dealing with
people, their respect Of their fellow man. We can train them how to push a
wheel chair or guide vblind person or evehsign to a deaf person, but we
cannot teach that sensitivity.
That is inborn, that is there.
We can highlight it and bring it out, but we can't. teach-Ft: -And lfhirillg a -therapeutic,,
recreation person or a recreation professional is not possible,1 would urge
donsideration of a consultant, at least on a part-time basis, to at least
train the si.ff.
It will give the staff a head start on the mainstreaming
process.
ong with the staff and because we are working with.folks with
special ne:os, there will be a need for more leader-to-participant ratio in
many 0
e activities.
This will vary with the activities. We may not have
enough budget-wise to hire three more staff beCause we are going to have nine
disabled children in your program.
Remember there are volunteers and I am
sure many of us represent organizations that depend heavily on volunteers.
I
would also urge 'us, as a third component of this support system, to provide
ongoing and inservice training to staff, volunteers, and even to the parents
of the participants.
Why parents of participants? Many of the disabled
children's parents need tolcnoW that there is an grea of acceptance; that
recreation is something important for their child, it can be fun; it can be
beneficial*.
Many feel that Johnny can't do that, he is in a wheel chair.
And maybe it is because society has never said, "We exOect Johnny to play," or
"We know he can." TheY need to be educated that this opportunity exists.
There may be a need to educate parents of non-disabled children and say, "You
can't catchthis.
It doesn't rub off." The inservice training must address
all facets Of personnel in the program.

The fourth thing that

I would suggest is that we provide opportunities for
the handicapped indiViduals to either work as staff or volunteers in our
programs.
Who are our Jeaders? They are the role models for our non-disabled
children.
Well, if a disabled child con get some-role modeling from a nondisabled person, think how much more role modeling they can get from a disabled
leader.
If we have never been in a wheel chair, we cannot truly sympathize
With someone in a wheel chair.
Having always seen the sunrise, we cannot understand the need of a blind child to say, "What is it, tell me what it looks
like ?

ri

Last in terms of people support, which probably wraps up everything, is
what I call public education.
Public education is needed that will promote
Community acceptance, that will solicit citizen input, and that will provide
visibility of the handicapped. We, as professionals, are providing activities
If we are smart, we will plan with our
and services to our communities.
community, not for them.
That is especially so with the disabled., We should
seek input from the disabled community.
If
e have not created some kind of
atmosphere of acceptance and of understandi
no matter how well our staff
ts ready and prepared; if we haven't someh
prepared tbe other members of our
organization and our community for accept nce, mainstreaming will be harder to
achieve.
In the past, we put the disab d person in the"closet or hid them in
the background.
Dtsabled persons are standing up
This is not so any more.
and saying, "We are members of this society, we have rights, we have needs,
and we are going to get them." They are no longer the silent minority, but are
becoming vocal.
They will help us to achieve much of what we need and want to
,
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Tools for MainstreamingWe should not be ashamed of ha ing them in our
achieve through mainstreaming.
Ai the Jsame time, we
programs. They will provide us with'that visibility.
spectacle
of
them
ei her, "Oh look at
should not parade them around and make a
blind and two deaf
look,
we
have
six
wheel
chairs,
three
us, aren't we good;
mutes in the back." We do not want to do that either.
'

The col-kept of mainstreaming sounds very philosophical, very expensive
Perhaps what has
and it will take a great deal of time, but we can do it.
in
terms
of
tools
for mainstreaming,
been presented is Utopian and idealistic
consider.everyone
of
these
components and work
but if we make plans which will
Bit
if
we
sit
back and say,
toward them, we are beginning to mainstream.
These
are
critical
factors and
"It's too mich to do", we will never make it.
of
activities
for
all
ages, all
components to truly achieving mainstreaming
and
all
social
groups, not
disabilities, all walks of life, all ethnic groups,
just the disabled.
I were to summarize for you, I would say that mainstreaming activities
things:
for youth are possible and can be successful if there are three basic
If

1.

If there is a sense of awareness and attitude of respect and
acceptance,

2.

If there is a focus on individual strengths and abilities,
progressive and developmental experiences and equal opportunities,
and,

3.

ff there ids a

commitment of time, space, personnel and funds,

then mainstreaming can be successful.
individual
I guess I would say that the process of moving a handicapped
and how
him
what
he
is
going
to
do,
when,
from directed-use, where we tell
self-directed,
mtich, and what is right and what is wrong, to the point of
these
where he says, "I'm going to do this today for this long and with
is
similar
to
the
game
of
chess.
people and this way, that mainstreaming,
identify
each
In a Oess game it is impossible to play until the players can
chess piece and know what each can do. We cannot mainstream until we
da
identify our people, until we assess what they can,do and know what we can
each
consider
the
So my challenge is that we
and how we can do it together.
mainstreaming.project, perhaps like a cheis game, make that commitment,

and we will be successful.

Ihntion.:

Tell us about the Arts Program.

We
)Michal Anne Lord: Our ArtS'Program has been exceedingly well received.
Handicapped
received a grant through the National Committee on Arts for the
individuals; predominanopportunity
to
expose:disabled
and basicaliy, it is
We do dance,
antly youngsters, but also adults, to the various art'forms.
Disabled individuals
the
whOle
gamit.
drama, photography, macrame, pottery,
festival where it is.a "hands on experience",
Come't a one-day or two-day
this poigt, strictly
taste a d touch things. We Also have invited, up until
integra ed classes io school which are already supposedly mainstreaming,
Ni
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maybe there is not total acceptance. They come and they say, "I didn't know
Johnny could do so and so." That has been extremely successful. From that
we have taken ongoing arts programs batk into the schools and have taken the
entire school or part of the school, handicapped and non-handicapped and had
more art experiences and showed how we can use the arts as a part of the whole
learning process of academic work, etc.
Don't think mainstreaming always has
to be done through the front door.
"We'll take this handicapped person and
put him in this class with all theseinon-disabled people." That's the front
door, integration.

.4

I would suggest the use of'the back doorr I find it much more productive and much more succesSful.
By'back door I mean we plan activities th4t
will meet the individual needs and will focus on the strengths and abilities
of the disabled person and then we say, "John Q. Public, you are not
0
handicapped, but would you like to join us in this? Well, come on." They
join up and perhaps they are in the smaller ratio and the disabled are in the
,higher odd% What we have done is we have guaranteed that each individual's. A
need is met and that, hopefully, there is a sense of security and trust on the
disabled person's part in terms of leadership. Our leadership is sensitive
to their needs and sensitive to the needs and curiosity of the non-disabled as
well.
It is very much the mixing of non-handicapped and handicapped in a
recreat on experience which is designed from the disabled point of view as
opposed tO the non-disabled. Me have found that this is a much more effective
,way to achieve mainstreaming. It is probably a back-door policy, but
call
"buddying up", a buddy system where we do a one on one. This is a system
where half the group is handicapped and half is non-handicapped.
I
think
Scouting has used it and that works very well. We have our integration factor,
Properly planned program for the disabled si,de of the family, hut we still
have that interaction and cooperation in terms of the other group.
I
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Claudine Sherrill
Texas Women's University

On Beim Different

Watching without sight,
Running without legs,
Conversing without voice,
Loving without prejudice,
Oftimes it is belief that makes it happen
What's the dtfference in being different?
.

.

.

Acts which are naive, those deemed grand,
Small, tail, some with, some without,
Some who can, some who can't
Whit's the difference in beino.different7
.

.

.

Thinking, feeling, acting, sharing,
Moving, gaming, loving, romping;
You and I, not the same but
Yet the same because we are by fate just people
What's the difference in being different?'

.

.

Ohlor the chance`to share my dreams,
To hold.hands, to join.in happiness,
To play your games, to taste the differences in life,
And not be scorned and turned away
What's the difference in being different?
.

.

.

.

-Dave Compton
Leisurability 2 (July 1975): 27.

ThiS poem eloquently states the rationale for
extending the recreation
and leisure services of youth agencies to all
persons regardless of individual
differences. What is it that enables
us to conceptualize abilities and assets
in handicbged persons, rather than disabilities
and liabilities? What, in a
Y or the Scouts or achurch group, makes the
difference to the youth of the
community who are labelled as "different"?

The difference is in resources: the staff members and
volunteers who
deliver the servipes, the facilities and equipment,
and of course the budget both present and future.
PROJECT MAY strongly supports the importance of 0
resources in "making a difference" in the second of, it's
mainstreaming books,
A' Guide to Developing a Program (Reynolds, 1980).
In it we are led through a
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planning/program development model
to mainstreaming and then identify
The guide discusses three kinds of
I shall focus only
(c) financial.
human beings are the only resource

in which we first clarify goals in relation
goals.
our resources'for achieving such
(a)
human,
(b)
physical,
and
resources:
believe that
the
first
of
these
for
I
on
.
needed to make mainstreaming work,

The Significance of Human Beings
Persons with conviction, courage, and
Only humaniteings are significant.
Bernard Shaw, and later
creativity ... persons yho dream dreams like George
I
they
are and say, why?
Robert Kennedy, who sa.14, "Some men see things as
King
Men
like
Martin
Luther
dream things that never were and say, why not?"
motivate change; women,
who actualize their dreams, whose thoughts and words
like Laureen Summers, who stated
People like myself need
"I am a weaver with ... cerebral palsy.
others - that we all
to feel expectation and appreciation from
cooperative antl
have good potential and the ability to be
gained
me
support
and respect in a
productive... Weaving has
(recreation)
world which I am sometimes afraid to enter...Art
it opens the door to an understanding
As an individual statement;
beyond the
which has not been there before. It is a way to reach
It has the potential to
fear that separates us from each other.
bring us all together at last."

work are able bodied and
The human resources that make mainstreaming
intellectually
bright and mentally
disabled, healthy and chronically ill,
differences
from which to
spectrum of individual
retarded. We have the whole
All that is needed is one person in
draw talent, dedication, and commitment.
lead.
each youth serving agency to step forward and
It is a part
(Sherrill, 1981).
Ma-instreaming has its roots in humanism
rather
than
segregation
... it
It is integration
of the great American dream.
differences ... the caring for and
is an assertive celebration of individual
to become all that he or
prizing of all of our resources, helping each person facilitators
c:
to become
In so going, mainstreaming enables its
----\she can be.
more human, more real, more alive ...
important.in making mainWhat trait or personal characteristic is most
is not knowledge about the handicapped
streaming work? Researchers tell us it
that we identify our staff members whoor even experience; rather they suggest
within themselves and thus not
have the best self concepts, who are secure
Combs et al. (1971) states in this
fearful of the unknown or the different.
regard:

4

themselves, are
"Persons with high self-esteem, able to accept
makes effective interacalso able to accept other people; this
Because
they believe in and
tion with others much more likely.
of autonomy.
trust themselves, they can act with high degrees
in new directions,
and
able
tia
move
off
They are freewheelers
People open to new
which is what is meant by creativity.
(p.
156).
experience enjoy exploring ...
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Finding and Involving' the Handicapped

What else is essential in the initiation or facilitation of mainstreaming
within an agency? Finding the handicapped:
Research shows thtt loneliness,
alienation, and trarportation problems,act as major barriers in recreation
participation for the handicapped,, Noe (1977). Typically leisure education
has not been included in the schooling of the handicapped. They may not even
know your agency exists ..: or they may have no friends to come with. How
many of us go alone to a ballgame or out to eat or even to a friend's house?
American society functions in pairs; we each try to have at least one friend.
Research shows this to be a major problem among the handicapped.
Stanfield (1973) in a study of 120 graduates of special education programs,
ages 19-21, found that only 23% felt they had friends they could go visit and
only 60% had sufficient skills to travel about their commuoity alone.
Katz
arid Yekutiel (1974) interviewed parents of 178 retarded adults.
The most
often reported type of leisure activity was watching television and listening
to the radio.
Only 22% indicated.that they had friends and engaged in soctel
ihteraction outside the family.
Ervin t(1980) interviewed 30 blind persons,
ages 16-50, to learn their opinions about physical education and recreation in
their present lives as well as in childhood. Most of her subjects expressed
negative feelings about their past and present involvement and/or inclusion in
family, neighborhood, community, and church recreation. When asked, for
instance, does your community offer recreation programs and do.you take part,
47% indicated that they haa no knowledge of such programs.
Illustrative of
the kind of response elicited,w4,the following by a 32-year-old male:
"Well, I'M not aware of what they are, so I don't take part in
them.
I kind of wtsh they would let us know, but I don't want
the activities to be just for the blind.
I've got a bad feeling
about getting all of'the handicapped people together in the
community.. I think you ought to get the handicapped into the
community with the sighted." (p. 96).
How then do we find the handicapped so that mainstreaming can be begun?
How do we convince them to try something new? To come to an unknown center,
T.
-to meet and interact with the able bodied ... to risk stares\and possible
rejection ... to expeOence the discomfort of feeling that yolJ are making
others unComfortable.
The best resources ln solving these problems seem to be the fathilies of
the handicapped and, of course, the handicapped themselves depending upon the
Mainstreaming family recreation seems to be a logical
degree of involvement.
first step toward integration of individuals. A progression might4e followed
in which first the entire family is involved in some events, then part of the
family, then perhaps nly a sibling and the handicapped person, until at last
Incidentally, this approach
he or she feels con dent enough to come atone.
may lend confidence / (45
to staff also who may need assistance, for instance, in
understanding the speech of a cerebral palsied person or in learning to
manipulate braces and wheelchairs.

Making It Work With You.. Resources

Involvement1must begin at the planning level rather than with publicity of an
already planned event with encouragement to come on out and participate.
Home
visits consdtute -an excellent fjrst step in mainstreaming.
Parents often have
a difficult time finding sitters for severely involved handicapped family
members, hence, why not go to the parents? Why not use the mobile van concept
and carry games and recreation activities with you for that first home visit,
establtshing rapport through playing,together rather than just talking? Like
"meals on wheels", games on wheels offeras much in socialization
as in the
nurtureof other needs.
They build up confidence,of handicapped persons and
prepare them for leaving the house and coming to the agency.
4

Employment of Handicapped As Resources
The employment of handicapped persons-as staff members in youth serving
agencies and recreation centers can be a major contributing factor to the
success of mainstreaming.
Research (Comer & Piliavin, 1972) shows that
physically disabled persons react differently to the nondisabled than to
confederates perceived as similar to themselves.
For example, significant
differences were found to favor interviewers Simulating disability. "With the
interviewer without impairments the subject with physical disabilities
responded by terminating the interaction sooner ... displaying greater motor
inhibition ... exhibittng fewer smiles. demonstrating less eye contact
...
and tended to feel less comfortable during the interaction."
(Comer &
Piliavin cited in Schroedel, p. 77).
Research (Donaldson, 1980) indicates
that direct contact with handicapped persons is the most effective way to
change the beliefs and attitudes of nondisabled persons; thus the best way to
inservice staff members for mainstreaming appears tb be the use of a disabled
person of equal status. Donaldson defines equal status relationships as
"those in which the handicapped individual is of approximately the same age
as the nondisabled person and/or is approximately equal in social, educational
and vocational status (p. 505).
It is essential also that the handicapped
person not act in a stereotypic manner.
He or she must be able to talk
comfortably and unemotionally about problems.
The handicapped, whenever possible as salaried staff members (not
volunteers), should have the right to be resources for mainstreaming. The
"token" handicapped worker in an agency or center is a powerful force.
Take,
for example, the first such token staff member I employed as a graduate
assistant at the Texas Woman's University.
Don was a Vietnam veteran, a
double leg amputee, and an outstanding wheelchair athlete. Our campus at that
time was an architectural challenge even for the able bodied, it had no ramps
and no curb cuts. Moreover no one had ever noted the need to increase
accessibility. Don attracted a great deal of attention in his wheelchair
maneuvers about campus.
He was colorfut in his actions and open in his
communications.
I'll never forget the day that he couldn't get his wheelchair
up the long flight of steps into registration. In disgust he hurled the chair
into space and "stumped" it up the stairs. At just that moment the president
of the University was also ascending the steps. A very dignified, caring, and
supportive lady, she was obviously quite dismayed.
That day marked the
beginning of the removal of architectural barriers on our campus.
Not only
was Don instrumental in creating attitude change, but he also had the contacts
in the state capitol to net the university matching funds for barriers
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I relioval.\:A human resource thus can also be a financial resource.
In fund
raising tol,facilitate mainstreaming activities, handicapi5ed persons are
generally 'much more persuasive than the non-handicapped.
t

Since Don, I have Cried to maintain a one-to-ten ratio of handicapped
to non-handicapped on my staff.
Since my staff is small, ,this commitment
results ih the employment of one-person each year as our "token" handicapped.
This arrangement necessitates flekibility in work assignments and reinforces
the concept of utilizing abilities while covering for one another's disabilities.
E4,en among seasoned mainstream workers it promotes new understandings
and appreciations.
Few of us, we realize, have ever worked and played with
the hanOcapped in "equal status relationships." When the staff (or leaders)
in an agency achieve this state, the youth we serve have models to emulate.
Our aOlons in regard to mainstreaming really do speak louder than our words.

Another reason fgr utilizing the handicapped as employ es rather than
voluntees is the.need to model for other prospective employe
as they
consider'lintegrating their staffs.
The U.S. Census statistic (Razeghi and
Davis, 1979) indicated that 85% of the disabled have annual in omes of less
than $7,000. Of these persons, 52% make less than $2,000 a ye
If our
budgets are inadequate to offer full time jobs, then the handi apped can be
employed on an hourly basis or fqr a lump sum under the consultant category.
Mainstre&ming should be,a team effort between the handicapped and the nonhandicapped, ngt another endeavor in which we struggle for additional resources
sO as to extend services to a needy population. Handicapped petsons want to
help.themselves and others. Often we prevent their doing this by conceptualiling them only as clients or participants rather than as leaders and
.

presentors.

Networking in Resource Identif4cation and Utilization

Another successful approach to finding resources for mainstreaming is
networking.
This entails forming cooperative, supportive relationships
between your youth serving agency and already established advocacy groups like
the Association for Retarded Citizens, aster Seals, the American Lung
In this
Association, and Mayors' Committees on mployment of the Handicapped.
way you can have available a network o resources, often exchanged without
It meansgivia,e great deal of yourself and
Networking is not easy.
charge.
motivating your staff to do likewise ... joining new organizations, attending
their meetings, serving on their committees, and working toward priorities
.which may not be foremost in your own value system. Networking is, however,
We help others in areas like employment, transportation.
a reciprocal process.
In return, they advocate for our agencies and for quality
and housing.
recreation and leisure education services. Carl Rogers, the well know
psychotherapist, beautifully summarizes the importance of reciprocal work in
the mainstream effort. He states, "In my judgement the warm, subjective,
human encounter of two persons is more effective in faciTitating change than
fEiiliost briC-Te art or technique growing out of learning theory or operant
conditioning" (cited by Buscaglia, p. 287).

i
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Resources in Relation To The IEP Process
Perhaps'the most important resource for mainstreaming is the special
Public Law 94-142 establishes
education director in your school district.
recreation
for the handicapped can be
definitions ond processes through which
funded through school resources.- The key is in understanding the concept of
related services and the process offpdividualized educational programming
If we can show that
a related service.
(IEP). Under PL.94-142 recreation
-"as-sTiTi-handicapped
child to
recreation or leisure education is needed to
benefit from special education," we can seek to have this service written into
This means that we need to underthe IEP and funded by the school district.
education
and to task analyze our
stand the long range goals of special
determine
specifically
what
activities/services,we offer
program offerings to
that handicapped youth need before they can benefit from traditional school
Chief among the.services that come to mind are socialization
learning.
activities, i.e. learning how to behave appropriately in social settings and
Also important are adaptive behaviors for game
how to. interact with others.
readiness (Sherrill, 1981, p. 61) like responding to name, following simple
directions, staying in one's own space, and ltarning to imitate or model-.

/
If parent's can be made to Understand the contributions of recreationand leisure education to special education, they can become powerful resources
PL,94-142 mandates that.parents must be
to our youth serving agencies.
involved in the IEP process and must sign the written IEP which subsequently
Parents can refuse to sign the IEP until
guides their child's education.
for the
certain services are agreed upon providing, of course, that the need
Parents
can
also
services is documented by valid and reliable assessment.
that
the
terms
of
the
IEP
are
not
instigate legal proceedings if they believe
Illustrative of the power of parents in this last regard is the
being met.
record of an IEP hearing (Massachusetts Department of Education, 1980)
concerning a 14-year-old girl "with Down's Syndrome, resulting in global
hearing were:
developmental delays." Among the substandve issues in the
,

y,

and
1. Whether the 1979-80 and/or 1980-81 IEP for Sandra T. is adequate
appropriate to meet Sandra's special needs in relation to recreational,
plan.
extra curricular activities and leisure skills provisions of that

2. Provisions for access to, and equal opportunity to participate in,
extracurricular activities in after school hours whith are offered to
students without handicaps ... (p. 3).
-t
,

The record of the case included more than 100 pages of documents and
Present at the hearing and no doubt instrumental in
24-hours of testimony.
it's outcome was Dr. Gerald Fain, Coordinator, Leisure Studies Program, Boston
University. As a result of the hearing, the gjd Rochester Regional School
District was ordered to provide' thelfollowiner

(a) An after Wool ,pro,gram of relatedervices for Sandra T. incorporating
socialization, recivation,physical d'Itlopment andlleisure education
objectives for a minimum of six hours'Oer week.- Such program may
include a small group of other special qucation students,-as appropriate to their needs and development, at the agreement of their
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.

The after school portion of the Special Olympics Club
parents.
should be considered a part of this program. Further, such program
should include activities available to non-handicapped students with
additional supervision or modification as Sandra's parents, school
personnel and a consultant therapeutic recreation specialist deem
appropriate.
(b)

(c)

(d)

An aide shall be designated to carry out the program under
above, with supervision of a teacher, preferably Mr., McFee.

(

A therapeutic recreation specialist shall provide a consulting and
jn-service program to interested teachers, specialists, and the
deslognated teacher aide for a minimum of one hour per week for 15
weekt dealing with topics of therapeutic recreation, physical
education, curricular activities, provided that such a program is
available to school personnel, without cost to them and within
reasonable proximity to the junior high school.
The therapeutic recreation specialist shell provide direct service
to Sandra individually or in a small group for a minimum of one hour
per week.
\,

(e)

Quarterly progress reports shall conform with c. 766 Reg. 337.1 as
to review of Sandra's progress in the general and specific objectives
(pp. 15-16)..
of her IEP.

Thus it can be seen that parents, with inservice training to understand
their rights and the IEP process, can be valuable resources in making mainPL 94-142 does not specify the setting in which recreation
streaming work.
and other related services must occur. Sandy T.'s afterschool program could
have been at an agency or comunity recreation center. The important factor
is cooperative parent/agency involvement in ascertaining that recreation is
written into the IEP document and thus considered ari°integral part of the
handicapped child's education.

Resources in Government

The effects of PL 94-142 and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act on
resources for mainstreaming are just beginning to be felt. Unfortunately, this
The Reagan/Stockman proposal for block
legislation is in severe jeopardy.
fundidg of education, as well as cuts in appropriations, will render the
legislative advances of the 1970's meaningless. Now, more than ever before,
recreation and agency personnel need to become:involved in government, in
lobbying and campaigning, and in the education of public officials. We need
to visit our congress persons in Washington D.C., maintain periodic telephone
contact, and provide continuous letter writing feedback concerning issues
The men and women in the Senate and the House of
affecting the handicapped.
Representatives are our resources; the moWey they are discussing is, at least
in part, our tax dollars.' We need to develop the self confidence and assertiveness to use our government reSources to make mainstreaming work. Our
input, particularly when organized according to networ ng concepts, does make
a difference in voting patterns.
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Ourselves As Resources

Finally we, ourselves, are our own best resources for making mainstreaming
work. Our involvement will depend, in large part, on the extent that mainstreaming is self actualizing and satisfying ... this in turn relates to being
action-oriented
"real" r authentic, in touch with the world as a caring and
A
children's
story,
The Velveteen
n to be "real"?
oes it
ha
person.
In
this passage
Rabbit, conveys the esse e of realness better than I can.
the skin horse, are talking:
two stuffed toys, a aloft a
"WHAT IS REAL?" asked the Rabbit one day, when they were lying
side by side near the nursery fender, before Nana came to tidy
"Does itApap having things that buzz inside you and
the room.
a stick out handle?"

-

"It's a
"REAL isn't how you are made," said the Skin Horse.
When a child loves you for a long,
thing that happens to you.
long time, not just to play with, but REALLY loves you, then
you become Real."
4

"Does it hurt?" asked the Rabbit.
"Sometimes," Saila( the Skin Horse, for he was always truthful.

"When you are Real, you don't mind being hurt."
"Does it happen all at once, like being wound up," he asked,
"or bit by bit?"
"You
"It doesn't happen all at once," said the Skin Horse.
Thot's
why
it
doesn't
often
It takes a long time.
betome.
happen to people who break easily, or have sharp edges, or who .
Generally, by the time you are REAL,
have to be carefully kept.
most of your hair has been loved off, and your eyes drop out
and you get loose in the joints and very shabby. But these
things don't matter at all, because once you are,REAL you can't
be ugly, except to people who don't understand ...but once'you
It lasts forever."
are REAL you can't becolrunreal,again.
(Williams, 1971, pp. 16-17)

The mainstreaming mission is not easy ... we sometimes do lose our hair
tired ... we don't have
or it turns gray ... and our joints get loose and
But in helping others
styling'and
we
get
shabby.
time for shopping and hair
restrictive
in
the
mainstream
or
their
least
to find self actualization
REAL
and
life
is
more
meaningful.
environment, we ourselves become more
it lasts
Commitment to mainstreaming is a value system and a life style ...
forever.

or
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Panel Discussion
.1

John Sevier:

Let us get a little more directive than nondirective. When you
came here, did you have one or two leads that you had hoped to
accomplish or had been met.when you came in?

Participant:

We know so little about the subject of mainstreaming that I don't
believe we have any questions we know how to ask.

John Sevier:

All right

Participant:

I'd like a little bit of "how to's", how to set up, different
kinds of approaches.

John Sevier:

You, sir?

Participant:

I guess the "how to" bit.

john Sevier:

We might say that you are looking for programs to assist you
from ideas and concepts and goals of this program. How about
you, what did you come here hoping to get?

Participant:

4-H

Participant:

Ideas from other agencies, organizations, programs they have
been in.

John Sevier:

Carrington?

Carrington
Mason:

Everyone is using volunteers.
than they have, right?

Participant:

That is true.

Participant:

That is coming from a volunteer.

John Sevier:

That is coming from a volunteer, yes. Carrington is a volunteer
and the man to his left is the paid professional in this area.
He is executive in charge of handicapped scouting in the Houston
Council.

Participant:

I was wanting to get information on how to implement different
programs.

John Sevier:

Do yoU mean programs that already exist or new programs
altogether to supplement what you are doing at the moment?

Participant:

I just came along to find out anything I could.

Everybody needs more volunteers

Youth Glub Work
John Sevier:

Carrington, would you kind of tell us what you have going in
your council area with respect to the handicapped?

Carrington:

Well, we have a program in which we are attempting to mainstream
We
the handicapped in existing troops, dens, explorer posts.
the
existing
have all ages to twenty-one'and are trying to get
organizatiOns to take in more handicapped with those they
We also have, going'concurrently, the organization
already have.
Some of those are in
of special units for the handicapped.
schools where you have a group in wheel chairs in the room.
You can't get them together in the
Transportation is a problem.
evening for a meeting of-ori Saturday so the school district makes
class time available dUring the weel. to hold a scout meeting.
The boys come in uniform, the leader comes in uniform, and they
will have that scout' meeting on school time.
,

Another area ffior special units are the residential institutions,
There is a residence
the State Schools for mentally retarded.
for mentally retarded in connection with the Harris Brown Center
in Houston that has quite a troop sponsored by the Association
School
These are special young people.
for the Retarded.
districts mainstream as far as possible and we are attempting to
do the same thing, but there is still a place for some special
We simply adopt or adapt the scout program where necesunits.
sary for the handicapped, following the regular program just as
closely as possible, maybe as ingeniously as possible.

John Sevier:
Carrington:

John Sevier:

Would you care to speak gpout what changes have been made?
For the mentally retarded, it usually takes a long time to go
from tenderfoot to second class. A boy can get discouraged.
Thls program gives him an additional twelve tidy packages
hardly bigger than your thumbnail. As he passes various poin
I
of progress on his road, he gets these little recognitions.
The
whole
gets back to the instant recognition proposition.
-purpose of this thing is not to let him become discouraged along
the way because it may take him two or three times-as long as
it does the non-handicapped boy to get to the same place. You
Instead of having to repeat the scout oath
modify\requirements.
Re learns
alone, he may be.permitted to repeat it with others.
It makes it a little
it when he has the reinforcement of others.
easier for him to come through with this particular accomplishment.
Those of you who came here With programetic needs to be settled
You might think in terms of adjusting your
might gain one here.
present program with the rewards associatsd with the growth of
the youngster in your program and the recognition by allowing
more time and by dividing your progress down into smaller steps.
achievable in a short period of time within
Each step is then
the recognition attached to it. This can be done in the 4-Id
I know more aboilt,,the
Program or even in the Girl Scout Program.
because
I represent the
Boy Scout Program than anything else
In essence, the rules for advancement have been
Boy Scouts,
adjusted to allow more time, either for slowness of physical
advance or slowness because of a mental impairment.

2:10
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Carrington:

The use of beads or grow points for Cub Scouts is an example
Because of lack of maturity at that
where you are doing this.
time, the award needs to come more quickly and frequently. When
the boy gets older, he is able to wait a little longer.

John Sevier:

What about those developmentally disabled? They function at the
top level, mentally so do you use the Cub method'on &Scout who
is 18 or 20 years of age? You don't modify the rules, you modify
the method of doing the job.

Dan James:

I wanted to tell you about the 4-H Program. Currently it is not
unusual for 4-H programs to work lith-Scouting programs using
their recreation and resources, particularly in the high school
It used to
It is not done very often any more.
age programs.
be done more so in the past than it is done now. That is another
iresource that can be used.

Participant:

I was wondering if we need special training for volunteers to
ds.
How do you recruit them? Where do they
work with those
t do you do next?
come from and

Carrington:

The two principal sources, I would say, are parents of handicapped
and people who are already involved with agencies, working with
agencies, working with the handicapped. The other problem is to
get those who are working with the scouting program to know the
scout side and teach them a little bit about working with the
handicappdd. Frankly, the problem there is to get them over that
They are afraid of the handicapped or that they might do,
fear.
something wrong.

John Sevier:

They tell us that they break, that when youliork with a person
with cerebral palsy, you do not dare pick them up or do anything
else like that because that would upset them. Of course, that
People with cer bral alsy shake a tittle bit, but
is foolish.
d
n.
they do not break when they

A

How about the Girl Scouts? Do you want to comment a bit on what
you are doing to reach out to the handicapped so maybe we can
provide a guide for the' others.
Girl Scouts:

We have reaChed out, so far, to the mentally retarded in school
It is totally for mentally
and in public school systems.
retarded children so it is pot as though they are mainstreamed
We are trying to get through to
into school in our area.
principals of other schools in Ft. Worth and in our four-county
area who have had similar situations so that we can begin the
The problem is trying to convince the
same program there.
directors and the principals that it would work because it is the
same thing; no after school, no before school, no durtng school.
You are golng to fail, but please try. Thatdis the kind of
attitude we really have a hard time Will because other.groups
They
have come in and tried to provide this and have failed.
We
have
a
just get their-hopes up and everybody is unhappy.
it
into
very good success story going and we are trying to move
,other areas.

,P
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Participant:

Can I ask a question? I think the biggest thing that you,and(
we make bp goals to
I will find when weAo back 4s that
mainstream and we how that this will happen; how do you, froi
your experience iithlhe Boy Scouts, convince a leader who has
fifteen normal boys to take a couple more boys with spetial
tifteen ore all I can
needs? She will say; "I'm doingfine.
You.know
what
she
is
really
saying,
"I would take two
.handle."
think
I
give
me."
more, but not those two that you want to
thait will be our-biggest prodlem.

Participant: a-

You could Pomise them more help sometimes which might give
them a little cohfidence. We can sometimes trap groups ipto
taking handicapped people, but it is very difficult to get them
If you are looking for a short term gain,
into normal programs.
it is going to be tough. We encourage all our handicap units
to participate in all other regular activities that we have.forf
eVerybody else so that people become aware they exist and become
aware that their functioning level is probably different from
Preople become a little more comfortablewhat was expected.
Look at the Boy Scouts
around them in a very relaxed setting.
You will see they become
in a competitive camporee situation.
We try to promote awareness of et/hers,
more,aware of others.
There are always articles
it's part of the constant awareness.
IA
is a constant thing so
about it in the in-house journals.
that over a period of time, it is very possible to adjust in

#

some,attitudes.
Carrington:

Scouting gives us a real opportunity for these boys in the
special units o have a troop of their awn and to put on a
display in a scout show and people have a chance to see what
They get exposure.
they can do.

John Sevier:

Speaking to that point, thii weekend, Wretty much all over the
Scout troops have been
country, is Scouts' anniversary week.
invited to put on displays and let them-show their work. One
troop in my council every yearvuts some paneling up on the wall
'and they rapel down that paneling andlet people ipe that even
It is not something that the# do just in
children can rapel.
the paratroopers and places like that; even the handicapped can
I think the key, as they indicated, is
be trained to rapel.
that there should be some kind of a training session going on.
As you try tn your outreach program to go out and set up units
and sell your progrds to handicapped kids, you should also
run concurrently a training session so when a unit comes into
being, the leadership is there ready to take them on. Otherwise
you get a unit and no leadership and then it falls apart arid
the participants'hearts are broken, to say the least.

Participant:

Why would we want the special training as long as we get everyday, run-of-the-mill, high quality training, becauie what staff
need to know is how the program is intending to work? We know
how our program is intended'to work and we go and talk to the
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,

Scout liader and we say the Same thing to the next Scout leader
and I think that is the most important step; that they understand
Then we move in with special resourcO's
how the prograirworks.
or special adaptations, but there is no way and this is what they
will say, "What would Johnny want?" You don't know Johnny and.,
"Mow do I wOilcwith thit group of boys?" You can't tell them
There is no substitute
that because you haven't met these kids.
The first Step I like to see is that
for the regular training.
Then follow
they get to regular trainfhg liKe everybody else.
this with the resources and aspects of special training, particularly in school units where there is a teacher available as a
We_do run some specialized
They ,are there to help.
professional.
training from tithe to time, but I think most important is the
regular traiOng that everybody else gets, the mainstream
training that you get, just like everybodycelse:

.

Participant:

I think
part of
regular
present

the ideal situation is to include special training as a
the program's regular training, just one section of the
training so everybody gets it. This works for the
leaders-of regular units.

Participant:

You begin the long range plan of getting everybody mentally
ready. Where do we-want to be ten years from now? What are we
going tO have to do suddenly and consistently, day after day,
year after year, to change attitud9? That goes for staff as
well.

Girl Scouts:

I know from Girl Scouts the thtng that.also takes a long time
is that in order to implement that in.your training, that volunteer task group in charge of training has to rkalize that includIf.we
ing special'training is an important part of telaining.
went in and said, "Include specialized things 'in your training,"
they would say, "Weil, we don't have aoy of those children. Why
do we need sOecial training forothe small percentage we might
It will take educating down to even the staff that goes
have?"
into training. We have to train the trainers to tell the
people.

John Sevier:

,

I strongly feel that the Boy Scouts are behind the handicapped
at the oational level in terms of policy and to some lesser
degree because it hasn't reached all the way down into every'
It might be symbolized by the
council and every district.
pictures that Norman Rockwell put together for us. It wasn't
until the last picture he painted that there was a picture of a
handicapped child in them. They were doing it, bu didn't
It has
publicly acknowledge the fact that they were doing t.
leap
Don't
look
forward
to
making
a
great
taken a long time.
steps
and
it
is
It is going to have to come in small
forward.
the
public
aware
'going to have to consist of efforts to make
that yOu are willing to accept these children into your program.
There has been no public statement made to that effect, but it .
has happened here and has happened there.

-
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How about 4-H? Is there anything that you do with your program
to facilitAte the entry of handicappeeinto it or is it a case
ytru now triing to4come into this field?

Most of it has been isolated cases for professional staff and
They have peovided the 4-H
the county and-work with schools.
I
mentioned
yesterday
the horse project and
program to them.
One
there are many clothing; foods and nutrition programs.
that has probably been the most successful in Denton State School
It teaches handicapped young
has been consumer education.
people something about money, how,it works, how to handle it.
Students go bn shopping trips and maYbe we see quite a bit of
recognition in that setting up there=with the family of handiThere is really more of.an isolated
capped to encourage them.
case where the professional staff.member that has an interest
in them or even an awareness thatygight be with a volunteer who
I wouldtay that one of the largest
will do some listening.
things is the awareness of the professional staff to take an
affirmative action on it.

pan James:

.

John Sevier:,

,

I know the Boy Scouts program works well enough, but at.times it
The old
4-H # one out.
is going to take conflict With 4-H.
Ford School is one of several segregated schqols dealing with
*the orthopedically impaired and tOe old Ford'School had a.Cub
While visiting
pack for awhile and then adopted the 4-H program.
About sixty
there I could iee the program has worked very well.
orthopedically iMpaired young peopleAo to the Old Ford School.
They are transported there in the morning byNhys,system and
transported home so that whatever happens has to-happen during
It can't happen.after school hours;otherwise you
School hours.
Miss.your bus and then how do you get home? We have that
continual problem.
Now, how about your park program that you were working with?
Have you opened it to the handicapped and do you have problems
trying to meet their needs?

Park Program:
.

Boys Clubs:

Bastcally I have to
No, my situation is a little different.
come up with an idea and then present that to my-director and
thelfgo out and recruit my clients and then make it work. For
instance, I work with cerebral palsy, I have mentally retarded
I
square dancing,inentally retarded pianists, and the like.
came up with these ideas and tried to make them work. Basically
what I am here for is to g t different ideas that I can takeback
and give to my direetor and ay, "Hey, let us try this at our
Then if they work t our center, maybe they will catch
center."
on over at other centers.
,

There is a difference then between a building center prOgraW
and a scouting program. They are totally different. The concept
you have been talking about here is of no value to Boys' Clubs
What we are* doing then is that we
and/or Park and Recreation.
have clubs throughout the country, particularly in our region,
that are operating very good mainstreaming programs and do not
We have Boys' Clubs that are working with the
even realize it.
retarded, we have clubs that are'working with special education,

.
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we have some clubs that,are working with the physically handiWe have one
capped in isolated programs - not mainstreaming.
club down in Bryant, Texas, that has done a fantastic job in
the past of working with specialteducation and their programs
are from the art to the physical to full-scale education and
even,-to a minor degree, tutoring these youngsters in their
program.
Talking about volunte rs, that's part of it because the Scouts
are going out to the thooi. They are securing in-school
activities. Boys' Clubs are not doing that. Our volunteers
have to be-I hap to use this term-but they have to be under
the firm hand and guidance of that professional that you have
The recruiting aspect of this can be
inside that Boys'.Club.
done by the pros in the Boys' Club field, but most of this could
be done by volunteers or by interested parents of the special
education students.
In fact, we don't
Recruitment is no problem to the Boys' Club.
have to recruit. All we have to do is pick up the telphone and
call the school system and'the next thing we know they are
Not mainstream
flooding us with participants in that program.
participants, but'participants and from this then we have to
find and train bur staff to work with these youngsters. We use
the teachers from.the schools to come down and instruct our
parttcular staff person on how to work.with that handicapped
person, that special ed student.

I

It is this type of collaboration that you and I have to work with
You
with Boys' Clubs and other building center built programs.
know the Scouting program is good for the Boy Scouts, but that
They are certainly hotgood as far as our type of
is it.
activtty is concerned and I think that.is where I am missing the
bOat on some of these sessions.
In my situation, within the city, you have such a thin line of
communication that there are things that you-tan do, can say
and things that you can't do, caet say. Whereas the Boys' Club,
someo e could 4b out to the homes and ask them for outside help.
For i Stance, I couldn't go to the schools and say, "Could you
send omeone down to my center, and initiate a program?" I could
go out and get a friend of mine and do 4t that way, or get a
pareq from one of the ARC's or something like that who is
involved in my program already to help, but as far as me initiating a d going out and doing on my awn, I cannot do il_./

Park Program:

Would it be fair to say that, in the light of your statements,
that n the field of recreation Centers such as you are working
at, t at the program is largely recreational to eat up Idle
time? ; No, it is still fundamental.

John Sevier:

Recteation:

.

.

Educational, vocational, therapeutic development of the youngsters.

John Sevier:

The sameas us in the Y.

Recreation:

Our Programs are totally different, our implementations of these
are imilar; but our goals, our objectives of these I imagine
parallel
woul
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John Sevier:

Developmental?

Recreation:

Right.

John Sevier:

Good citizenship?

Retreation:

As far as recreation, no we are not a recreation center. Off the
record, it is a recreational center, but as a 'guidance oriented
organization, that's what we strive for. That is where we are
missing the boat as far as the general sessions have been going
I don't think we know enough about our individual agencies
here.
sometimes.

Park Program:

With my facility, I can just about get into any type of new
It can be recreation, academic,.any type
program that you want.
because I have the facilities thereto accommodate many different
types.

Participant:

Is there anything in your area either in Boys' Clubs or Scouts
or Recreation Centers about determining what those who have a
handicap like, don't like, want to participate in? What
experience.have you had in trying to find out what the participants themselves want?

Boys' Clubs:

I would haveto speak for that from the Boys' ClOb point of
view on an individual club basis and,right now I am just familiar
with this type of programming in three boys' clubs. There are
others doing it, but I am familiar with these three and the one
actually involved the special education students,into the
program planningoof this. We also involved fourteen teachers
from four different schools that were teaching special education
We involved them with our staff, Boys' Club staff and
classes.
the board veunteers who were on the program committee.- We
involved the total group in a planning session where they could
actually say what they wanted within the realm of what we had
to offer and the overall Boys' Club program, which is a diversified program, and they could almost pick their.spot.
The other two clubs that I am really familiar with are strictfy
The Panther Boys'
doing what the educators requested of them.
Club, for instance, is doing an aquaticS program. This is what
has been asked of them in years gone byqo conduct this type of
aquatics program for the handicapped. They have been doing it
a long time, but it is not mainstreaming and yet, in a sense, it
is.

We ha've.one club in West Texas that is doing a fantastic job
with the special education students, again in the area of youth
employment and no one knows about it. I didn't know about it
You know you have self
until I happened to walk into the club.
evaluation and the executive started asking, "What are all these
young people doing here this time of day?" They were special ed
students who get out of school a little bit early and they have
It
jobs that they go-out and interview for and the whole bit.
is a tremendous program and no one knew a thing about it.

4'
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John Sevier:
,

Otherwise, they have their swimming programs along with what
They begin with their little "minnow" and as
they were doing.
they progress, go from "pollywog" up to a "little fish" and
then a "big fish" until they graduate out of the program a
In an aquatic program there is advancefully qualiftelt swimmer.
ment and then some immediate recognition-so that the youngster,
particularly' when you are'dealing with the handicapped, is
rewarded quickly for accomplishment which helps to build his own
self identification and self evaluation and, ultimately at the
end, graduate. This is in principal no different than the Boy
A person starts off, has the
Scouts advancement program.
It takes 21 to get to
options of picking his own merit badges.
be Eagle Scout, but a boy can pick and choose within certain
He can choOse which 21 he wants to get among the
limitations.
(
I guess
optional ones so that he can build his own progr'ity,.
thilds the same way your girls do.
.

Girl,Scouts:

John Sevier:

We have extensive program planning. No Girl Scout troop exists
without the girls deciding what they want to do. I am sure that
you know from yam council too, that ts the whole crux, that
If there is a handicapped
they learn decision making early.
troop, I know because I was the leader for two years, they do
They might not get to
have the girls make thetr own decisions.
pick from all 76 badges, they might make a decision between one
or two or three that would be appropriate at that time, but
they definitely have input as far as their decision about what
they want to work on and there is always a progression.
One thing that the Boy Scoutts tiave too that might be relevant

to some of your needs is thatlhe'boy meets with his scoutmaster
to develop a personal development program for himself; mentally,
I don't know whether you have that
physically and socially.
kind of plan that develops between th&individual and whoever
This is something
the volunteer,. or professional leader is.
I
' that really builds-upon for the boy and the scoutmaster.
don't know whether you people use ''anything like this, but maybe
It becomes extremely
this is something that you could use.
important with some of the educableland trainable youngsters
who build upon the relationship between themselves and their
leader and try to find a way to grow up and become the healthy
This is something to
individuals that we all want them to be.
I
don't
know,
since
yours
is
largely recreational.
think about.
Is there thts thing about being developmental in the Boys' Club
and the 4-H? Do you have anything like that in your program?
Dan James:

We have an agreement between the volunteer and the youngster,
"Here's what I want to learn" and the leader will help him decide.
"Here are the activities that you can carry out to learn. What
is it that you want?" It is a goal setting process, simple form,
simple sheet that is set up at the beginning of the year. "Here
is what I want to do" and the leader helps verbalize that and
put it down in writing and within a year the leader asks, "Well,
"What did you do to learn this?"
did you learn this?" "Yes".
"I did these things"'or, ".No, I didn't: and that gives a person
basis for the next program he wants to start on.
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John Sevier:
Boys' Club:

What kind of an internal program do you have?
We revolve more around our group work activities which would be
a parallel to what Dan is discussing here. We go into this type
I am concerned about mainof training with our small groups.
I knoW that we are doing this
streaming and thelppys' Club work.
separatihg
programs for special
in individual clutisi that we are
What frightens me about multiple handicapped people
education.
coming into the club is that we may have 150 to 200 boys a day
going through the club and then you have to have additional
professional people to work with these handicapped people that
our staff is not trained to do. We will need to carry volunteers
I think
to work with these people and it is'rather frighteriing.
a
hard
look
there are going to be a lot of clubs that will
en
is
that
at mainstreaming ad
ri
I think what is going to ha
more of them are going to start having individual, separated,
segregated programs for the handicapped. That is jutt a general
Hopefully it can work
observation from the way I see it today.
into mainstreaming, but perhaps you can answer this for me.
"What do you do when yob have, for instance, the multiple
handicap?"

Participant:

Participant:

Boys' Club:

--

We were talking in one of our groups the first day and Linda
Johnston, the cerebralpalsy person, said that; realistically,
you cannot expect 4 mainstream every single person. There are
going to be, just 8S, the differences in our organizations, times
when you are going to have to realistically exclude some people.
That is too bad, but.there is going to be a place for them in
to
somebody's organtzatioh. We just can't realistically expect
absorb everyone.
I think one of the keys to this whole context is the fact that
Linda started it off and we began thinking about this whole idea.
jt is a fact of life that if a person is blind, he is not going
just
to get a driver's license. There are eertain levels at,
yesterday,
they
are
going
to
like those children that we saw
This, I think,
reach.' That is it and that is a fact of life.
There'
have
dealt
with
here.
is the key to the whole thing-we
else can
Boys'
Clubs
can
do
that
nobody
are certain things that
do for that small child who lives in that neighborhood right
there and this is true of all of the other agencies that are
I think this is also the key to what we are doing.
involved.
I
I see a key as to 4-H expertise.
I see another key to this.
I see a key to the school
see a key as to Scouting expertise.
and Recreation Club and
I
see
a
key
to
the
Parks
expertise.
I think that what we are trying not to do here
to the others.
I think that we are so damn
is to collaborate with each other.
individualiz44 that we are all sitting up here tooting our own
with
horn to a different degree and we all refuse to collaborate
and the Park and Recreation
each other. The Boys' Club Director
down
the
street, we'll say, isBuilding which is a half mile
for handicapped and I am
offering a physical education program
Dan
is
offering an educational
involved in an aquatics program.
We
can each offer a
program. Anyway, we are all offering.
collaborate
on
these things.
different type of program and
N4
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Girls' Clubs:

I think we are 4oing to have k.

Boys' Clubs:

Oh, it's essential.

Girl Scouts:

-I said that the other day because Girl Scouts dre not knowl
able enough with regard to handicaped or disabled to dcr th s.

Participant:

-None 6f us are.

Girl Scouts:

So we are going to have to and we don't have the facilities to
offer any recreational things except for Or camps so we will
have to go to other agencies.

Participant:

We don't have camps.

Participant:

And, again, there is nothing to say that this child can't
participate in more than one activity.
Take advantage of things.

Participant:

The-problem is not overlapping.

Participant:

Right, and we are all spending money for the same purpose.

Participant:

There are plenty of children out there and all of us together
ate only touching 5% of them.
So there is plenty of room for
everybody to do whatever they need to do.

Participant:

I'd like to comment on something that you have all skirted around
and never really jumped into.
You commented on selling our
programs to the handicapped.
If you remember Don Drury's remark,
it is one of the first turnoffs, us coMing to them and saying,
"We want to enlist you, we want to make you a part of it." What ,
about going to the handicapped and asking them what Art of our
programs help them instead of just sitting here trying to come
up with ways we can sell them on being a part of us?

The problem is Overgetting.

What about going to some special education teachers and
educators and saying, "Here are our programs, show us which ones
would aid the handicapped." When you talk about the emotionally
disturbed, you are talking about people who need a handle on
behavioral modification.
What do you have in your program that
will help that and then you have something that can aid the
emotionally distu6ed. Talk about the mentally retarded. One of
their primary problems is not so much their lack of ability,-but
their undeveloped ability.
What do you have that can help the
mentally retarded 9ne small step at a time, trying to succeed
when they have been taught failure all of their lives?
When we start looking at our programs in terms of what we have
that helps them instead of how we can sell them just on being a
part of it, then I think we have one of the keys that we have
never really mentioned.

-210-
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Boys

I said earlier that the three clubs I
I attempted to do that.
the educators
am familiar with did not recruit. .They went to
Can
you utilize
and said, "This is what we have at the club.
it in any way during-the specific operational hours?"

Clubs:

.Participaht:

.

If we will begin looking at
That is what I am talking about.
what the rea4 needs of the handicapped are and then what parts
of our program meet those heeds,( then maybe take it another
it'
step as to how we could modify our program a little bit so
then in turn really would meet a need, we maypave a program
that is fairly good. But maybe with one or two modifications,
it would really do something in termerof helping the hancapped.
How many of your agencies
The second thing is very simple.
spend hours and hours training you in the techniques of fund
You
.raising, volunteer management and all these othef ittms?
Church
about
scouting
or
don't go out and talk to the Baptist
Boys'
Catholic
community
and
try
to
start
a
you don't go to a
Club or go to a rural community and 4-H without understanding .
If you are going to
the public you are trying to deal with.
well
versed in it and
talk to a rural community-, you are very
its needs and why 4-H is important.
If we really haven't taken time, as everybody is saying, you
That is one of the
don't really understand the handicapped.
underStand that
things that, as agepcy professionals, if we don't
of
public, we can't geserve. Until we'begin to understand some
and
the
effects
the key elements of retardation and the causation
boy overand the specific types of approaches that can help a
going
to
serve
the
come those causes and effects, we are not
simply,enlist
them
mentally retarded with our programs except
and give them a halfway experience. We are not going to serve
factors that
the emotionally disturbed until we understand the tries to do to
cauSe it and what a teacher in a school situation
parallel it with our program
help that boy. We can then compare,
to
offer
that
will
do some of the similar type
as to what it has
the
cause and effect of
things to help that boy overcome
Does
thatmake
sense?
emotional disturbance.

Participant:

Participant:

Participanti

Participant:
Participant:

working with
One step further fs the fact that I am aware of in
that there are
And
physically;
is
the handicapped, mentally
education staff
special teachers, cerebral palsy staff, special
that
are
set
up
just
to help that
and agencies and organizations
particular problem.
That is true.
through the
There is also staff seeking out what is available
There
are
many
ways
of
agencies that we represent here.
cooperation so it is a two-way street.

That's right.

tasn't been adequately
It is a communicative effort that really
community profesmet at this point because you have got the
andlare Working daily with the
sional people who understand
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children we are talking about. .You have the agency people here,
you have the advocate organizations here, and the advofflite
organizations and the professional communities have somewhat
communicatedvbut as agencies we haven't really communicated
both ways with either of those groups. Its like you said, everybody wants to holler, "I have a good group for the retarded to
be a part of if I 'could just sell t." That is the thing that
is going to turn them off.
The first thing they are going to
say is, "We just doq't want to be a number to help you tell the -federal government that you serve an X percent of the retarded.
That just doesn't interest us."

,

)

*

ParticiPant:

And they want to see some action, not fake.

Participant:

The second worst thing you can do, as you all pointed out in
your school situation where people come in and try something
and failed; is unless we match the program to the chifd% it is
going to fail unless we look at the needs of that child.. Some
programming ideas, some really good ones have been brought up.
Arts and crafts are an area that most any child, handicapped or
not handicapped, can take part in. Leisure type activities.
We
did a two-year study in a State School where I worked for the
mentally retarded.
The major factor in whether or not those
retarded individuals could make it in the community on their own
when we placed them in the community, was how they handled their
We did not get them back because they
leisure time activity.
could not perform on the job.
We did not get them back because
their employer was unhappy or that they were dishonest. We got
them back because when they punched-out at 5:00, they didn't
know what to do until 8:00 the next morning.
If you have anything
in your organtzation that has to do with showing them how to use
their leisure time, that is needed.

.

You know, organized football isnvt going to help the mentally
retarded utilize their leisure time. Bowling or tennis or
something feasible is what they need. A child that has a
handicap can go do#n to the local bowling alley and say, "I would
like to join a league" and someone will probdbly get thevin one
so that they will make friends and have contacts. Someiody that
ljkes to play tennis can call one of their friends and go to the
Aennis court and maybe make-some contact. They have really got
to look at their activities and how they help their leisureitiqe..
Their vocational training can be of big importance, especially
the type of vocational training where you teach them how to
You utilize bus
handle money and how to find their wdy down town.
routes, what the city government offers in the way of services
and that is where you could look again at your city connected
facilities. When you first start looking it what the needs of
this population are, think of what we offer in our agency, think
of some of the ideas that have been thrown out, ou will all
begin to see that here is a handle that Boys' Cl bs, Girl Scouts,
4-H, our City Recreation Center. whoever, can b gin to get
involved in initially.
You may not do it all.t e first six
6

22o
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months, but I think you can remember-Allen'Sullivan's remark that
maybe mainstreaming is the goal and we are talking about.just
I am not sayint that in the next
putting the process in motion.
We
mainstream
80% of the boys.
six months Boys' Clubs have to
We
are
just
talking
are just talking about starting the process.
about reachihg out to these people.
pig
I can illustrate by a little story about a chicken and a
the
walking down the road. They saw a poor family sitting up on
really
steps and finally the chicken said to the pig, "That's a
poor family and they look underfed. W .don't we give them a
nice ham and egg breakfast?" The pig laid to the chicken,
"That's real easy for you to say, you ust make a deposit. For
me, I have tirmake a total-commitment."

I thin-you are going to realize that we_are going to have to
in
Make a liWe more total commitment to serve the handicapped
our-populhtion than we have for the normal boy who walks in the
brain
door on two strong, healthy legs with two healthy arms, a
that can understand and a voice that can speak very intelligently
and say, "Mister, I came to join your basketball program."
"Fine son, walk down the hall and turn to your right," and that
solves our problem.
The other boy clumns in the door, maybe on two crutches and he
He
I do?"
has a speech impediment and he says, "What can
things
know
you
have
eighteen
doesn't know what he can do and you
that boy.
take
more
time
to
involve
to do and it is going to
That is where it is going to take commitment, either from our
jump
staff or volunteers. Maybe that is something; before we
Directm.and
to
go
to
our
Boards
of
into mainstreaming, we ought
here is also yeOr
say, "Here are the great things about it, but
usual
and serve 30% of
We can't just do business as
challenge.
the handicapped because we haven't time."
Dan James:

Participant:

and
I have one more question though. What you mentioned here
I
still
have
yet
to
what I would like to refer to is network.
the
populetion
I do not even know what
see anything come about.
at,
,is, the kind of numbers you are talking about, where they are
doing
what kind of service agencies are going to be involved in
some networking.

the populaThe ieRbol systems have to know how many there are of
right
there.
tion from ages 3 to 21 so you get an initial figure
The Board of Education has to know. There are federal laws
special
requiring them to provide an education for anyone with a
point.
You
can
get
that
at
that
need between ages 3 and 21.

for Retarded
Nearly all the advoeate agencies, Dallas Association
data on
will
have,fairly'.adequate
Citizens, any of those groups
the adult'
and
its
brought
on
into
their type ff population
If Ion want to know how many with cerebral palsy there
years.
United Cerebral Palsy
are in the Dallas area, you can contact
and nearly all
at Dallas or United Cerebral Palsy at Ft. Worth
I feel
population.
of these give you'the figures on the adult
systems
you
can
that from the advocate agencip and the school
4,2/
get a very accurate count.
601
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John Sevier:

The.one difficulty is that you will not know who they Ee, only
how large the numbers are.
You will have to attend
e Oen
meetings of the agencies themselves to get informatibn. Make
your presentation to them and then, as they open up to give you
their names and addresses, you can build a file.
r
Part of what is so frustrating, especially for people who are
trying to zero.in on starting something is the vast source of
'resources that have to be contacted and maybe if people are
thinking of.trying to serve everybody, trying to be everything
to everybody as the common goal of all our agencies; maybe it
would eliminate a lot of frustration when you can start to
realize that you are not going to be able to reach everybody.
If you could zero in, it would be much easier on you land eliminate a lot of frustration. This is true especially sfate wide.
That would be just tremendous because you couldn't even start
to gather-all of these statistics of all of the different
handicaps and all the different places in the state.
.

Participant:

Participant:

As I see it, awareness is going to be the first step. All.I
can see there is making our staff aware of the various agencies
or the various service groups, or advocacy groups and also the
information about the school systems.
I think for the most part
the parents groups are going to be a good start for most of us
to work with as far as having some idea of what the 4-H program,
what the scouting program, has to offer and the staff that has to
be working with the kids themselves. You know it just has to be
in the works.
Ybu hear of somebody you might like to contact
and interest him in doing something.

221
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CAMPING'
by

Marsha Reid

Texas Women's University

-Camping and its roTe in mainstreaming will be discussed at this session.
Some experimental ideas that may help you when you are doing training will be
included.

We will look at the potential of tndividuals who have some kind of handicapping condition, some limitation or disability, and what i4one-week or
two-week experience in.a residential camp or even axlay camp situation can do.
We now have the feeling that we need to work for such individuals and get them 4
involved.
What I want to discuss is another concept - working with people as
opposed to working for them.
My camp, Camp Happy Hollow, which is incorporated in Michtgah, has a yearWe deal with
Campers range in age from eight to seventy-nine.
round program.
all types of handicapping conditions; autism, mental illness, menta0 retardation,
orthopedic handicaps, blindness, deafness, blind/deaf, blind/deaf cerebral
palsied, blind/deaf mentally retarded, and others.
My staff is not'unigue. However, they are committed to working with
people to get them into regular agency camps; YMCA, YWCA, Boy Scouts,M71
We would like to put ourselves out of business if
Scouts, away from our camp.
we can involve people comfortably in other camps. To help my staff, therefore,
I hired handicapped individuals including mentally retarded, orthopedically
dicapped, cerebral palsied, and also some who were totally deaf.
I had watched one mentally retarded young man, aged 32, who hatimbeen
institutionalized or living in some kind of protective living envirimment for
Over twenty-five years. He had gone through the camping program andlhadbeen
put into a work program, a maintenance program, so he could feel he was contribHe was too oldHe had been in the program for sixteen-years.
uting something.
for the camping program-and there were few adult programs in which he could
participate.

This young man was taken out of the camping program because it was becoming
difficult for the staff to work with him. After so long in-the program, he
I decided to put him on staff supervising
thought he knew more than they did.
children. 'Bill, as I shall call him, was very eXcited about this opportunity.

I wanted my staff to become involved in the process of looking at new
When Bill's name came up, they remembered the difficulties they had
There was nothing
None of the good things came out.
had the previous summer.
about how he could follow directions, his dedication, his real concern for and
He had had many
skill in working with people who had problems similar to his.
behavioral conditions throughout his lifetime that made it hard for adults to
accept him.
staff.

7%6
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We talked about
Duting this discussion,. I found my staff were real bigots.
I
believed
we
should
give some
racism and handicapism being one and the same!
have
toward
races,
thought to the iiossibility that the same type-of prejudice we
mainstreaming
a
very
we have toward the handicapped. This attitude often makes
people
beautiful
caring
and
loving
difficult process. My staff was composed of
I still decided to hire Bill.
and they were still bewildered and shocked.
-

Bill

:ected fo go through all the regular staff

prograth.

In the

Many of my
given Bill misse4 two, three and four questions.
competency tse
seventeen on the first test, the
class missed several. A deaf young lady missed
interpret for her either by
competency test. This was because we didn't
I was fortunate to have one staff member who could
signing or finger spelling.
totally deaf
When we used sign, we had a great deal of success with this
sign.
person.

speech pattern, few
Bill had a look that was stereotypic, an interrupted
lower
his
voice
in public and talked
socialization skills.' He hadn't learned to
His
writing
was primitive, but
He could read and write.
loud and constantly.
Many of the high functioning mentally retarded,
his notes were very thorough.
particular
whom you see primarily in your programs, have the appearance of a
not
necessarily
syndrome, especially Downs Syndrome children, but they are
However, they do look retarded and that is where there
academically retarded.
surprised thitt they can read
is a condescending attitude toward them and we are
and write.
in
whoever was the
he
checked
them
with
Bill's notes were very thorough and
because to him, this
trainer at the did of the sessions. He studied his notes
in a
He had done many merilial tasks, but had never been put
was his first job.
It
was
responsibilities.
position that required hillt to exhibit his own personal
I had watched him very
not surprising that he performed in a superior way.
I did not have the
problems.
I
knew
he
had
many
carefully the year before and
and women relationships, but I
time and the sympathy to talk with Bill about men
In the process of becoming a staff member
got others to help him in this area.
That means that when Bill
and working,with children, there were no problems.
He could.talk to other staff.
was up he could help with wheelchairs, campers.
The person with cerebral palsy and
He became a model for other staff members.
in'fact, models too - young, caring, collegeall of our handicapped staff were,
18.
I didn't have anyone on my regular staff younger than
aged individuals.
there for one session at
Those under 18 were strictly volunteers who were only
a time.

more alike than we were
In the process of modeling we learned that we were
take their time
That was a hard one to learn". We learned people
different.
I don't-think this means they are any
and need time to do different tasks.
I think we can be speedy when we want to be speedy
different than you or me.
of being lazy. That's no
and when we want re be lazy we can be very fond
and limitations.
different, really, for people who have some handicaps
individuals with orthopedic handiOne thing that we need to know is that
waist-down, neck-down, mid-chest-down,
caps that involve some type of paralysis;
to
There is a whole routine that each individual,has
do take longer to dress.
paralyzed
put
their
Some people who are
follow in order to dress himself.
they are able then to shoot their
pants up over their head and hope then that
could have been caused by a car accident,
legs into them. This kind of paralysis
any other serious accideax. An
a camping accident, a mot rcycle accident or
method of dressing and
individual who has become paralyzed has to work out a
toileting himself.
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Camping
If there are individUals with speech problems, people with cerebral palsy,
Individuals with cerebral palsy do not
they will also have problems'eating.
It is hard for them to
have the facial muscle control that normal'people have.
close their mouths because there are spasms, allliNt electrical, that shoot
It is'Very difficult for these
through the muscles, shoot the mouth open.
people to eat neatly. The food at most camps is also not conducive to helping
them with their musclecOntrol Problems. Once the Staff understands the probaem,
My staff learned to appreciate the
they will know how to treat people.
difficulties cerebral palsy individuals have.
4.1
,Probably 20% of our campers aee people you would never see unless you work
Many do not haye jobs, but want to work in an agencY such as Goodwill.
This
work at something where they can achieve even a small measure of success.
The
problem
means the% 80% of our campers should have been in regular camps.
The campers between ages 8 and 11"we woeked with
.was that they were too old.
very hard; not'only with the camper, but with parents.. We found out what was
available to them in their own communities betause we wanted to get them
The parents were strongly advised not to put
inyolved in their, own community.
YMCA's were Reginntng to hak swimming
them in a totally handicaliped group.
program including handicdpped, and we tried'to get the parents,to take,their
thildren to these so they could learn water safety skills.
We had some conflicts with various igencies, not because they didn't care,
but because they didn't understand tha# handicapped People survive better and
acquire better skills when they are not withtheir own on a total basis. That
is a hard philoSephy to understand:-.What that means is there are so many
children who are able-bodied, their arms work; their legs work, their heads
There is nothing abnormal about the'',
"work, their eyes work, their ears work.
Those very, very normal'children are often very adept afhelpinge
behavior.
children who are not quite normal, who have 'an arm missing; a Jeg missing, a
hand missing, part of the brain not functioning:

The orthopedically handitapped folks, those who are handicapped in their
bodies, not their mtnds, are the easiest for us to mainstream because the mind
is sharp, the,votte is clear, and the words are the same words used by any
The mentally retarded person is probably the,hardest indilyidual to
person.
.mainstream because of looks'as well as re skill development.
-

1

1.

In Michigan there were objecttons by the American Camping Association to
Nearly 90% of the children in
allowing people with seizures to cOMe.to camps.
They did nOt have fits - fits are what we have when we
our camp had seizures.
ConvulsiOns OCCur4hen_the electrical impulses in ourbrains don't
are angry.
Krk correctly and force the electricity through the body making us do weird
things such as rolling our eyeballs, or staring or withdrawing. /Few people'
swallow their tongues, but an air passage can be blocked by the tongue by trying
to vomtt and aspirate or breath at the same time. My staff and volunteers have
been trained to take care of people with seizures so they can be mainstreamed.

What happened when we mainstreamed? The children came back to our camp
for the nea year. Why? They/were made to feel different in the other camps.
The/staff *new who was coming and if they were deaf,
They were sorted out.
If they'were not orthopedically handicapped, most of the
blind, retarded.
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They were housed away from the main:
----ch ldren we0 not accepted at camps.
ThisCwas
our
battle
in
Michigan,
to/ask why this was done? The answer
camp.
What happens as folks
wds that it was done-for the convenience Ofthe staff.
are dentea the pbssibility of-learning with a peer who is all there?. It doesn't
If
Mean that every single verson can be-absorbed in a group of twelve ki s.
have
one
handicapped
child,
you
haye
/you have a cabin that holds twelveand you
;eleven AB's. (able-boa:led or normies - whatever the jargOn-i5that you ore
familiar with) and one person who has some kind of handicap Condition._ It
doesn't mean:that you are going to have suceess all the time. Many handtcapped,
children have bden so protected at home and have not had access to any kind
go into a camping situation whtch J5 a
of community involvements so when t
with whole new expectations. . It is a,
sub-culture, it is a whole new commu

that 15dynamic, and also frightening.
whole new life style that is exc in
It is no different than someone wFp is used to a high density urban area and
That isAjust as
suddenly finds.himself in an extre ely.rural quiet area.
frightening as it is for a handicapped child who has been so, protected by
mommy and daddy.

.

4

°

I
There are tremendous things that that child does to get attention.
taught my staff and other staff that I brought in to lavish attention on,gyerySo we were busy lavishing attelTon on'
one, not just singling out one person.
4ere
able
to
really
disintegrate obnoxious behavior.
a number of people and
,

that we had was the campers would not k-register the
next year Or Woad not follow up with thelall program. The expectations in
ude of the staff in terms of disciplining and
the almost militarist
controlling groups was so ho ifying thatit just stripped whateversense
It gave our campers nothing but
t a a
there was of possible achieve
Now I knOw that wel9se some c ildren bythis,over-milkitaristic
failure,.
We as adults think hat that is goin§ to control violence very well,
structdre.
_when in fact it can be very, v y devastating. The secret there is that when
we are mainstreaming and are etting-handicapped
Find out what the parents do at home and if
should really talk with pa Lents.
If'our staff tends to be very structured;
t is fine.
they are militaristic,
that child.is going to it 'right in. But if you have a very loose structure,
ant; cafeteria approach to your programming activities,
you can do anything you.r:
very little direction. -The ontt time that you really are-Airectinq campers is
at meal time and St bedtime or at major events like at campfires or cabin
,One of the problem

.

4

challenges or something like that.

:

That loose structure can destroy a child whq-needs tight, tight struCtLire.
Paredtsheed to knqw before the child real/Y arrives at camp, what kind of
Do you have a predominantly young
structure and whatikind of staff you_have.
children who need tight
staff? You will not want to risk destroying some
be
a.
little
more alazy and tend to be
structure beeause a young staff tends to
acquaintances
and
bedfellows th n to Work
at-camp looking more for friends and
bringing
aning
you a
me
If you .havg a more mature staff,
with the campers.
least
have
some
pe
spective
on
in more college age people, then they should at
liandle
this
whole
concept
of'maintheir own identity and they may be able to
That doesn't mean there is a Oeat difference
streaming in a superior way.
Itjust means that
between an 18 and.19-year-old or a 16 and 19-year-old.
whole
program
in your camp is
there Tight be and that your training and your
staff member.
going o make the difference on how that person functions as your
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Camping

Can all handicapped people be mainstreamed? No. -Should they be? No.
Can most
I never heard that, that is a myth.
I do not think anyone said Xhat.
Yes,
if
we
train.
With.success?
handicapped people be mainstreamed? .Yes.
There is a hook there and that hook is if. If staff is trained, the-success of
mainstreaming can almost be guaranteed.--It takes time and it takes-patiencec
with your staff to listen to myths; "I'm going to catch that if I drink out of
the same drinking fountain", "4 cannot,posstlily sit on the same toilet seat",
"I cannot possibly swim in the same pool." NoW these are 1980 feelings.- These
are not something from the dark ages. We had a parent who swore up and down
that her daughter got pregnant by merely-being in a pool with a particular
All I can say is that mother had thirteen children and shemust have
child.
dope a great deal of switnmi.ngA
.

Myths are very real and they are to be accepted and believed as that
person's belief. They are nOt to be Tidiculed or pooh-poohed or told, "Where
Some of you may
are you from", because the beliefs are real foi that person.
have been in a situation with a handicapped individual where you now hate all
handicaps simply because that one röadhogged, demanded, demanded, demanded,
This individual may have rolled Ais wheeldhair right in
demanded, demanded.
the middle of the road and had an ugly disposition. You should remember that
It does take time to work through with your staff
that was only one person.
the myths and to figure out how to work with people rather than for them. That
How do we work wiTE-15eople? Where is our oyn human
is the crux, I think.
dignity? Wbat do we want? What do we want to achieve? What is the sense of
dignity that all human beings,need? What are our neds? What is success?
What is achievement? How can we pretty well guarantee them in our programs?
In camping we found that we had to pay attention and train our staff to
handle appliances. We didn't know that certain wheelchairs, or some of my
We could
staiff didn't know that tertain wheelchairs, do not go in the water.
What we did was take an unsalted oil (we used
pueh them in the.water.
vaseline) and slapped-it all over the spokes and slapped it over the hub of the
wheelchair lo protect it from rusting. Wheelchair tires go flat. That means
when you are banging across the ground you may have a flat tire. Wheelchairs
are expensive. Those contraptions are very, expensive, up'Ito $1,500 for those
You don't bounce them, they are not toys.
that you will see ih your program.
They
are
the legs, the way they can get around the
They are the owner's legs.
Most childrenudon't complain
It hurts to be bounced in a wheelchair.
easiest.
because they are so excited about being out and off some asphalt trail. Our
trails were mostly paved except for our high risk challenge program. We had
people that we would get up on a 30' wire and come crashing down with a navy
I am sure there are many oeople who will say, "That can't be done.
hold wire.
You don't put someone who is paralyzed up on one of those because when they
hit the ground they are going to ruin their legs." Or, there is the other
side which is, "Go ahead and get someope who is paralyzed with their legs up
on one of those things and when they hit the ground, they won't feel it."
I went through the Brownie
I-am a Girl Scout.
We had so many challenges.
and the Girl Scout program at a time in the state of Oregon when survival camping was very real. We put packs on our backs and we took off. We had
tremendously risky activities. We learned to rappel, we learned to climb. We
learned to hike and handle ourselves in white water. We learned many things.

-Camping

Campers at my amp learn the same things and can do them exCeptionally well.
We have campers who can put a
We have white water canoers. We have kayakers.
carbide lantern on their head and go spelunking, go down in caves. We have
(folks who can stalk the wild asparagus with the best of us, who can identify
very quickly and readily whatjs edible and what is not. We hate those who can
give all sorts of hints on how to cook, who know fork cookery ar5d stick cookery.
There arenthose who can use reflectors, who can make a reflector. There are
women who can handle their own personal hygiene needs with various reeds and
know which reeds to use, and know how to discard properly and know how to take
care of the environment.
These
We have campers who'know Roger Tory Peterson's Field Guide Manual.
but
tfiii7ire
peopleio
can
do
campers are called retarded, deaf, many names;
could
protect
the
In planning these activities, I felt that my staff
things.
health and safety of these campers. Our sessions were structured to allow time
for those who might need a little longer time. We had hour and a half sessions
for boating and waterfront activities. Me had creative dramatics. The campers
If I saw a camp mpmber doing something for
made their own films and costumes.
someone, I discussed the matter with hith. If he did this again, he was fired.

We planneer how-long itwould
We did not do the projects for our campers.
take to do the project and did it with them. We sent nothing home from camp
that a staff member had done; notniFT There were no staff member's initials
They dug their own clay,
on the back of the ceramics that the campers did.
found out what clay looked like, how to go dig it, how to c+ean it, how to
strain it, what consistency it needed to be in before they made their projects
on the wheel or by hand, how to use the kiln, how long things had to stay in '
The things that did go home were camper produced. We did not do
the kiln.
We did not work 0079eather mainly because we were operating
popsicle sticks.
on a shoestring and secondly, because we had all the natural environment to
We were able to get a tremendous amount of donations, some as much
pull from.
as $100,000 in one lump sum.
Our campers were able to develop their own skillsto when they went over to the other camps they tended to be a bit bored because they had been
wanted to go to because
challenged. At the normal camp (a camp that they really
been
going
in4.he
fall and they had
they finally got into the Y where they had
basketball)
they
were
not challenged.
been going in the winter for swimming and
their
friends
with
whom
they had been
They had been looking forward to camp with
they
were
separated
in
They were going tocamp together and then
in school.
They
were
bored
camp. We-should try not to separate them from those friends.
because.they were thought of as not being able to produce.
Our campers were bored and they wound up coming back to Happy Hollow and
we, of course went through the whole process of working with the community
Each time we found out that our
again trying to find out what happened.
They were at
weren't
being mainstreamed.
campers had been segregated, they
camp with normal children, but they were sitting on the peripheral almost
Instead of going out in the canoe, having passed their swimming test
always.
and being able to canoe, they always had to go out with a staff member.

Camping
I guess what I am trying to help you understand is that if you have
tehavior groblems, it does not make any difference if it is a handicapped child
or not. We would handle behavior problems the same.
We would be consistent.
When we want children to have a good time, then handle that the same way too.
We don't have to have a differentcway to have a good time.
If there is a
camper who is severely misshapen,lout who really likes to canoe and who has
proven'that he can pass the swimtest,and would be safe if the boat or canoe.
capsized, one of the easiest things to do with a canoe paddle is'to use rubber
bands.
Take two large rubber bands and knot them together so that you have two
loops.
Put one around the wrist of the individual and the other around the
paddle because the natural spasm will feather and one of the better featherers
is someone who is severely involved with cerebral palsy. The rubber bands will
allow that canoe paddle to still be in the hand if there is the contraction and
the flexing motion within the hand.
It just saves someone from scooting over
and picking up the canoe paddle and then pretty soon saying, "That's a drag."
We learn things verY, very practically. We also learned that handicapped
individuals can be.turned over and capsized. This is a regular situation even
though I have some staff members saying, "Marsha, we shouldn't do that" and
wringing their hands and going through all the "Are you mean to handicapped
people" routine. What we are going through is the normal routine of making
people safe in the water because we have many water activities.
We had no
hydraulic lifts.
Our docks Cost right around $38,000. We have nothing special
really to acccnrodate handicapped. We made our ramps by filing down logs. We
didn't want to pay for wood to build ramps and we are in a particular part of
the country where, with the cold and the warmth, we couldn't really use concrete.
It cracked and'it was no good as the fishermen ptt salt down so they could get
their cars out and salt would destroy the concrete.
We simply hauled in logs
and shaved them down with a plane to make things a little easier for the
wheelchairs.
We also did a great deal of crawling on the ground.
Brightly colored,
heavy rug yarn Was tied to wheel chairs so campers could find their own wheelchairs and then pull the chairs along behind them as they crawled along the
ground.
Some campers preferred to do this, others preferred to be "baby."
Campers were taught to be self-reliant.
If they wanted help, it was there.
_

We fought with the American Camping Association and other agencies who
were afraid to let people with seizures into their camps. They were really
afraid because they did not think it was safe.
I have seen seizures and I have
had terrific seizures, but no one kept me from climbing a tree, or out of a
swimming pool or skiing or anything else.
I didn't know I was different until
I was labeled.
When I was labeled, not only was I different, but I had some
real concerns about where I could swim.
I had to lie to get a driver's license.
Labels are no fun and
I had to lie to get a job and I lied to keep my job.
they stop many of us from being able to realize our full potential as human
beings.
They would have stopped me from being able to grow up with you.
I
would not have wanted to be in a special school because I would have grown up
with people who are forced by their staff to be demdent. No matter what
you think of institutions, they are not the best places to be.

Camping
As we move to accept mainstreaming; we 'each, individually, have to look
inside our own minds to figure out the risks that we have. What do we think
that certain haddicapped people can't do? Write these down to remind yourself
It is true it does take longer to do some things, but
and check them out.
there is hardly anything that you can not do. You just have.to do it a little
You can pretty well create a
differently with the element of humor and fun.
camping environment of a mainstream nature with 'total success. Granted, you
will always have that individual who is going to have a rotten time at camp..
It was not that camp
That person probably didn't want to come to camp anyway.
They
typically
did
not
want
to
come
to
camp
anyway and they
turned them off.
Maybe
there
was
a
divorce
going
on in their
are angry for whatever reason.
Some
of our
They
may
be
afraid.
family and they don't want to be away.
who
are
normal
and
all
of
a
sudden
they
campers have never been with people
It
is
just
as
unfair
for
them
to
be
plunked
are plunked down into your program.
It
is
not
easy.
as it is for you having to plunk that plunker.

I hope that you're not getting from me the feeling that it is easy,to
mainstream and that any and all of us can, in fact, work with mainstreaming.
While I agree that_we can work mainstreaming, I don't agree that all of us can
It means that you have to have the
It goes rightOack to training.
do it.
In
commitment to understand disabilities and there is a great deal to know.
every urban area there is at least an association or a chapter or,a council
I tell my parents to
dealing with each one of these handicapping situations.
talk to at least two different people, not one. Do not buy one person's story.
If it is positive, that's a little safer, but if you get a "no", call again.
If it is necessary to talk to three or four people in that agency, then do
Parents really have to fight: Often there are many difficulties in
that.
keeping their family together as a complete family packet so the children we
work with have a harder time having both a mother and a father than other
The financial burden on a family that has a handicapped child is
children.
The hours and hours of guilt and bewilderment and wondering why and
enormous.
what they are doing wrong, "why me", take a horrible toll so parents may be
They may snap at you; They may be very untrusting. They may just
very hurt.
dump their kid and drive off. They take many different attitudes, but unless
you have had a handicapped child, do not make the judgements that make parents
They coped as long as they could, as hard as
seem to be really poor persons.
they could, and some of their coping is not good and they have lost their,
protected and
mechanisms. When we get these children at camp who have been so
afraid
(because
you
haven't been able to be mainstreamed because mothers are
Because
no
one
told
past.
and I have really done some cruel things in the
that mother to try two people in the agency. They tried once andthey became
turned off), that child does need a little more sensitivity, but that doesn't
It does mean awareness, but it doesn't mean necessarily
mean special attention.
that it has to be one on one. If you are going to have a one-on-one situation,
I would suggest that you bring in volunteers so your one-on-one is not core
staff.

In terms of looking at using any program effectively with any handicapped
You are
child, you are just 'going to have to accept on my blind faith here.
going to have to trust that I do know what I am talking about and there is not
one activity that your people cannot do in a mainstream situation because you
have able-bodied people right next door. If you are segregating, you are in
Your staff is
trouble and you are going to remain in a difficult situation.
going
to
like
you
very
much. 'They may
going tO get burned out and they are not
grouping.
So
watch
out,
watch
for
the
not return the next year.

Camping
Question:

You were talking mostly in terms of children.' Is that because there*
is a lack of community resources for mainstreaming age 21 and dyer?

Marsha:

Yes, there aren't very many adult camps - most of them are generally
family camps and are not for singles or else the cost is very high.
Our program costs $60 a day and these were not rich children and
they stayed with us two full weeks. We have all sorts of ways to get

stholarships; butltieterribly expensive.
Question:

I think it is hard to motivate the community too to donate in terms
of adult disabled.
Children disabled are cute.

Marsha:

Yes, but they grow up and then they, are not so cute.

Question:

Are we destined to keep them inside?

Marsha:

L hope not.

I hope that we can open up our community based *grams
which work very nicely according to Linda Barnes who will make a
presentation in the next hour. But the idea here is to be able to
develop community programs, not splashy summer programs or anything
else, but community programs where people can come down and they are
not going to catch anything. You are not going to be ripped off
because someone has a behavior disorder. You are not going to be
socked in the nose because someone is deaf. You are not going to be
drooled on because someone is retarded. Any of Mese things may
happen, but they happen to all the populations here.
Our adults were born a little too early, but we are getting there.
Mainstreaming is hard, it has been fought, it is misunderstood, it
scary and all these other thfngs, but we are getting there and I
din't want my camp to continue.

Question:

Can you take another approach to your camp instead-of closing it?
Can you open it up to the nor
s?

Marsha:

We bring the normieS in and we do un a year-around program now,
but in our summer camp program we o not have very many parents
who want to send their child to a amp that has a history, since
1957, of being for the handicapped.

Question:

The problem that the handicapped have is boundlng off of this
It would seem to
unreceptive atmosphere when they are segregated.
me that our approach might be to teach the normies how to handle it.

Marsha:

We
We are working on this a great deal, but it is rather spotty.
are having these same problems coming up im kindergarten and preschool and we do have some of those programs depending on where you
It is geographical,
are and what part of the country.
It really does.
state-wide.
It is attitude-wide in State Departments of Education.
Project MAY is
Many times we look at our news carryinciagencies.
It is really beginning to blossom. Whether it
the beginning.
blossoms as a flower or a weed is up to us. There are some gorgeous
weeds around and some really beautiful flowers and we have our
That is our challenge - to go back and spin off program
choice.
ideas, talk with our staff.
If we have more awareness now, it is
mainstreaming and that is what it is all about.
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Camping
Question:

Could you compare the mainstreaming process to the integration
process?
That is why I approach handicapism and racism as one and the
Yes.
The words are different, people behave a little differently,
'same.

Marsha:

b4t they have the same-exact problems which are just as idiotic
and ill-founded and ridiculous.
Question:

If you bring in all handicapped workers
One thing I was looking at.
who are staff members and you

Marsha:

No, I only had four out of a staff of sixty-four.

Participant:

Oh, I thought they were all somewhat handicapped.

I worked with 50% staff handicapped in Indiana and that was
incredible.

Marsha:

Question:. I was wondering how you could mainstream that program
1 think four out of sixty-four was a good number for my staff to
absorb because I had four very different kinds of handicapping
It was exceptionally difficult to accdpt someone you
situations.
It was difficult to accept someone you
saw as mentally retarded.
saw as deaf and that posed a, "Whatbdo I do now?" It was very
difficult bringing someone in who was severely involved with
cerebral palsy and someone who was mildly involved with cerebral

Marsha:

,

palsy.

Question: "Again, don't you feel that it is somewhat more handicapping for a
child to come to your camp and learn all these things when in an
ideal role, in the real world, they are not going to learn all 'these
things at another camp? It seems to me they have had the best that
they can have and they are back and maybe you have handicapped them
more.

Marsha:

We have wrestled that one, but we are still committed to teaching
as many good leisure skills that a person can do on his own, with
friends, and not pave to go to your camp and my camp. I am talking
about things that4need to be done with another person. That is a
start towards getting handicapped people out in their own community.

23a
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COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
by

Unda.Barnes
Texas Women's University

Community programs for the handicapped abound in some communities and are
few or non-existent in others.
I would like to sharesome ideas with you
which may help you'in organizing activities for the-handicapped in your
community.
I am a graduate assistant in adapted physical education at Texas-Woman's
Universitrin Denton, Texas.' One of my related jobs is to direct the Sunday
Afternoon Recreation Program for the adult mentally retarded persons who live
with their parents in the community. The purpose of the program is to provide
recreational activities while giving the participants 0 chance to interact with
*peers, to learn and to use social skills, and to attend community activities
such as plays and musicals.
The Sunday program is the only program for the
retarded in Denton except for the Activity Center which is provided by the
Association for Retarded Citizens. The Activity Center meets during the week
nd the ARC Director had to look into several places to meet as one was not
eadily availables
/4 (
Last fall a new director for the Parks and Recreation of Denton was hired.
Ihe Executive Director for the ARC and I went to visit him to find out if any
programs were being planned for the handicapped. We explained that I directed
the Sunday Program and used the recreation buflding, but when other groups were
scheduled, we had to go on a field trip or not meet. We also stated that our
interest group could not readily join in activities without prior experience
in the activity, and therefore could not blend in well with the schedule of
regularly planned programs.
The director thanked us and said he would talk
with his staff and would be in touch with us.
I returned the next day to schedule my Sunday group for the semesterPd
I also offered my help in planning any programs for the handicapped.
I
explained that I had worked at a day camp for the physically handicapped in
Illinois.
I told about the Western DuPage Recreation Association for Special
Populations which sponsored the camp and also other camps for the various
disabilities.
This association also sponsored family nights out, trips to the
ball park, and other activities on a year-round basis. The program director
thanked me and said she would contact me in a few days.
In a few weeks, the Executive Director for the ARC and I received an
invitation to sit on a steering committee to develop programs for the handi-i
capped in Denton.
Many other interested people fro the counity
mm
were also
asked to be on the steering coittee.
mm
The task for e decided that it would
be best to begin with a few programs and then build r om those.
It was decided
to offer a family night out for the parents to go shopping while their children
were entertained with movies, games, and snacks. This program worked well and
the recreation staff were pleased with the turnout. The other program was for

1
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The recreation staff would
the adults who were attending the Activity qter.
the
new
recreation facility.
h games and cooking skills to the adultt at
still
continuing
with other activities
Thi progrip was alsó a success and is
beift4 addeT.

The biggest problem with starting new programs is how to find the people
who would want to particf0ate in the activities. The task force suggested
advertising in the newspapers and,on the radio and television. The ads asked
people to suggest names of handicapped people who may be inferested in the
There were three
programs and to contact the Parks and Recreation Department.
responses to the ads. We know there are people in the communities, but how do
you get them to get involved in the offered programs? Perhaps some of the
people do not consider themselves to be handicapped - disabled, yes, but not
It is the able
handicapped. Society must learn to changleir terminology.
thout learning about the person
bodied person who imposes labels on othe
They
see
a
disabled
person
and
immediately
judge the person to
as a person.
be handicapped because the person is in a wheelchair, using a cane, or tal(ks
We should allow the
or walks funny. That is not what we should be saying.
the,fullest
extent posible
disabled person to exercise his/her capabilities to
It
is
the
'normal"
people that
and make every effort to help him/her do so.
that
rather
than
realizing
impose barriers and roadblocks to the handicapped,
The
ha0iand
capabilities.
the individual does have thoughts and feelings,
capped persons need a chance to realize their potential and should be
encouraged to do so in every way possible.
Linda Johnstone is also on our staff at Texas Woman's University. Linda
is a victim of cerebral palsy and uses an electric wheelchair to get around the
I met her the first day she arrived on campus and introduced her to a
campus.
He too has cerebral palsy in
young man who was also a graduate student at TWU.
He
also
has an electric wheeladdition to being visually impaired and deaf.
his
father, and me on an
chaim. The young man led the way as he took Linda,
It
was
interesting
being with those two
accessible route around the campus.
comments*to
the father
individuals because people would address questions or
Linda
finally
and Myself rather than the two individuals in the wheelchairs.
This
is
the
way,
we
treat
looked right at one person and said, "I can talk."
not
being
capable
We see their disability, label them as
handicapped persons.
We really need to educate others to
of whatever, and that is where they stay.
th' fact that the handicapped are capable of many things if only they are gtven
,
chance to show what they can do.
th
One of the things that I hope you people will go back with from this
Maybe they can't
conference is knowing that people with handicaps are people..
Maybe
they
can't
hear,
but
believe
me, they
walk and maybe they can't talk.
Think
how
hard
it
would be if
I
do.
have thoughts and feelings just as you and
couldn't
talk
and
express
ygu had something happen to you right now and you
You really had to
yOurself, and you had something you really wanted to say.
get it out and you couldn't do it and you couldn't move your arms either. How
Or they might just go on
frustrated would you be, with people looking at you.
hi)/ you and not ask you a question at all when you really had some information
How would ydu feel? You might have all'the knowledge
You needed to get out.
.1r1 the world locked up because you are a good reader, and intellectually you
You have it, you just can't express it like
are pretty high on the scale.
How frustrat ing would that be?
everybody else.
/

,

,
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I
thought of that when I went to CamP Soroptomist the first weeken4that
they had their weekend camping.
I had a young cerebral palsy girl who couldn't
taW except just a couple words.
She could say, "Mom at home", and that was
where she wanted,to be, "Mom at home."
She had a little pointer, she wore on
her head. At had ayelcro band that wbnt around her head and a little pointer
made Of steel that comes down with a little eraser on the end.
Shediad a board
on her wheeldhair and had little symbolson it. ,It said, -"I want", "to", "have"
and then "home" or "foOd" or things like that.. When she wanted the pointer,
'she'd blink her eyes.
She had beautiful long lashes and the pointer was in her
'backpac. So
said, "Do you want your pointer?" I got it and put it on her,
Then it was, "1 want to go home." She had been there an hour and a half and
was crying the whole tfme.
I'll tell you that spending a weekend with that
young lady really awakened me to frustration and needs and feelings of disabled
persons'.
She had to depend on me for everything; to get where she wanted to go,
everything she wanted, to eat, to be put in bed. All the things a person needs
during,the day, I was the one to do it.
No wonder she cried the first hour and
a half.
She didn't know me, I didn't know her.
She had been to Camp
Soroptomist before, but she didn't know me. Think how frightening that would
be for You to be put in a Place where you didn't know,somebody else's language
or what theVdid and are dependent on sothebody to get you everything.
It is
pretty
r.
I

As aqencies in the community, how d
ou get started? Where'do you go?
What services do you
ye hat you can offer people who really
need them? You.have sat through all
ese essions and heard all these wonderf1 people give their ideas and,personal experiences and things like, "Hey, you
Can get out there and 4o these things with people:"
WhLit ao vou du?

You must have thousands of questions and we haven't had much time to
respond to them.
We have been responding to books.
We have been responding to
interactions with people on a one to one basis, but I know some of you must be
totally-frustrated because you came here to get that one magic answer a d so
far you haven't heard it.
You are feeling a little bit deflated ltke, I spent
all this money and I still don't know what I am going to do or where I' La oing
to go or how I can make contacts."
I'd like you to thirlk for just a second
Since 1981
what questions you may have so that we can try to answer for you.
is the'International Year for Disabled Persons, a list has been compiled here
about different directors and the Athletic Associations for Physically Impaired,
Parks and Recreation Departments.
It is from the Texas Planning Council for
Developmental Disabilities.
By the way, TWU is hosting a basketball wheelchair
tournament the 13th and 14th of February so that "information is out on. the
tables.
Special
There is also information about bowling and Special Olympics.
There is information
Olympics, by the way, is specifically for the retarded.
If you woUld be
about football, gymnastics, soccer and many other things.
interested in getting one of these when it comes out in print, we will have a
paper for you to sign your name and address where you might be able to secure
this.
It would be very valuable for those of you who are trying, maybe in
You might find some athletes
Scouting or whatever, to get some things going.
to call who would give a plug to you. program.
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Question:

Would you elaborate fo.r me again, is it IED?

Linda:

IEP is an Individualized Education Plan, or in some schools,
Wividualized Education Program. When 94-142 Public Law came out,
o has a handicapping condition and is
it stated that each child
n school or other type of special
placed in a special educa
education must have an.i 0 ividualized education plan which means
that teachers and the paradts and perhaps doctors or school nurse,
anyone that is,concerned with that child in the school setting,
musI get together and look at the child's abilities as 9ell as thedifficulties and find out what that child needs to work on to make
them educationally available in that school so the child will get
the best education possible. Tht adapted physical education person,
if there is one, is required by law to sit in on that, or a regular
physical education pers6n if they don't have an adapted PE person.
May6e he needs first grade
They write up this child's needs.
If
he
is
in
third
grade
and
needs a firit grade reading
reading.
He
needs
to have daily physical
book, he needs to work on that.
He
needs
to have second grade
education. That is requi'red bylaw.
He needs to have extra help with social studies. This kind
math.
of information has to bewrjtten out, signed by the teacher,
signed by the parents. The children must have an IEP if they are
in school.

0

.

Question:
10/1

Linda:

What are the benefits?
It helps the agencies who might be able to offer services. An
agency might have an adaptive swim program for the handicapped which
Swimming may have been prescribed as a
the school does not offer.
good program for a child because it relaxes him, strengthens his
muscles. Also, it is possible for him to do things in the water he
If you are a parent, you may know the Y
cannot do anyplace else.
If the
has such a program, but it is only offered at 10:00 a.m.
,school has no program, the parent could request it be written on
the child's program that he could leave school at 10:00 a.m. on the
day or days adaptive swimming ft'offered. Parents are responsible
The law also states that anyone who is handifor transportation.
capped' must have an IEP if they are in Special Education.

I have a film I'd like to.show you, a film from the Dance for the
It is called, "A Very Special Dance." You can get it from the
Handicapped.
National Dance Association, but I think it points up some things about people
She
It is by Ann Riordan who is from Utah.
and what their capabilities are.
weeks
will
give
a
workshop
on
dance
will be down at TWU-this summer and for two
Handicapped April 3rd
for the handicapped. TWU is also having Arts for the
and 4th and that will be integration of art, music, dance, and physical
education showing kinds of things that people who are handicapped can do. The
information is available from TWU, Dr. Claudine Sherrill. Housing arrangements
If you are interested, it
are available which I believe cost $9.00 per night.
must might supplement whatever programs you are trying to do.
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FILM SOUNDTRACK
I danced
I started workingmith Dance for the Handicapped ten years ago.
I
loved
dance.,
It
meant
everything
to
me
and
then
when
I
for years myself.
I
was about 24, I became physically handicapped and could no longer perform.
'bad rheumatoid-arthritis andI. started to go'into special education and,become
What'happened was discovering,that I.loved working with
a classroom teacher.
Why couldn't they enjoy the joy of moving and dance
the handicapped students.
even though maybe they had some mental or physical difficulties.

I start with a verbal command andif I'm not getting any response, I try'
If I don't get that, I.go to where their eyes are.
to make eye contact first.
If they don't fake the verbal command or the verbal cue, then I will touch.
If it is the arm I want to lift, I will touch the arm:so,they are getting a
if that fails, then I will manipukinesthetic feeling of my hand on theirs.
late and leave it and try to get it as high as they can reach it. There are
both right and wrong ways to move your arm. There are many ways to move your,
arm and if you are handicapped and can't quite move it up as high as you would
I am tickled when they give me their best shot as
like, that's still right.
I am very strong.
I am amazed and I do push them.
often as they can.
You
People in a wheelchair, their wheels are a pari of their mobility.
don't want people to jtist see the.wheelchair,.you want theM to see the person
in the wheelchair. I found from students'they are excited about being able to
do something different in that wheelchair besides having someone push them.
For every move that we do in a wheelchair, I have to take into'consideration
the weight of the person in the chair, how heaVy or wide their wheelchair is,
and the physics involved in putting another person on the wheelchair. We are
riSkping a great deal and every time I work with a wheelchair person I have to
help them extend
I am trying
weigh all the probleMs that could happen.

themselves beyond the wheelchair.
..
The past year I was invited to a conference in San Francisco and they
It was far beyond my
wanted to know it I could bring my perforMing group.
Francisco,
but the trip down was
wildest dreams that we would ever go to Sa
fantastic,
something that many
The experience in San Francisco wa
lovely.
of us had never, never had a chance to do, ,h d it was just glorious. The
audience loved us, the group loved San Francisco, and I loved being in San
Francisco.
.

The handicapped are so visible and so obvious that the first things you
It is normal and
see when you see one of my students are their handicaps.
natural that you may be startled when you first come in contact with them and
as they be§ln to move and present themselves through their dances. As the
students start to move,there is almost a joyous response to see how much love
they are presenting through their dances, how they are totally involved in what
they are doing, how they really do feel about what they are doing.. It is so
I have had so
You really do see it happen right before your eyes.
noticeable.
and
They
have
seen
my
group
from
the
beginning
many people say that to me.
We
them
continue
to
grow.
watched them grow all these years and have watched
Their
improving.
don't seem to reach that plateau where there is no more
sensitivity is getting greater and they are relating and being sensitive to
each other. They are not just totally concerned with how ttry are moving and
how their body moves, but how their body move's in relation to another person.

24
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This girl really responded well right from the beginning. The fir-st twoN
I asked her to work with that scarf so that she
did their own choreography.
was,manipulating something other than the space. I have, for instance, had
Duke with me the whole six years that I have been at the work activity
denter. His concept of movement was always very sharp, vigorous, strong and
I have been
also his concept of who he was; very masculine, macho, vigorous.
and
gentle.
working for a long time to introduce the idea of slow and tender
it
is
his
first
approach
or
the-first
It ts called, "A Song for Duke", and
time that he's actually made a choice of moving slowly. You get glimpses of
tenderness with him.
,

I think today we talk about the 'beauty of staying young and being active
and being healthy so we block out someone that has a crippled hand or someone
At
that can't see or someone who has to be in a wheelchair all of his life.
have
five
people
from
the
the end of the concert I usually like to end where I
the
stage
area,
,to
audience, who want to, who feel good about coming out onto
It is very important that you get close to one of my students.
dance with them.
By the end of this finale dance that the audience and the students do together,
It'
tbere is an exhilarating applause and ,screaming end hugging of each other.
is very thrilling because I think you need to have that kind o contact actually
Your first
with anybody, but especially.with someone who might be handicapped.
impression would be to be put off.
Linda:

It adds t whatever we have been trying
Comments about the film:
They are capable and they
The
handicapped
are
people.
to say.
and
sometimes
it is going to be a matter,
are out in our communities
I think,.of agencies and people who are concerned with such people
to walk outside the doors and say, 11We ha4e a service and we need
you and this is whatN0kwould like to find out. What can we'do to
make you be the person that you want to be?" You keep that in mind
and I think everybody will have success stories.

`.t
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QUO VADIS

A

by

John C. Sevier
Boy Scouts of America

It is quite a trick to be asked to try to synthesize what has happened
What does'
vadis:'
hereiand hopefully bring you along the road that I see.
More
often
than
it mean? It's from the Latin and means "Where are you going?"
going,
not It was said, "Quo vadis amieus?", which means "Where are you
friends?" After a while it became almost a password/challenge situation among
The question was asked "(.:luo vadis
the Christians when they were being harassed.
amisus; where are you going, friend?" The answer would be, "I seek He who is
called the fisher of men" or "I seek the rock upon which His oburch is to be
It's the kind of thing that I think we ought to think about a little
built."
I will try to guide you through what I see, or what I have ,seen.
bitehere.

We have all been throU0 a very valuable )earming experience; learning
more Or learning less; learning some hard facts; learning some relationships
and ideas, and probably have received quite a bit of help that was stretched
This learning has
over two days, in three calendar days from noon to noon.
taken place in at least two domains as the educator would call it; ih.both the
'cognitive domain where we can learn to know things, learn to know ideas, where
we learn a known fact; and we have alsaflearned in terms of the effective
domain where we learn relationshipg thretigh practice or activity.
That learning experience consisted of a review of our value systems; a
It has been
review of our present knowledge in respect to the handicapped.
have
to
learn
more. We
impressed upon us all, that as much as we may know,'we
values,
new
knowledge
that
others
had that
were confronted with new ideas, new
we dlid not have.

A learning experience also includes, as you stand back after comparing
You have evaluated
what you knowwith what you have just learned, evaluation.
impact
of
those
new
ideas
on
your
system of values,
or should have evaluated'the
ff the learning is complete, there is always an
on your prior knowledge.
appropriate change as you integrate into your thinking thispiew knowledge where
it 1s4appropr1ate, and reject the knowledge and values whenlit is appropriate.,
Thus, you change your former status quo to a new status quo.
There was an interchange of ideas and
How did we bring this all about.
We also learned
experiences and values from among other things, 48 conferees.
Not all of the conferees had visible handicaps, although
something else.
probably every one of us in the room has handicaps. Some of the handicaps are
quite obvious, but-most of the conferees had no visible signs of any handicap.
These people came from eleven national youth agencies, and many resource groups,
from both the edugational and community sectors. Most.of the people here were,
professionals. A few were students who may some day become professionals.
Only one or two volunteers were present. The agencies represented were the
Boys' Clubs of America, 4-H,
oy Scouts of America, The Girl Scouts, Goodwill
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qmo Vadis
There are others who are not included in
The Jewish Community Center, YMCA.
condern with the
the original support list, but because of their interest and
least of our brethren, they were present to learn more.
First of
What transpired to bring this learning experience about?
ebullient,vibrant,
we heard from Dr. Allen Sullivan who was provocative,
al
I
wonder
how
many
of
us will still look
and in fact became very controversial.
I
wonder
ifany of us,
at Griffin's Fairy Tales and say that they are not grim.
grandchildren
any of Mother
from now on, will ever look at and try to teach our
There haVe been second thoughts as to how we are going to
Goose's rhymes.
others less
imprint them from that point onward about their attitudes toward
I was
it
and
I
had
never
thought
about
fortunate than ourselves. No way,
It' was beautiful.
shaken up by the idea.
It is not ofterPithat we, who
We also heard from a consumers' panel.
listen to what they
try to do work for others, gpt a chance to stand back and
could have
think-they want us to do. And, of course, I don't think anybody
There
was
a
clear,
lucid,
listened to MftsJohnston without being thrilled.
who
within,
unfortunately,
a
body
of
a
person
vibrant mind and personality
wouldn't'go,
it
I didn't say that she
wonders how fast and how far she can go.
I
was
tremend-.
will just take a little longer, a little slower to get there.
incisiye.
ously impressed. She was lively, provocative,

Manual I,
The panel was a good stage-setting for our taking a look at
Mainstreaming Personal Values, where we were asked to take a look at our
with handicapped
personal values; to consider otnzgrasp of the terms that deal
statement
in contrast
individuals; and then have them coMpared to gome o6jbc'tive
We had a chance to go through and
to our subjective opinion at the'time.
trylto
understand
where oue fears come from.
exercise some story telling, to
if we were to be id an
In one part of Manual I we were ask4djo consider,
I- think
traumatized,oWfiat
handicap
would you fear most?
automobile accident and
I went through
all of us can understand what I would have said the first time
I have is the
I'm
speaking
the
fear
that
that manual a year and a half ago.
I would have been wiped out as a teacher, not
loss of all opal communication.
tkansmitting
ideas, but as a lecturer, as a.teacher.
as a mind capable of

Development of a
We had a stage-settinp also for Manual II, A Guide to
what is being
for
us
by
Project
MAY
and
The stage setting was set
Program.
by
the
BiSy
Scouts of
done; by Project Arts, where they are successful; and
What did
Texas.
America with their special program that they have at Houston,
the
We
tried
to
understand
we try to develop for ourselves in Manual II?
that
we
can
apOtoach,
governing elements between goals and objectives; something
of
all
of
the
but probably never fully embrace (goal) - the mainstreaming attain in order to
There are some objectives that we will have to
handicapped.
It involves proper plAnning both in the short
make that goal successfully.
and above all
term and the long term for personnel, for plant anaequipment, tried to tell us
We had a very vivacious luncheon speaker and she
else, money.
had sought in mainstreamhow to make our resources work toward the end that we
ing special people.
.

Me then went on to Manual
W
do a little self evaluation.

We were asked to
III - Your Personal Guide.
given some exercises that, with time,

QUO Vadfs

would give us a means of gaining confidence to step out
say,
I will do
this for others, I will help others 'in this way." Perhaps one o
he biggest
difticulties we have is bridging the gap from mind to mind; the Emmunication
gap was another exercise. We seldom, if evee, all use the same meaning for
the same word. As a result, an idea in one persdn'sind, conveyed to another
through the wordmay be stgnificantly.different!"
e function of management
'is to maintain the:intgritg of the'assets."
I wonder how many peOple know
the context in which that word "integrity" is being used.
Does it mean
honesty, which is about the fifth or sixth meaning in the dictionary? The
first definition says "unity of purpose, unity of orientation, unity of use"
so that we now translate the statement as "the function of management to keeft
the assets together to earn a buck."
When we do this we are communicating
outside the academic world.
We have to get to that level.
But remember this:
when we try to
each other, we must struggle to determine what
the other individual meant
.

_

We were also approached with the learntng law "Tell me and I may forget,
show me and I may:remember let me take part and I will understand."
I
urge
that we go back aiitt thinkilis thing through.
For eight weeks, wbrk at trying
to put ypur plan and program into existence.
At the end of each week stand
back and look at yourself, and assess What it is that you have._learned.
There
is no learning that has any value unless it is put to use, and then evaluated.
After going through the eight week exercise, it is time'to look again
at your diaries.
These were put together to help you see what yOu had done in
the past and whether what you had done w411) right or wrong.
Each of you should
review your diary and see where success as achieved and where it was not.'. Anyone who wants me to.look at his diary should xerox a copy and mail it to Me.
I
will evaluate it and send the report back with any suggestions I might have to
offer.

We went through several new learning techniques. It has been said by
one education phi1oso6er that "If you tell me, I may forget; if you show me,
I may remember; but if I take part in it, I will learn." We have done everything that we could to bring the learning techniques together. We haven't
-always succeeded; perhaps, moving out on your own, you will fill in your own
We saw some demonstrations, activities for the developmentally disabled;
gaps.
threebharming little children; we saw,the blind strike a ball with a beeper
inside of it.
I wonder how many of Us would have believed that-that could ever_
have happened until we saw it.
Then we had a chance to see some displays and some further demonstraWe saw a splash and a common little round table on youth programs. We
sav&and heard something that was elusive, candid, provoc4ftive in a presentation
about camping for the handicapped.
We even heard words that we ordinarily
would not have expected to hear, but they were succinct and to the point, about
dealing with individuals with disabilities when they are taken out in the woods
to camp.
It was probably one of the most forthright, honest presentations that
any of us had a chance to see.
tions.

pur eyes were further opened when we saw some filmed ballet exercises
I don't know about the group, but I love ballet.
by the profoundly retarded.
Iw movediby what I saw, I had never seen such a demonstration and.I would
I think it would be as eye
like to show that film to many people I know.
opening to 'them as it was to me.

That iswhere we have peen We are going to leave this rpan in a few
I am going to throw Out to everyone, once again that question;
minutes
Is the answer Ang to be, "We are going
"Quo vadis, where are you going?"
to,mainstream all our members/youth with special needs" or is it going to be
"To FIND the mainstream for all my individuals with special needs through my
Thank you.
agency." If it is the latter, then our job has been accomplished.

,
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NAME

ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

TELEPHONE

Linda Baenes

Texas Women's
University

"NU ttation*
Box 23717
Denton, TX 76204

214-370-2532

Brad Bartlett

Goodwill Industries

2800 N. Hampton
Dallas, TX 75212

214-638-280a

Sherri Boldreghini

Parks & Recreation

3232 Lackland
Ft. Worth, TX

817-332-7307

'

Donna Clack

Girl's Club of

5415 Maple Drive
Suite 126
Dallas, TX. 76203

Dallas

Len Covello

76116

Mid-America
Region YMCA

730 Hennepin Avenue

Minneapolis, MN

55403

Tommy Daniels

Boys Clubs of
America

11040 E. N.West Highway
Dallas, TX 75238

Wilene_Harris

Exec. Director,
Ft. Worth Girl's
Club

1425

Molly Hughes

Thomas Place
Rec. Center

4237 LaFayette
Ft. Worth, TX 76107

817-735-1751

Dir. of Rehabilitation, Goodwill
Industries

2800 N. Hampton
Dallas, TX 75212

214-638-2800

Jamy Black McCole

United Cerebral
Palsy

1300 W. Lancaster
Ft. Worth, TX 76102

817-332-7307

Mary McDonald

Parks & Recreation

1815 Jensom Road
Ft. Worth, TX 76112

81 7-457-491 1

Alfred McLennon

Sycamore Ctr.
Parks & Recreation

2525 E. Rosedale
Ft. Worth, TX 76105

817-870-7660

Malcolm Miller

HPE & R Director
Jewish Community
Center of Dallas

7900 Northaven Road
Dallas, TX 75230

214-739-2737

Susan Murray

YMCA

512 Lamar
Ft. Worth, TX

817-332-3281

ICamille Kramer

1

612-332-1548

Suite 405

214-349-1432

8th Avenue
Ft. Worth, TX 76119

4

Ralph Pahel

'4

EXec. Director
Boys' Club of
Dallas

76102

4804 Worth Street
Dallas, TX
75246
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Page Two
TELEPHONE

NAME

ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

John,T. Pelham

State 4-H 81 Youth

Leader-KlebersCenter

Texas A & M University
Texas Agricultural
Extension Service
College Station, TX 77843

YMCA

1004 Macon
Ft. Worth, TX

Jerry pipes

Susan Plank

YMCA

512 Lamar
Ft. Worth, TX

817-335-6147
76102
81 7-332- 3281

76102

11511 Fast Horse Street
Austin, TX 78759

Pat Pound

Wayne Pound

Lighthouse

912 W. Broadway
Ft. Worth, TX 76204

817-332-3341

Marsha A. Reid

TWU College of HPER

Box 23717
TWU Station
Denton, TX 76204

817-383-3560

Jack Richmond

Director, Education/
Handicapped Relations
Boy Scouts of pmerica

Boy Scout Headquarters
1325 Walnut Hill Lane
75062
Irving, TX

214-258-0174

Rod Robertson

Downtown YMCA

512 Lamar
Ft. Worth, TX

817-332-3281

Susan Robinson

Arlington Girls' Club

604 New York Avenue
Arlington, TX 76010

Patsy Rohde

Parks 81 Recreation

1701 N. E. 36th
Ft. Worth, TX 76106

817-625-1525

Harry R. Rosen

Executive yice-Pres.
Jewish Community Ctr.
of Dallas

7900 Northaven Road
Dallas, TX 75230

214-739-2737

Randy Routon

TWU

Box 23717
TWU Station
Denton, TX 76204

817-482-6225

Barbara Sanchez

N.T.S.U. Division
Recreation 81 Leisure
Studies

Box 13857
Denton, TX

817-788-2544

Larry Schuessler

YMCA

512 Lamar
Ft. Worth, TX 76102

817-332-3281

Claudine Sherrill

TWU

Box 23717
TWU Station
Denton, TX 76204

214-370-2532

76102

76203

1
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NAME

ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

'TELEPHONE

Dorothy Smjth

Harmon Center

1501 Poly Freeway, N.
Ft. Worth, TX 76104

817-870-7650

Sylvia Smith

Parks & Recreation

3700 E. Bellnap
Ft. Worth, TX 76111

817-870-7669

Jim Sperring

Regional Director
Boys' Club of America

Boys' Club of America,
Southwest
10440 E. N.W. Highway
Suite 307
Dallas, TX 75238

Wes Surey

Circle_Ten BSA

1922 Anson Road
Dallas, TX 75235

Jean Tague

Dept. of Recreation

TWU, Box 23717
Denton, TX 76204

Lisa Taullen

Arlington Girls Club

604 New York
Arlington, TX

:7,-.

14
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Cathy Van Pelt

,

Director, Youth Services, Americap Red
Cross

817-275-8061

76010

Dallas County Chapter
American Red Cross
2300 McKinney Avenue
Dallas, TX 75201

Jackie Vaughan

Dept. of Recreation

TWU, Bolt 23717
Dello, TX 76204

Dot Wilson

Parks & Recreation

6300 Welch
Ft. Worth, TX

76133

1201 Maddox
Ft. Worth, TX

76104

1

Doris J. Winston

Grace D. Reynolds

Parks & Recreation

Director Project MAY

817-637-1480

817-292-8956

817-870-7660

P. 0. Box 1781
Longview, WA 98632

206-577-0243

PROJECT MAINSTREAMING ACTIVITIES FOR YOUTH\
P. O. Box 1781, Longview, Washington
(206) 577-0243

98632

Phone:'

Project Director:
Grace D. Reynolds
Project Officer:
William A. Hillman, Jr.

MAINSTREAMING ACTIVITIES FOR YOUTH
Holiday Inn Dallas/Forth Wort-if Airport North
,Highway )14 & Esters Road
Irvihg,'Texas 75062
(214) 255-7147
Staff

Michael Ballew, Director
Scouting for the Handicapped
1911 Bagby Street
P. O. Box 52786
Houston, Texas 77052

Jamy Black McCole, Director.
United Cerebral Palsy
1300 W. Lancaster
Fort Worth, Texas 76102
(817) 332-7307

-(713) 659-8111

Linda Barnes, Special Olympics Coordinator
Texas Woman's University
TWU Station
Box 23711.

Denton, Texas 76204
(214) 370-2532

Mrs. Michelson
Abilene, Texas

Don Drewry

Wayne Pound
The Lighthouse for the Blind
912 W. Broadway
Fort Worth, Texas 76204
(817) 332-3341

Gordon Howard, Program Coordinator
Project DARE
North Texas State University
Box 13857
Denton, Texas 76203

Marsha Reid
Texas Woman's University
HPER
Box'23717
TWU Station
Denton, Texas 76204
11
(817) 333-3560

Daryl D. Jenkins, Consultant
Project MAY
P. O. Box 17411

Longview, Washington
(206) 577-0243

Carrington Mason, Chairman
Advisory Committee, Scouting for the
Handicapped
5416 Holly Springs
Houston, Texas 77056
(713) 621-5366

98632

Grace D. Reynolds, Director
Project MAY
P. O. Box 1781
9863
Longview, Washington

Linda Johnstone

Wes Jurey, Field Director
Circle Ten Council
Boy Scouts of America
1922 Anson Road
Box 35726
Dallas, Texas 75235
(214) 637-1480

(206) .577-0243

Randy Routon, Arts for the Handicapped,
In-Service Training Coordinator
Texas Woman's University
Box 23717 - TWU Station
Denton, Texas 76204
(817) 387-4587

Mickey Keller

Michal Anne Lord
Parks and Recreation
Austin, Texas

254"-:-.

Barbara Sanchez
North Texas State University
Division of Recreation & Leisure Studies
Box 13857
Denton, Texas 76203
(817) 788-2544

Mainstreaming. Activities for Youth
Staff
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John Sevier, Chairman
NERACOSH, Boy Scouts of America
401 Southcroft Road
Springfield, Pennsylvania 19064
(215) 543-7776
Claudine Sherrill, Ed.D.
Professor
Texas Woman's University
Box 23717 - TWU Station
Denton, Texas 76204
(214) 370-2532
Allen R. Sullivan, Ph.D.
Assistant Superintendent, Student Support
Services
Dallas Independent School District
370 Ross Avenue
Dallas, Texas 75204
(214) 824-1620 (ext. 305)

Jackie Vaughan, Director
Blackmon Recreation Center
Department of Recreation
Texas Woman's University, Box 23717
Denton, Texas 76204

SITE COORDINATORS
Susan Plank
Fitness Consultant
Downtown YMCA
512 Lamar. Street
Fort Worth, Texas 76102
(817) 332,3281

Grace D. Reynolds
Director, Project MAY
P. O. Box 1781
Longview, Washington 98632
(206) 577-0243

25 j
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PROJECT MAY CONSULTATION
DALLAS/PORT WORTH
February 1-3, 1981
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

I

ORGANIZATIM

.NAME

.

ADDRESS

PHONE NUMBER

Mary Jean Bazzetta
Vocational Counselor

Godwill Iqdiistries of Dallas

2800 N. Hampton
Dallas, TX 75006

214-638-2000
Ext. 47

Joho'Clardy
Director-Relation-

South Central Region -Boy'Scouts
of America

Box 61040 - Dallas/
Ft. Worth Airport,

214-659-2475

TX

ships

75261

i

Leonard Colkllo
Region Associate

Mid-America Region YMCA's

730 Hennepin Ave.
Suite 405 - Minneapolis, MN 55403

612-332-1548

Michelene'Cyphers

Westside YMCA

3400 N. Mueller Bethany, OK 73008

405-789-0231

10440 E. N. W. Hwy.
Dallas, TX 7.5238

'214-349-9432

Aquatic: Director

Clubs of America

Thomas L. Daniels
Regional Service

Boys

Betty Ann Davis
Exploring Executive

Boy icouts of America
Circle Ten Council

1922 Anson Rd.
Dallas, TX 75233

214-537-1480

John Germain
Executive Director

Bay Area Branch YMCA

14650 Hwy. 3
Webster, TX 77598

713-480-2605

Robert Gilbert

Parlis & RecreattliA

3700 E. Bellnap
Ft. Worth, TX 76109

817-870-7669

Nydia Ann Gonzalez
Field Executive

Circle T Girl Scout Council

4901 Briarhaven
Ft. Worth, TX 76109

817-737-7272

Mary Gosney
Spec. Services

Westside YMCA

3400 N. Mueller
Bethany, OK 73034

405-789-0231

Nancy Haines
Graduate Assistant

Texas Women's Untversity
OSE Project on Handicapped

2401 W. Prairie Ave. 817-382-7927
(Home)
Denton, TX 76201

Carol Huettig
Graduate Assistant

Texas Women's University

301 Coronado 2048
Denton, TX 76201

Dan James
Youth specialist

4-H

17360 Coit Rd.
Dallas, TX 75252

Gordon W. Johnson
Unit Director

Panther Boys Club - Burleson

1519 Lipscomb
Ft. Worth, TX 76104

817-295-6171

Bill Martin
Associate Exe.

Post Oak YMCA

1331 Augusta
Houston, TX 77057

713-781-1061

Unit
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NAME

ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

PHONE NUMBER

Joe Milkes

Jewish Community Center

4513 Fargo
Plano, TX 75075

214-596-3027

Suzy Murphy
Asst. Director

American Red Cross
Youth Services

2300 McKinney
Dallas, TX 75201

214-741-4421

Ruth J. Nearing
Graduate student

Texas Women's University

3400 Fallmeadow-3-209
Denton, TX 76201

817-566-0477

Karen Neill
Field Executive

Texas Girl Scout

4411 Skillman
Dallas, TX 75206

214-823-1342

Susan Novak
Program Director

Arlington Girls Club

604 New York
Arlington, TX 76010

817-275-8061

Doug Plank
Recreation Director

Crossroads Development
Center

5700 Midway
Halton City, TX 76117

Harry R. Rosen
Ex. Vice President

Jewish Community Center of
Dallas

7900 Northaven Rd.
Dallas, TX 75230

214-739-2737

Larry Schuessler
Outreach Director

Downtown YMCA

512 Lamar St.
Ft. Worth, TX 76102

817-332-3281

Tim Smith
Assistant Director

Camp Amon Carter - YMCA

6200 Sand Springs Rd.
Ft. Worth, TX 76114

817-738-9241

Delores Tharp
Housing Coordinator

Goodwill Industries

2800 N. Hampton
Dallas, TX 75241

214-638-2800

Billy Tidwell, Ph. D.
Professor_

Sam Houston State U.

Hunterville, TX

713-296-6211

2300 McKinney
Dallas, TX 75201

214-741-4421

4901 Briarhaven
t. Worth, TX 76109

817-737-2272

214-375-2583

Council, Inc.

American Red Cross
Cathy Van Pelt
Director, Youth Servi ces
Judy Walker
Field Executive

Circlet T Council .

Abron Young, Jr.
Program Director

Moorland MCA

907 E. Ledbetter Dr.
Dallas, TX 75216

Carol Zimmerman
Graduate Assistant

Texas Women's University
OSE Project on Handicapped

223 Ave. G - Apt. ir
Denton, TX 76204
(home)

Girl Scouts of USA

834-5576

\The

netaive Mailustteam

Ramada The O'Hate Inn
Deb Ptaineb, lttinois
Feb/ma/Ey 9-11, 1982

Cti

.PlainateaRMAdtkies PorWutk,
(Proiecom

-

A

A Prosict to assist youth serving agencis in planning, developing, implementing, promoting and ovaluming a collaborative program to mainstram
handicsapad youth in regular program&
Pt). II los 1761. Longview. Washington 61632
Phone (206) 677-0243

PROJECT DIRECTOR: GRACE 0. REYNOLDS

PROjECT OFFICER WILLIAM A HILLMAN, JR

AGENDA
THE INCLUSIVE-MAINSTREAM
Ramada The O'Hare Inn
Mannheim ahd-Higgins Roads
Des Plaines, Illinois 60018
(312) '827-5.01

February 9, 1981 - Monday
9:00 a.m.

-

ROOM

12 Noon

SESSIION

Outside of
Tower Salons
C & D
Tower Suite

;Registration

Staff Briefings
SESSION I

12:00 Noon

-

2:00 p.m.
,

Penthouse

Luncheon

Ballroom

Keynote Address

The Inclusive Mainstream

Julian U. Stein, American Alliance
for Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance (AAHPERD)
2:15 p.m.

-

2:45 p.m.
/

2:45 p.m.

-

Tower Salons
C & D
B-1, B-2, G-2

Small group discussion in response to the
keynote address
Facilitators

Resource

Daryl D. Jenkins,
Project MAY
William P. McCahill,
Boy Scouts of America
John Sevier,
Boy Scouts of America
John Sullivan,
Friendship Facilities

Eleanor Cameron,
Bernard Norwich
Jewish Community
Center
Wendy Fegenhols,
Schwab Rehabilitation Hospital
Beverly Hutchinson,
Girl Scouts of
the U.S.A.

,

Break

3:00 p.m.

ecpI America Corporate Body Natsonal Board of Young

'

A roolect of the Netionel Council of the Young Men's Chrishen Anocietiont of the United St
Men's Christien Associations A specie ()mita of the United Stores-Deportment of Education.
Office of Special Education,

-242-

xi of Spacial Education and Pehabostainow Services

Agenda
The Inclusive Mainstream
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February 9, 1981 - Monday
4:15 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

ROOM

SESSION

Tower Salons

ersonal Values
Mainstreaming:
(Manual I)
Small group discussion

C

D

B-1, B-2, G-2

Facilitators

1

Daryl D. Jenkins,
Project MAY
John Sevier
Boy Scouts of America
Julian U. Stein
AAHPERD
John Sullivan
Friendship Facilities

4:15 p.m.

-

5:00 p.m.

Tower Salons

Myth

Resource
Dorothy McCahy,
Girl Scouts of
.the U.S.A.

Karen Meyer,
Office of Senior
Citizens/Handicapped
Camille Vogel,
Horizons for
the Blind
Larry Wallingford,
Office of Senior
Citizens/Handicapped

and Reality
Julian U. Stein, AAHPERD, Moderator

el:

Carl B. Eichstaedt, Illinois
State University
\ Joan Kristoll, United Cerebral
Palsy
John Sullivan, Friendship
Facilities
5:00 p.m.

-

6:00 p.m.

Penthouse

Project ALIVE (Active Life'Involves Vigorous
'Exercise)

Video Taft - Anmerview of physical acttvity
program for older adults
Helen M. HOtmann, University of Illinois,
Chicago Circle

Penthouse
Ballroom

6:00 p.m.

Reception - no host

SESSION II
6:30 p.m.

-

8:30 p.m.

Penthouse
Ballroom

Dinner

The Bridge to the Community

IP

Henry B. Betts, Rehabilitation
Institute of Chicago
PrevieW
1

TheaInvisible Children

250

A film featuring Gary Burgh(Iff
and The Kids on the Block

Agenda
The Inclusive Mainstream
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February 10, 1981

8:30 a.m. -

Tuesday

9:20 a.m.

9:30 a.m. - 10:20 a.m.

ROOM

SESSION III

Tower Salons
C & 0

Making It. Work With Your Resources

Tower Salons''
C & 0
B-1, 8-2,1G-2

Mainstrea ing: A Guide to Developing
a Pro am (Manual II)

John Sullivan, Friendship Facilities

SMall gijoup discusSion

Facilitat rs

Resource

Daryl D. Jenkins
Project MAY
John Sevier
Boy Scouts of America
Julian U. Stein
AAHPERD
John Sullivan
Friendship Facilities

Dorothy McCahy,
Girl Scouts of
the U.S.A.
Karen Meyer,
b
Office'of Sr.
Citizens/Handicapped
Camille Vogel,
Horizons for
the Blind
tarry Wallingford,
Office of Senior
Citizens/Handicapped
:

10:20 a.m. - 10:25 a.m.
10:45 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.

Break

Tower Salons
C &

Model Systems:

Mainstreaming

William P. McCOAll, Boy Scouts of America,
Moderator
,

Dennis Breitholtz, Little City
Patricia Condon, Chicago Park District,
Vicki Conley, Access Living
Stuart Mace, National Easter Seal Society
John Sullivan, Boy Scouts of America
Noon -

1:45 p.m.

Penthouse
Ballroom

Luncheon

Health, Fitness, Age: kiys to Mainstreaming
Everett L. Smith, University of
Wisconsin
SESSION IV
2:15 r.m.

- 3:45 p.m.

Demonstrations - Concurrent
Youth Session

Tower Salons
C & D

Ray Newman, Leaning Tower YMCA

25j
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February 10,.1981 - Tuesday
2:15 p.m.

3:45 p.m.

-

4ESSION IV (Cont'd)

ROOM

Older Adult Session.

Penthouse

Ricifard,Escutia,"MatropolitOn Board YMCA
Dorothy A.,Koellingf Laftof YMCA
James SchomM0r, 41CA of Metropolitan Madison,
Wisconsin
Eveeett L. Smith, Universitrof Wisconsin
Neil Sol, George Williams College
.

Aquatic Session

Pool'

Mel Balonick, Leaning Tower YMCA
Lew Molter,' Leaning Tower YMCA
Happy Reiss, Leaning Tower YMCA'

ee-

Break

4:00 p.m.

3:45 p.m.

sk.,

Imo,

4:00 p.M.

-

5:00 p.m.

Tower Salons
C & D

Including Volunteers in Your Plan
Panel:

Beth Broadway, Metropolitan Board
YMCA, Moderator

James Donovan, MetroRoZtan Board"
YMCA
Pamela Ransom, Hull HouseMary Louise Thomson, Voluntary
Action Center
,

Resource
Mel.Balonick., Leaning Tower YMCA
Richard Escudo, Metropolitan Board YMCA
Dorothy A. Koelling, Lattof YMCA
Lew Molter, Leaning Tower YMCA
Ray Newman, Leaning Tower YMCA
Happy Reiss, Leaning Tower YMCA

James Schomer, YMCAof Metropolitan Madison,
Wisconsin

Evereet Omith, University of Wisconsin
Neil Sol, George Williams College
5:00 p.m.

-

7:00 p.m.

Tower Salons
C & D

The Inclusive Mainstreaminl'Reception
Poster sharing, exhibits and A.V. previews
Lew 'Molter, Leaning Tower YMCA
Coordinator

ENJOY A LEISURELY DINNEg ON YOUR OWN

-245-
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February 11. 1981 - Wednesday
8:30 a.m.

-

9:45 a.m.

ROOM

SESSION V

Tower Salons
C & D

Evolving the Volunteer Role
JoSeph Agnello, Voluntary Action Center
Beth Broadway, Metropolitan Board YMCA

945 a.m.

-

10:20 a.m.

Tower Salons
C & D

A Unique Opportunity for Your Seniors
James M. Liston, Illinois Governor's
Council on Fitness
and Health

10:20 a.m.

-

10:30 a:m.

10:30 a.m.

-

11:45 ia.m.

Break

Tower Salons
C & D

Presentation

DeveloPing Independent Life Styles
John Sullivan, Friendship Facilities
Respondents:

Dorothy A. Koelling, Lattof YMCA
William P. McCahill, Boy Scouts of America
Janet Pagan, Access Living
12:00 Noon

-

2:00 p.m.

Penthouse
Ballroom

Luncheon

Quo Vadis

William P. McCahill, Boy Scouts 0
America

.$TATE ,OF ILLINOIS

OFFICE OF THII GOVIORNOR
SPRINGFIELD 62706
JAMES R THOMPSON
Govammon

4

Welcome to the Land of Lincoln:

Your organizations represent'concern for others, dedication
and service.
I wish you success in realizing your goal ion behalf
of 1handicapped youth.

Project Mainstreamir1gctivities for Youth is filling a real
need in America today by bringing national youth service organizations
and resource groups together. I am sure.all those attending your
Project MAY Conference in February 1981 will benefit from the
sharing of ideas, problems and solutions.
Your efforts will build the bridges necessary to eliminate the
problems of pur 'invisible children." Thanks to all of you for
your work: Best'wishes fog your future endeavorq.
erely,

a es R
GO

6
-24

T ompson
RNOR

OFFICE OF THE MAYOH
CITY OF CHICAGO

JANE M.BYRNE
MAYOR

PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS, the Project MAFregional conference will
be held in Chicago February 9-11; and
)

WHEREAS, the conference is a collaborative effort
of youth serving agencies to plan, promote and implement
the inclusionypf handicapped young people into regular
programs; and

AS, in addition to addrssing the concerns of
pped youth, the conference will consider the situation
of older adults; and
WHEREAS, the conference will be held at the Ramada
O'Hare Inn in Des Plaines, with Executive Director Grace
Reynolds in chargef

.

NOW, THEREFORE, I, Jane M. Byrne, Mayor of the
City of Chicago, do hereby proclaim February 9711, 1981, to be
PROJECT MAY DAYS IN CHICAGO and urge all citizens to take
notice of the special events arranged for this time.

n

Dated this 21st day of January, 1981.

Mayor

-248-

INCLUSIVE MAINSTREAMING
by

-

Julian U. Stein
American Alliance for Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance (AAHPERD)
,

As we delve into the topic Inclusive Mainstreaming, let me ask you to
think about several things:

.

How many of you think of Venus De Milo as a double-arm amputee?
How do you respond to a Canadian poster which has a young man in
a wheelchair with a caption that simply says, "If you look long
enough, the wheel chair will disappear"?
Do you ever ask yourself, "Why am I interested, why am I involved
in working with and for individuals with handicapping conditions?"

It is necessary for each of us to reflect on our own personal motivations.
In reflecting upon personiTFotivations, we will find many answers in directions
and things we do. Dolly McGlone, who retired from the Denver public schools at
the age of 65 and then went to Laradon Hall, a school for moderately and lower
level retarded, where he worked until his death, raised a very pertinent question when he was in his 80s. His question was,"What is the problem with mentally retarded? Is it their inability to learn or our inability to reach and
teach them?"
In a film dealing with learning disabilities, a young man from Arizona is
shown receiving his high school diploma.
His counselor is an overvoice as the
boy receives his high school diploma simply states, "If he can't learn the way)
you teach, then you had better start teaching the way that he can learn!" How
do you react to the statement that many individuals have impairments or disabilities, but society creates handicaps? How much of what has become needed
and necessary from perspectives of professional providers of services has become
necessary because of the very conditions those with handicapping conditions say
Society has created?
How much of a Catch 22 do we find ourselves? We create
handicaps through attitude, and then sa ve those attitudes by providing services
that we perceive ar-iiiiiaqd!
Are services needed in terms of individuals for whom services are designed?
How were those with handicapping conditions dealt with in the past? First these
individuals were categorically labeled. -,,

re'

"There are labels in my shirts. They tell me f'ront from back. My
PF flyers make me run faster on the track.
Billy the Kid made my
pants and Bonnie Doone my socks. Mama says Mattel made my brightly
, colored blocks. .There are labels on most all my things and that is
plain to see, but mama, why is there. a label on me?"

After being labeled in terms of categorical handicapping conditions, they
were grouped for programs and plOed into activities based on those handicapping
conditions; something went on in those programs, but how much of it was education?

Inclullve Mainstreaming

Miny times what went on in thoee programs was not consistent with interests, needs,
and abilities of those for whom programs were being conducted.
In physical education and in recreation this same pattern was evident. Many
people look upon current emphasis in physical education, physical activities, and
sports for those with handicapping conditions as something new. Adapted physical
education has been on accreditation standards for public schools and colleges and
If you look at what went on in many of those
universities since the mid 1950's.
programs, all of us would be both embarrassed and ashamed! What went on in these
programs many times consisted of little more than rubber horseshoes, ring quoits,
chess; checkers, and shuffleboard activities physical educators thought were limits
of which these individuals should and could participate. No wonder there was resistance, reluctance,,and even belligerence at these programs. We see this particularly when looking at what individuals with handicapping conditions are
accomplishing in the physical and recreational areas.
How many of you are aware that five individuals in wheelchairs finished
One of these individuals comahead of Bill Rogers in the 1980 8os-foilMarathon?
pleted the course in one hour and fifty-five minutes, almost 15 minutes ahead of
wheelchair, was an,
Bill Rogers! This means his time for 26 miles, 385 yards in a
mile--how
many
of
us
in
this
room can come
average of 4 minutes 22.8 seconds per
much
less
put
26 of them
close to running one mile in 4 minutes, 22.8 seconds,
together?
In Toronto, in 1976, at the Olympiad for the Physically Disabled,'a young
Canadian, 18 years of age, single leg amputee with no prosthetic devices or aids
In the next six months he increased
whatsoever, high jumped 6 feet 11/2 inches.
Today
he
is
high
jumping
6'91/2" and people in Canada feel
that jump to 6'41/2".
possibility
for him!
that 7 feet is not out of the realm of
These same levels of exeellence can be found in all areas, particularly in
activity areas of organizations each of us represents. Today, emphasis should
not be upon label, place, and program, but rather in determining what are abilities,
what are interests,-WiiE are needs of the individual, and then develop program
Included in
approaches so that individuals can particiflaTiirikh activitjes.
integrated
setting
possible,
this process is appropriate placement in the most
Education
for
All
Handicapped
Children
the least restrictive environment as The
settings
feasible.
Programs should be conducted in the most normal
Act calls it.
participate
in
those_programs
it
theirs.
The responsibility is ours; right to
In American law an individual is
A parallel to American law can be. made.
We have condemned individuals with handicapping
innocent until proven guilty.
In the past they were
conditions as guilty-until they proved their innocence.
relegated to special programs, and had to earn their ways out. Unfortunately in
too many cases they did not ever get out. This was not because of what they did
or didn't do, but because of our preconceived ideas, our hardened categories.
If
Emphasis was upon what individuals with handicapping conditions couldn't do.
We
did
rule.
an individual was successful, then he/she was an exception, not the
Today legally--and this
anything so that our points of view remained unchanged.
legally
because.I
don't
think that should
is the only time I am going to mention
and it
be our approach--individiols with the handicapping condition are innocent
is our responsibility to prove their guilt! The individual has the right to

260

Inclusive Mainstreaming
,

participate in regular programs. If such placement is not appropriate, then it is
our responsibility to show why and to program so that this individual is in as
close to a regular setting or normal environment as posSible.,.
Emphasis On least resttictive enVii.onment, most normal setting, most integrated setting, does not mean doing away with special programs.
It also does not
mean indiscriminately and arbitrarily putting every individual with a handicappipg
condition into a regular program.
Dum inq is occurring, particularly in public
schools.
Placement decisions must be ma
not on the basis of handicapping condition, not categorically, but rather in erms of each individual, his/her
interests, needs, and abilities as well as disabilities.
Some individuals who
diagnostically appear to be very very similar often have very different needs;
some of these individuals can be integrated right now. Other of these individuals
may need segregated, separated programs. Determination of which--integrated or
segregated--is based on the individual.
41,
In the past programming has been either/or.
Either an individual was integrated into regular programs or separated into special programs. No longer can
we function with a dichotomy of integrated or separated programs.
These are the
extremes; in between are many steps tkiat link the two extremes--part time regular
placement, part time special placement, resource room approaches,
classes,
alternate placements.
Accommodations must be made in regular placements so individuals can participate actively in least restrictive environments. Perhaps
buddy systems could be used.
Reinforcement may be needed. We could spend much
time discussing these approaches.
However I know specifics of implementation
will be dealt with during the course of the next two And one-half days.

As we look at individuals, we need to consi er a number of otak factors to
insure appropriate integration into regular prog ams. We must involve the individual in the decision making process.
We must not impose what we think, but
Then
must work with and get input from individuals with handicapping conditions.
we can guide, provide direction and assistance, and with some individuals, regardless of type or severity of handicapping conditions, see that they take wt in
regular programs. *Ilany of these individuals need no modifications, no accommodations to take part successfully, safely, and with personal satisfaction with their
able-bodied peers.
Because an individual does not have use of arms, has to use or
hold a paintbrush, charcoal, or pen for India ink drawings in the mouth rattier
than in the hand, does not mean that individual needs a special program. Because
an individual holds implements in the teeth does not mean that he/she should be
relegated to a special program. Specialness in art programs need to be based on
art ability--or lack of it--not on handicapping condition. Specialness in music
programs, physical activities, aquatics, recreation, camping, drama,, sports should
also be based on abilities of participants.
A young lady who at the time of an unfortunate accident had been participating
After trauma subsided and
in a recreation department program.
She lost one leg.
successful rehabilitation she went back to the recreation department and said,
"Well, I'm ready to go back into the program."
Personnel at the recreation department said, "The program for you is on
Saturday morning at 9:00 a.m."
She said, "What do you mean the program for me is at 9:00 a.m. on Saturday
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morning?

I was in this program before and am ready to go back into it."

People from the recreation department said, "But the program on Saturday
is for our amputees!"
4

There was nO reason that she could not and should not have gone back to
the same program that she had been in before sbe lost her leg;

.

A severely involved individual with cerebral palsy in the Dallas (Texas)
difference only
area put it very pointedly when he said, "A difference is a
using to
when it makes a difference!" How many of the differences we are
keep
them
out
of
eegular
programs
relegate individuals to special programs and
Many
individuals
with
handicapping
.
are artificial differences we have created?
with
various
simple
accommodations.
conditions can take part in regular programs
Suppose you have a bowling proaram-Let me use two or three examoles.
instructional, recreational, competitive, makes no difference--and a blind
Accommodations that this blind
person wants to participate'in that program.
individual
person can use might be a bowling rail, a device that helps the
deaf-blind--individuals
do
not use
Many blind--even
orient to the lane.
bowling rails; they orient on the basis of a ball return, a post, or simply
starting
have someone indicate verbally where they should line up for their
If bowling ability is
positions after which they make adjustments themselves.
whether
recreational,
instructional,
or
comparable for the league--again
visually
impaired
individual
to
competitive--use of a bowling rail enables a
participate in that program.
palsy or
In the same bowling program may be an individual with cerebral
fingers,
or
a
person
with
someone with an arthritic condition of hands and
strength
individual
with
insufficient
muscular
missing fingers or another
These individuals can use
and endurance to handle conventional bowling balls.
The
handle
comes
out;
it
is on a strong spring
special handle bowling balls.
pulls
the
handle back into the
so that when the handle is released the spring
the
user
can
take
part
in regular bowling
ball so that there is a true roll and
programs.

want to
Suppose individuals who are severely paraplegic or quadraplegic
Bowling
Bowling
ramps
can
be
used.
participate in this same bowling program.
constructed
so
that
ramps are not only made of different materials, but
of the body-individuals can initiate movement of the ball with various parts
We
know
of
one
individual
hands, elbows, feet, or while sitting on the floor.
with
his
in Atlanta who initiates movement of the ball down a bowling ramp
tongue--and he participates in regular bowling programs.
ski
Individuals with missing limbs who are post-polio or paraplegics,
This
the poles.
downhill by using outriggers, poles with small skis on ends of
The
individual
has
the
works just like training wheels on a two-wheel bicycle.
Often,
when
skiing
in
a
ski or skis with the two outriggers for added support.
balance is maintained
straight ltne, neither outrigger touches the slope--total
outriggers
while
often they only
If needed, skiers can use both
on one ski.
We think nothing of
maintain two points of contact--the ski and an nutr'igger.
bicycle
so
why
give
any
more thought to
using training wheels on a two-wheel
There
outriggers
when
skiing.
an individual with mobility problems who uses
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is no reason users of outriggers can not be instructed in ski programs with
able-bodied persons.
Many individuals right now--today--can safely, successfully, and with personal satisfaction, take part in variOus activities with
or without accommodations. These individuals have the rights and we as
providers of services have responsibilities to incorporate and include them
in regular programs.

But what about individuals who cannot today safely, successfully, and jth
personal satisfaction take part in regular programs and activities. They ma
need the security of smaller, more segregated programs to develop confidence,
enhance skill, further ability, foster emotional stability, create social awareness, and possibly sharpen intellectual aspects of the activity or related to
the activity. This becomes the half-way.house type program to build a bridge
to the regular program. These should be transitional programs and temporary
placements so that each individual can become a part of the mainstream of
society as quickly as possible.
This is an example-where early intervention is
so important to young children-help them develop communication and develop the
foundation that enables them to be integrated at earlier ages. The more we as
individuals associate with that and are involved with persons possessing handicapping conditions, the more reasons for accepting or rejecting them are
exactly the same as for accepting or rejecting anyone else.
.

Members of another group who cannot today safely, successfully, or with
personal satisfaction take part in regular programs. and activities include
severely, multiply involved who are going to need longer range, special,
separate and segregated programs.
Notice, the term is long range not permanent.
When we say permanent, our hardened categories indicate that,we never expect
these individuals to develop the abilitieS to be
regular
programs or activities.
All of this-P5- part of a continuum of alternative
placements based on individual needs
The goal shoUld be to mcive and help
individuals Move through that continuuM,to integrated settings just as quickly
as possible.
,

In all program dreas-education, recreation, servAte--we)lean to homoIs this really for the benefit of'participants or an
approach that makes organization and administration Of programs easier? Some
of,you may have seen a television program called Larry. This true story is
about a young man who was diagnóstically severelY and profoundly retarded. He
had,been in a,residential facility since one week of age. A young psychologist
saw,in.Larry reactions which indicated ta-her that Larry was not as retarded
as diagnoses showed, so she began to work with him.
Larry was not verbal, had
no animation in his expression, and not only walked An an untgordinated way
but possessed a limp. ,AS it t6rned out:larry was not as retarded as he had
been diagnosed--he was not retarded at-all!
He lost his limp, walked in a
very coordinated way, got a great.deal of animation in his expression, and
-became very,very verbal:
What brgdght about these changes? As Larry progressed
he was taken out of the resigentjal facility environment and'into the community.
geneous grouping's.

,

At the residential facility fie ,Only saw Aridividuals with similar behavioral

manifestations as his ownhad/no positive models, only negative behavioral.
models.
As Larry ventured into the community, he did have problems. Although
rolled, beaten up, taken adxrantage of, he felt these parts of life.
In
talking with the psychol
st Larry pointed to individuals in the ward and said,
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"Ibis is a waste of their lives." He felt they too should be in the community
having the same benefits as he in associating with persons without handicapping
conditions, opportunities to see and interact with individuals having a variety
of behavioral characteristics.
What is intended by normalization is reflected in Larry's story. NormaliNormalization means to provide the
zation does not mean-to make normal.
opportunities to experience as normal life style or life rhythm as possible,
ways it is expressed in the Scandinavian countries. Normalization insures
that, individuals do not have mealsmeal after meah-with two hundred others,.
do not live in a unisexual world,,do not do everything in one room, are not
Normalization enables all individuals,
isolated in a single environment.
including the most severely and multiply involved, to experience a normal life
cycle of getting up in the'morning.,' going to work, school, sheltered workshop
or special school; having recreational Opportunities in a variety of settings;
This is what
interacting with both sexes; and being active in many settings.
Normalization
promises
a
life
style
that
lets an
normalization is all about.
society.
individual truly be a part of, not a part from, the mainstream of
Another important factor in this entire integration process demands
greater involvement of individuals with handicapping conditions. Too often the
decisions are made for those with handicapping conditions by able-bodied
Individuals with handicapping conditions asked to be-involved,
individuals.
then they demanded to be involved; when we continually did not listen, they
gained the legal right to be involved. For a number of years I have encouraged
groups to involve a minimum of 51 percent of those with handicapping conditions
at decision and policy making levels so that those so intimately affected by
these decisions and policies will have control over their own destinies. ,
Great strides that have been made, despite efforts of many able-bodied
individuals, would not have been possible in enacting Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act had it not been for the militancy-of individuals with handicapping conditions.
As we look at integration, many individual providers of services feel
Specialists ore concerned about a large majority of persons with
threatened.
handicapptpg conditions being integrated into regular programs so that they
are asking, "What am I going to do professionally?" Instead they should be
looking at how these changes create new needs and different demands for the
background, expertise of specialists. As early as 1975 the General Accounting..
Office dealt with these changes in a report relative to implementing certain
approaches of what was incorporated into The Education For All Handicapped
In
Even the GAO recommended a resource role for specialists.
Children Act.
such roles specialists serve as returces to community agencies and schools
regular teachers and leaders in community
to provide support and assistance
Emphases are in helping each better understand and incorporate
programs.
individuals with handicapping conditions into their-regular program along with
some nitty-gritty practical how-to-do-it assistance.
.An individual teacher or leader may have a great attitude toward accepting those with handicapping conditions into their programs. However, when
he/she finds that on Monday a iotally blind participant is to enter the
program, anxiety and apprehensiontake over. He/she has never dealt with a
totally blind individual. This is where the resource is needed,'he/she can be
called upon to help in integrating this individual, show how to organize
help
programs, team teach/lead with the teacher/leader, demonstrate teach/lead,
appropriate,
get
professional
materials
to
get adapted devices that might be
-254-
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help in.this process, get materials which the participant can use conducting
service activities, serve as the type of support that is intended. When
most individuals receive this support they are much, much more receptive to
incorporate participants with handicapping conditions into their program%
In an ancient culture that in many ways was no different from today, the
younger generation was always trying to show up the:older generation.
In a
particular tribe there was the wisest of men that-a group of the younger
generation wanted to show was not quite so wise. So they devised a plan.
One
young.man would catch a bird, go to"the wise man in front of the test c/f the
tribe, tell him that in his hand was a bird, and it was up to the wise man to
say whether the bird was.alive or.dead.
If the wise man said the bit'd was
alive, the bird would be crushed and the dead bie4 shown to everyone.
If, on
the other hand, the wise man said the bird was dead, the hand would be opened
to allow the live bird to fly away.
So they went- to the wise-man and the
young man said, "In my hand I have a bird; tell me is the bird alive or clad?"
After a very few minutes of thought the wise man said, "The answer to that,
my son, is in your hands!"

The degree to which individuals with hanqcapping conditions are truly
integrated into programs and become a part of, not a part from, tile mainstreams
of society, is in your hands.
11

.9
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MYTHS AND REALITIES
by

Carl Eichstaedt
Illinois State University

I am going to start by reading two very brief quotes because they both
relate to the topic which is "Myths and Realities of Mainstreaming."
"Reflections of Mainstreams"

"It occurs to us that mainstreams do not necessarily run a
smooth, tranquil, straight course across the landscape.
Mainstreams may follow a twisting, winding, or even
They may have eddies, whirlpools, rapids,
tortuous route.
falls, dams and tlikes and you can never tell what you will
The stream itself will not get the
find in'the bullrushes.
It also takes the craft
children where they need to go.
best suited to each individual's plotted course with pilots
equipped to aid, to avoid the shoals and unnavigable
currents, to'prevent them from coming to harm or from drifting aimlessly into the oounding surf of the sea of life."
.

"If our society and its resources can help a quadraplegic
operate a wheelchair by the breath from his or her moutO,
if a severely retarded person with special training can',
outproduce a non-handicapped person on an assembly line,
if an epileptic yoUng girl can set a new record for long
resources
distance running, then our society can use its
to change itself."
In talking about normalization and mainstreaming, remember mainstreaming
is merely a term that came in before Public Law,94.142 and that now we talk
about the least restrictive environment for individuals. We talk about all
I think that this
children being placed in'a more effective place to learn.
is a critical issue that we continually look at because regardless of the
fact, if a youngster is considered to have a disability or an impairment or
a handicap., he fits into a very common kind of grouping just as many times
The youngsters who
we would find with normal individuals who are low skilled.
have trouble overcoming their fear of water, who have trouble mixing with
other children, who have trouble meeting and going other places, these are the
very same basic fears or indecisions that most,children will have.
1

I will be a
I would like to, for example, put you into a situation.
swimming teacher and, having taught swimming for a bit, you can appreciate
Mother comes in with the child, says, "He can!t swim. He is nine years
this.
old and he is afraid of the water."

2 71
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Obviously, what you do is take the youngster by
away somewhere else, take the child down to the deep
He comes up, grabs ahold of the
bubbles to the top.
and you say, "Can you swim?" "No, I - I - I - No,"
push him in again.

therhand, tell Mom to go
He
entfand push him in.
siie.1

Y.ou pick him up

tu n 'him around again,

0

Isn't that the way to learn to swim? My dad taught me to swim. He said,
"Damn it, swim," and I swam. What about this youngster? As I reach in the
He is going to
second time to get him, you know what he is going to be like.
He is so frightened he doesn't know ,
pull back. Tears may be in his eyes.
He may, even be kicking. Wouldn't it have been a
what to say, scream or cry.
better situation to have taken the child down to the shallow end and then get
into the water with him? You could let the youngster stand on the bottom and
Take him along, teachliim how to look at the water,
then progress very slowly.
how to blow bubbles, how to wipe water out of the eyes, and before very long
You say,
you have that Youngster looking under the water, opening his eyes.
Just
put
your
face
in,
don't
put
all your
"Now hold your breath under water.
Good,
1,
2,
3,
4,
5,
6,
7.
I want to sec how fast youcan dpit.
ears in.
you dTd 'a good job on that."
We are
fou bring the child along according to what he brings with him.
We
are
truly
going
to
bring
something
not going to frighten that youngster.
I think that is the number one critical issue of
along to make him enjoy it.
any p rson we have worked with whether he is impaired, disabled, handicapped
We are then going to make that person feel comfortable in the
'or n Oimal.
The child should be put in the position where he will learn
environment.
fastest.

I truly believe that the swimming people, the people who have planned for
years and years and yeari, have the total idea or concept for teaching under
control because, under aNy good program, what do we see? We see stations.
We see a beginner and we see an advanced beginner. We see different areas.
Yet that same physical educator who will break groups down into ability groupings in the swimming pool; Oen he puts that same group into volleyball, what
does he do? He teaches all the children the same things in spite of the
different abilities he is faced with.
,

'

We tend to forget.that ability is the crux, is the most important and
We have to take a look at what the child brings with him. Let
critical issue.
Let
Let us not talk about a handicapped child.
us not just talk to the child.
What
level
of
ability
What does he bring with him?
us talk about the child.
does he have? --AF what level is he functioning? Does he have certain problems
that, he may bring with him?
.)

pina
What about the spina bifida child?
because
of
the
chance
of
being
bifida people is, "I am going to be embarrassed
I
may
not
be
able
to
and
I may not be able to control my bowels
incontinent.
Is
it
right
to
shove
I don'tivant to be with people."
control my bladder.
that individual into the class with normal children and say, "Go in because it
is good for you?"

The number one concern Of all

We knoWthat we have to take that individual
Weoknow better than that.
in
and we have to progress with that youngster to make him feel comfortable
Once we brim him that comfort, that feeling of being at
his environment.
ease, then we can start to teach bepause at no time are we ever going to come
across and force things down a child's mouth.

Myths and Realities.
You cannot convince a child to eat liver because it is good for him. You
You cannot bribe a.child or force him to eatWe liver.
have to be very subtle.
It is the same with a handicapped child: We cannot force him to get into the
Perhaps he
pool, but we can make him feel comfortable about using the Pool.
Perhaps
he
has to play with a bucket of water to get used to the water.
Do this, over
should be given a wet sponge to-wring out ancCput on his head.
and over. Let him put the sponge on the teacher's head and wring it out. The
child can be taught how to wipe his eyes. We want him to be comfortable. One
thing we don't want to do and that is to dump a child into a regular program
That is the worst thing that A could do.
if he is not ready.
For years we have been under the concept that we wanted to help these
children in speOal ways, give them special teachers, special help, special
We run into a major
consideration because-that is what they needed to learn.
We reallyneed
problem of trying to put everybody, into little pigeon holes.
to look at what the children need and then decide how we cachelp eadh' younOer
Should he be with a group or should he be Worked with on a
most effectively.
one to one basis? It may be one way or it may be another.

One of the b6-t things that is happening with 94.142 is that we can tae
a totally blind youngster and put him into a swimming pool. .We don't put
him into a special class because that child can learn as well as anyone else.
If'we have a unit in our program that is cross country, where children can
learn to rum, enjoy running and jogging, what do we do with a blind child?
Do we let him run? Yes, we do. We put him on the arm of another individual
He is going to experience all the joys that any other child
and away they go.
will, with the help of his buddy.
We learn to look at a child to see how many activities .he canrtruly be put
If the youngster, in turn, ha0Special
into with very little modification.
needs and they can"t be met in the regular clas, that child is in the wrong,
That child-should be put into a more individualized program where we
class.
can reinforce those basic skills that he needs for him to be able to learn. We
can'tiearn by the whole myriad, the whole world of the psyChomotor, the world
of physical. we oinnot do it all for all children, but we have to be able to
isolate what is the most important thing that that youngster needs, what is the
We must prioritize those particular needs and then bombard them
second, most,
in the most effective way. We can put him into the regular program with the
regUlar children as often as we possibly can for his benefit because every
program will be based on his needs.

Some day....I project this and the other day I got shot down for it
because I said in the year 2000 all youngsters will have individualized
Someone
educational programs is we are developing now for special education.
truly
I
We are going to have that before the year 2000."
said, "You're late.
believe it.
He is
We are on the right track when we first take a look at the child.
He is the one who dictates the number of
the one who dictates the program.
He
ts
the
one
who
dictates
how large the class is. He is the one
teachers.
That child is
who dictates the amount of equipment needed or the facility.
We
are
no
longer
going
to look at
then going to be the most imprtaht thing.
sixteen-year-old boys and girls in the class. We are going to look at Bobby
That ls when education is going to be totally,
and Billy, SutY and Betty.

MVOs and Realities
totally exciting. We often worry about mainstreaming because a child will
I say we are on
automatically be put into a most appropriate place to learn.
the right track.

At this particular point I would like to read one little thing just to
wrap things up. This is about a severely involved cerebral palsied, mentally
It was a quote that came out of the "Bethesda", a
handicapped young man.
(little periodical that comes out that tells about the Bethesda Lutheran Home.
He said,
It is a quote from this young man.
"I used to stand and sit in a wheelchair using the rail in
I used the life preserver, then
the pool to learn to swim.
Now I can swim
I used an air collar around my neck.
I can swim
without the collar, with my hands in the air.
I kick
keep
me
floating.
on my back without anything to
I
hold
onto
the
rails
and
swim.
my legs and use my back to
push back and forth with both hands to turn circles and to
I swing my left hand over my
swim in a straight line.
At
first
I
was
afraid of the water, but I
head to swim.
I was
was standing up and sitting down in the wheelchair.
When
I
I
started
using
the
life
preserver.
not afraid when
I
used
it?so
water
used the collar, which I liked so,
I was afraid to swim without the
wouldn't get in my ear.
Now that I knbW how to swim,
collar at first, but not now.
I enjoy the water."
Is anything ever written about all those particular techniques? For
that particular individual no other program was adapted to meet that
individual's needs by people who are totally concerned with providing them
We
with the proper techniques, the proper enjoyment. What are we all about?
want to enjoy 6ur lives. Tha s it. What is our whole goal in providing
they
In his particular case it is for people, so
activities for swimming?
It is not just to learn
will enjoy swimming and bei /1(1?
g around the water.
That
is
great,
but it is also important
strokes, not just for total safety.
time,
in
their leisure time, to
for them to enjoy being able, in their free
I amrgoing
I
am
going
to
be
able
to swim.
say, "I am going down to the pool.
in.these
If
we
do
not
instill
that
desire
to be able to enjoy my free time."
.

people, we have missed the boat.
Ie

Just two quick comments on Carl Eichstaedt's point regarding when
Comment:
Do not fall into the trap cif projecttng that,an
the individual is ready.

individual is not ready when it is our perception that the individual is truly
Second, we must follow up. We must really believe that the child,
ready.
We cannot individualize if we
rather than the prqgram, must be the.center.

o not know tenvua .

MYTHS & REALITIES
"by

Joan KristAll
United Cerebral Palsy
,

I'll give you just a-moment to look over the handouts. The first
handout giveS you the principle of normalization. How many of youthave,heard
of the concept of normalization? This concept, I think, can be applied to '
what we are trying to do in integrating and perhaps use in the youth serving
agencies, existing youth serving agencies, although the article addresses
itself.once again to the housing issues.
I am sure all of us,on,the panel will talk about,Aferent myths and
different`real4ties.--Ihese myths and realities are Clote to my experience.
I
am sure all of you in,the audienceUVe, in your own 'Kinds, your own sense of
myths and realities.
-

The concept,of normalization-was begun in Swedent but waS broughlitoke
United States by\a man named Wolf Wofensberger.
The second rragraph of the
handout says it quitg well:

.
"The use of methods and settings which are valued and familiar
to offer each person like conditions and opportunities-Which
are at least as good.as those of the average citizen and'as
much as possible to enhance and support each person's behavior
status and reputation.",
What this meant is that all of us enjoy certain experiences that ar. growth
pcoducing and enhance our lives and if they wqr, taken away from us, our
life would be less in some sense than it is as it exists tdday.

I know that I am privilegged to live in a place that I call "home."
Persons with disabilities are not priviledged to live in a place that is
really a home as we know it. Many of us experience.recreational and leisure'
time activities. -These opportunitips are limited'to people who have physical
disabilities, mental disabilities and mental illnesses,
9

The concept of normalization real'Iy,addre es itself to us folks.
It
says that people who-have handicaps are folks t o and that they have the right
to_participate in 41 the things in life that e enjoy. That does not happen
most of the time.
The concept of normalizaVon As saying.to.us, the average
citizens of America, what-kinds of things
we,do? Where do we live? Where
do we work? Where-do we recreate? Where.
th
andicapped people live?
Where do they recreate? Where do they enjoy
ings that we might enjoy?
What is the difference between the two and how can we mainstream'? How can we'
bring the.two groups closer together?
At.

.

I was coming here tOday, I passed a nice house, a house on a typical
That house had 0 sign on it, a huge sign that said, "Home for the
Elderly.% I wondered why there had to be a sign-saying, "Home for the Elderly"?
What does-that sign say to all of us that pass that house? What ddeS that sln
say to t e people who live in.that house?
It is just that difference, I guess,
that dis u!bs me when I see "Home for the Elderly" or "Home for the Physically
Handica d!ed ." Here again labeling occurs. How do people inside feel about
Jiving.in a house'that is labeled?
As
street.

e

MYTHS & REALITIES
by

John Sullivan
Friendship Facilities

We are at the door of ,history because history for the handicapped is very,
very long and the actuality of physical accessibility and the partnership of
the able bodied and the handicapped is just a few years old. We are on a.great
experiment and we are very excited because we can venture and cause different
things to happen that could not have happened twenty years ago.

I want to tell a story about something that happened to Us two years ago
ith a client. We hact,a sheltered workshop as part of our facilities. The
ient's name was Frank Belnap.
He was a 72-year-old trainable mentally
retarded.
His sister passed away and left him quite a ew hundreds of thousands
of dollars. ,When we heard this, we decided Frank should take a motion to
Hawaii. He is a very alert man and a very pleasant man to be witr, but no one
wanted to take him. -The Conservator, the attorney and the bank diegot want to
ave him go on vacation because he was mentally. retarded.
At 71 years old, to
build,a bigger tombstone for Frank Belqap was rather ridiculous so we went to
the People,concerned with the estate and we said, "We want this man to go to
Hawaii, but he is not capable of fending for himself.4sOne of the staff from
the-Friendship Facility will go along" with him." This was fine provided we did
this and did that.
Eventually it wound up in court tnd the judge said, "The
fact that he is mentally retarded and the fact that you people are denying him
a vacation is not conducive." The judge decided that the money was his to use
for a vacation.
Frank went to Hawaii with a,staff member of Friendship
Facilities1.
Every staff,member waS fighting the next year when he went to
Jamaica:
This' year he is going to go to Egypt. Do I have takers?
.

.

I would like to talk about a couple of things, first of all exploring. Our
explorinvotogram is very very successful.
It is so successful that it is
amazing.
We have mini bikes, we have canoes, we have runabouts. Everybody has
flown either in a seaplane or a helicopter.
People ask-where we get the money. We get the ooney from putting on
puppet shows and spaghetti dinners. Someone mentioned crushing aluMinum cans
and we do this.
We saved $3,000 and bought severa.rcanoes. We go down the Fox
River for.our. canoe trips.
.
'If you,use this kind of program, I.don't think you can go,wrong.
First of
all you base your structure on a quarterly pro ram. You use indoor, Outdoor,
social service, vocational and a highlight.
e cannot mainstrekm people without
adequate preparation.
We cannot just pick th14
em up and send theffi to 'Orlando
or to Disneyland, or Sea World, or any other place without adequate preparation.
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Some
Participant:
don't think about

-may not know how to bounce the ball, but you really

I have been working in the field of
I am from the YMCA too.
Participant:
We
are
just now shifting some of our roles.
agin for maybe the last p years.
Froli jhat I have seen hapPen in,the field of aging, I'm thinking has to happen
here #nd that is to brin0 gether those agencies that are in particular
The Girl Scouts,"Boy Scouts, YMCAs
corrhities who have sOMec mmon concerns.
It just
and YWCAs have to make Cc ncerted effort to bring people together:
could
come
out
Of
'this,
as
I thi0 tn t one of-the things that
doesn't happen.
is
far as those of us who are ight ilp the cit.)vof Chicago are, concerned,
that we have now begun tOjknOw some names and faces and tied them into some of
If the peOlelitay there for awhile, maybe we will be able to
the agencies.
get'to the next step wherean do some planning together. This is one of
1 really think we should try to bring the
the things that has to haPpen
recreational agencies togethertis way. Maybe some of the other agencies are,
but I've seen us needing to COMe jtogether more often.
L

1 worked with.the Mayor's Office for SeniordSitizens and,Handicapped two years
She
A girl who had won awards for skiing had one leg.
ago in the Hall of,Fame.
said to me, "You people (meaning the YMCA) bui,11 your swimming pools down in
p,pols are
.the basement. You closed us out." Now our new buildings and our new
Now
on the first floor, but people didn't think about that years ago.
We
need
to begin
encies
aware
of
this.
government has made many people and a
phic
area.
eog
to do some planning in a smaller
Several things have been done relative to that with different groups in the
Washington, D.C. area with groups that are concerned with activities. It
started as a monthly luncheon meeting to exchange ideas and to build the type
of understanding of what each group is doing to set the possibilities for more
Then another thing, and this has been goim
formal cooperative relationships.
on fOr about six or seven years, the therapy groups; occupational therapy,
physical therapy, therapeutic recreation, adapted physical education, art
luncheon meetings began to meet.
therapy, music therapy, as a spinoff from the
At the initial meeting, the discussion centered on "should this group re ai
as an informal unofficial group or should it,try to be some sort of:I-official
group." Everyone felt that it should remain unofficial, informal, because
that way each,person could'makea decision to attend.and participate actively;
whereas, if it was'formal, it,would be necessary to go back through-the boards
of directors and governing bodies to get permission to even be a part of it.
This group has Continued on a quarterly basis for seven years and it has done
much to promote communication among the groups to remove some of the fears of
competition, placing greater emphasis among those representatives in the
Unique servtcekof each one of the groups. I think this sort of thing can be.
'successful at tft communiv level also-.

..

,
,

,

I am the State Chairman of the Disabled American Veterans for
Participant:
We are having.a seminar in Ottawa on the 7th
Scouting for the,Handicapped.
of March which will give a complete dossier of folders, infOrmation and
If you want money for your program, I will tell you-where towlet'
programming.
Girl Scout Unit for the Handicapped orif you
If you want to sponsor a
it.
want to mainstream a Girl Scout Unit, the Dis bled Ameri an Veterans of the
State of Illinois have'taken it upOn themselv s to provid funding thro h
uition for a week
the chapters. They have-given me the money 4o pay your

Myths & Realities
seminar in New Mexico at Philmont Scout Ranch for Scouting for the Ha
icapped.
There you will meet some of tbe finest leaders in the field, Dr. Nes,it is one
of them.
Again, if you are in the state of Illinois and want me to pay for your
tuition, it is there.
Forget scouting - just for the handicapped.

.

Participant:
I guess I was a little bit troubled when you identiiied some of
the people you work with as trainables, MR's, MI's, etc.
I don't even know
what those words mean and I don't even know if we need to know what those words
mean in terms of individualizinPfor people. You were saying that in less than
twenty years, hopefully we will individualize Rverybody. I wonder, when we
label people what that does to the individual
nd what that says about the
individual. How does that individual feel ab ut being labeled "MR", or whatever.
I do not believe those labels are things that ie value in our society.
I think
they are devaluing kinds of things:

Participant;
You are asking questions about labels.
couldn't exist.
Participant:

Without labels we

I disagree with that.

Answer:
Let me explain this. We have five different programs and the
-54767fant thing is not that we use the labels, it is how we use the labels.
If
isoMeone is.mentally retarded and cannot read and we have placed 80 people who
we were told could not be placed.if we did not go to the employer and level with
him and say this person cannot read or write, r is developmentally disabled,
or he is mentally retarded and he is a trainable; then all of a sudden we are
going to lose that person on that job because he cannot read a menu, he cannot
do some of the work that would be required. If we level with the employer and
say this man is mentally retarded and that we would like to have him working
here at the Ramada Inn, for example, then there isn't the repercussion. When
you do away with labels, you do away with the.truth.
It is not the way the
labels are, it is the way the labels are used. It is your responsibility to
see that the word mentally retarded is not derogatory,, but'is a positive
statement.

Participant: LANAuestion that many people raise concerning the Education for
'All Handicapped Children Act is related to what both Joan Kristoll and John
Sullivan are saying.
On the one hand to be eligible you have to be identified
hrough a traditional, ategorical labeling process*. However, the next step,-

oce-you haye determirè eligibility by those criteria,,is to forget about4
and then look upon the ndividual's needs. An individual.who meets the f"
criteria in an identifiable handicapping condition, who dOis not have a special
need, is not handicapped by definition under 95-142. There has to be some
means of determining eligibility. Current means is by categorical handicapping
conditions. However, once that criterion is met for eligibility, then Iet us
forget about it and look at how that condition affects the individual 'sr
function,"as John said. To me it is not important that the individual is
labeled as moOrately retarded. The important thing is that the individual
cannot read and that then becomes the key, not the fact of the label, for the
Condition. It is how the condition affects the individual's ability to funciOon
in whatever the particular task is.
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We have /indoor programs, anything fromrroller skating to a glamour panel.
At the panel girls sit at a table and the men ask questions about correct
behavior and mannerisms.
We als have social programs. There is a disco every Friday night and on
special occa ions there is a band. The disco is a way of normalization; there
are fifty, s ty, seventy people at one of these. As a-rule, they can't go to
a disco in to . Our disco is teaching them how to learn'to cope with normalization or main reaming because here thekl-ea-rnhow to act and later they will
They are getting the experi/ence they
the discos down town.
be able to go
need.

ience with a group of special education boys at a movie.
I had a bad exp
Their actions were'atr cious. They threw popcorn, spilled coke and ice on he
The blame for this lies wit
floor, and also ditother unacceptable things.
They
should have been taught
their teacher. She had not prepared them.
socialization as well as some other things.
It took him
We have a blind receptionist who was not taught good manners.
I
think
perhaps
more
phone
correctly.
two years to learn how to answer the
than
on
educational
factors.
time should have been spent on mainstreaming

The next thing we talk about is service. We wash all the windows at the
YMCA once every year and we get te swim there. We use.the gym there and for
this we fold their brochures, sometimes we wash the windows or clean their
Since every explorer group
waterfront. Sometimes we loan them our canoes.
and
we do this service for them.
needs a sponsor, the YMCA serves as our sponsor
We have a highlight. Our highlight is Oing to a candlelight theatre to
see a musical. This is fantastic. They are mainstreaming, they have dinner
with everyone else,.they are learning their manners, they de learning how to
order', they are able to function.
Two years ago the highlight was a conference at Orlando, Florida.
People came from Kuwait,
Twenty-one countries came, twenty were invited.
Many of those who came
Scotland,
Germany,
Switzerland
and
many
others.
Iran,
"wheel chairs.
Of
the
three-hundred
attending,
seventy-five
were
were blind.
but
to
develop
mainstreaming.
We had to plan, not necessarily on mainstreaming,
The payoff on this is that 'there is going to be another conference in Orlando
this year and even more people plan to come.

Audience Parti

ation

Participant: Th statement was made by Carl Eichstaedt that this was the first
time that he had realized that while the Y was breaking down skill teaching in
swimming activities, it was not being done in other, areas. It is a very good
example of where we have failed within our programs especially those of us who
have been &king things for years.
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Now I Could go on in this because I have worked out a model to translate it to
It is very basic and related to something that you probably
practical terms.
learned in high school biology and if you didn't learn it in high school
It is called__the
biology, you learned it in your first course in psychology.
SR bond with the P in between and how each one of those conditions affects7the
ability to learn and how it affects one of those phases.
Let me start with
something that Lynn Burke, who was the 1972 Handicapped Person of the Year of
the President's Committee on,EmplOyment of the Handicapped, said, "A man with
no legs can still achieve great heights, a man with no sight can still have
great vision, a man without hands can still grasp, and a man who cannot move
iiIn essence, what he is saying is that to "A 'e
can still leap."
lithe first step in recognizing how the condition affects t e task that we a
going to be working with.

THE

BR-I-dGE

TO THE COMMUNITY
by

John E. Toerge
Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago

I thought we could start by talking about what a Rehabilitationi$t's point
of view of disability is.
One of the biggest problems with medical students is

that they don't know what it isiwehabilitationist does. What do you do?
What is a physicist or somebody'in PM & R or rehabilitation medicine? What is
that kind of person? Are you really a doctor? Many questions like that are
asked so I thought maybe, from our standpoint, it would be a good idea to talk
about it.
Disability is a relative term as most of you figured by this point
in time.
Disability can beka disruption iq somebody's life for a variety of
reasons.
We have people with rather overwhelming disabilities. We have people
that have trivial disabilities and they may not be exactly what they seem to
start with.

We had a man who was in the hoSpital who used to be sheriff in this area
and decided that-he would go out and break up.a few rowdy-youths during a
He wound'up'with a broken neck, a
,rather hectic time in Chicago's history.
quadraplegic.. This man's.Iife changed very little because he was somebody who
was giving orders on most accounts and'he had a group and staff around him to
carry out those orders.
His life changed very little even though he was faced
with quadraplegia.
On the other hand, a gentleman Snowed up in our outpatient department,
waded his way through the wheelchairs, the crutches, the canes, various other
things and said, "I feel very strange being here." I asked why. He said,
"Because my finger dOesn't move.'" I. thought to myself, "You ate strange being
here.
Why would you come to me with this finger." We talked abtkt it a little
gh _hand."
bit and I said, "Which finger." He said, "This ringer finger"on
I said, "Tell me-more," .He said, "I am a concert pianist."
His disability was overwhelming, he couldn't go on the concert stage with
Happily his finger was wonderfully rehabilitated
hit finger the way it was.
because we do that sort of-thing. The point I want to make is that disability
is a relative thing at any.given state in time.
What is medicine's point of view of disability? It is'acute care; acute
hospital, booming community hospitals in your area where the ambulance comes
wheeling up and they take out a spinal cord injured patient. They take out
the patient with the heart attack. They take out the patient with the stroke.
The acute end of it, plugging
That's what medicine understands of disability.
them into IV's, watching the monitors, snatching them from the jaws of death.
That is what acute care understands about disability.

11r
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Let's get that same person into the physiFian's office after he survives.
First of all, there are twelve steps out in front of the physician's office.
There is a narrow little hallway and doorway to get in. The doctor doesn't
want the Patient to sneak out withOut paying. The,hallways to the back are
Somehow a person gets this feeling
very narrow. The doOrs are very narrow.
that it is desi,gned so that we don't have to deal With disabled individuals.
a is a very difficult thing for many acute tare physicians to deal with
chronic problems which aee going to show up on the doorstep again and again
and again.

I grewup in an arA where
Let us change the temper ofthis.a little bit.
jokes occasionally were funnY and occasionally made impressions on you. There
is a joke that goes something like this. '"Mrs, SMith, Mrs.:!1 Smith, can Tommy
"Why, you know-Tommy doesn't have any arms.and legs."
come out and play?"
"That's o.k., we'll drag him out and use him as second-base." I don't know if
If you are a little
any of you have ever heard that kind of.story before.
I
feelings-were
when.T said that.
shocked'now, I'Want yoU'to think'What ypitir
Rehabilitationist
and
it
is
not
the'
have a license to say that because Lanla
I want you to thillk what your feeling was. Where was
way I view patients.
your emotion as the story unfolds. Many of you are probably saying, "Poor
Tommy, he couldn't go out ond play'with the kidS." Some of you are saying,
"Poor Mrs. Smith because she has to put up with Tommy." Some of you are saying
"Those kids are really cruel because they said those things."
'

Did anybody consider Tommy in any of this? Did anybody ask Tommy what he
wanted to do? What about the children? Were they_really wellAntentioned?
You all thought, well maybe Tommy is going to beout there and have baseball
spikes running over him, but maybe Tommy could be out participating with the
rest of the group and could be the tag base for second base and participate at
If you think of it in a different light, it is not
his level of performance.
nearly as harsh a story as it may have seemed to you at the start.
Think about where your emotions were as far as the children were concerne
There are a number of things that you can say in lookigg at;.sbmething like
People say to
There is gratification in working toward a potatial.
this.
rehabilitation,
"What
a
depressing
field,
I'd
never
go
into
me all the time,
dealing with all those handicaps and those people." But, I tell you it is
'gratifying to find someone who is motiViTid to reach their potential. There
Reaching that potential of whatever
are so few of us that ever really do that.
We always fall
That
is
what
we all strive for.
we really might be is the key,
a little bit short.
They are a
Children generally are o.k.
So let us go back to the story.
They
pull
and
push,
but
They poke a little fun.
little cruel at times.
Parents
have
built
in
biases.
They come through.
generally they are o.k.
doesn't have arms and legs,
They just make the assumption that if little Tommy
to make
we really had better ppotect him. We don't want the other youngsters
mainstream
of
events.
We don't want him to get into the
fun of him.

The important thing is performance.
I tell you the important thing though.
was
in
the
amputee
clinic with an orthopedic surgdon.
The key is perfdrmanca.
tell
when
a
child has used the prosthesis."
He said, "You know,.you can really
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I said, "How?" He said, "Because it is all dented and banged up and it looks
horrible.
You know the important thing about that? The importance is and the
key is performance." You look at those children and what are they doing?
They are taking that thing and they are using it. The initial shock is looking and seeing, "Oh my God, a hook on a small child, it is awfulli-, aAd you just

watch them for a few more minutes and it disappears behind-the joy on their
face in being able to perform and do. The equipment disappears. That is what
he was telling me.
In our institution on the 17th floor we have the Northwestern University
Prosthetics and Orthopedics Center. Because it is such a long name, they call
There was a course in talking about congenital
it NUPOC, as you might imagine.
amputees as far as the upper extremities are -concerned.
There was a young
football player who was a kicker for the high school team,obviously, because
he had a good foot.
This was the same boy who used his feet to feed,himself
,and do various other things. They attached these prostheses and they were all
wound up in them.
He was sitting at about eye level from me. They had gone
off to the side to deal with these marvelous prosthetic devices that they had
A:out together for this young man and he was sitting up there without any arms
and his shoes were off because that is always a good way for congenital
looked up in time to
I
amputees to be because then they can use their feet.
see him drumming with his toes, just about as fast as you coUld do it with
I realized this is a good foot and thiS is a good person to_be
your fingers.
He certainly isn't going to miss out on arlY of
a kicker on the football team.
the things that he wanted to do in his high school career.

Let me tell you discouraging stories about the medic4 community. Some
Of you look to the'medical community to help you find your way through the
problem of disability and to help get the answers for what to do with patients
with disabilities. .Unfortunately, we'come up empty i many regards. We had
a resident at the institute who had a friend who was a hemotologist, somebody
who studies blood work, in New York. He had an inte esting problem in anemia
in a C-6 Oadraplegic patient. Then he picked up the phone and said, "I have
have a C-6 quad that has this, that and the
the most interestipg problem.
I
other thing, etc.", and the person he was talking to stopped him and said,
It was a minor thing.
"Hey, do him a favor, let him die."
Not a fatal
We had a respiratory resident that made a fatal mistake.
We
were
standing
in
the
Spinal Cord
mistake, but an unhappy mistake for him.
Unit and he said to me (Senior Resident), "When you get these patients at the
Rehab Institute, really, what do you expect them to do?" The patient he
happened to be talking about was a C-7 quadraplegic patfentaxid..4 started on
him and said, "Well, he will probably drive a car, fly an airplane, go out to
dinnOW,.right down the line. About fifteen minutes after that we were
finished and I do not think he will ever ask the question again. Be careful .
and loolyiery carefully into the medical community. We have a great deal of
We
learning to do in terms of disability and what itimeans to the patient.
are hospital oriented, office oriented, and miss out on the community aspects
of what happens to those patients once they get back into the real world that
you and I liye in.
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Let's talk about some misconceptions. Don't get embarrassed Af you have
some of these misconceptions, they are really rather common. Let me-just
rattle a few off for you:
1.,

You
Obviously, with disabilities, you might get it by contact.
might get it by association. These individuals may contaminate
you or pollute you in some way. They obviously should stay with
their own kind.
*

2.

What can they do anyway?
urine and feces?

Don't they always smell a little bit of

3.

My child is too sensitive to be exposed to that kind of person.

4.

They should all be locked uP.

5.

If they are in a wheelchair, they probably are mentally off a
little bit anyway, don't you think?

6.

Then wheelchair sports. Only healthy people should take part in a
Really, isn't that pitiful?
marathon.

7.

Why do we have the International Year of the Disabled Person?

,

If you do,
I hope none of you carry those with you.
Misconceptions.
It is important that you do. These individuals
reverse them at this point.
are not going to contaminate you or your family. They are not going to be
They want to get back into the flow
They want to be people.
pitiful people.
and.ebb of their community.

Here are some concepts I would like to leave with you. Some ideas that
you can work on and consider throughout the rest of your program here:
1.

2.

Performance is the key.
Performance. Performance is the key.
That's
the
whole
essence of what we do in
Performance is the key.
ke individuals perform, whatever the problem is. We
medicine i
Remember, equipment is only useful
recognized
it yet.
just have
If
you
attach
something
to an individual because%
if-it is u eful.
that
does
not
mean
that they are going to
you think it should work,
use it. All the helping hands in the world will not make any
difference if it is a useless piece of equipment. (.1,

Rehabilitation hospitals do not rehabilitate p ients. They say,
"This person is strange, he is trying to put hjthself out of
business." What I am saying to you is we can do a certain portion
You are talking during dinner.. We have a great time in
of it.
the hospital with diabetics, for instance, because we can control
their diet, how much they sleep, how much they exercise, how much
After they go home, we have no control
fluids they take in, etc.
of that so everything goes out of control again. We can not
Getting back to the community, getting back
rehabilitate a patient.
to the mainstream of the events is what rehabilitates the patient.
a
that
That is the bench mark of the quality of rehabilitative cre
patient received.
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3.

They
The community provides the substance for producti-ve lives.
allow the individual to flourish or to whither. There is a
responsibility put_there to allow individuals to reach their own
potential.

4.

Architetture, architectural and attitudinal barriers provide significant handicaps to individuals. Thirty-five million disabled
Americans are in this country in some form or another so everyone in
thecountry will have some contact, at least in an extended way,
toward disability.
It is important that if you are going to work
with disabled Individuals, you have to be in touch and understand
how you feel about the disabled population

5.

One other thing is tried and true.
Famillarity reduces anxiety.
The closer you get, the more you do. The more you understand, the
less anxious you will be about dealing with that population.

i

inhgrited the title for this talk from Dr. Betts along with the occasion
It is a
to speak here. He said to talk about the bridges to the community.
natural. You can figure it out, it won't be a. problem at all.
He was right.
Bridges to the community in terms of what you are doing are extremely important
in a conference such as this.
I

First of all, you need personnel. You need people to provide guidance to
You need
,push in the appropriate directions, to knqw the appropriate people.
personal involvement, something that triggers you, a wonderful event, a wonderful .outcome.
Somebody in your own family who 4s disabled can push you along
a little bit and make it your own battle. We need to work for societal adjustment.
It's tough, you need to push your way in throbgh the door.
we know in learning principles that you do not
Societal accommodation
take on a whole brand new idea at once. You take it on if) little bits and
pieces.
Society has to accommodateslowly to a disabled,Apulation. Ultimately,
we hope to have societal acceptance of the isabled po#Ulation and certainly
getting individuals back into the mainstreaf of their own lives.

Who can do all this? Activists can, ctivists of any variety. Handicapped
individuals who are very strong can do this. The blind are probably one of the
strongest groups that you will run across. But remember, as an able bodied
individual, you have missed much of the essence of what it is like to be disabled.
You have to understand, talk and touch those disabled individuals in
order to understand.
Interest community groups. Obviously these include the
I am not going to give you an exhaustive list,
YMCA, Soy Scouts, Girl Scouts.
Grace Reynolds has already told you who they are. Ultimately you must involve
Special interest groups supposedly are dying on the
special interest groups.
vine with the new administration, but I think there are some that need to be
United Cerebral Palsy, Multiple Sclerosis Societies, organizations
maintained:
for visually and auditorially impaired, and so on right down the line.
How do you do it? You are going to learn the tools that it takes in
If you have
order to acComplish these tasks. First AO foremost is interest.
some interest in what is going on, if ou have dedication, that is probably one
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I

of the most important first steps that you can take. Planning is iiiiortant
It isl planning
as well. A single flare is not going to make the difference.
and conscientious effort to get the goal attained. Development of programs,
ways of doing it, p ple to do it with you, very important. One thing we
is assess the outcome. What did.we do? Did we make
,
never do or rarely
impact? Did we have omemethod of looking at what we have done in order to
say it is a good thipg or. it is a bad thing or we have accomplished the task
we have set out to do. ,I would strongly urge you to look at this Od of
Try and figure out just how, positively or negatively, yoO have
things.
affected the lives of-the individuals you care most about.

4

4.

Finally, we need to arouse public interest. The public has ilany things
If you have a good reason and you ha%4 good
in whickoto be interested.
commitment and thought, these individuals will be very involved with yoU.
Getting awareness within tfie public sector is extremely important.
I would like to conclude and say that I am happy to be here. ,I think you
are in on the beginning and breaking ground essentially for a task/that is
going to be very arduous and long. It is gne that is not necessarily a popular
cause, but it is a very important tssue in terms of the patients that we' see.
If we do a wonderful job in our mighty fortress that is extremely accessible
ceilTUTe due
and.then turn individuals back into the community that is not
And when we
to attitudes or barriers, we really haven't done them a servic
m
for what?"
ile
turn around and look at ourselves and say, "We rehabilitated t
You,
in fact, are
Then we know that we really haven't reached out far enough.
providing those bridgesinto'the community for the rehabilitation effort that
we start.

MAKING IT WORK WITH YOUR RESOURCES
by

John Sullivan
Superintendent, Friendship Facilities

Ottawa, Illinois

-

Today I am going to sign up eaCh person here for the Friendship Facilities
This club has been in existence for fifteen years. Each one of us will
Club.
become a member and by the end of the session we will understand the ramifications of the Sons of the Desert. We took the name from a Laurel and Hardy fil
)1
The reason we--aWiTi:Png tcifFin the Sons of the Desert Club is because there 's
In a sniall town of 23,000 people like Ottawa, Illinois, the
a need for it.
people have to be acclimatized'to the mentally retarded, to people who are
The townspeople
paralyzed and who may walk diiiin the street wfthtdd gaits.
have to be oriented and acclimatized'to the fact that there are people who will
go into a restaurant and not be able to order from'a menu because there are no
pictures on it. In some towns, unethical merchants sonietimes cheat mentally
retarded-persons who do not know what change they should receive. In a town,
which has ingrown prejudices against the physically and mentally handicapped
because of fear, because of the_unknOwn, it takes work on a constant basis to
achieve a complete turn around.

.

Today Friendship Village is on everyone's list as the greatest thing in
The big secret is that the entire town now
whieh they have participated(
The townspeople come
Every year there is an International Fair.
partitipates.
They feel they have contributed. .They have built Friendship
to the fair.
Village. There is no government money in Friendship Village. We have our
We know why we are going to do 44,-We'know what our need is.
membership cards.
We aredoing this to bring people in because there is ameed.
this.

.

Why is there a need? It/is becauSe the people we-are trying to socialize
are not accepted in town, at/the discos, in many places, even restaurants.
This is because they will go"to a restaurant and meet each other and socialize
ever a cup of coffee for three hours. Often the restaurant gets perturbed.
,Sometimes these people will go into a restaurant and become angry with each
All of a sudden each person is sitting alone in a booth. There is no
other.
I mayihave to*go down and
The Manager calls me.
place for other customers.
explain why such behavfor is not socially acceptable.
41articipants.

WWII talk about the partiGipants who will lin our club..

With whom are we going-to deal? How many people do we want? What age group do
we involve? When dowe meet? "What leadership and Itaff will be needed? What
criterion are'we going to use to form this progi'am?
,

We are going to have an adulX advisor. We will have three adult
assistants and ten committee persons and one chairperson.
s
Advisor.

i

If we don't have any program and
P ograms. What arelve going to do?
haven't any structure, wha can we accomplish? Yesterday we talked about out_door, indoor, social serv e, vocational and other programs. Vocational
prtant thing we can do, provided we teach people to
programming is the most i
Mostp ple who come o the facility can hick the'orangeS
socialize first.

it

.
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But
from the apples and do not have a difficult time making theAecision.
cdlies
in
is
they
cannot
relate
to each
where the decision and where the probtem
become
so
shy
and
so
other because they have been hidden away or they have
retiring that they cannot, in any way, shape or form go out 'and be placed on a
job and make what we are all after; the good American buck. To the mentally
and physically handicapped, making a good'Ialary is a great,achievement. No
one should eyer take the opportunity to work away because work is a normal thing.
Work is a good thing, however, we have to adjust.them so that they tan go and
r.
relate to their peer age group .wherever they are.

0.

That discois
What are we going to do? We are.going'to have a disco.
going to be able to take'people and put them together and let them interact.
fough with my brother and I fought with my sister. My sister
When I grew up,
Sometimes I won, sometimes I lost, but this is a
and brothers fought with
You
see it with animals where they have combat with
natural growing up process.
Because
the
me
tally
retarded and physically handicapped sometimes
each other.
ve disabilities
do not get along with each o her, we think it is because they
But,
nevertheless,
sometimes
it gets
rather than the fact that this is normal.
is
out
down
If it happens in public between two normal people, it
out of hand.
is
counted
If it happens between people who are handicapped, it
as a nuisance.
as a mark against the handicapped. We want to use the disco and teach them to
We have people,who can work with people regardless of how obnoxious
relate.
We want handicapped' people to learn how to work wtth others so they
they are.
won't return to a Friendship Village except to the discos,orAther.facility
This happens. This weritt--If we just developed work
functions that we have.
This is what we are getting at in a basic program
adjustment, it weuldn't have:
as Sons of the Deser

,

I

a

We talk about sportl.
We do an enormous amount of traveling.
Activities.
We base people against standards. That
out non-competitive, sports.
is nOt to say we don't teach competition because we do. We accustom people to
the fact that they are mentally retarded, 'theytare going to run into obstacles.
By the time six months in the facility has passed, they ardso inured that they
If we,palk into Friendship Facilities,
have a sense of humor that is,beautiful.
I
have
to
use
this
for
an
example
though`thOrre
are many places throughout
and
the country that are this way, we won't believe the attitude because we Will see
We will See the,,
We will see no physically handicapped.
no men'tal retardatjon.
peoPle that Dr. Stein talked about yesterday, "If we stare at a picture long
enough, we do not see the chair, we see the person." It takes an enormoUs
amount of time for somebody who has been socially maladjusted, for twentY years
and suddenly they expect Friendship Facilities to overcome the maladjustment in
We do have failures, and we do
We can't do it im three months.
three months.

cry about our failurei:-Sometimes we spend too much time on our failures rather
than.on our succesSes. The imPartapt thing is to give people activities so
that they can fully relate and workAogether.
This can be the biggest.hangup in any program because Suddenly
Equtpment.
people start thinking money.: We wanted seven canoes. We haye seven canoes and
all the equipment that goes with them. They are aluminum 17-footers. We put
on a Puppet show and sold tickets.,- We raised enough to purchase the canoes
because a dealer who sells Hondas and canoes offered us discounts and we gladly
We do get the equipment to promote our programs here whether weneed
We have horses on our práperty. 'The horset mere
minibikes or something else.
took it.

P
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Now we
given to us because.the forme owners got tired of taking care of them.
They are great and
have the problem of gettintired of taking care of them.
the young people love them. This is not neceAsary equipment and I don't mean
to consider the horses as equipment.

We have to have something materialistic as well s something intangible to
If we are going to take people bowli g and the bowling ramp
sell a program.
costs $250 because it is made of chromium steel and it has a couple of emblems
on the side, this is not what we need. What we need is a 25 (t. construction
piece of hoop bent so that it forms a ramp so a person \ ho is cerebral palsied
and in a chair has only to push the ball down after he lines it up. We do
I will tell you
not have to go overboard in money for many of these thin s.
We
simply
went to a carpenwhat we did for some of the things that we needed.
ter and gave him an idea of whit-we wanted and the,thins were donated to us.
Equipment doesnit have to tostmoney and there are many ways of getting At:
If you are familiar
'We have what we call the Phoenix Building.
Buildin
with t e legend of-the Phoenix bird, you know that many thousands of years ago,
the famous bird was consumed in fire. -Everylive hundred years it rises uP:
again and_is,born-aneti. 'This is even our emplem for our Air Explorer Post. We
It is an emblem and it is pretty close to the
have it instead of an eagle.
Eagle Scout. We call it the Phoenix because these are Explorer Scouts, not Boy
We do not put the mentally or physically handicapped in Boy Scobt or
Scouts.
We move-them up from cubbing or scouting to exploring. rf
Cub Scout,uniforms.
they are mentally ill, if they are alcoholic, or if they are socially maladjusted
and of high IQ, we pdt them on the advisory coOncil and they become a committee
to serve the people who cannot cope as much as they can.
(
.

must-havel-AystcTtarcessitrff+ty-+frte-are=ge4fKj49-useA-t
as a regular Reeting_plark. _The Phoenix buildingjell down while we were sumstructing it. A nuclear plant at Morris had to move a building and also a
We
church twenty-three miles away. We were told it was impossible to do.
It
Facilities.
moved a solid building twenty-three miles_away to Friendship
The
physical
accessibuiTding.
cost us $10,000 for the entire upgrading of the

u ing is worth over $100,000 today and
T
bility changes cost $10,000.
we put $10,000 into it. We mus wdtch for these types of opportunities. The
Rhoenix Building got its name b cause while we, as a gromp of laymen construction
workers, were putting it'up, a .g- windstorm came from the south and twisted
We looked at it and tears were streamingdown
the girders and knocked it down.
It was so disappointing that we had put so many hours into the metal
our faces.
work in order to make the Phoenix Building and that storm came and twisted the'
After two weeks we had untwisted them, every girder, and put the
girders.
Within a month we had the building constructed
building back together again.
and it is one of the most beautiful buildings to be found in the field of
working with the handicapped that you will ever see.
The building has to be accessible. The building hasto have, of cou se,
bathroom facilities for men and women. They have to be identified and as 11
of us know, we identify them not by word but by symbols. We put the words
below it, simply because the people usi g hem have to learn to recognize words
as well. Everyone doesn't have a Senor nd Senorita on the doors, or.rooster
.\
and a hen.

28
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TranOortation. Another thing we need to talk about is transportation.
Transportation, when working with the handicapped, can be a big problem. We
have a van without a lift. We have people in chairs. We have people who are

,

A tiMe is set for the i/an to pick up
ambulatory.__They often come late.
certain people who, perhaps, are going to the disco. They are going to be
the people show
picked up at 6:30. Three people may be on time and the rest of
If we'set the
time.
It is necessary to have them start-on
up a little later.
But
we
should
Fot
start
standards, we are not going to have this problem.
Let them learn to start earlier, have their
syMpathizing with the participants.
If we start by setting standards, we are not going to haye the
dinner ,earlier.
transportation prOblems except once in awhile and it is usually with new people

who are referred to-us.

We are setting dues for our club because this organization shouldl*
going,
suffitient. -If peoPle are going to come to the'disco, they may be
Sometimes they,can't everi
a can of beer which they can't have downtown.
I am sure
situation.
downtown
siiply
because
of
the
cosmetic
a tavern
We
don't
charge
for
the beer.
I am talking about.
all familiar with wh

Dues.

be se f
to have
go into
you are

What do we have to
Mainstreaming. Wehave'ta.lked about our organization.
read about social
On
theback
of
your
card
you
can
do about the participants?
able-bodied
in
leisure
time activities
integration among the disabled and the
club,
such as Sons of
If we are going to mainstream a
and a ratio one to one.
doing our job
all
handicapped,
we
are
not
the Desert, and it is composed of
who is
because we are not getting that person in who is going to relate to or
important
The
ratio
of
one-to-one
is
very
going to help with the handicapped.
with the
because we can become top heavy with the handicappgd or top heavy
try
to
get
an
approximate
oneable-bodied. We lose our perspective so that we
times
1
I_
I
-12adied, I have seeh films many
in some respect or
-that-say everyome-is -handicapped and I sometimes think we are
relationship,
but
we
have
an open memberanother. We try to keep a one to one
join up to the limitations of
ship. The open membership means that anyone can
As telling me they have a
I
heard
yesterday
somebody
your club membership.
It's just beyond my
YMCA membership of 24,000 people they have to deal with.
finest
comprehension, but it must be fantastic. They must have one of the
have
them
stay
programs in the world to keep track of that many people and to
is mainstreaming.
as continuing members. The ratio one-to-one and our goal
have
to
have
some
wordjihat
Mainstreaming is a beautiful word because we
simple-fEason that
I
like
mainstreaming
for
the
describes what we are doing.
because
It is the best thing that we have going in this country today
it works.
We hajoe one group, handicapped
if we have isolated groups, we are not Americans.
That
is
mainstreaming,
but I think that
or non-handicapped, and it.is working.
of ut.
has
been
envisioned
by
all
is the American way of life that
'

Modifications or adaptations aTe needed. It
Modifications on Activities.
some 15 years ago
is necessary to be inventive. We invented seleralLbowlograms
State
of Illinois.
that are now the vogue. Many things have changedwin the
home who
One of them was the fact that we took people from a sheltered care
Some
of
our
people
make $150
came to work and received $20 a-week or $40 a, week.
it
is
imaediately
subtracted
If they make that much money
a week as clients.
It is not necessarily
from the public aid check, from the supplemental income.
This meant people
aid.
from the supplemental income, but especially from public
home
would
laugh
at
them
and say, "Youwho stayed back in that sheltered care
to
work
for nothing
go"to work for nothing." They say, "No, we are not going
because we are paying our own way in life."

Making it Work With Your Resources
It doesn't make much sense to go to work to earn more and suddenly the
people who are not working get the same amount of money. We sued the State of
Illinois and said that we had to have a better system. Now those who work get
It is a much better system than when
to keep the first $20 and split the next.
who are
they came to a sheltered workshop. They earn money that those people
and
satisfaction
Those working also have the pride
not working do not earn.
If
that they.are not burdens on the taxpayer. They are-paying their way.
If they are able to produce
they are able to produce, they should produce.
the
end,
this is what they are proud
and at least garnish a little bit toward
about.

it is, if people
Physical Accessibility. No matter what kind of program
with handicaps are involved, you have to know what is available and what type
Only years of experience can give this knowledge
of modification may be needed.
If the activity involves transportation,
and even then there could be problems.
adequate
insurance to satisfy the Board of
there must be capable drivers with
The
board
sets policies, the advisor sets
Directors of the agency involved.
The
board
should
not
become involved in administraadministrative procedure.
job,
he
can
be let go and a more
If the advisor is not doing hjs
tion.
The Board sets policy which includes such things as
qualified person hired.
setting the insurance requirements, setting qualifications of drivers including
Also, they should set standards for drivers who
checking accident records.
handle handicapped individuals so they will be able to cope.

A goal is established, making Sons of the DeserS as a bonafide
The.-club has been in
Weekly meetings are set. This is an actual fact.
club.
expediting
travel,
Weekly meetings are held for
operation for many years.
the
able-bodied
and
time activittesforby, and with
Goals.

1,0 recreation and leisure

the handicapped.

rt"411.

In any program there will always be those with negative
Fun and Adventure.
the program.
as well as positive attitudes. The thing to do is put fun into
As advisors we hdve to carry the enthusiasm, the motivation, the program no
An illustration
matter how we feel. We have to give them adventure and fun.
senior
citizen,
who
was dying because
of this is the case of an elderly woman, a
Her next door neighbor wanted to help her and
she had no reason to live.
She
wrote A letter to the woman every day. The woman
decided to be a pen pal.
It was exciting. The
went to the mailbox every day and received a letter.
this generated irto
mailbox became a passion. She had a new lease on life and
life
until
the day she passed
' other new leases on life which gave her motivated
e worthwhile
neighbor
next
door
made
1
That mailbox anethe woman
away:
simply
by writing
adventure,
f
because it gave the atmoSp re of,suspense,
letter. We have to be ablejto motivate people.
thing in
Charter. We have to obtain a charter which is not the easiest
the
non-compartment
charter
unless
the,world because we are heading for a
and
We
need
membership
cards
agency is theparent agency bf the organization.
drive,
elect
officers,
We have to have a membership
a steering committee.
A quarterly
develop the constitution and set quality, quarterly program.
It
is
necessary to
program is a must;otherwise the program will fall apart.
The
goals
are
collect dues. Without money you are not going to succeed.
There
should
be
a
one-to-one
listed on the back of your membership card.
them
relationship in both offices and members, however, do not try to lobby
If
you
have
an
whether the president chosen is able bodied or handicapped.
leader,
approximately one-to-one relationship ancithey want to select their own
selection.
not who you as the adult advisor may choose, let them make their own

Makin

't Work

ith Your Resources

1#

Thtmeeti4 place, which has already been desdribed,
Physical Resources.
The owner Of the Ottawa Bowling Lanes, which we use,
is the Phoenix Building.
He
provided.a
ramp at the back door and one at the front
is very helpful.
Scuba diving was provided at the
YMCA swimming facilities are used.
door.
YMCA for anybodx;who wanted to learn.
.

4

Finance. The chart here shows the club as solvent.
money to spare. The programs have been very successful.

Actualj.y, there is
is not
The mc

coming from the taxpayers, it comes from the very people that participate in
Sons of the Desert.
Responsibilities have been assigned and target
Relationships and Process.
dates have been set. The steering committee has been formed and steps taken to
Otain a charter. Officers have been elected and a constitution approved. An
.advisor has been selected.
Evaluation.
operating body.

The Sons of the Desert has been organized to become an

No problems as to logistics and memberConclusions and Recommendations.
ship and strongly recommend the mainstream approach.

_
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MODEL SYSTEMS:

MAINSTREAMING

by

Dennis Breitholtz
Social Rehabilitation Director, Palatine, Illinois

e
For those who don't really know what Little City is
home for the mentally hindicapped and emotionally distur
residents at Little City today. They range in age ro 6 to"
of retardation from profound to borderline. Borderline would
who, for all social appearances, does not appear handicapped,
some academic deficiencies, or some learning disabilities, or
disabilities when he was younger.
.

,

are a residentiaL
We have about 180.'"
53 and in levels

be an individual
but may have
had some learning

The model system that I have is basically a YMCA. About six years ago I
started taking the children or the adults out in the community and realized that
many of them didn't understand some of the basic concepts of even a simple thing
such as how to use a vending machine. They didn't know how to do it and there
was no reason for them not knowing how to do it so we taught them how to use a
vending machine.

The choices that they had for theirfleisure time seemed to me to be totally
inadequate. They ended up playing bingo, sitting around watching TV, or
Whatever. Basically, many of them were just withdrawing so I realized that they
needed to have choices. Their potential was unknown to me because I had never,
nor to my knowledge we had never, exposed them to a variety of things. Many of
them, I thought, could learn how to and should be able to use restaurants and
I really did not want to go out into the
bowling alleys And all of that.
community with a herd of handicapped children and rent a bowling alley:because
it also occurr&I to me that many of them, after having experienced those
situations, could use it by themselves.
That was my ultimate goal and is Little City's ultimate goal; to raise
each individual to his highest potential through exposure and programming and
many other things. The activities were necessary and we wanted to teach them
or expose them to a variety of activities. We were more concerned and still
are concerned with the processes that go on in being involved in that activity.
If we are going to take them to a movie theatre, that is fine. An individual
can see a movie and he can also watch TV. What I wanted to do was expose him
to buying a ticket, to confronting a ticket person, to stand in a long line and
be able to deal with people pushing and shoving. Then, when they get into the
theatre, they should be able to communicate with each other about where they
(This has happened many times when
are going to go sit so they don't get lost.
I let the children off). Basicaliy, we wanted them to go through the processes
and the steps necessary so that they could use the theatre by themselves so I
This worked. We
I could just drop them off.
didn't have to go with them.
taught quite a few of them to use movie theatres by themselves and also the
restaurants and whatever.
4
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The problem then became very obvious to me that it was not a problem of
Rather, it was a problemrof
mainstreaming the children into the community.
mainstreaming
ihdividuals and to deal
getting the community to accept these
with them as people rather than as handicapped retard# to either be placated
to or be shoved away. As an example, we started using a restaurant, near our
I went
facility and, after a month, our people were using it on their own.
how
they
were
doing
and
she
said
that
they
were
over and asked the waitress,
would
They
would
come
in,
eight
of
them,
sit
down,
and
one
driving her crazy..
Then
one
would
She would run and get it and bring it back.
order a coke.
She would just
order fries. She would run and get that and bring it back.
She
would
come
with
the bill then,
continually run back and forth like that.
checks
so she had to
hand it tb-them and they would say they wanted separate
I asked her 'if she would toleeate or give that kind of
make separate checks.
service to normal people that came in and treate4, her that way and she said,
"Absolutely not, but these were handicapped." I said, "Yes, they are
handicapped."

took them aside and told them that they were driving this woman nuts and'
I wanted them, when they came in to the
I really didn't want to hear about it.
If
restaurant, to sit down and ask each other if they were all ready to order.
They
never
did
to
come
back
later.
they were not, they should ask the waitress
tip her either, that was another thing she complained about. When they were
ready to order, they were to order at one ttme and get their food and eat it..
I showed
They should ask for separate checks, initially, if they wanted them.
bill
was
and
to
figure
out
how to
them how to figure out what their part of the
should
not
tip
her.
If she was not giving them good service, they
tip her.
I went back a month later and they were doing fine.
They did that.
I

'

The problem is that people in the community treat the handicapped as if
Now all of the handicapped happen to be handicapped,
they were handicapped.
but they are all also indivjduals who differ as broadly as we do in their
capabilities, their potential, their personalities, their character. You can
not categorize them and herd them and expect toA do ,anything but keep them that
The restaueant process worked and the movie theatre worked for a large
way.
number of our population. Then another problem came which was transportation
It was
I was tired of driving back and forth.
And the use of transportation.
wanted
to
.as if'I had 180 children and one wanted to o to the movie and one
ended up driving all over the
this way and one wanted to go that way.
which we taught them.
They
had
to
learn
how
to
use
public
transportation
ce.
I am just giving you a brief
The problems are more involved than this.
for instance, to
There
were
classes
also
on
how,
in
a
restaurant
overview.
If
they
could not, then
could.
read a menu and to evaluate whether or not they
Just
because
they
couldn't
perform
the
way
we do should
we had to compensate.
They
could
ask
a
waitress
what
not mean they cOuld not go to a restaurant.
There
are
ways
to
teach
them
to
compensate.
was on the menu and how much it cost.

We expanded on the entire concept about two years ago and built a community;
It has an indoor swimming pool,
social center which is a replica of a YMCA.
exercise room with universal equipment, game rooms, whirlpool, etc. Again, the
activities are good. We try to offer the same kinds of activities that they
would find in a Park District or Y. Activities include aerobic dance and when
they see Farrah Faucett, all the girls want to dance too. The boys and the men
want to body build. They all want to swim. We offer the Red Cross swimming
lessons with those levels as well as the YMCA swimming lessons with the polywog
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or wkatever. This is so that if an individual does want to join a Y or a Park
DiSttict, he knows the language.

It is not neceisarily
Again, the processes are what we are concerned with.
I do not care what they do as
going swimming, not necessarily weight lifting.
long'as they have developed the ability to make a choice with their time because
they are human beings and they have the right to make that choice. What I think
is right for them is.irrelevant as long at they have been exposed to a.variety
Then it is totally their choice. What I was concerned with was the
of things.
I send out a mailing to all
process so every eight weeks I have a registration.
They are required to mail it back to me and register by
of the participants.
If they find out they can't do that, those that
It is very simple.
the mail.
I think should be able to do that, I will have it worked on in classes andakpve
special education deal with them and try to teach them the processes of filling
out registration forms. If they are having a difficuft time scheduling their
time, we will do that for them.
N

All of thevn .
Money is a basic reality if they'are going to be mainstreemed.
have to deal with that.
"Can I afford it?" We control th .-- onomy at Little
mbership to the
City, which is good, so we make realistic prices., We have a
Community Center whictOthey have to pay for annually or we1 biak it down into
n that so they
quarterly installments and they would have to pay them intere
.learn that process. Each class has a price tag too as we are working and
achieving within Ofocational setting. They can agatn use the monies in a very
We then set'up the sante reality that.
'real sense to pay for social experiences.
*
all of us function under which is that the harder you workan4.jhe better you
do at your job; the more money you get and the more you are going to be able to
At any rate what we are concerned with is that each individual, after he
do.
goes through that process or when he is involved in that process, can then be ,
encouraged to use outlets within the community so that he starts using these
He
outlets, not as a handicapped person necessarily, but as an individual.
He starts going
starts using the Y and getting involved'in a normal program.
to social outlets like restaurants, movie theatres and can just be a normal
person doing that.

Thank you.
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by

Patricia Condon
.4' Chicago Parks .Distritt, Chicago, Illinois

<
The Chicago Park Department has actually been mainstreaming since 1965
The
Park
Department
serves
all
although the program was not designated as such.
of the pmmunity in the City of Chicago from the tax base paid by the City of
The program is not restricted to residents of Chicago, they can come
Chicago.
from any place.
In 1983 the program staff heard about the program sponsored by the Kennedy
Foundation. The Chicago staff was trained in regular recreation activities,
sports activities and the like, but the Kennedy Foundation program was new.
Through a cooperative effert with the foundation, instructors were sent to a

summer camp in southern Illinois for staff working with mentally retarded
incorporating them in recreation and sports programi. Helping with this also
was the Easter Seal Foundation.
In 1965 the Chicago Park District began a program for the mentally retarded.
There are now full-time programs in twelve parks. Many activities are offered;
fitness, gymnastics, basketball, swimming, and many others. At this time the
programs were segregated ones because most of the instructors were new at workAlthough they were trained in the field of
ing with the ihentalTy retarded.
recreation and physical education, they had to learn to work with mentally
They
retarded. Many of these people are now Park and Playground Supervisors.
now deal with many facets of the community dealing not only with normal children,
but with children with numerous disabilities.
In 1968 sports competition became a part of the program, the Special
.01ympics, the first of which was a track and field meet for mentally retarded
children at Soldiers Field. This was actually a competition where people were
racing against each other for a medal or ribbon. Since this had not been done
It was important to the
before, no one knew what the children could do.
children involved to have instant feedback. Winning or losing was not the
most important thing - participation and finishing were. A medal or ribbon was
It was
given every child who crossed the finish line as a rtward for effort.
Today the
the start of the building of a self image for each participant.
Probably
program probably includes 1,000,000 athletes in the United States.
15,000 come from Illinois, 10,000 of whom are from COok County. We now try many
different sports with the'se people.
We
To get back to mainstreaming, this is what was done in the program.
might still be in segregated programs in the classrooms. Many children are in
special education ;lasses in sheltered workshops. This includes older people
who are in day care centers or independent care facilities where attendants
bring groups to the activities.

Model Systems;
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Except for Special Olympicsin most of the activities offered in Chicago,
participants spill over into normal programming. The department does not ever,
want to get to the point where they Were destroying the feedback leVel that
they began to establish to raise the self image of the participant and build
his confidence and self worth in the community, his family and his job.
'

.

-

The Chic'ago Park Department has an innovative pro§ram and feels it is
doing a good job. What is needed is to improve, increase, and expand it. Any
program must start slowly and push hard until there is a breakthrough. Since
many people are now interested,in mainstreaming, if everyone works together
it will then* be possible to get together and talk and see if other 46rriers to
the success of tb.is need to be braen down.
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Vicki Conley
Access LiVing, Chicago, Illinois
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First I want to tell you a little bit of the history of Access Living..
About two y ars ago a proposal was written by the,Rehad Institute.to apply for
Title VII nnies. Title VII monies came from an amendment of the 1973 Rehab
part of.that act which is our civil rights. Title VII was for
5414
Act.
the see1y disabled. One of the things that was occurring was that in the
past 20 years many innovative and expansive programs Were occurring to give a
great del. of vocational potential to the disabled. However, those people who
were sev ely disabled, who weren't vocationally oriented, were being
excluded froM much of the services. Title VII is to help those people who
aren't really vocationally oriented and this is what Access Living's focus is
about.. We are there to give peer support and help in advocacy situations to
the severely disabled. We want to help develop the independent living skills
In 1978 a proposal was written by
as much as possible to thow populations.
the Rehab-Institute of Chicago to apply for these funds. 'Our agency, along
with nine other agencies in the country, were awarded this grant so that in 1979,
in November, Access Living's doors were opened.
We have several services that we are providing to the severely disabled
We hAve the housing department. This department is to facilitate
right now.
Many disabled people that we work with are institupeople in-finding housing.
They are in nursing homes or they are stuck in second floor
tionalized.
apartments with thetr families or...friends and can't get out. They have been
We are also
this way for years and years. We are trying to access apartments.
trying to work with Section VIII and CHA, you know, Chicago housing to acsess
At the moment there is an
This part of the job is very slow.
more apartments.
eight year waiting list for Section VIII certificates and if you do not know
Disabled people.are often on a very
'What that is, it is subsidized housing.
strict income and, as you know, a grant for an accessible apartment is usually
Most of our lients get about $200 a month to live on
a minimum of $300.
ess apartments is really difficult.
through SSI or SDI so trying to
We are also starting to work with architects and developers to make their
units more accessible, work with landlorck, realty companies to keep in mind
that disabled people also need apartmenti! We do a great deal of housing
The success rate is not very high at this time because
Counseling in this area.
of the difficulties in trying to find this kind of housing. Those that are
accessible are usually the high rise and, of course, they qre very expensive.
Those that are not ay-expensive are usually in ghettos and are not safe so the
disabled really haver a problem.

We also have another program calle financial benefits and independent
We have a coordipatdr Vbr this program and her job is to give
as much assistance to the resources available to disabled people, financial
She also helps these people develop an indenendent
resources, as possible.
living skills program within Access tiving. Many of our people are multiply
handicapped and consequently need many different services from us. Because

livirnkills.
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most of our clients have been disabled Since birth or early childhood, their
learning process was not the same as able bodied children so they didn't learn
learn about problem solving skills.
,about decision making skills. They didn'
This is what we are trying also to teach them.

,care assistantprogram. This is
have ia the per n
Another prOgramdeal-of
outreach
through newspapers and word
a program,in Which w do a great
be
personal
care assistants and/or
of mouth to find p e ple who are willino to
Many
disabled
people,''
including myself, could
homemakers foK,disabled people.
This is a
personal
car*
assistant.
not be independent unless we had a PCA,
and
then
we
do
i
five-week
training
program
program in which we do our outreach
training,
After
these
'people
have
gone
through
the
through the city colleges.
we then refer them on to our clients who need PCA's. The-client is then
They are
We
give
them
three
references.
required to check out the refergnces.
to contact the person, the potential PCA, and check out their references and
then they also do the hiring and the firino.. All we do is refer.

l

Another program that we have is a new programthat is funded through the
Center for Independent Living in Berkeley, California, which is the forerunner
This program iS called 504 and we have
of all Independent Living Centers.
hiredomebody who takes care of issues of discrimination. She has been
hearing impaired
success ul so far in working with A case where there were some
Through her
worker at the post office who were'being discriMinated anainst.
The
resolyed
without
going
to
court.
negoti tions many of their oroblems"were
trY
our
very
best
not
to
get
that
succes1s rate in court is not too high so we
fatand negotiations are'usually pretty succeTul.
The last program/that we have and which VS What I Coordinate, is the
-educational-componenC This is the independent living skills. We teach all
There are three workshOos tliat I offer
different types of independent living.
that teach concrete skills and these are housing options, financial management
These three are 'for people who are
and personal care assistant management.
The housIng
these
resources into action.
ready to act, are ready to put all of
option teaches people how to find accessible housinn, what resources there are,
what kind of issues you personally heed,to think about in terms of your own
need to think about to be
living environment. What issues are you going to
Can you do your
independent? Are you going to be able to do your laundry?
How
are
you going to do.
cooking? Can you clean? Can you get up by yourself?
We discuss all
laundry?
your grocery shopping? How are you going to do your
about these
Many,people
have
not
had
to
think
of these issues and amazingly,
Once they have
start
problem
solving.
kinds of skills. 'We are getting them to
thought
was a dream
gone through the workshops they have found that what they
them,
is
in
fact
very
realistic.
and was Pot really reality oriented for
We teach them how to set
The financial management workshop is just that.
One of thd
up a budget, what kihds of things are going to go into a budget.
This
is somethings that we emphasize is do you leave enough money for fun.
of
people,
tend
to
put
on
the
bottom
thing that everybody, not just disabled
and
fun
is
as
important
a
part
their list. We really advocate entertainment
Without it, independent
of :independent living as paying all of your bills.
living isn't all thit great if you can't go out and have a beer with your
friends or have a party or whateYer.
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The personal care assistant management workshop is also managing your
personal care assistant. Our clients 4on't know anything about how to
We have to stress,to them that they have a complete stranger coming
interview.
'into their homes to provide personal care. -They have to get you up in the
You had better
morning, get you dressed,Jeed you, do whatever you need done.
mdkelpre.thatr.y0fere.getting somebody Wilo is trustworthy..,i have heard
terrible_horror stories, not through Qur programbut before this program
started, where'people will come in, get-the disabled person in bed and then rip
them off completely. There is not anythfilg they could dD about it because they
couldn't oet up or get to the telephone. We tell them these horror stories so.
that they will be more conscientious about the kinds of people that they will
tf they go through Access Living, we have done an interview and a screen.
hire.
ing and they have gone_through the five-week training program. In that training
program we emphasize to the potential PCA's that the disabled person is their
"You are not a nurse.
employer and they are to, do what they tell you to,do.
On the reverse
You are to do what they tell yo0 to do."
You are not a helper.
better
know what you EP
side, we tell ourdisabled clients, "You are the boss. You
otherwise
the
people
that
need done and you better set up a schedule, because
you get from us are going to sit around and do nothing."

.

This is one of the complaints we were getting so we are haviqg to really
emph:isize to the potential PCA's that while there is a segment of this
219pulation that can really handle that, that you can be directive ancract like
There is also a large section of this population who have never
boss.
developed these kinds of skills so the PCA may need to make some suggesttoni to
A PCA
Under no circumstance is a PCA to tell them what shoUld be done.
them.
have
the
schedule
so
might want to suggest that it would be very ftelpful to
she/he would know what the job duties are. We tell our disabled clientt that
it helps your PCA's happiness and ability to stay longer if you are moire
organized, ifyou could tell them exactly whatneeds to be done and hdw to,do
We also talk
it. , We describe how to do interviews, how to set up schedules.
that
is
Oat
you
treat
theAe
PeoP14,
about the comunication and howAmportant
offering
you
a
service.
/While,you
-not as robots, but as hdman beings whp are
are paying for it, you must be courteous to them and keep their hagOiness in

/

mind.

We have four self-enhancement workthops and.these are for t e people who"
are not ready yet to move out on their own, to hire people, to s t up a budget.
They are still in the nursing homes or they are still in their arents' house.
Their self confidence needs to be built up so that is what the e\workShops are
This is to
We have communication workshops, assertiveness traini
about.
teach them about making assertive statements and how this can help in selfle to speak up
advocacy skills because eventually a person will need tb be
ahuman
potential
We
hav
living.
for himself and deal with issues in everyday
back,
tellin0
him
th
workshop and this workshop goes into patting a4person on
and
building
on
his
strengths
that he is a good person,.recognizing what
We do some values clarification and we alSo do som 'problem solving
those.
The RAP Group, which is another one th t we offer, is
and goal setting.
et together and
It is a chance for disabled people just t
unstructured.
them.
talk about whatever issues are'bothering
.

.
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The 1Sst group that we offer is self image and sexuality'and amazingly
It is a four-week,workshop
enough, this is our most attended workshop:
This is the
although it is going to be expanded into six weeks now.
opportunity for disabled people to rap with each other about these very intimate
topics.
It is their chance to get.some questions answered that maybe the nurses
It's their chance to really get down to the nitty
and dbctOrs'couldet answer.
grittyof sex and we make it okax to talk about sex. We encourage people to
ask questions. We show films
We also have a panel of disabled people,and
spouses of disabled people who are not disabled come in and answer questions and
share their experiences. This has proven to be one Of the most helpful worksshops because sexuality is a topic that many peOPle can't dell with very
effectively.
All these. workshops axe about and are planned to develop the independent
living skills. All of the workshops are facilitated by disabled people. There
is a great deal of peer counseling that goes on, a lot of role modeling. At
Access Livfng the core staff fs, all of us, disabled so we all act as role
models and do much peer counieling.

We have another program that is called the staff associate program and
this is a training program for disabled people who have Ptiver had the opporUnity to work, who need to know what it is,like to work: They learn about the
kinds of behavior that is expected, the kinds "of skills they could develop.
Many of our staff associates provide support to us in our daily activities.
They are receptionists.
They heln us develop all of the resources that come in.
I have a staff associate who helps me put my workshops together and it is a
I take
very good program that is open to disabled people. I interview them.
care of thiS program So I have an interview with them and I set it up like it
would be if it were a real job interview. Most of the people have no experience
or very little experience. \That is okay because.w4 will supervise them on the
It is part time work, not more than 20 hours a
taske4at they will be assigned.
week;-Thd they are paid minimum wage,so they do earma little money. Many of
'them don't want to earn very much because it will affect their SSI or SSDI.
This is just a very beneficial program where they con learn some good skills.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS,:
4.

Question:
Vicki:

Who pays for Ahe PCA.

How are they salaried.

Through the Department of Rehab Services there is a new program
called Home Services and if the disabled person-is eligible, Rehab
It is suchamew program that there are
Services will pay for it.
many new things going on that I am not up on. As I understand it,
the eligibility requirements are thatoyou are not vocationally
oriented, but that you do have a need for an attend#nt and they
will provide as mugh care as is needed. They will provide twenty-.
four hour care payment for that care.' The idea is that they will
do as much as they can to keep somebody out of a nursing home, but
if it becomes cost effective for that person to be in a nursing
There is the Department of*
home, then that is the alternative.
lAging and then there are all kinds of Home Health Care agencies.
That usually costs $6.00 to $7.00 an hour. When I first moved
I was havi(ag to
,here I needed an attendant and didn't have one.
pay $7.00 to get a bath.

3u1
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Question:

Do people from Little City ever leave Little City andSkive ill the
community? Is that encouraged?

Dennis:

It is encouraged.
It depends upon the individual. We had one
fellow that just left and got an apartment and a shop-Where fie is
supporting
Quite...a. few le#ve.' but- again, they have .to

'be able to deal with.all the skills Oat she was talking about money management and all the rest.
They have tolearn to bank,
to budget and all of that. Many leave, but there are some that
are on the grounds.
One policy we have is that when they get to i
point where they are sefif-..s.eficient, we want to get them out of
there.
We have to cut the umbilical cord.
Sometimes we have to
say, "We-are going to pack your bag and put"you out. This is it.
It's an easy ride here, but you have got to go out and support
yourself."

William
McCahill:

That is one of the values of meetings like this. When you find
out about services like those you have just heard about, if your
agencies need some of those servides, at least you know where to
go.

Question:

Do you have any retarded people in the 6icago Parkdpistrict?

Patricia:

We have,one young man currently on summer work, in fact, we have
more than one. We have, j would say, four to five in landscape
and things.

Question:

Is that CETA money or is it Park Service money?
4

Patricia:

No, that is Park-Program budget money.

MODEL SYSTEMS:
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by

Stewart Mace
National Easter 4eal.SOciety,_Chiago
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Before I begin, I think maybe I should explain a little about Easter Seals
and my role in Easter Seals.
I represent the National Society which d
provide any direct services. We have affiliates in every state in
and local affiliates in most communities and it is at this le el
at our
services are provided. Most basically we provide services to individuals who
we over the years have called physically disabled. That has.changed dramatically in the last five to ten years and the persons that we serve now are
generally the very multiply handicapped individuals.
In most cases they are
individuals who are both physically disabled and have some degree of mental
retardation.
I would like to share with you three models of really reverse mainstreaming,
that some of our local societies are doing now.
I use the term reverse mainstreaming, I guess, for lack of a better term. What we are trying to do is
train the "normal" tndividual into some of the programs that we have had over
the years and which have been basically segregated. One is a camping program
in the state of New Jersey, Camp Maryhart, which serves approximately 70
individuals at a time. The children and adults come for two-week sessions. It
is important to point out tftat we are servingodults also. Over 50% of the
campers are over age 21.
Two or three years ago at Camp Maryhart it was decided
that the process of integrating our campers into other camps such as YMCA or
Girl Scouts, etc., could go onlY so far. There would always be some campers who
had a disability to such a degree that they would need a special environment.
We decided to attempt to bring the "nondisabled person" in the camp and so,
running concurrently with the resident camping program of the 70 disabled
campers, is the day camping program.
There are 35 campers, children from the community around the camp who_
attend for two-week sessio , They come about 8:00 in the morning and stay- ------through abaut 5:00 in the vening. They participate with the resident campers
on an equal basis, go t sall the activities, help plan some of the activities.
They eat meals with the campers, and even on a couple occasions during th
two-week session, they will stay overnight at the resident camp and go on a
Through this
campout with an age group that's comparable to their own age.
process we feel we are helping both groups. The children'in the community
who come as day campers are becoming aware of some of the needs that the very
disabled campers have, as resident campers and vice versa.
Many of the resident
campers come from communities where, in their school system, they are basically
in segregated classes
d so they are being introduced to having leisure
-activities with.the no al children.

'

4
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A second program that we have happens to beiii C66h4Oticut with Hemlock's
Outdoor Education Center and is what we call a "Buddy Program." This occurs
during the spring and the fall and is basically different from the resident
camping program in that the campers are invited for weekends and they are
,encouraged to 1)4 ing a buddy who would be nondisabled; a friend from school,
someone in the neighborhood.
When they come to the camp they participate as

_
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The npndisabled child is not an attendant for the disabled child,
but they just go through all the activities together. A new twist that we are
adding this year is that we bave found that some of the campers could not attend these buddy weekends because they just did nOt have a nondisabled friend
We've begun what we call a
at home who would come along.or could come along.
friends.

"Buddy' Bank" and thrbUgh 'tither. agencies., Such at the* YMCAs and. Boy Scouts in

the communities around Connecticut, we have developed lists of nondisabled
When a camper would like to attend at
boys and girls of different age groups.
match them up.
one of these buddy weekends, but does not have a friend, we can
1
lIt is like the old computer dating game, I guess. .This is the first season
We
hopethat we have tried this and we have not been able 0 evaluate it yet.
fully feel that it will have some carry-over value the rest of the year when
these children can go back into the community and having met a new friend will
continue that friendship.

.

One other model I would like to share with you is a recreation model in
Peoria. Our Easter Seal Society there a few years ago determined,that there_
seemed to be a real lack of recreational opportunities for disabled eople in
U iversity
the greater Peoria area. They hired one of the professors from the
do
a
needs
assessment
for
the
Peor
a area
of Illinois, Dr. Carol Peterson, to
They
determined
that,
in
the,
sixWIth the help of her graduate assistants.
ent
services
available
for
diff
county area, there were quite a variety of
and
servic
there
we/e
quite
a
few
gaps
in
the
groups of individuals althoug
in that
rvices..
'Their
feeling
was
that
someone
in some cases duplicationfof
area needed to take the catalySt role and develop a system here those different
programs could enhance each other rather than combatting ach other all the
time.

The Easter Seal Society in Peoria, beginning last month, started a new
program where they are going to first of all take the individuals,'the handiand
capped individuals who are not involved in any recreation program now,
They will
to
them
at
that
point.
provide the recreation service that appeals
these
then begin a process of major education trying to expand the horizons of
services.
.individuals and get them interested in other types of recreational
is availThe next process would be then to educate these individuals on what
the
different
able in this metropolitan area. They will also be working with
agencies in preparing them to accept some of the disabled people inta their
programs, both from the point of the program and also from the facilities.
the
The Easter Seal Society will be educating the professsionals and also
metropolitan
students in that area.\ The idea is that, in,a few years, the
where the individual
area of Peoria will have a system of recreation services
him
and he will have
can choose.the type of leisure activity that interests
will be available.
the knowledge to find that service and then those 'services
would be
Briefly, these are three types of systems that we are using and I
very happy to entertain any questions or comments.

3u
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,John Sullivan
SuberintOndini-, Friendshp FatilitieS, Ottawa; Illinois

has a program
Easter Seal
I would like to mention "Partners in Pr:Ogress".
rogram
and the
It is a very important
in Ottawa, Illinois for the handicapped.
this
program
Easter Seal Society has given much expertise and sophistication L
ncies that
which is Partners in Progress. The same can be said for many
overlap.

I want to introduce you to the.Post Advisor of Post 115, the Explorer Post
part of the Scout Program, Bill McCahill. Bill probably has one of the most
enviable jobs in the world. This year he will be taking a group to Acapulco.
Last year he took a group to
We have sent grbups to England and Scotland.
He
He flies with them.
Disney World, Seaworld and Circus World in Orlando.
takes them to the YMCAs in their various programs. The job is strictly scouting
in a facility and he has about'90 Reople he works with. .Scouting has no programs,
there are Om posts, there,are no troops. Boy Scouts do not provide or attempt
In other words scouting will take a
to operate icout troops with active posts.
You provide the leadership, you
program if you wish to avail yourself of it.
Now thetxplorer Program which
provide the committee, you prOvide the program.
we have is the Explorer Program for people over the age of 14. Over the age of
One we have in Ottawa which is
14 they can go into a specialized organization.
They
forcement force.
very,very successful in thb mainstream post is the law
It
is
a
good
It
ks.
have many people who follow this type of program.
program, but again, it depends on4the leadership.
I want to talk about why we are watchdogs with the flndicapped, why we h ve
financial advisory committees as a specialty for the Irndicapped. Well, i
Mr. McCahill an
recall, the Boy Scouts had two lawsuits in the past t o years.
ney, there was a great
I are very heavily involved.
It cost quite a bit of
deal of litigation.
A boy, in order to make Eagle Scouts, had crawled on his
hands and knees for fourteen miles to qualify. He was de'hled7Eagle Scouts
The lawsuit wa filed against
because of semantics and a few other reasons.
Boy Scouts of America. Five boys were cerebral palsied and completely 'bedridden.
The scoutmaster applied for Eagles for these five lads.
They were completely,
The scoutmaster was not quite truthful in.his statement.
as I said, bedridden.
They were denied the rank of Eagle.
Consequently, there was a national explosion from the newspapers. The
media played this up. They were not interested in why this happened, but they
This is unfortunate sometimes on the
were interested only that it happened.
part of reporters. They were turned down simply because of the laws which
We had to change the laws
stated and stated explicitly what had to be done.
We are a nation
and under the guidance of Bill McCahill, we changed the laws.
If the law
of laWful people, but we must make a law that pertains to all.
specifically states that an individual must carry a pack, the words say, "You
must carry a pack." Suddenly a lad who is in a wheelchair who wants to get

,
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The Eagle Scout which is Boy Scouting's higheii award, cannot get it because
It is then necessary to change the wording to "tote"
he cannot carry a pack.
or "Have the tote with you." Consequently, you can meet the requirements.

We ire gotng to t4lrai OA Week -beciuse Someone wh6 is.a great proiroter
of aquatics is now instituting swimming at its highest degree back in the first
I am on the Merit Badge of Winners Committee.
class award. We become watchdogs.
For the handicapped, this is mainEvery merit badge has to be checked out.
Words
have
to
be
changed
for
cooking,
hiking, camping, etc. Right
streaming.
Eagle
Scouts out for the handinow they want to create a rule that will knock
The
opportunitylor
every
boy
to
make
Eagle
Scout
must be there and
capped.
the
handicapped
have
as much right to
we are more or less,Aatchdogs to see that
We go to Dallas to meet about this. I have
earn the award as'anyone else.
When they consider this
been assigned to the National Advancement Committee.
rule, my job is to see that it is worded so that becoming an Eagle Scout is
available to the handicapped.

\

\

,

Last year we promoted one of the finest operations that we consider in
scouting. We promoted the merit badge for the non-handicapped scout and the
requirement for one thing is to serve at Easter Seals, serve at a place like
Little City or Access Living. There are several requirements that have been
designed over thr$st sevemyears and modified until this merit badge is a
reality. Not too long ago the merit badge was put on a looM and we received
the ones that were made that day.
The second thing I want to talk abolit is the "Awareness Trail" we have at
There is a trail of fifteen stations where the non-handicapped go
Post 115.
You go up a ramp in a
I explained it to some people yesterday.
through.
wheelchair and make a right-hand turn. You pull a door toward you, go thceugh
Thus, you have
the door, make another right-hand turn and you get on the ramp.
This is on
some illea of some of the physical accessibility that is needed.
loan 4o every organization iq the State of Illinois. They even come up from
own in the southern part of Illinois in Carbondale to borrow the apparatus.
borrow it, it costs about $500 to
f anyone in the state of Illinois wa
he
Xerox and everything that goes
anufacture with the entire stat'
You
are
welcome
to
just
write
us a letter and use the "Awareness
long with'it.
rail."
41,
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HEALTH, FITNESS, AGE
by

Neil Sol

\

George VillfaMeCtliege, DoWnerS GroVd, Illinois

I'm just
going to
I don't know about you, but I refuse to grow old.
}et it happen to me.
A statement that those of you who work wit ,people who are
older Americans mioht use when you deal with this population is ta grow young
gracefully.with exercise rather than old. You'll find that it is a fallacy,
Pas R4ph had indicated, that you degenerate with age.
Exercise studies with acied
people have shown that regular activity has the ability to retard those physioIt has
logical degeneration mechanisms that occur due only to aging process.
been shown that senior citizens who exercise on a regular basis will gain
benefits from traininn that are similar to those individuals who,are younger.
If you are 25 years old and you jog every day, the benefits that you derive
from joggina are not different from those derived from somebody 65 or 75 years
of age who jogs.

Proper physical conditioning (cardiovascular in nature) which includes such
thinos as walking, cycling, 'swimming, cross-country skiino or joanino are not
barred from people who are older. Seniors can also perform calesthenics of'
various types for flexibility, muscular strenoth and muscular endurance. They
can take part in competiMye sports and activities such as tennis, golf, badminPhysiological research suggests
ton, road racing, swimming, racquetball, etc.
that regular moderate exercise will result in a lowering of the heart rate in
the performance of a given amount of exercise. That means it would be easibr
to perform a given amount of work.
Exercising on ; regular basis will also result in quicker recovery from a
given bout of work. Therefore, if you walk up two flights of,steps, you won't
There is
huff and puff for an extended time; it may just be for a few seconds.
also a decrease in the oXygen utilization for a given amount of work from
regular exercise. Typically, if you do not intervene with the aging_process,
a given amount of work will require more oxygen suooesting ineffieient
It will
performance. Trainina will decrease your need to utilize oxygen.
Individual
decrease the energy that you need to expend to do a niven task.
performance efficiency will increase.. We also see that reoular activity-will
decrease blood pressure retarding the typical elevation t at accompanies agino.
When blood pressure increases, the heart meets a greater esistance caus9no
If you train, the pumping abil'i tv of the heart has
the heart to work harder.
In addition, increased
a better capability of meeting that resistance.
peripheral blood vessel that results from trainino reduces resistance decreasing the need for high blood pressure. Cardiac output is a nhysiolooical term
for the amount of blood that can be pumped from the hefrt in one minute. Thd
more blood that can be pumped out of the heart per minute, the oreater is the
ability tq perform work, as the muscles are provided with necessary nutrients.
Regular exercise increases the oumpino ability of the heart thereby increasing
the cardiac output. Aging alone wtll-cause cardiac output to decrease, however,
exercise in older Americans will reverse or halt this trend.
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muscle
It has been suggested previously that aging causes a decrease in
Regular
mass, increasing the relative contribution of fat to body weight.
This occurs because exercise creates the need
exercise increases muscle mass.
Exer.cise also
for muscles to hypertrophy, they will regardless of age.
Senior
citizens are not
that
is
fat.
decreases the percentage of body weight
You can
unattractive,body
coRformattons.
dooreed-.to saqgAng4 pear-shaped,
.1
have
been'affiliated
that
can
be
attractive.
actually develop conformation
than
with people who do exercise,on a regular basis who loolcreally better
does
most of the people at 30 years of age. One of the things that exercise
The increased caloric expenditure of
is it increases the functional tissue.
requiring
the metabolism of fat reserves.
exercise decreases body weight by
Height-weight charts after the age of 25 allow a gradual increase in body
weight of about a pound to two pounds of body weight per year. This is because
Ekercise tends
metabolism decreases and the extra calories are stored as fat.
have been
all
the
excess
food
that
would
to increase caloric expenditure and
So,
basically,
there
stored is utilized by performing the exercise activity.
and
decrease
in
per
cent
body
fat
is an increase in functional tissue and a
body weight.
Flexibility is one area where there has not been dramatic chanie with
However, they feel that with apprOpriate trainina there can
senior citizens.
I think it is unrealistic to believe
be slight improvements in flexibility.
enjoyed as
that senior citizens will return to the flexibility that they
children, or at the age of twenty, however, they can expect significant
increases in ranee of motion and mobility. As far as strennth improvements
resistance) there will be
are concerned, with appropriate training (Progressive
get
an increase in muscular strength. You actually can net stronger as you
older.

,Muscular endurance is the ability to do repetitive tasks, hit a forehand
been
in tbnnis, do many sit-ups, pushdups, etc. Muscular endurance also has
increase in
shown to increase with training and so has power been shown to
OlymOics
values
for
100
yard dash at
It's funny that in the Senior
training.
70 years of age as opposed to 65 years Of age, the 70-year-olders can run
It could be a function of training. It could_
faster than the 65-year-olders.
that with
be a function of the people who are dealing with it, but it is shown
speed
and
power.
age, with appropriate training, you can increase your
fitIf 'is NI-wrong for sentOr citizens to be concerned about physical
It
is
probably
the
way
it
As a matter of fact, the converse is true.
ness.
physical
fitness
and
it
can
be
You should be concerned about
should be.
I need, however, to caution
accomplished with appropriate regular exercise.
populations,
people who do work with senior citizens or work with any adult
so-with considerthat most exercise program that ardlinstituted should be done
ation of the following concerns:
1.

Exercise should not be administered toan individual unless you
obtain his/her peesonal physician's approval.

2.

Exerase should be administered with reference to any disability
possess,-and finally,

3.

that the-tndtvidual may,

basis.
All exercise for all individuals should be on a progressive
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by_

James A. Schomer
-*-

Eietutfve*Ditiectbr,**CA*of.Metro0Olitin Madison,' Wisconsin

I thought I would just give you a little background of how Everett
Smith and I got together and how we started working in the area of,senior
citizens.
It was back in 1974, I had come over to,the East YMCA at Madison.
Because of financial problems, we had just had a physical director leave and
I
had to interview for a replacement. One of the resumes that came across
my desk was frOm Yankton, South Dakota, the person was working at a geria.tric
home that had just opened up.
It was a brand-new geriatric home and looking
at his YMCA experience and work capacity at a geriatric home, I was interested
in interviewing him.
I brought him into Madison from Yankton.
He made the
statement during the interview that Wha4t he had discovered was that they Could
take patientS who were bedridden, who were just eating, steeping and taking
tranquilizersi put them on a wood board, turn them into the swimming pool, and
that placing them in the pool and having them float on the wood board added
something to their life.
They found that the people were sleeping and eating
better and4 as a matter of fact, they had something to look forward to and
that they would have fewer sedatives as a result of what they were doing.
They
said that they kept this process up and pretty soon, because of thebuoyancy
of the water, they were having their patients walk around in the water. -Then
he said that, in'order to improve their ,range of motion, they were taking nerf
balls and would throw the nerf ball at the person and.hit him in the chest with
the nerf ball.
He would become 'angry and would throw, it back at them.
But,
as a result, they were increasing their range of motion which meant there was
some success.
(

heard these statements I thought, why was it necessallto wait
until people are in a nursing home, possibly' on their death bed, before anyone
decides that it is time to do something to improve their lives? Why not take
this program and put. it into our YMCA and let people know that health is
important to them? Needless to say,
hired the person because I,, in my mind,
wanted to develop such a program.
knew that there would be ramifications in
I
terms of insurance but
thought I should at least make an attempt to start an
exercise program for senior citizens who were mobileand currently living in
took the
our conmiunity.
I didn't know what kind of response we would get.
I
'new physical director over to the Manona/East Madison Coalition on Aging which
was primarily an office with staff that were wo king with senior citizens. I
asked if our East Y could be placed on their ag nda. They first said that
they didn't really know if they could put the Y CA on their agenda because it
was fitted with fourteen items already. Howevqk, after learning that the
President of Dane County Commission on Aging h d been supportive in making
the request, we were placed on the agenda
ey made us Item 3 on the agenda.
At the meeting when we gave our presentation on the concept of exercising tO
maintain mobility and to improve their health, the entire senior citizen
It was interesting that we were supposed tO talk
cabinet became intrigued.
for less than five minutes which we agreed to do.
However, it took an hour
As

I

I

I
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sit down and not talk, but
.and a half and it was not because we didn't try to
because they were that
and
asking
questions
the people just kept standing up
interested in the whole concept of maintaining their health.
and we woul0
a result, we said that.we would like their support
network
and ask
like to be'able'to approach the Senior citizens promotional
people
coming
people to come to an open house. We ended up having forty-three
to the open house to learn about our senior exercise program.
.

traveling
In the miantime, I had heard thd there was a person who was
exercise
programs.
throughout the United States and Canada working on senior
I called him up because when I found
This happened to be Dr. Everett Smith.
senior exercise program,
out that we were going to have such a success with a
He was from the University
I thought I had better seek more counsel and advice.
with him to
of Wisconsin and I called him to see if 1 could get an interview
had
see if we were handling our program properly. When I called him,he said.he
for
About
the
last
worked at the East YMCA as a volunteer flag football coach
rather than coming over to the
year and a half and if I wanted to talk to him,
At our first meeting, he agreed to
University; he would stop in at my office.
be the consultant for our senior exercise program,

We have put on two workshops
We have had, I think, excellent success.
with both of
for the YMCA's in the Mid-America region. Mr. Len CoVello helped
the Dane County Commission on Aging
the workshops. We have been funded through Program has been remaining as a
The East YMCA Senior Exercise
in the past.
I will say that there are a number
model program for the Mid-America region.
that we lit a fire and it
of senior exerc4se programs, but in Wisconsin I think
was be ause there wa's-a need and 4 real opportuni%ty.,

when we were doing the
The thing that Everett Smith brought home to me
citizens
will exercise,
senior exercise program was the fact that if senior
which
means more and
they can increase their mobility from five to seven years
have
a
calcium
loss twice
better independent living. Women over the aqe of 55
and breakof
older
women
falling
That is why you often hear
as great as men.
Through
of
calcium.
It's because of the loss
ing their hip or their elbow.
study)
maintain
calcium,
exercise, you-can not only (this is Everett Smith's
We thought that was a very
but you can improve the calcium in your bones.
important aspect.
I feel it
this model.
I just thought you would like to hear about
I
also
think
this
do it.
shows that if you want to do something, you can
effort was of value. Thank you.
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by

Richard
Escptia
,
SyitentS Dviloper, MetropolitinA0ard YMCA, Chicigo,'Illinds

I am going to go on where Jim left off in relation to fitness actiOty
and the aging.process as it relates to the-older American. We are categorizing.
I have heard the same thing said about tbe handicapped individual, that we have
For years we have had seniors in our YMCA
a tendency to categorize people.
We have never recognized them because they have been mainstreamed by
programs.
They have become part of our daily
their own choice and their own attitude.
activities, we don't recognize them. If you ask any child how hi pictures a
senior, he will imitate this ki.fid of a staggering, shuffling type gait and
f
You would be surprised at the kind
describe them as old and dirty.
responses you get from children on what they feel a senior citizen i , but they
don't see those who.have mainstreamed themselves. So now we are try ng to
provide programs just for the senior. In some cases we are losing something at
This is
the same time. Let me go into the physical fitness aspect of it.
probably the most important thing and is a means to an end as far as fitness
It applies to everybocif.
r goes and it doesn't apply to just the seniors.

I

Well, if I asked a weight lifter that, it would'
If I asked someone who" was
mean betpg the strongest person on the block.
really into yoga, it might mean being flex4ble and tranquil and things like
If I asked John here, it might mean being able to run ten.miles at a
that.
time, but at the.same tiMe, the jogger might not be able to bend over and touch
The individual who is very high on yoga glaypot be able to run a
his toes.
mile without getting exhausted. He may not be able-to 'catch Ape bds if he is
Ilat Is physical fitness.

late.

V°

.

Physical fitness is a total program that actually covers four main areas
It covers body composittpn, muscular
like four engines of an airplane.
strength and endurance, flexibility, and cardiovascular strength and ehdurance.
If any one of those engines'is not properly working, then the plane will still
We needwall
fly, but not asokiell as if it had all four engines flylng right.
four of those areas: We have been under a misconception in terms of aging
People refer to what they
I know Dr. Smith is working this area.
process.
call a "Euro-American curve." Now 1 will try to deScribe it for you. PiCture
the horizon or even the edge,of the window and with a mountain out there. The
This
mountain, of courSe, rises to a peak and comes down on the other side.
is how we picture the aging process of most individuals. We.say that we start
off at a certain level and we improve up until our thirties add after that it
You may as well sit in your chair and call it *Its. That is
is all downhill.
For one, we are assuming that everybody is operating at his optimal
a fallacy.
as he reaches that peak at 30, 35, 25, or whatever the case May be, and then he
We have prbven th0 wrong in the last ten
is not.gaing to improve any more.
years just in the joggino programs. We have people who have never run before
They are running better now at 50 than they ever did
getting into programs.

Older Adults

r,
.when they were 25 and 30. What is the reason for this? Everybody has a
In some cases we
Certain potential, nobody has really tapped this potential.
You may have a senior in a program who
have avoided the activity altogether.
has been an accountant all'his life and has never done any kind of activity.
Ftnally'you convince h1m4to do .some walking and that feelsordtty good. After.
awhile he is starting to jog around the gym and in a short dine he is doing a
few miles around the qym. The thing is that he has a potential, regardless of
The only man Who I can say actually reached
the aging process, to improve.
that absolute potential was Bruce Jenner. He worked night and day, as much as
eight'hours a day to train every muscle in his body to obtain a peak performance for the Olympics. He did just that and won.- There he was at the age of
After spending eight hours a day ingraining, there was no more he
thirty.
could do to show additional improvement. Those of you who have been at a desk
most of your ilives and start an activity program, whether you are 40 or 50 or
60, you are.going to see some improvement. You are not going to be a champion
You are not going to be, maybe, what youcould have been if you had
athlete.
worked that hard when you were 20, but you are going to show improvement and
Neil Sol is going to relate to that later,
it is going to change your lives.
but let us talk now about some of those changes that do tali place with aging.
It is the complicated
What happens usually starts about middle age.
The
breathing
system
changes on us. When.
organs that start changing first.
we breathe heavily, as when we have to run to catch the bus, there are a
maximum of 32 different sets of muscles that have to come into play to get a
forced inspiration and a forced Apiration. With lack of use over the years,
We see muscle fiber changing. There is not that
these start to deteriorate.
ability to take in and provide'as powerful a breath as there once was.- WP spe
an increase in vulnerability to.disease, particularly heart disease, stroke,
This is the aging process.
and cancer. We see a lower threshold to stress.
of-these
things are not the way
I need to emphasize this later again that some
They
ate goina to happen,
things have to be. Some things we can not change.
but they don't have to happen as fast as they seem to be hap))ening. We see
changes in the skin. We have three layer of skin. The epidermis which is the
ce already that your skin gets so
Some of you may
outer layer becomes dry.
It bruises much more easily. The dermis
much more dry now than it did before.
is another layer underneath it and that starts tO lose its elasticity. In
fact some of you can grab the skin on the back of your hand and it will pop
right back into place. Those of you that may have-been around for awhile, it
We lose
It ta es a bit more time.
just doesn't pop back as quick any more.
Some of that elasticity that we once had. An then there is a deeper Iayer of
fat, we call the subcutaneous layer. This is the padding aroun4 the e9kis of
.to disappear with age. Th aped in
the bones and the sharp points that bed
the hospital have to turn over every 90 minutes or be moved because this layer
When bonevresses against just thin layers
(of padding is not there any more.
of skin, it cuts off the circulation and those areas die if they aren't given
Bed sores are the result. So we find
thp blood they need every so often.
that that padding is very important. We think of the "Grandmother's arm? as
the baggy skin on the back of the arm. This is the loss of some of these fatty
subcutaneous cells that are in the back of the muscles and around the padding
In the aging process the fingernails and toenails get thicker,
of the joints.
Part of it is a lessening of the circulation around those
become more brittle.
We can work on that a little bit by providing warmth. Warm water helps
areas.
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to improve some of tha circulation in the hands and Iceeps them, a little more
Supple.
Muscles are robably the pe thing we nodal' the most. °We lose muscle
fibers.
We are born 4ith just so rrny muscle fibers to help us move our arms
and legs and everythiijg, and those fibers must jast for a very long time. They
can not.be.replaced wh n_theyare damaged or changed due to the aging process.

*They can not be replved,"büt "the job it"pitked Upby othermuscles and mukle
fibers around them so that we,can continue working. There are studies done on
mechanics, which show that there is no change in work performancepp until
retirement.
Even though there are changes.in the individual.muscle fibers,'we
find that wgen some muscle fibers die,,others can pick up the workload for them,
but there is no increase irthe number of muscle fibers themselves.
I did my research on the aging proces
five years ago, a number .of
dies that I have included in my bibliography way back then were the same
ones and the same people that Everett Smith has been working with. Richard
Mazessois an example,of'people very well known in the area of the aging process
andcthe elderly.
But in many studies, we find, the only muscles that can be
studied with any confidence are the eye muscles. These are the ones that
rotate the eyes and probably are th%most protected from ariy outside injury to
them or diseases.
If you try to study the long term effects of aging on any
one particular arm muscle or leg muscle, you find there is a great deal of outside influences that makes it very difficult f r research.
Wh

the s

.

Bones.- this one we probably recoonize in our families. I know most
people,in their families at one tfme or other as had an aunt, grandmother,
uncle, grandfather, who has had a very slight all, maybe just an off-balance
Well, with the aging process me find
step which,resulted in a broken bone.
The calcium ontent §tarts to leave the
demineralization has'taken place.
bones.
Where does it go? Sometimes it leaves he body all together, in other !
cases it goes to the-cartilage. _The soft carti age in Our nose and our ears
and between the joints becomes brittle, becomes hard, wh're it was once soft
nce in tIe bones ant settles
and pliable.
It picks up the calcium that was
in these areas.
We start losing our flexibilit and'agility. We,start seeing
the curved spines and the other anomalies that I have ref rred to in our
stereotype of the aging process.
Again this po nts up many things
Vision - there are changes in vision.
We find that the depth percepti n isn't aS good.
Tur color perception isn't as good, especially around blue , greens and violetS.
We have to take those things into consideration. Our nur9bg homes should havie
bright colors, especially around stairwells.
in pl7afilili our programs.

,

4

Hearing - there becomes an inabillty to hear high freguencles and heee vie
We then use a
Grandma says I can't hear you, speak Up.
run into a problem.
high voice to talk to them instead of getting a loW voice ap that they can hear
The richer tones are,those which they can hea', but not the
the deeper tones.
It's not how loud you are, but the kind o tones that
higher pitched tones.
you use that will make a difference.
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Appetite - well, how many of you have a ready said that the food just cities
I know my mother says thateall the time even though
'not taste like it used to?
there ).t a reduction in taste,
Part of the problem IS th
we still eat it.
buds. ' I see so many ()four eldeily who are shut in at home and whodo not go
out of their houset at all:-barety ever ea e They just.do not like the taste.
offfood'any more, but.they don't realizet at becayse of the loss of the taste
t just does not taste like it used
buds, you can't pick up certain flavors.
to be'cause the ability to pick up those.flavors is not there any mow. This is
another Peason why, in our nutrition.site , we concentrate on not only proviang quality food, but having gopd looking ood. By making it appetizing to the
It is not b caUse they can taste the food, but
eye, people want-to eat it.
because it looks good that theS, eat it ailyway.
Cardiovascular - thit, of.course, 14s very important. The ability of the
The heart muetle slows down, its
heart to pumP.is related to muscle again.
contractural ability isn't as strong as it once was.. The arterial flow may be
redyced by as much at 35%. When you think in terms of the arteries, the
)"..Deries are very elastic. When the heart beats, the blood goes out and the
Sirteries expand a little bit and thenf they relax and come back to their resting
At you get older, some of that calcium that was lost from ithe bones
state.
will find its way into the artery structure and helps it lose its elasticity
so we find an increase in blood pretsure, even high blood pressure. We haveA result of this is the blood flow to the heart and brain
arteriosclerosis.
The
valves
within the heart become rigid and are not able to
diminishes.
respond to'the streses of exercises as Well as they once did.

Urinary System - at 80 yearsiof aqe the blood flow to the kidney educes
Some of thisinforMation-accounts for some cases of
by as much as 50%.
Because the blood ttn't peing cleansed as well as it once was, we
"senility".
have waste products floating around through our blood system which clouds our
It is,a kind of che7ical *balance that'we run into.
thinking.

4
I hate to feel like the
These are some things thAt come about with aging.
bearer of bad news. We need,to be reminded that there are many things that can
Neil is. goingto relate,to that a little bit.' We'can do it
be done about this.
great deal to slow down the process. We can't stop the process. .There.is no
It is going to happen, more quick)), in some
way that we can stop the process.
people than in othersrbecause of the hereditary factor, but there is a great
deal that can be done and that is being proven everpday.

Look at people like Tom Cureton. I do nOt know if any of you have ever
Right now he is a professor emeritus at the University of Illinois.
seen him.
All he does is travel and give lectures om physical fitness. He is also
writing his own memoirs. After his lectures' he follows up with a exercise
class where anyhddy can join hiM. Both young and old can join hi and if they
finish
can go to completion, it is to their credit because very few peoo)11e ever
There
was
also
Paul
He
is
78
years
old
now.
the exerCite cliurse witii him.
Dudley White-i'President Eisenhower's physician, who never felt that you were
old until you were 80 years of age. Tom Cureton says he is going to live to be
In feet, he thinks he holds all the records in the' 75-150 year old age
150.
bracket. He includes that all in one age bracket. But he has &very positive
mental attitude and attttude is probably the most *portant thing along with
p
activity.
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' Where fitness is a means, we get many benefits other than the fitness. We
also get.the social aspects, of participation. I know what Weil is going to
lead into, but in terms of fitness, whether you are young or old or handicapped,
all fitness is really governed by about five different principles:
1.

Overload.; You neeirier dó a little bit more than yOu ever'did before
rilhirwimprovement.

2.

You can't just jump
ProgressiOn --You need to do things gradually.
in and expect to do what you did twenty years ago. If you haven't been
doing it for twenty years, you'll have to start from the beginning and
grpdually increase )/our amount of activity.

3.

The Law of Use and Disuie - If you don't use it you are going-to lose
tt and that includes bone mineral and it includes muscle strength and
it includes cardiovascular endurance.

4.

Specific Activities - You'cam't exped to4te a world class weight
Tiftenif you Are going to just run ten miles a day and not Tift
weights. The activity is specific to what you are trying to do with
it.

5.

The Individual Differences - Everyone is different and we have what
we are born with to work with.

INCLUDING VOLUNTEERS IN YOUR PLAN

--by --

re

James Donovan.

MWoPbli tan

.Board YMCA, -Chi cagpi Illinois

We have been involved, in the last, three and a half years, in a project
oth volunteers ahd staff related to
that bras focused on the development o
I think most of you are probably aware of the fact that the YMCA
yolunteers.
is a voluntary imternational humap service, health and recreation agency. I
was going to talk about the way the YMCA uses volunteers and I think I would
I'd rather talk about the way we provideropportunities
like td rephrase that.
I think-this is a more appropriate way of looking
tq be used.by volunteers.
volunteerism. Unfortunately, Many agencies like ourselves, get very much
irto the use of volunteers as a way of solving economical problems. As Mary
Lod aid, "Times have changed." Much has changed and that really is not the
ap ropriate way to look at volunteerism. I think it has to be looked at as a
utual kind of venture so that we have something to gain with something to
The opposite is true that volunteers have something to gain from us
offer.
and something to offer us.
The primary
In the YMCA we use volunteers in several different ways.
ones, of course, are to provide opportunities for volunteers to be board
members, provide opportunities for them to.communicate arnti participate in their
community and the community that the YMCA serves, to giie Wirection, to be able
to provide services, to be able to get involved. In the same respect, you can
give them the opportunity to become experienced in-some new fields or new
You can giie them some opportunities to do some service, to give some
areas.
time, torelate to new andAifferent people, and to grow and develop in their
I think these are the major effdrts involved on both sides.
own right':
YM As are
My topic was io-talk about youth and youth as volunteers.
particularly good in that area in that we have many opportyiities for youth to
By doing so, we hope to provide them good posiftfve experiences and
volunteer.
opportunities. Of course, some of the more obvious ones re camping services,
utilized youth as
both,day camp and residential camps. For years we ha
volunteers. -We have ;Junior Leader clubs in all of ou YMCAs. We have many
classes and groups and youth groups that are led by-young men and women. I'
think,,though, that when you talk about youth as volunteers and involOng
volunteers in your plan, it is important to look at several different thi gs.
When-we talk about youth, unfortunate0 we very often look at them as a c eap
source of labor. 'I wOuld hope that we would not want to see them in that way.
I really like to look at young people as a natural resource and one that we
would develop and protect just as our oil today. Needless to say, we don't
put half the money into development of young people that we do in development
of oil and energy resources and unfortunately, we.don't.see ourselves as doing
that.

Including Volunteers in Your Plan
Have you ever looked at TV or any of the Media and advertising?. While
we like to see ourselves as a youth oriented society, if we really compare
'behavior with our self image, that doesn't hold true. A study that was done
by the New York Times several years ago showed that for every youth.in theUnited States, we spent on the average of $500 per'capita for education. We
are.spending,jor.that s,ame youth,.on :the Average of$8,000 per +capita for
-defense..:That kind'of sCreanis in'the'face-Of our image ofself,'of youth-I think that when we look at our own agencies
fulness and being youth oriented.
and look at the timet, we are looking at a time when we are providing many
opportunities for young people to become acquainted with Oe world, to gain
experiende and opportunity,:to help them make career decieions, to help them
ir lives. The kinds of opportunities we can provide for volunteers,
fi IL
g j.
volunteers, fill in some of the gaps and many programs nationally, locally,
in ernationally, are beginning to look at the area of youth service as
opportunities.
.

.

The CETA programs here in the United States are very much geared to be able
to provide opportunities for young people to gain experience, become familiar
with the world of work. How can we turn those opportunities inio an even
broader scope from within our own agencies, or how can we use our_agencies and
our programs to provide youth with those kinds of new experiendev-that will help
prepare them for the future. As Mary Lou just referred to a minut4.ago, more
Organizations and corporations are
and more legislation is being affected.
beginning to look at volunteer experiences in the same way we look at work
This is going to be particularly relevant for young people.
experiences.
I think another thing when we talk about volunteer Opportunities, is the
opportunity to provide, not just education for development and growth, but
exposure to experience. One of the things that we would like to see ourselves
doing, and we hope that we are always working at, and which this whole conference is about; is raising our own consciousness, challenging our own attitudes.
Very often it is difficult for us as adults with very well formulated attitudes,
prejudices, biases, assumptions; it is very difficult for us to change our
minds. But when we are talking about young people, it is much easier to help
them understand that differences aren't all that significant. We can give them
opportunities to see people who are different from them; whether they be
different phytically, racially,,socially, emotionally, whatever.
When we talk about mainstreaming, I think we need to talk about volunteers
and contacts of not just youth who are not mainstreaming, or'youth who are
normal in whatever sense that word may mean, working with mainstreamyouth; but
soMehow
just the opposite. HOw can handicapped children or children who are
They
labeled as different, be given the opportunity to educate and help others.
.need to help others understand that there aren't basic differences between them
and help others understand new and different ways of looking at people. I
think that that, in itself, is a service tosociety, to communities, and to both
sides of the volunteer put together.

Another area is'to look at differences in ter4 Of ages. We find that
using young people with senior citizens has been extremely helpful to the
What hasn't been seen as readily is the fact that it has
Seniors' programs.

Using
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also been very helpful to the young people. Some programs were done in
Minneapolis not too long ago where young children who were really rather trouble
prone were allowed to work in sone senior centers. They found out that not only
were the seniors greatly helped by just having young people around, having new ,
people to relate to and talk to,kbut they were helpful to the young people. The
young people-found that itwas easier for them to. talk with these older people
'than,it was with their own ,parents. Somehow the generational skip seemed to
open up a whole pew way of communicating and helped the youth really look at
how they might also look at life in different ways. Their own performance in
school, 'their behavior with the courts and other places improved dramatically
It, is again.an opportunity to use young people as
ai a result of that effort.
volunteers when in fact they were getting as much back, if not more, than they
were giving.

There are many examples like these, but if you look at the whole document
that I am sure most of-you got, in tams of guiding and developing programs and
the categories in there; developing programs is really basically setting goals,
looking atswhat You need in terms of human resources, physical and financial
resources, relationships and processes, setting calendars, evaluating, etc.
You can go through each of those and really brainstorm for yourself ways
They can be used
that youth can be used. Youth can be used as board members.
They
have
unique
perspectives
that
none
of
us
as
adults have and
as planners.
particularly when it comes to program planning. Why not use them in those
capacities? They offer a whole array of human resource opportunities for us.
We can use them as program leaders and group leaders. We can uie them as mentor
to youngerfchildren. We can use them in terms of financial development. Young
people do amazing things in terms of helping raise the money for programs.
They can be anything from the most typical candy sales to more sophisticated
things. Young people have done other things in the organization that is
unbelievable in terms of the money that they have raised. Young people have
*talked miles for many causes. Unbelievable numbers of young people have raised
substantial amounts of money as a result of this physical effort in going out
and getting sponsors to sponsor them in doing things for money that they need
You know why we have a whole international
for a new and different cause.
program and part of the international program is one,aspect known as World
Service. Young people have, for lears, raised a great deal of money as part of
that effort.
I think it is also true
There are a lot of opportunities in the YMCA.
in terms of relationships and process, that this can be used by youth to make
the kinds of connections and links with other agencies, the school systems,
with groups that they are part of and which they represent, and continue seeing
it as a mutually beneficial effort.
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Pamela Ransom
Director R.S.V.P., Chicago, Illinois

I have been asked to speak regarding the older volunteer so I have a
definite bias.
I am going to try and sell you on the older volunteer being the
individual that you would like to recruit.
First of all, I think it is
important for us to take a look at some of the bias that we have in regard to
older persons, both as a society and also personally.
Here we are talking about people 60 years of age or older which to me does
not seem that old, but many times we think'of older individuals as not being
able to learn new things.
They are considered to be stuck in their ways, not
being productive. Maybe there is even a feeling that once people get older,
automatically they are "senile" or they don't have the same mental powers of
younger people. Well, I think that RSVP and our track record really dispels
many of those myths.
Last year alone we had 1,350 senior volunteers who were
very active in their communities in a variety of services. As Mary Lou
mentioned, it is no longer the stuffing of the envelopes and writing out lists
and those types of volunteer experiences. There are very &citing things that
people are doing:
I think that just hours-wise, we have individuals that are
You know they
not putting in one or two hours a 40ek, they are putting in AO.
are enjoying what they are doing in addition to getting things back from our
program.

As far as the RSVP (Retired Senior Volunteer Program), the goals that
we're trying to accomplish are pretty much geared toward the senior volunteer
themselves.
We want to try to improve the quality of life for older persons in
the City of Chicage.
We are trying to provide volunteer experiences for
individuals who may not otherwise be able to volunteer. Here again, it is not
the upper middle class white woman who is doing the volunteering. People over
sixtY-five from all over the city are very inte ested in volunteering. We are
able to make it more possible for them to volun eer since our program helps
reimburse individuals for either travel or meals or any other out-of-pocket
expenses that they may have. We also have sever 1 mini-buses that are able to
take older individuals to the volunteer site4f. hey are not able to take public
Also, just the relationship, I think, between our community
transportation.
workers and the older volunteer is a very supportive relationship which I think
is very important.
Another goal that we are trying to reach and, hopefully, it is what I am
doing right here, is to dispel some of the myths about older persons, some of
to provide a good
Lastly, one of our goals i
the stereotypes that we have.
I think this
trained volunteer force for agencies within the Chicago çrea.
is
a
vast
amount of
Ther
particular volunteer force has some real pluses.
ople
that
have had
These
a
The resources are just unbelievable.
talent.
a variety of past experiences, knowledge, and are very talented individuals.
How can the older volunteer be worked into a youth program or a program with
handicapped individuals?
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This
We have an exciting program called the "Living History Program".
classroom
.program is intergenerational where older volunteers go into the
children
and
tell
them
about
situation or library sithation with schoolage
classroom
We
have
a
woman
who
taught
in
a
history from their own experiences.
We
have
a
man
who was
What
was
that
like?
with a dirt floor in a small town.
really get
What
was
thatrlike?.
Such
people
can
an-i0k flying pilot in:WW I.
across exciting things, make history come alive to young people.

We also have quite a few older volunteers who are working with handicapped
We have a gentler
Some are working on a one-to-one tutoring with them.
youth.
of
handicapped
youth,
man who is teaching indqtrial arts or shop Oa group
blind
children
A blind woman is teaching tutoring
mentally handicapped yoUth.
variety
of
volunteer
in a Chicago school. So here again, it is a real
possibilities and I think there is such a vast resource within the elderly
population that it is a good place to pull from.
41

We are also
We are also interested in talking about mainstreaming youth.
individuals
and
getting
very interested in mainstreaming elderly handicapped
of
our
them involved in a volunteer experience and that is going to be one
For
people
who
are
in
the
RSVP is nationwide.
RSVP focuses for next year.
able
to
give
Chicago area, they could contact me at Hull House and I will be
them the office in their neighborhood.
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Mary Lou Thomson
Director, Voluntary Action Center, Chicago, Illinois

Thank you Beth.
I thought maybe I would tell you a little bit about the
Chicago Voluntary Action Center since I-cannot speak for all of the VAC's in
all of the communities that may be represented here. The Chicago VAC started
in 1943 at the time of the manpower crunch during WW II, and evolved into a
clearing house for volunteer manpower. That is, recruiting volunteers, interviewing and screening them and then referring them out to agencies in the
Metropolitan Chicago area that are utilizing volunteers.

We how really are an agency's agency. We are a training and consultation
agency concerned with effective management of volunteer servites. We still do
some referral for potential volunteers to agencies, but it is a very small
portion of what we-do and a rather low priority for'us. We would-rather-work
with you, those of you who are in agencies using volunteers, in helping you
recruit volunteers, telping you develop volunteer programs and develop recruitObviously, we can not,
ment programs that w1711 affect your %pecific program.
nor can any Volunteer Action Center,lhecruit all volunteers that are needed by
We
all of the agencies.
Irthicago we are talking about 15,ggo agencies.
can't tell 15,000 stories. You can tell your story betterlthan anyone else
and we are in a position to try to help you either by working directly with'
you in a consultation role or_by identifying those specific needs that are
represented in the Chicago Metropolitan area, either by clustering agencies
utilizing volunteers in similar kinds of positions, or by identifying gaps
that are needed in volunteer manpower and then designing a promotion in a
metropolitan area Vihich would highlight those specific kinds of volunteer
opportunities.
We are also developing training programs for staff on effective management
We are working with specific agencies in developing
of volunteer programs.
We got out of the
volunteer programs or training programs for volunteers.
businessof training volunteers per se, feeling again that this is the responsiYou know where the volunteers are going to be utilized
bility of the agencies.
and you know how they are going to be used.
In the Minneapolis and St. Paul area there are two active Voluntary Actton
Centers and they are both very similar to Chicago in the kinds of services that
they offer.
Indianapolis has an excellent Voluntary Action Center. Flint,
They are all very much involved
Michigan, also has a Voluntary Action Center.
In most cases we-work for
in training andlconsultation services for agencies.
We also work with State and
not-for-profit agencies, but not exclusively.
For instance, if
Federal agencies and in some cases with proprietary agencies.
tare are nursing homes or senior centers that utilize volunteers, we are
concerned that a'volunteer isn't being utilized or exploited in a position that
might increase the income or profits of an owner.
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Who is this volunteer? I think for the 1980's we have a very different
.king of market. Agencies are offering many different kinds of opportunities
for volunteers and there is a very different volunteer out there who is lookIn the Chicago area, in the four years we collected data
ing for experiences.
from a sample of agencies, we found out some interesting things which helped
usiwedict some trends.: The highest,percent of all the newly recruited
volunteers in the Metropolitan Chicago area are between the ages of 18 and 29.
The largest percentage of them are students and/or employed professionals.
The woman, the middle-aged, middle
This is the newly recruited volunteer.
class white woman, is still there, but she is losing ground very rapidly to
younged people and to employed professional people and men. Nationally, there
are statistics that showthat 40% of all volunteers are men. (I am not totally
convinced that this is true, but there are figures that show this.) I think
the fact there are many male volunteers involved in the'criminal justice system,
probably
on a one-to-one basis with young children such as big brothers, has
helped increase tile number of men.
There are figures that show that 12°1,, of the volunteers nationally have

Pam will tell you laterthe kinds of programs
indomes under $4,000 a year.
that are reaching the lower sodb-economic and retired populations. We had a
900% increase in volunteers recruited who were 65 years of age and over during
Many are older people who are retiring,
that period in which we collected data.
healthier and want to stay involved in their,community. There is a large
percentage of volunteers who now'represent a constituent group or a group of
They are now-"givers" and some of those
people who used to be only receivets.
This
people are here today representing both physical and mental handicaps.
group also includes those people who have gone through drug rehabilitation
programs or are ex-offenders aneare now on the other side and helping exThere are an enormous number of self-help
offenders when they first come out.
groups in America today.
They
Corporations are now very much involved in the volunteer community.
responsibility for the corporate
are involved because of pressure to take the
rather
than to simply increase profits
dollar to get back into the community,
Corporate
executives
are
working closely with us in the
for the corporation.
involvement
and
corporate volunteer programs.
larger urban areas, in employee
Northbrook,
their
national
corporate headquarters,
For instance, Allstate in
that
determine
what
kinds of programs and
have volunteer employee committees
They then recruit employee volunteers and
agencies they want to work with.
work in a fairly organized year around program.

There are many other kinds of volunteer opportunities, so the market-that
If the volunteer in
you.have out there is not as easy going as it used to be.
do
is walk acrost
your agency is not having a good experience, all he has to
A
very
different
person
the street to find a different kind, of opportunity.
for some
is in that °volunteer smock" now and he is also out there volunteering
is
not
entirely
altruistic
very different realons. The volunteer's motivation
for
They no longer volunteer just because they want to do something
any more.
themselves
It is very likely that they want to do something for
the community.
keeping good records
and what this says to the agency is that it has to start
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because volunteers are getting involved because they want experiences that will
help them in searching out a new career. Employment credit is now given by
the Federal and the State Civil Service and many corporations are now looking
at volunteer experience as just as valuable as paid experience. Agencies must
have records that.will substantiate the.kinds of experiences volunteers have
had. 'If volunteer's Want'experiences that will help them, then envelope stuffing
and similar kinds of experiences may no longer be interesting or acceptable to
the new volunteer who is younger and career oriented and looking for other kinds
Volunteers also want to be involved in an agency that has
of experiences.
Ifit is a federally funded program, they want
credibility-and accountability.
to be sure that,what they are doing is legitimate and is helpful in meeting
needs of the community, of the cliedt, and accountable to the'funding source.
I think all of those things are very iMportant for you to remember when you are
looking at the volunteer ,in the community today.

011.
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gueStions_pd Answers
touch on some of the issues
What we have really tried to do is just
participation and I .see that-people have
tha involve volunteer
it open to you for a
We
want
to
throw
them.
brought materials with
comments that you would like to
Do you have questions or
minute.
in your agenci or particimake, maybe 'about volunteers that you have
patfon that you would like to see happening?
They did research aboui two
Question: Is there anyone here from Girl Scouts? volunteers that they recruited
six
years ago that showed that many of the
term basis, maybe for
Do
they were 'akle to recruit only on a short
to that was.,
I 4as just wondering what the follow-up
months.
you know anything about it?
at some
Girl Scouts in taking a lc,,ok
We
worked
with
the
if
you
I'm
not
sure.
Beth:
For instance,
they had.
of the kind of ingrown problems that
recruiting and utilizing
have a program.where you are going to be
high turnover rate simply
parents, that program is going to have a
their ctild is"there and
because you are recruiting them to work while
Do not panic
going to leave.
when the child leaves, the volunteer is
Build
your
recruitrate.
at the fact that you have a high turnover
it
works
with
it.
system so that
ment program and build your support
ha ve been doing is to team volunteer
Another thing that the Girl Scouts
of it on one ,mother or one volunteer.
so that you are not throwing all
simply do not have the
You give the volunteer support. The volunteers
of time. They don't have
motivation there to give an enormous chunk
cemmitments,
They are not as interested in long-term
that kind of time.
do
that
job,
ask
Recruit two people to
they want short commitments.
split
it
up
so
that
it is
them *to be co-leaders or look at the job and If you are going to have
chew.
not as big a chunk for one person to
want jobs, they want smaller
employed, young professional people; they
gratification. They want
units, they want small pieces, they want
I think that
with it.
something that they can handle and;move along
is
indeed a
has done ana there
is part of the study the Girl Scouts
helpful to you.
Agreat deal of material 'that will be extremely

Beth:

.

Comment:

It is
voluntary action centers do.
We have a resource center as most
for statistics, formaterials that
a repository for national studies,
I 'brought
can order and use.
you can either take a look at or you
after this is over.
to
look
at
some and it will be available for you
all over the country that I
There is a great deal of experience from
what the Girl Scouts are
think we need to take advantage of just as
agencies.
learning can certainly be used by ether
each one of the people who were
thought it would be good if we had
prior to this, make a
involved in some of the sessions we had just
I
I could open up a little.
comment on how they use volunteers.
in
working
with
the most helpful
think one of the things that I found
involved
with,
that I have been
volunteers, in the different agencies
far as the commitment and the
is being honest with the volunteers as
this isn't going to
We used to be Very lax arid say, "Well ,
time.
don'Irry about it." We would lose them,
take much of your time and
Tell your volunteer that the work
faster th an we could recruit tri6
week and that is what is
will take four, hours a week or two hours a
b description or
them a
expected of them...07hus, you are giving
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position description relaIed to the responsibility of being a
volunteer to this program. Again, I think when you are up front with
people and are holiest as far as the kind of commitment you expect from
them, your cboperation is going to be much better.
Some agencies arR even asking for contracts and are getting them, an
'absofute contraet just'as though you are employing Someone..

Beth:

.Comment:

To go one step further, a more personal e4eMpfie,,one of my last,
responsibilities before comfhg to Chtcago wastopening a.brandiiew YMCA
which originally had a budget of about $8,000 set aside for staff.
It was totally run
When the building was opened,.there was nobody.
for,a year by volunteers through the recruitment process and training
process.

Beth:

One of the things we are going to do tomorrow is look atrecruitmentl
A part of that is haw to develop job descriptions so if you are
interested in looking at soMe specifics on that, please be there.'

Comment:

I am from the Leaning ,Tower YMCA. We have half and half; half adults
I think one of the biggest
and half ehiTdren as volunteers there.
things in k eping them is building rapport, saying things like
don't know I3at we would have done without you." *It took time because
"Class is over, goodbye." All of a sudden all these
it Is, usu
,
Smddenly it sank in that you
new volunte rs weren't there anymore%
have tc say "Thank you." It is not a party once a year, which we
have anyway, because they are not going to be there by that time.
Every day you go out of your way and say, "Thanks a lot for being
here."

Beth:

Excellent point.

Comment:
;

Another interesting point we have learned in recent months #s that,
as Mary Lou mentioned, the age of the current volunteer population is
going down. She mentioned 18 - 29 as the age range of the majority
of volunteers'today. An interesting phenomenon of that age group is
they represent a different value system than some of us may be familiar
Some of the characteristics of that value system is that
with.
°generally speaking, they seem to have a higher need for "immediate
gratification." They seem to have a higher need for self-fulfillment,
whatever that means. These all contribute to the kinds of things that
They cannot wait until the year etid and the party or
you are saying.
The importance of letting them know how they are
recognition event.
contributing in a very direct way is going to be a very important
aspect in keeping them as volunteers.
Two little words,

Comment:

Such an inexpensive way to keep volunteers.
"Thank you"!!

Beth:

There are many ways to do that. There is another way and that is
promotion of the volunteer into more responsibility. People say you
You can and you know, sometimes I hear
can't promote a volunteer.
someone say, "That volunteer has been on that desk for 17 years." and
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I don't think that fs what the.volunteer
I think that is terrible.
Giving
that person more responsibility or a
really wants to do.
Let that
promotion into another job is another way to do it.
volunteers,
let
her
help you in
volunteer become a trainer of new
There is a great deal of gratification
supervision and other ways.
that comes from that.
Comment:

Comment:

Beth:

Comment:

COmment:

Beth:

Comment:

Beth:

"They chose me to come here.", I mean they were really
That's right.
Theresa came and helped Ray in the gym.. She took off
flattered.
for her to
work, she could have been paid, but it was very important
be here.
I think you are all aware of the Red4Cross
I am really surprised.
Youth Group and the way they are trained. They are excellent and one
tried to get
I
thing that they will not do is prepare for parties.
went to
them to come to prepare for parties, but they said they
I had
beautiful.
volunteer to help the people and I, thought it was so
concert
a
few
years
them once for a group. The handicapped put on a
I
ago and had them for the whole day. We had a marvelous concert.
wheelchairs
and
had about twelve of them and six were faithful to the
I
I was looking for the other six.
stayed with the wheelchairs.
couldn't find.them because they were back in the kitchen cleaning
I said, "Go to the concert, enjoy." They said they
everything up.
I think we should propagate that youth group 'and
came to voluiNteer.
let people know about it.

.

They do an excellent job, by the way.
other voluntary
I might say too that the Red Cross, more than most
voluntary
than
most of us. They
agencies, in the true sense are more
I
have a higher percentage of non-paid staff than any other agency
and
training
best inhouse training
know of. They also:have one of the
the.agencids
have.
service,programs than apy of
I
their volunteers.
I believe that the reason is the attitude toward
them, they make
Nhink the way they treat them, the way they speak to
hem feel that they are wanted.

Good point.

I have two of their boys Iping
They have a social justice program.
have to e at
In their senior year they sign a contract and they
me.
They
are
some
of
the
best
the place where they are assigned.
and
another
thing
is
that my
volunteers. Theysare there every day
6:00
whenit
programs occur during the ddy. They arrive from 2:00 to report cards,
is hard to get volunteers. They have to make out their
they never miss a
they have to keep their attendance, and believe me,
girls, they
Sometimes when you get these high school boys and
day.
them
all out.
I would have to kick
make a dating service out of it.
4
is of your.volunteer,
I think it does come back to what your expectation
is very critical
and
what
you
are
saying
and then maintaining that
in that.
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I think one other thing they are saying, thouil, does bring up one of
the new issues br one of the new resources and that is experiential
learning that the schools, the high schools and colleges are now
There are schools
emphasizing and it is a marvelous resdbcce for you.
that -have volunteer coordinators, volunteer service offices, and it is
would a1so like to pick up on something that Om said
maryelous,.,
when he was taiking'about youngstert as velunteers.. One of the best
that I heard of recently was a school that had second graders tutoring
It was a terrific program and nobody was quite sure
first graders.
The only criterion for the second
who was getting the most out of it.
grader was that he had to be one page ahead of the first grader in
It was a tremendous motivation for both of them.
reading.
-

lk I think that we really do not see some of the.obvious things in front
Neighborhood houses have senior centers and head start programs
of us.
They are scre4m1ng for volunteers and they do not
in the same place.
' look at the Senior Center as a potential resource for the head start
which is so good for both of them.

r

Another program that I heard of is ina small town in Iowa. They had
a high school gym teacher who was a very innovative, creative man who
had a real problem with high school kids who really were dropping out
It
because of their aversion to the standard type of gym programs.
They were not many blocks from a retirewas.really turning them off.
The high school students
ment home and they got the two together.
were turned into an alternative type of program to develop exercise'
It was so exciti g
classes for the people in the retirement home.
ds.#
because it was intergenerational and it was meeting two real
It was an extremely exciting program.
Comment:

Some of the finest volunteers are high school boys and girls who are
I'm a Kiwanian and I'mAhe Kiwanis
associated with the Key Club.
Their major emphasis program
advisor to said High School Key Club.
is a program I have on Saturday afternoons at a church. I have 22
Cub Scouts in the program. We just started it a couple months ago
and it is getting along very well with volunteers. If anyone wants
to get in touch with a Key Club and the volunteer prograM, they are
the ones to reach. They have their own program and it is a major
emphasis program because they get credits on their volunteer work.
It is really wonderful to have them and they are really outstanding
students.

Beth:

Thank you.

Comment:

In our.cemmunity, St. Remus Church has as part of their confirmation
a 6 - 10 week hum4n service type of program so 1 do get several kids
from there.

Beth:

It's where they want three hours of
That six to ten weeks is great.
service that sends the agency up the wall.

There is a good reccuitment tip for you..
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,Comment:

Comment:

But I found that thekids at the age, the boys were much mdre
responsible in coming regularly than the girls because of the social
developing beautifully.
aspect. You knoW, the girl relationship was
At that age the boys were not, they were more interested in really
working with the student.versus associating with the other volunteers.
It can gm either way; but we've had them regularly for about two years
records for
now, three to six at a time, and we have to keep all the
them sf they can bring this data back for their confirmation.
What wi did was take
This is a different bspect of volunteering.
Center
person who is at the
$10,000 out of our budget for a Control
$5,000
out
of
baby
sitting
and about $4,000
cage and we also took about
Young
budget
and
put
it
to
volunteers:
out of reception area in our
also
parents
with
young
adults
married couples, single parents, and
They
who can't afford to join the YMCA can earn their membership.
don't
pay
them,
it
is
a
sip in and sign out on a payroll, but we
the
minimum
wage
They can earn their membership by
bartering system*.
We have
,has
improved
in
all
areas.
and we have found that quality
One woman types 85
women earning memberships for their familtes.
get,soMething
like
that at Minimum wage?
words a minute - where do you
As
a
result
of the barterThe quality of baby sitting has improved.
!Cis a
ing system, we have been able to get some very good people.
mutual help thing.

Beth:

Comment:

references for
I just hope that you are keeping good records because
volunteer work that has been done well and done without a monetary
reward is the best psymeht that you can give and a marvelous recruitexperience
ment tool; particularly for college, the career, and the
thAs.
that they are getting in doing

with churches in DePage
One other one. We did this in cooperation
in
the
churches what some of our.
County. We explained to the people
200 meals
needs were and 'they recruited volunteers so we have about
of money
people
without
any
exchange
delivered every day to homebound
do
in
working
The
other
thing
that
churches
People do this.
at all.
teach some
recruit
the
volunteers
to
with their own membership is to
If you talk to other nonof the activities that are being held.
and
the
ministers and priests, you
profit groupi including church?s
can recruit with them.
A

Comment:

talked
Another point that I would like to make that we haven't really
staff
about directly is how well,do we really reward and motivate our
Time
and
ttme
who are particularly good at working with volunteers.
again, I look at our former three years in the Y and realize that our
ar how good
program staff are measured on how many classes they do
ldom do we
they are at their budgeting and fund raising, but very
is particusignificantly look at the importance of 'a staff person who
That
larly good at working with and keeping and developjng volunteers.
should be a key factor in terms of how well we are operating our
organizations and how well we are working in our corruni4s.
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There is only one agency that I know in the diicago area that is
actually doing that and that ft Children's Memorial Hospital andsthey
have that as a part of their staff perfermance ratfhg. The,humber of
'Olunteers that a staff member is supervising is commensurate with
their salary. Thank you for saying that because it is something thit
I have written into the vast five-year plan for the Chicago area so
that there is. recognftron that it takes time, effort and enthusiasm
to not only get volunteers involved, but keep them, retain them, and
we've got to do the same thing with staff who are dosing it.

Beth:

'

Comment:

I wanted to bripg itpack in perspective before we'leave.
a rational recruitment program for volunteers:
1.

2.

3.

Do we have

In eMe light of Volume JI (Mainstreaming - A Guide to Developing
a Program), we are going to have-a series of job descriptions
that are in the backs of our heads, if not in writing, with some
conc7pts or functions for them.

We out to have some kind of a skeleton as to t e fype of person
to meet the needs of a particular job.
The vojjinteers should be broken into two groups; those that are
going to serve,short term (a unit leader or a program deliverer
of th program, etc.) and the support people who have an entirely
In Boy Scouts, for instance, our merit
different characteristic.
They are the ones
badge-counselors have to be long-term people.
We
can
recruit
a
parent
to
run
a cub pack
who really give.
this
as a variable
while their son is in the program and we accept
coach
them,
labor force, but ihe hard people that are going to
these
have
the hard*people who are going to support the program,

gdt to beloqg terrn
Jim:

,

I have three thingi I want to share.with the group. One'of the
materials that'we have developed in the last four years is a manual
for the staff which iS called, Helping Hands Achieve Success.
Although it was written for YMCA's and YMtA staff, it is applicable to
Basically, it is a "How-to" manual for staff in woi.king
any agency.
with volunteers and in it there are several-sample job descriptiont,
There is also
and a sample format to develop job descriptions.
It
is
like
a
simple
contract,
how.you ca
hands-on kind of tool.
negotiate a contract with volunteers, samples hf various reward and
motivation systems and some ideas on that.
The second one is put out by Volunteet, of the National Center for
Citizen Involvement, and they put_put this pamOhlet every.year which is
This is their most recent publication
called The Volunteer Readership.
and.in it are about 20 pages of various resources related,to volunteers
anci volunteerism.

Third, there is an organization called National Commission and ResourCes
It was founded anti is currently operated bi a retired
for Youth.
Juvenile Court Judge by thename of Mary Conway Koller and located in
National Resources for Youth puts out a newsletter and
New York.
several different materials which qatalog all kinds of model programs
It is an excellent set of resources
utilizing youth as volunteers.
related to ideas and samples, programs and models being done alliover
the tountry in different ways to use youth in very innovative.and
creative situations.
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VOLUNTEERISM
by

Beth Broadway.

Mettopolitan Board YMCA, Chicago, Illinois

I thin 4 ,4that one of the things that we can do this morntng is to hear
some things hat you are involved in rather than having me tell you how to do
something.
I
hink that we can learn from each other and maybe facilitate a
process herewhere you can look at the kind of people you want to recruit in
your program.
From this you can develop some of the job descriptions.that we
have mentioned.
It is critical to know specifically what It is you want from
a volunteer before you step out the door of your agency and begin doing that
recruiting.
We also wanted to take a look, after we take a mental trip through
our agency, and see some of the opportunities that might be available there for
volunteers that we are not now staffing that way. We also want to take a look
at some of the things that block volunteer participation and some of the things
that facilitate volunteer participation. Being aware of those things and (ming
aware of how you impact on all of that can be critical on whether or.not people
are recruited properly.
)
.

I think we iot an overview last night of who the volunteer is. We heard
that the volunteers may come from all sections of the population. It is not
only, as we said, the traditional middle class woman who is not working outside
of the home. There are a multitude of people who are volunteering and many of
you substantiated that when we talked last night. We have many youth who are
workin
volunteers, many men who are,colunteering.
There are many service
group who are doing things as a total group for agendes. It isn't limited
any
re to a particular kind of person.
I think that came out last night at
.our panel discussion.

What I would lik
o have you do is just sit back in your chair for a
minute and close your e s.
I want you to relax for a minute and I would like
to have you take a walk through your agency.
If you are a small agency that
has a storefront and just an office, what I would like to have you do is walk
throUgh your programs. Now, close your eyes and begin taking a look at the
kinds of services your agency is offering. Take a look as you walk in the front
door at what is going on there. 'What do you see? If you have a hallway, walk
down that hallway. Are there offices off to the side? What kind of activity
is going on in there? Look also at some of the things that volunteers could be
doing in these,places. Begin to think about all of the jobs that volunteers
could assume.
If you have a pool, walk down to the pool.
You have classes
going on ,down there.
Where could extra hands be used, extra'eyes? Walk into
your gymnasium area if you have one. Where could volunteers be used there? See
An extra pair
that child, off by himself, playing on the equipment, unattended?
of eyes could help there.
If you don't have these facilities, walk through some
of the programs that you are offering. Do you have bus service for handicapped
individuals? Do you have some kind of recreation program where you are using
city facilities? Think about all the potential use for volunteers. Open your
eyes slowly and come back to us. I would like to have you take a minute to
brainstorm lists of all of the jobs that you think volunteers might do. Quickly
write them down.-,

-

.
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After you have made,your list and some of them have ten to twelve positions,
If you were able to go back to your agency and
run your eyes down that list.
begin developing one of those positions, what kind of volOnteer would you want
to fill that job? Which one would it be? Key in on that'. Does anybody want to
share the joh that:they,would start working.on - the .title of it?
I have four seniors every Sunday who come-to
We are open on Sunday now.
the Y from 12:00 to 5:00 and they lead tours.. We have YMCA swimming, a tour bf
our facilities which takes about 40 - 45 minutes. These people did a beautiful
They do our checking for us. They do all of our bulk mailing as well as
job.
other things. Meybe doing the mailing is an unimportant job to some people or
it does not seem that necessary, but we get out from 5,000 to 8,000 brochures at
a time, maybe even more. There might be forty to fifty seniors in a room all
talking at the same time and doing the bulk mailing. I think that it is very
They do
They do baby sitting.
important for them because this is their Y.
You will see at least five, six, maybe eight
anything that you want them to do.
seniors every day coming in and doing something.

would suggest, as you develop a volunteer program and look at how you
are going to recruit them, that you match up what the volunteer has to offer
and wants to give with the kind of need your agency has. It is not a one-way
street, "I need this; therefore, you do this." You need to find the person who
That is how you keep a volunteer.
wants to do the job.
One of our men is a retired printer and he adoes a lot of our printing for
us, brochures and things that we have, then he puts it Up. We have a central
Yesterday
bulletin board and whatever is going to be going on, we put it up.
that
everybody
who
wanted
to come
I said that I needed a number of seniors and
I
say,
"Whoever
I
don't
say,
"I
want
you
and
you."
should put their name down.
to
I
think
that
maybe
it
isn't
that
important
wants to come, you are welcome."
camaraderie
that
is
going
on.with
do the mailing for us, but you realize the
all these people. Their only stipulation is that they are supplied coffee,
drinks and coffeecake or cookies because they love to drink coffee and eat.
Well, what could be better than to see them all sitting there busy and talking.

If you put any one of those people in a room by themselves and said, "Here
do this, do that," it wouldn't happen the way that you are saying. What you
are doing is saying that the people that were coming in want to belong some place
where they have a place that is theirs. They call it "my Y", and that is how
they feel.
What I would like to share with you dovetails with what we are talking
about which is finding jobs that we think that we have a need for and also
finding the kind of people to fill those jobs which will be meaningful to them.
What I
One of the things that we talked about is developing a job description.
would like to share with you is just a sample outline for doing that. Let me
pass this out to you and run briefly down it.
When we initially developed the job description for volunteers, it omitted
More and more as I have worked with staff like yourselves, I am
Section F.
hearing that it is very critical.to find out what it is that is going to
motivate the volunteer in being a part of our team. Some of these things are

Volunteerism
the way they are supervised, the kind of training we provide for them. Do you
have the Helping Nands Manual? What we have done with the job description is
'add a sectionfor_not only what it is we want the volunteer to do and the kind
'of experiences they have to have, but also the kind of things we will provide
It is not just what they are
for the volunteer jn the ,course of their work.
Section.
F)
What
are we going.to do for them.
going tO do'for lis; it

Walsiclin

I think that the mixture of those two things is critical in developing a'
Jim Donovan pointed out to us last nightjob description for your volunteers.
There is a bartering system going on at
some of the things that he is doing.
Some of you may want to talk
his Y and I think that is a fascinating idea.
more in depth With him.
This may serve you,as a guide for developing some of these jobs that-you
If you have volunteers who are already doing
would like to have volunteers do.
something like this, they might be able to write the job description for you
Writing a job description would be somethin§
rather than have you write it.
that a volunteer (lo,es so that your program can go on. A job description
provides a continuity,for you.

VOLUNTEERISM
by

Joe Agnello,
Trafhing Director, Ifoluntei",e Action Center, Chfcago, Illinois

You have already talked about who volunteers are.- I had intended,to.do
that this morning so I thought maybe I would just hand this out anyway. Along
the left we have a profile of who volunteers are, "People who are volunteerifig."
This was done feom a study.in Ohio and it is comparable to studies that were
done in the mid 70's.
I think the statistics are pretty good.
If you look at
it, what do you notice the most about those percentages on the left? What
seems to stand out? What does ihat tell you about the volunteers?
Start with No. 1.
What does that tell you? It says volunteers are mostly
white women. What else does it tell you? Most are under 40. Most highly
educated, bored at home.
What you are saying here, the implications that you
are deriving from these statistics, this profile here; these are common myths
about volunteers.
Now, in fact, these percentages are accurate, but the
distinction is that this profile could be the profile of any population of
Americans because there are more women than men - 60% women and 40% men. As
far as whites and non-whites, these are accurate perceptions. 'These are
accurate statistics so people conclude that women volunteer more often than men.
That is actually not true at all, but where the myth leads you is that it makes
you look foir women to volunteer more often than men.
That is where you would
be going wrong.
Do you see that?

Now look at the percentages on the right hand column. Within that category
of men, 54% are volunteering.
Of all women, 59% volunteer so the percentages
pretty much hold true that men are as likely to volunteer as women. 59% and 54%
isn't much of a difference.
That is what that statistic on the right'is telling
you.
As you go through you see that people feel that blacks don't vo1unter
which is actually not true at all. They are just as likely to volunteer a
That ql,
whites - 57% whites volunteer and 56% of the black population.volunteer.
is all it is telling you. Just because there are more whites does not mean
that whites are more likely to volunteer.
As you look at No. 4 you'll see that education does seem to have an impact
on volunteering.
A greater percentage of people with some college, more than a
high school education, tend to volunteer. As education goes up, their liken"hood of volunteering is also likely to go up. The implications for that might
be that when you are looking for volunteers you might look for people who are
educated, they are more likely to volunteer. That is'the only difference there.

In terms of ageyou can see that the older people get, the less likely
they are to volunteer, but that does not mean they are not going to volunteer
at all.
A high percentage of people with children under 17 seem to volunteer
also.
I was going to give you a bit more information about how you could start
targeting in on these different groups.

VoTunteerism
Audience: It is hard to believe that 16% of all theavolunteers in this study
are homemakers.

If you take a look at the percentages on the left, what it is saying
Agnello:
is that out of this whole sample of.volunteers that they studied, 16% of them
If you-look to the right when you look at the whole community,
were homemakers.
in that whole community, g6% of'all the homemakers in that whole community are
volunteering.
At any rate, you start taking some of the myths and start targeting in and
Then the next step
having a more accurate perception of who is volunteering.
is to start taking alook at what your needs are for volunteers and target in
on various specific audiences.

.

On.thls white sheet I have listed a number of ideas that I think you should.
From this xou can
take a look at in terms of your own recruitment capability.
If you feel this is appropriate for you to concentrate
start looking at areas.
more of your attention on, in terms of organizing your recruitment campaign, this
is like a check list to examine where you are at in terms of recruiting volunteers
If you look
and the capability the orOnization has in recruiting volunteers.
through thiS, do you have any questions about that? Why that'would be appropriate
or necessary for recruiting volunteers? This should have gone first. You modify
it for your organization, but they are ideas to stimulate your thinking about.
Now are you organizing your recruitment efforts?
I think for those of us who have staff recruitment procedures, #17 and
Audience:
#19 are extremely important. Otherwise you are going to perpetuate something.
You have to stop and look at what you have, look back aad see what is happening.
Agnello:

What do you do in your organization to collect that kind of data?

Audience: We keep some pretty accurate records of those who sign up for another
We do, supposedly, when they leave, put down why they are leaving. Now
year.
As in industry, turnover
that is not mandatory, that's why I said supposedly.
You have to train people
of personnel is terribly expensive and time consuming.
all over and by the time they know what they are doing they are out the door.
Unless you lpok at why they stop volunteering or why they terminated, -all the
techniques in the world aren't going to get you anywhere.

Agnello:

You are absolutely right'.

It is
Audience: You take 20 questioni and apply them to the employed person.
workers
are
going
to
work
not very common to find an employer that assumes his
given
orders
voluntarily. They assume they are going to work as long as they are
paycheck?
to work, right? Isn't that the assumption? That they want their

Your best recruitment strategy is having a good program. There is
Agnello:
It is the program and the opportunity
nothing better than having a good program.
of providing that kind of service that volunteers come for in the first place.
It is the situation itself that will keep them or make them leave, but it is
A goo4/04ram,is what will keep volunteers.
not what motivates them.
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- The yellow sheet you have is a way for you to organize your thou§hts if
you can do that in one minute.
I put together a calendar and the little boxes
are categories for you to conceptualize your plan. It may take twenty to thirty
pages to do this if you want to do it thoroughly, but once you put together a
plan and a staff of volunteers and paid.staff that are going to work on that
plan, there is no way that you are going to miss unless your paid part-time
staff feels the overwhelming.power of the very strong recruitment of volunteers:
One of the principles that is one of the key problems in volunteerism today is
that programs that work with volunteers, almost all Of them tend.to have paid
staff.
What happens is that volunteers come in and do the very same work ttiat
paid staff are doing.
Wasn't that why we had a Civil War in this country a
hundred years ago when the union workers in the north who were working fOr very
.minimal wages had no future to look forward to? Slavery was going to take place
in the north as well as the south.. The union workers had to compete with slave
wages.
This is with us today when we are
That is why we had a Civil War.
competing for wages, but in this particular case, we are competing with people
It is'a particularly serious problem
who are not even going to take any wage.
and it is one that you all have.to be conscious of. A good plan will give
consideration to the fact that the paid staff feel threatened. You must work
in ways and roles in which volutkeers have to meet roles of contributing that
don't compete with paid staff.
,

Audience: Can I throw in a comment? Often your volunteer is a much more
dedicated person. Ale works long hours.

You mean sometimes the volunteer is more enthused about.the work than
Agnello:
the paid staff?
Audience: The volunteer does not feel obligated to come unless he wants to and
may stay home, perhaps if it were snowing. I saw it was snowing and I came: It
I don't think your average volunteer
140 me two and a half hours to get here.
would have come.
Agnello:
I will give you one indication why volunteers are often highly motivated*
where paid staff are not. One reason I see this happening very often is that
just like this, when we are talking about organizin9 a good program for volunteers,
we find that volunteers get really good training programs. How many of your paid
staff in your program in your departments go to training as often as your volunteers
do? In the YMCA you have a more formal structure for training than other programs,
but what I see most often is that, in agencies, volunteers get extensive training,
and paid staff gets minimal or no training whatsoever. There is a great deal of
attention paid to volunteers because they are concerned with an emotional pay
check.
With paid staff we often find that simply because we'are buying-\their
time, we don't feel we have to concern ourselves with their needs as well. I
It,certainly isn't true all the
am not saying that that is true all the time.
Yesterday twelve seniors came
time, but I do see it happening vesy frequently.
and they said, "I promised you we would come" and they really didn't have to
because the weather was so bad, but they said, "Oh, we want to." I

There really aren't any*major differences between volunteers and staff.
Some staff are highly paid and highly dedicated and others are poorly paid.
You know there must be something that draws them to their work. They must
Frequently there iS a polar difference betWeen
really enjoy their work.
volunteers and paid stOf. How do you handle it? This can be done by team
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building, many staff meetings that involve staff and volunteers. Training- session's'
that are available to both paid staff and volunteers. You should not treat yoOr
professional staff ai though they were at a status level that is particularly Much
higher than the volunteers. The status is the same.
There really are many approaches., There is a book by Ivan Schire that just
came out last year called, "The Recruiting of a Nation". He spent a chapter
He talked about organizing job descriptions
dealing with this kind of problem.
FOr example, there are many, many dimensions.
that do not compete with paid staff.
He mentions ten of them, but there are many dimensions where there is a unique difference between what volunteers can do and paid staff can do so why put them in the
same category? In terms of advocacy for clients, there are many things that volunteers can say simply because a pay check isn't held over their head, that paid
staff could never say in terms of advocacy for their clients. Even at this point,
in terms of planning your recruitment effort, some volunteers should be involved,
perhaps a board member, someone at a policy level.
Audience: Often it is critical that we allow some of the negative feelings to
Sometimes, getting those things on the table and having a session
surface.
It may not solve the
where people do talk about these things, opens things up.
I think We don't do enough attitude.building with our paid staff to
problem.
support the volunteers because there is a threat.

terms of planning, I would like to just highlight a couplelof
In
Agnello:
First of all, examine what you are doing in terms of volunteers right.
points.
now. That is very important. Across a period of time, January to December,
Figure out whom you want to
take a look at very specific target audiences.
approach in your community. Whom do you want to approach in each of these
different communities? len decide on the techniques you are going to use, the
frequency with which they are going to be used each month for each target
The pattern in which volunteers tend to get involved follows a
audience.
bi-modal curve, the very same curve of the business cycle which has a peak
It is going to dip down In the summer.
in the spring and a peak in the fall.
Plan for that because you know April is going to be a great month for recruiting
Those might be the times when you will want to do one great
and so is October.
Go
out there and really talk it up among your volunteers.
big solid blitz.
Do a great deal of promotional work on
Get them to bring in their friends.
As a matter of fact, if you do.
television, radio, getting many posters out.
nothing more than that,your best plan would probably be to,kave two very,
very strong recruitment campaigns a year and the rest of the year just concentrate on keeping the volunteers that you have. You must be sure that they
are paid attention to And they are involved in work. That probably is the
best strategy of them all, rather than concentrating on recruiting many times
through the year. Twice a year make a total organizational effort to bring
volunteers in and the rest of the time be concerned with your program so that
volunteers stay in the program.
What we had intended to do was take a look at recruitment problems, take
a look at things that facilitate recruitment, and then we are going to build
some strategies. However, my name is Joe Agnello and I work at-the Chicago
Voluntary Action Center. My phone number is 782-28701 Ext. 232.

Comments
by

John Sullivan
Superintendent, Friendship Facilities, Otiawa, Illihois

John Sullivan discussed at length and in considerable detail the prbblemi
relating to placement in sheltered workshops and activity centers in local
communities. He discussed the lack of acceptance because of personal
mannerisms and the hassles with IRS and labor departments over pay scales.
He ,stressed the facts that mainstreaming can best be initiated at a young
age and that communication with and reliance upon the leader are of greater
importance than with any other contacts.

Laws relating to placement in independent living homes, half-way houses,
intermediate care homes and others need to be changed and the speaker urged
agency people to lobby for these changes.

4.

Various evaluation tools to be used prior.to placement of a disadvantaged
A kit distribUted by EPS
person in a facility %mere displayed and discussed.
CoMpany was highly recommended. Another recommendation was a series of film
stfips including 'Learning About 14ental Retardation." and "Introducing the
Mentally Retarded." The McCrea-Diaz Evaluation kit (University of Texas)
received high praise.
Constant observation and informed counseling must be maintai4d.

When disadvantaged persons are placed in foster homes, the families(7st
show empathy.

Trained evaluators are sorely needed.

Although disadvantaged persons tend to be highly conscientious on the
job, it is a mistake to assume,that they do not become bored and disenchanted.
He stressed the fact that agency personnel.have the opportunity and
responsibility to develop the capabilities of independent living by handicapped
He closed by describing the independent living arrangements in
individuals.
a situation with which he is associated.
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Quo Vadis
by

William P. McCahj11
Boy Scouts. of 'America

We have been talking ab ut mainstreaming for three days and I'4 like to
share with you a definitio,K from Frank Bowe's very excellent book, Handicapping
America. What is mainstr ming? As was the case with individualized instrucf5117few years' ago, no one seems to be able to come up with a satisfactory
definition.
Perhaps the 1976 Delegate Assembly of the Council for Exceptional
,Children defined it best. Mainstreaming, CEC decided, is a belief, not a
method.
It isa belief which involves an educational placement procedure and
process for exceptional children based on the conviction that each such child
should be educated in the least restrictive environment in which his educational
and related needs can be satisfactorily provided.
A

4'

This concept recognizes that exceptional children have a width of special
education needs, varying greatly in intensity and duration; that there is a
recognized continuum of educational settings which may in a given time be
appropriate for an individual child's needs; that to the maximum extent
appropriate, exceptional children should be educated with non-exceptional
children and that special classes, separate schooling or other removal of an
exceptional chid flog' education.with non-exceptional children should occur cmly
when the intensity 157 the child's special education and related needs is such
that they cannot be satisfied in an environment including non-exceptional
children, even with the provision of supplementary aids and services.
Mainstreaming so defined, Frank Bowe says, uis breathtaking in its
4
rt is also unlikely to'become
implications for educational programming.
reality for most disabled children for several years, and this was written three
years ago, unless and until America recognizes disabled people as individuals
deserving of equal opportunities.
This group, over the last three days, has
demonstrated that they are committed to equality, not only in education, but in
other areas.

Quo Vadis was a book written about persecution in the early days of
ChristfinTITind the word itself, from the Latin, means, "Where are you going"
Where are you
or, "Whither whence", if you want to translate it as a slogan.
going? We are all going to Indiana, Ohio, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Grace
and her friends are going back to Washington State, I am going back to WashingHowever, that is not what
ton, D.C. and We are going back to whence We came.
the quotation means here.
What are you going to do? What this really means is
that after having spent the better part of these three wonderful days here,
what are you going to do? In the book Quo Vadis, the Christians eventually
manage to win the battle and Christianity became the rule in the Roman Empire.
In our awn battle, the handicapped have won some battles, but they have by no
We are on a pilgrimage or a journey. WeNare going somewhere
means won the war.
and it is my job to sort of run you through the last two and a half days.
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At thempeginning we had Dr. Julian Stein talkilng about myths and realities
amd Daryl Jakins, John Sullivan and John Sevier r atted to,that. We heard
Julian tell us that today was important and if we cannot do.it today, then
Probably the best statement he made
certainly we can perhaps do it tomorrow.
difference is only a difference if it mOes a
which stayed with me is that
This I thinic you mf4ht.wantto take with you back_hoMe.
difference.

We heard the word'continuum' used not only by Julian, but by several other
professionals. He also said that in work with and for the handicapped
individuals, we have to continually ask ourselves, "Is this for the-benefit of.
the participant or for our own benefits or the benefits,of bur organizationse;
That is a rather hard question sometimes to answer because it is not an
It has
ft is frequently both and hopefully it will always be both.
either/or.
ourselves. _The
Participants
or
else
we
are
kidding
to be at least a 51% for the
ourselves at
very basic question is the one which Julian Stein asked us to ask
with
handicapped
the very beginning. ."Do we ever wonder' why we are working
about,1:00 a.m., he asked me
people?" Last night, in talking withm son at
I
Said,
"Well,
when
I
came out of the Marine Corps,
how I got into this work.
my'brother Bobby had been killed in Iwo Jima and I decided that I had to do
something more worthwhile than,going back to work for the Associated Press."
He says, "Dad, I'm 26 years old and you never'told me that before." I said,
"Well, you never asked me before."
G
We heard Juliah Stein talkaabou Try., the film, and about socialization
All those or s that metn so many things to so many'
and about normalization.
involvement
He talked about consumer in lvement in rights and consumer
people.
agencies
like
in advocacy which is sotiuch the norm today, particularly with
that
today's
answers
are
not
He did say that we should remember
Easter Seals.
changes
in
public
The changes in legislation, the
always tomorrow's answers.
be'
attitude, and the changes in perceptions frequeAtly result in the need to
old
wheel.
aware that we are creating new needs and not reinventing the same
before.
From the keynote we went on to the facilitators whom I mentfoned
dirl
Scout
representaWe talked about sharing work experiences. We heard from a
which.tould
tive, we heard about the lbison between Girl Scouts and Boy Scouts
be symptomatic of any otherliaison or lack of it in any community.

tell us about
We talked ,about myths and realities. We heard Joan Kristoll
She talked about many things as did Carl
some things with which she is familiar.
Certainly his enthusiasm was catching. ,I thought Carl made a very
Eichstaedt.
He told us that in the near future all children
enthusiastic presentation.
In the Boy Scouts we say
will have IEPs and that we should enjoy our lives.
I think, is
Enjoyment,
that unless scouting is fun, it is not worthwhile.
along
with
the
chicken
soup, "ENJOY."
something the old Jewish mothers used to say
classes or
If you aren't enjoying what you are doing and if your students or
another
it
is
a
good
time
to
take
associates aren't enjoying it, then possibly
in
our
young
people
as
We have to instill that feeling
look at your program.
in
their.work
they are doing at Friendship Facilities - enjoy the scouting extra
and their work environment or their home environment.

The program isn't, the
The child is really the center of our program.
Back in the middle 40's when I started working with
child has to be the center.
person then,
some 'of the top people in this country as a relatively young
I
used
to
tell people that the
meeting with many of the top doctors and educators,

Quo Vadis
doctor was not the captain of the team, it was the'patient. The educator was
not the captain of the team, it was the student. Coming from a young marine
major in those days, that was heresy, but it has proven to be the case today.
I do not want to mare myself a prophet, but certainly it is the patient, it
is the person who must be considered.
If the person is pot the center of what
we are doing, then we had better take another look at 6ur programs because
sometimel agencies, I think', tend to think of the program as being the "be all
and end all" and the individual possibly being an adjunct to the program. This
is something that Carl told us to warn against. He talked of all'kipds of
recreatiom and recreation opportunities and vacation opportunities.
Here and there and everywhere we lalked about labels; what to do with them,
how to use them. We must make sure that the label is only useful and is not a
putdown.
It is not something that is, of a negative nature.
At our banquet we learned that disability is a relative thing. We had a
very excellent substitute for Dr. Betts. Dr. Toerge talked about the fact that
so few people ever'reach their potential and that is partly our fault, I suspect.
It was Emerson who said that,.Hlf you treat a man as he is, hewill prokbably
stay that way, but if you treat him as he could be, he will become what he
That is what I think Dr. Toerge was sharing with us.
could be and should be."
He also said the medical profession is not always able to provide the answers.
.We have known for a long time that doctors, educators and ministers as well as
Dr. Toerge did say
others in the field of religidh, don't have all the answers.
something which I hope many bf you will take home with you; that many dbctors
still need more understanding and you are the people that can help them in.the
learning process.
We talked about performance be44ig the-key and we have to make real efforts
We learned that equipment is only useful'
to make sure that people do perform.
int is used. I once had a deputy who had an artificial arm and he left it in
He didn't need it so.he didn't use it.
the attic.

We talked about bridges to the community. Tuesday John Sullivan told us
about the Sons of the Desert and how he used the Laurel oind Hardy films. He
pointed out that socialization and recreation are 'a very important part pf
life.
If we can socialize people who have never had the opportunityjof being
socialized, we can make their lives in the work world or the outside world much
He said that mainstreaming is one of the best things going in America
easier.

.

today.

We had five speakers from Little City, from Easter Seals, from the Boy
Scouts and Chicago Park District, and that wonderful little lady, Vicki Conley
who beautifully expressed what they are doing at Access Living.

We have talked about flexible schedules and I hive rapped about administrative announcements, but they are important and 'they help us get on with our
other parts of being puman and getting our.room in order 'and getting a meal now
and then.
Due to the weather; Rich Escutia, Jim Schommer and Neil Sol made the
I also felt that same experience
luncheon presentation. They did a great job.
My doctor has taken me off salt the last two weeks
about taste buds-going bad.
and everything tastes terrible. That hasn't,stopped me from eatingt but he Oas
He mentioned
convinced me that taste buds are probably a lot better witH salt.

Quo Vadis

about the bends you
a calcium loss promotes the bends and he wasn't talking
You have tolpe careful
.get from staying under water and coming up in a hurry.
the pTocess of
not to lose too much calcium and he said we all can slow down
aging and that fitness brings other benefits.
talked about use and disuse and specific activities and individual
differences and then we talked about growing old gracefully with Neil Sol.
He mentioned that exercise has the ability to halt all degeneration due to age
and the benefits of the body physique also include other benefits through
64
exercise mentally, morally and physically. He did say that people my age,
along with
and up or down, can take part in competitive sports and I competed
and
down
this
floor
when
Dotty
the rest of them yesterday as we were going up
thought
I
didn't
puff
as
much
as
I
Koelling was putting us through her paces.
Although I played 18 holes of golf on Saturday, walking, I found
I would.
myself a little more exhausted, a little more exhi.larated due to the exercise
to play
I did here for half an hour, than I did the whole three hours it took me
quick
recovery
golf in the morning. We found out that regular exercise means
from exertion and exercise is the means of decreasing the aging process.
Rich Escutia mentired that and so did
Exercise improves the quality of life.
Neil Sol.
I'm not sure some of the
All the people from Chicago were just great.
in weather
people in Washington would have driven six miles across the Potomac
anywhere
like thisto come to a meeting in town. Many of you had to drive
from 15 to 30 miles to get here and here you are staying.
volunteer
Joe and Beth presented information and distributed materials on
and
We heard about athletics for Seniors and we learned we could run
training.
I'm
Olympics.
play for health in thirty-eight different ways in the Senior
I used to be captain of the
Golden
Olympics.
going to check into the Virginia
Today I don't even
track team at Marquette, I used to run the quarter mile.
It is important to remember that the children we
like to run for a streetcar.
at the
worked with today will be able to prolong life and thumb the* noses
calendar through active exercise.

p

Beth Broadway took us on a walk through our agencies. I had a hard time.
That was a tiring
walking through 3,008 counties where the Boy Scouts are.
chairman for the
of
my
house
as
a
volunteer
walk I tgpk because I operate out
Beth asked us to
couple
of
months.
country i!bich I, am not going to be after a
She
asictd
us
to see where an
think about where we could use more volunteers
I wrote
e
i
and
bur
programs.
ir
extra pair of eyes could help us in our facili
people
on
Council
Boards,
on
I would like to see some mor e
my answers down.
and among
boards
and
among
school
boards
unit committees, and sponsor partner
I would like tovlsee more movers and shakers in
media people and show people
I would
quite a few.of them.
our program for Scouting although we still ha
have,
more
like to see more of the movers and shakers in scouting than we
moving and shaking in the field of the handicapped which we managed to
This was partly because I set up several
increase over the past several years.
I take
fellow peer:
of these committees with them and they looked at me as a
suggestions from them too, as I am sure you do.

341
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Quo.Vadis
I heard that not only did the YMCA keep open during the week and weekends,
They have got a group down there on Sunday.. At
but they also wort, on Sunday.
our hurch in Arlington, we bring over children from a school for the retarded
to 4o all of our bulk mailing and we pay then and that way we get them used to
the world of work at a relatively early. age.
We heard about things from John SulliVan. We saw all his tools:of the
trade, his box of surprises and then we came bp bere and we heard thanks from
our host, Rich Escutia and pur lady volunteer hogt here. kare the hard core
and I think that is pretty much the Quo Vadis.
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PROJECT MAY PLANNING COMMITTEE
Chicago, Illinois
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NAME

_

Madeline Armbrust

ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

Sr. Centers of Metro
Chicago

501 R. s'41
Chicago, I

YMCA Meo Board

19 S. LaSalle
Chicago, Il 60603

312-984-8246

Bernard Horwich Jewish
Community Center

3003 W. Touhy Ave.
Chicago, IL 60645

31 2-761 -9100

Beth Broadway

,

312-294-2330

Patricia Condon
Yitki Conley

Access Living

.

312-649-7404

0 505 N. LaSalle
Chicago, Il 60610
730 Hennepin Ave.,
Minneapolis, Mn 55403

N,

LeOnard Covello '4

Mid-America YMCA Region

Kathleen M. Crandall

County Ext. Advisor-4-N

George Ducas

Offtbe of Sr. Citizens/
Handicapped

.Richard Escutia

312-965-5589

312-.744,5772

Office of Sr. Citizens
Handicapped

Elean9r Cameron

60657

(180 N. LaSalle
Chicago, Il 60601

Ram Bradley

Butler

112-525-3480
.

7746 Davis
Morton Grove, Il 60053

Mel Balonict

Gen

TELEPHONE

815-987-7379

4311 W. State St.
Rockford, Il 61102

'Metro Board YMCA

612-332-1548

180 N. LaSalle
'Chicago, Il 60601

312-744-5766

19 S. LaSalle
Chicago, Il 60603

312-984-8102

-1414

4

WendyFegenhols,

1409 S. California
'Chicago, Il 60608

Schwab Rehabilitation
Hospftal

312-522:2010
'

7100 Connecticut Ave.
Washington, D. C. 20015

Charles Freeman

National 4-H Council

Rhoda Gellman

National Easter Seal'
Society

12023 W. Ogden'Ave.
1Chicago, Il 60612,

Helen Hurd

Chicago Park.District

8631 S. Wabash
Chicago, Il 60619

1

312-477-0609

ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

TELEPHONE

Edward Jacobs

Chicago Area Council
Boy Scouts of America

300 W. Adams St.
Chicago, Il 60606

312-782-3990

Daryl D. Jenkins

Project MAY consultant

P. O. Box 1781
LongviewthWA 98632

- NAME

206-5774243
.

Dottie Koelling

Lattof YMCA

300 E. Northwest HWy.
Des Plaines, Il 60016

312-296-3376

Del Kinney

George Williams
College

555 Thirty-First St.
Downers Grove, Il 60515

312-964-3100

Nancy Lewis

Council for Jewish
Elderly

1015 Howard
Evanston, Il 60202

312-9 3-4 05

Fred C. Lickerman

Chicago Boys' Clubs
Executive Director

304 W. Randolph St.
Chicago, Il 60606

Jim Liston

Illinois Governor's
Council on Health &
Fitness

535 W. Jefferson
Springfield, Il 62706

Dorothy McCahy

Girl ,Scouts of Chicago

14 E. Jackson
Chicago, Il 60604

Dorothy McGhee

Girl Scouts of America

14 E. -.Jackson

217-785-8216

312-435-5512

Chicago, Il 60604
Kay McGovern

Metro Board YMCA
Program Systems Dev.

19 S. LaSalle
Chicago, Ii. 60603

312-984-8103

Arline McKay

Metro Board YMCA

19 S. LaSalle
Chicago, Il 60603

312-834-9200

Mary Kay McMahon

American Red Cross

43 E. Ohio St.-706
Chicago, Il 60614

Carol Majeske

U. of Illinois
Dept. of P. E.

Chicago Circle
331 Physical Ed Bldg.
Chicago, Il 60680

312A-2416

4

Lew Malter

Leaning Tower
YMCA

808 Busse Highway
Park Ridge, Il 60068

312-696-1824

Sally Mann

Council for Jewish
Elderly

1015 W. Howard
Evanston, Il 60202

312-973-410i

loger Matthews

President, Goodwill
Industries of Milwaukee

6055 N. -91st St.

iaverne Mason

Latoff YMCA

300 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, Il 60016

Maurine Mannis

Chicago Area Boy
Scouts of America

300 W. Adams St.,
Chicago, Il 60606

34,1

Milwaukee, WI 53225
312-296-3376
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NAME

Bruce Momischain

ORGANIZATON

ADDRESS

TELEPHONE

Bernard Horwich Jewish

3003W. Touhy Ave.
Chicago, Il 60645

312-761-9100

.Conmuni0Center
American Red Cross
Director, Youth Services

43 E. Ohio St.

Carol Murphy

United Cerebral Palsy

2400 E. Dexon, Suite 170
Des Plaines, Il 60018

312-297-6770

Ella L. Porter

Chicago Park Dist.

Burnham Park Ad Bldg.
425 E. McFetridge Drve
Chicago, Il 60605

312-294-2344

Happy Reiss

Leaning ToWer YMCA

6300 Touhy Ave.
Niles, Il 60648

312-647-8222

Grace D. Reynolds

Project MAY Director

P. O. Box 1781
Longview, WA 98632

206-577-0243

4657 Estes Ave.
Lincolnwood, Il 60053

312-679-4657

608-221-1571

Lillian Monhait

Micki Rosen

Chicagp, I.' 60611

James Schommer

East Branch YMCA

711 Cottage Grove Rd.
Madison, WI 53716

Deb.bie Shefrin

Rehabilitation
Institute of Chicago

345 E. Superior St.
Chicago, Il 60611

Neil Sol

George Williams
College

555 Thirty-First St..
Downers Grove, Il 60515

G. William Stone

4-H Asst. Director

Lillian Szabo

Office of Sr. Citizens/
Handicapped

Sallie Teichler

Park Ridge YMCA

Sue Kendrick

United Cerebral Palsy

Arlene Zimmerman

Leaning Tower YMCA

,*

312-964-3100

Mumford Hall
,U. of Illinois
Urbana, Il 61801

180 N. LaSalle
Chicago, Il 60601
1515 W. Touhy Ave.
'Park Ridge, Il 60068
625 W. Washington Ave.
- Madison, WI 53703
7848-Davis
Morton Grove, Jl 600053

312-744-5772

312-825-2171.

608-251-6533

31i-967-5528

,

PROJECT MAINSTREAMING ACTIVITIES FOR YOUTH

P. 0:Box 1781:Longview, Washington
(206) 577-020
Phone:

98632

Project Director: Grace D. Reynolds
William A. Hillman, Jr.
Project Officer:

IHEINCLUSIVE MAINSTREAM
Ramada The O'Hare Inn
Mannheim ahd Higgins Roads
Des Plaines, Illinois 60018
(312) 827-5131
Staff

Joseph.Agnello, Training Diredtor
Voluritary Aition Center
104 S. Michigan Avenue, Suite 1100
'Chicago, Illinois 60603
(312) 782-2870

Vicki Conley
Access Living
505 N. LaSalle Street
Chicago,'Illinois 60610
(312) 649-7404

Mel Balonick
Leaning Tower YMCA
7746 Davis
Morton Grove, Illinois
(312) 965-5589

James Donovan, Dir. Training 81 Staff Devel.
Metropolitan Board YMCA
19 S. Lasalle Street
Chicago, Illinois 60603
(312) 984-8080

,

60053

Carl Eichstaedt, Associate Professor
Department of Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance
Illinois State University
McCormack Hall 101
Normal, Illinois 61671
(309) 438-8390

Henry B. Betts,14. D.
Medical Director
Rehabilitation Institute If Chicago
345 E. Superior
Chicago, Illinois 60611
(312) 649-6017
]

Dennis Breitholtz
Social Rehabilitation Director
Little City
1760 W. Algonquin
Palatine, Illinois
(312) 358-5610

Richard Escutia, Systems Developer for
Health and Physical Education
Metropolitan Board YMCA
19 S. LaSalle Street
Chicago, Illinois 60603
(312) 984-8102

Beth Broadway, Training Manager
Metropolitan Board YMCA
19 S. LaSalle
60603
Chicago, Illinois
(312) 984-8246

Wendy Fegenhols, Counselor/Supervisor
Schwab Rehabilitation Hospital
1409 S. California ,
Chicago, Illinios 60608
(312) 522-2010

Eleanor Cameron
Bernard Horwich Jewish Community Center
3003 W. Touhy Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60645
(312) 761-9100

Helen Heitmann, Professor of P. E.
University of Illinois
Chicago Circle
Box 4348
Chicago, Illinois 60680
(312) 996-2421

Patricia Condon
Chfcago Parks District
425 E. McFetridge Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60605
(312) 294-2330
a
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Beverly Hutchinson
Girl Scouts of the U.S.A.
14 E. Jackson
60605
Chicago, Illinois
(312) 435-5512

The Inclusive Mainstream
Staff List
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Ray Newman
Leaning Tower YMCA

Daryl D. Jenkins, Consultant
Project MAY
P. O. Box 1781
Longview, Washington '98632
(206) 577-0243

wo W. Touhy Avenue
Niles, Illinois
(312) 647-8222

Dorothy A. Koelling, Assoc. Program Director
Lattof YMCA
300 E. Northwest Highway
Des Plaines, Illinois 60016
(312) 296-3376

60053

3179. N. Broadway

Chicago, Illinois
(312) 348-8330

James M. Liston, Executive Director
Illinois Governor's Council on Health & Fitness
535 W. Jefferson
62706
Springfield, Illinois
(217) 785-8216

60657

Happy Reiss
Leaning Tower YMCA
6300 W. Touhy Avenue
Niles, Illinois 60648
(312) 647-8222

Grace D. Reynolds, Director,
Project MAY
P. O. Box 1781
Longview, Washington 98632 c-"J
(206) 577-0243

William P. McCahill, Chairman
National Advisory Committee
Scouting for the Handicapped
2761 N. Wakefield Street
Arlington, Virginia 22207
(703) 525-4047

James Schommer, Associate Metropolitan
Executive Director
YMCA of Metropolitan Madison
711 Cottage Grove Road
Madison, Wisconsin 53716
(608) 221-1571

Dorothy McCahy
Girl Scouts ofthe U.S.A.
14 E. Jackson
Chicago, Illinois 60604
(312) 435-5512

John Sevier, Chairman
NERACOSH, Boy Scouts of America
401 Southcroft Road
19064
Springfield, Pennsylvania
(215) 543-7776

Stuart Mace
National Easter Seal Society
2023 V.,-,Ogden Avenue

666t2

Everett Smith, Ph.D., Director
Department of Preventive Medicine
University of Wiscontin
504 Walnut Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53706
(608) 263-2878

Lew MOter
Leaningjower YMCA
808 Busie Highway
Park Ridge, Illinois
(312) 696-1924

Janet Pagan
8425 N. Waukegan
Morton Grove, Illinois
(312) 470-1537

Pameia Ransom, Director R.S,V.P.
Hull House

Joan Kristoll
United Cerebral Palsy
625 W. Washington Avenue
Madison, Wisconsin 53703
(608) 251-6533

Chicago,\Illinois
(312) 477-0609

60648

60068

Karen Meyer
Office of Senior Citizens/Handicapped
180 N. LaSalle Street
Chicago, Illinois 60601
(312) 744-5772

34 ,

Neil Sol

George Williams College
555 Thirty First Street
Downers'Grove, Illinois
(312) 964-3100

60515
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Staff
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JUllan U. Stein, Consultant
AMerican. Alliance for Mea1th,.4bysical.
Education, Recreation and Dike
1900 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091
(703) 476-3400
John Sullivan, Superintendent
Friendship Facilities
Rt. 4
Ottawa, Illinois 61350
(815) 434-5184
1 Mary Louise Thomson, Director
Voluntary Action Center
64 East Jackson
Chicago, Illinois 60604
(312) 322-0520
Camille Vogel
Horizon's For the Blind
7001 N. Clark Street
Chicago, Illinois 60626
(312) 973-7600

Larry.Wallingford
Office of Senior Citizens/Handicapped
180 N. LaSalle Street
Chicago, Illinois 60601
(312) 744-3221

.

SITE COORDINATORS
Richard Escutia
System Developer for
Health & Physical Ed.
Chicago Metro Board YMCA
19 S. LaSalle St.
Chicago, IL 60603
(312) 984-8080
Grace D. Reynolds
Project Director
Project MAY
P. O. Bo51781
Longview, WA 98632

Kay McGovern
Vice President f r Program
Systems Administration
Chicago Metro Board YMCA
19 S. LaSalle St.
Chicago, IL 60603
(31'2) 984-8080

PROJECT MAY CONSULTATION
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
February 9-11, 1981
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
NAME

ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

P ONE NUMBER

Dantel J. Adams
District Executive

Tall Pine Council, Boy Scouts
of America

202 Boulevard Dr. E.
Flint, MI 48502

313-235-2531

Pam Bradley

Office of Senior Citizens/
Handicapped

180 N. La Salle
Chicago, IL 60601

312-744-5772

Joan Brandt-

Friendship Village

Route 4
Ottawa, IL 61350

815-434-5184

Marilyn Cook

South Bend YMCA

1'201 Northside Blvd.

219-287-1861

South Bend, IN 46615

Leonard Covello
Region Associate

Mid-America Region YMCA

730 Hennepin Ave.
Minneapolis, MN 55403

612-332-1548

Bob Denlinger
Field Director

Boy Scouts of America

202 Boulevard Dr. E.
Flint, MI 48502

313-235-2531

Rhoda Gellman

National Easter Seal
Society

2023 W. Ogden Ave.
Chicago, IL 60612

312-477-0609

Judith A. Grenier
Membership/Aquatic
Director

Decatur YMCA

15 W. Prairie
Decatur, IL 62523

217-428-6606

Maureen E. Heaton
Special Program
Director

Youngstown YMCA

17 N. Champion
Youngstown, OH 44501

216-744-8411

M. Sheila Hebein
Executive Director

National Assn. for
Down's Syndrome

P. O. Box 63,
Oak Park, IL 60303

312-543-606d

Tim Hoff
Program Director

Ottawa YMCA

201 E. Jackson
Ottawa, IL 61350

815-433-2395

Carol Majeske
Asst. to Head of

University of Illinois
Department of Phys. Ed,

Box 4348
Chicago, Il. 60680

312-996-2416

300 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, IL 60016

312-2

246 W. Grand
Beloit, WI 53511

608 364-4438

P. O. Box 219
Ottawa, IL 61350

815-434-4710

300 W. Adams
Chicago, IL 60606

312-782-3990

*4

Laverne Mason
lAttof
Asst. Program Director

YMCA

Vicki Martin
HPER/Youth Director

Beloit YWCA

William McCahill
Program Director

Friendship Fact/ides

Maureen McInnis
Executive-Scouting
for Handicapped

Chicago Area Council - Boy
Scouts of America

'

-335-
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NAME,

ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

PHONE NUMBERS

Arline McKay

Metro Board YMCA

19 S. LaSalle St.
Chicago, IL 60603

312-834-9200

Patricia L. Mrocika
Director, HandiCapped
Program

Indian Boundary OICA

711 - 59th St.
Downers Grove, IL
60515

312468-8460

Carol Murphy

United Cerebral Palsy

2400 E. Devon
Des Plaines, IL 60018

312-296-6770

.

Program Consulant

Assn.

Sifter Theresa ferney

Society of Helpers

303 Barry Ave.
Chicago-, IL 60657

312-248-8646

Kathy Portner

East Branch YMCA

711 Cottage Grove Rd.
Madison, WI 53716

608-221-1571

Boy Scouts of America

415 N. 2nd St.
St. Charles, IL 60174

312-584-9250

Charletta Reynolds
HPER DirectOr

YWCA

4460 Guion Rd. -

317-299

Roger Rodeck
Program Director

YMCA of Hammond Area

7322 Southeastern Ave. 219,45-1507
Hammond, IN 46324

Linda Thorp
Program Director

South Bend YMCA

1201 Northside Blvd.
South Bend, IN 466150f

Program Dire4or-Youth
Ignacio R. Quilroz, Jr.

NeighborhoodExec.

50

Indianapolis, IN 4254

219-287-1861

3741 S. Mission Hflls
No. 211
Northbrook, 1460062

Barbara Wells

Arlene ZimMerman

Leaning'Tower YMCA

6300 W. JOUhy

NilesLAL 60648

4.
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A Protect to assist youth serving agencies in planning. developing. implementing, promoting and evaluating a collaborative program to mainstream
handicapped youth in regular programa.
1

Longview. Washington 98832
Phone (208) 577-0243
P 0 13ox 1781.

PROJECT DIRECTOR GRACE 0 REYNOLDS
PROJECT OFFICER WILLIAM A HILLMAN, JR

AGENDA
MAINSTREAMING ACTIVITIES FOR YOUTH
Plymouth Hilton Inn
,14707 Northuille Road
Plymouth, Michigan 48170
(313) 459-4500
February 12, 1981
8:00 a.m.

-

- ThUrsday

10%00 a.m.

8:00 a.m.

ROOM

SESSION

Foyer

Registration

illymouth 3

Films

.'

SESSION I
10:00 a.m.

-

Plymouth 3

10:50 a.m.

Opening Session
Introductions

Keynote Address

The InFlusive Mainstream
Julian U. Stein, American Alliance
for Health, Physic41 Education.,
Recreation and Dande (AAHPERD)

1

10:55 a.m.

-

Plymouth 3
A & B

11:50 a.m.

Small group discussions in response
to the keynote address
Facilitators

Resource

John Sevier,
Boy Scouts of America
Julfan U. Stein,
AAHPERD

Rosemary Pulick,
Mercy Center
Lynn Ruttenberg,
Livonia Family Y
Beth Shurte,
High Point Centel

1

1

z

SESSION II

12:00 Noon

-

1:50 p.m:

'

Plymouth 4

Luncheoni

Guest

*-

0,eaker

Michael Cicchella,
Livonia Family YMCA

354
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Mainstreamin§ Activities for Youth
Page 2
FebruarY 12, 1981 - Thursday
2:55 p.m.

An00 p.m.

ROOM

SESSION III

Plynobth 3
A & 8

Mainstreaming: Personal Values
(Manual I)

Small Aloup'Discussion

3:00 p.m.

3:40 p.m.

-

Plymouth

Facilitators

Resource

Daryl D. Jenkins;
Project MAY
John Sevier,
Boy Scouts of.America
Julian U. Stein,
AAHPERD

Margaret Oles,

pc' Assoc. for
'Retarded Citizens
Rosemary Pulick,

Mercy Center
Lynn-Ruttenberg,
Livonia Family Y

A Parent's Point o'f Vi w
Panel Presentation
Panel: *Sylvia Clock
*Francis Costner

Maybelle Munn, Association for
Retarded Citizens - Northwest
*Lorretta O'Leary

3:50 p.m.

-

5:00 p.m.

Plymouth 3
A & B

Mainstreaming:
a Program

A Guide to Developing
(Manual II)

Small dProup Discussion

5:00 p.m.

-

5:30 p.m.

-

6:00 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

Daryl D. Jenkins,
Project MAY'
John Sevier,
Boy Scouts of America
Julian U. Stein,
AAHPERD

Margaret Ofes,
N.W. Assoc. for
Retarded Citizeps
Rosemary Pulick,
Mercy Center
Lynn Ruttenberg,
Livonia Family Y

Plymouth 3

Films

Plymouth 4

Reception -.no host

f?"
6:00 p.m.

Resource

.

Break

5:30 p.m.

5:00 p.m.

Facilitators

Plymouth 4

SESSION IV
Dinner

,

The Consumer Speaks

35S

John Mathey, Wayne County Intermediate
School District
Matt Trippe, University of Michigan
.

4
Mainstreaming Activities for Youth
Page 3

February 13, 1981 - Friday
8:00 a.m.

FTOM

SESSION

.Plymouth 4

-

-- Plymouth 3

8:00 a.m.

Continental Breakfast available for
registered participants
Films

SEAION
8:45 a.m.

-

9:30 a.m.

Plymouth 3

V

Community Resources

Gail Shute, Madonna College
9:30 a.m.

-

Concurrent,Sessions

10:20 a.m.

Plymouth 3

Pool

10:30 a.m.

'-

Concurrent Sessions

11:20 a.m.

Plymouth 3
4

Pool

11:30 a.m.

-

12:15 p.m.

The Kids on the Block - Lois Bass, Plymouth
-77--CiFfOn Community School
District
AqUatics - Ruth Harris,ipniversity
of Michigan

Plymoutd 3
A & B

The Kids on the Block - Lois Bass, Plymouth
Canton Community School
District
Aquatics - Ruth Harris, University
of Michigan

Your Personal Guide
Mainstreaming:
(Manual III)

Small Group Di!cussion
Resource

Daryl D. Jenkins,
Project MAY
John Sevier,
Boy Scouts of America

12:30 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

Plymouth,4

Margaret Oles,
N.W. Assoc. for

Rdncded Citizens
Rosemarj
Mercy Center
Lynn Ruttenberg,
Livonia Family Y.

Luncheon

The Handicapper - Jack Kirksey, State
Representative
Wrap Up

.

Grace D. R y

*Additional information not available at time
of printing...
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THE INCLUSIVE MAINSTREAM
by
Julian U. Stein'
American, Alliance fortHealth, Physical Education,
.

Recreation and Dance (AAHPERD)
How much of our talk about mainstreaming is from perspectives of professional providers of services rather than from vantage points of individuals
with handicapping conditions? How many of our attitudes are based on expectations influenced by handicapping tonditions7--How much of our thinking has been
"influenced by categorical approaches?( Labeling? , Hardened categories? These
afe things an individual can do and these things that individual can't do?. As
we plan programs and placcmentalack of expectation, even negative expectations influence our guiaince and directions we encourage or in some caSes
demand of individuals with handicapping conditions. How much of what influences
us has been based on disabilities rather than abilities?
HQW much have we
looked at deficiencies rather than potentials? How4much have we accentuated
the negative rather than the positive?
.

Dolly McCrone retired as aphysical education teacher from the Denver
(Colorado) Public Schools at the age of 65 and went to Laradon Hall in Denver
as director of phys4cal education and recreation. Laradon Hall is a facility
Most bf the
for those who function in moderately retarded and lower levels.
Laradon Home population is severely and profoundly retarded. Dolly McLone
very,pointedly asked if problems with retarded populations Were caused by their
inabilities to learn, or rather from professionals' inabilities to reach.and
teach them!
In a film about a learning disabled boy entitled WheriA Boy Can't Learn,.a
young man is shOwn graduating from high school. As he is walking across the
stage to receive his diploma, his counselor says in,an.overvoice, "If he can't
learn the way you teach, then you had better start teaching the way he can
learn:" A poster in Canada shows an individual in a wheel chair with the
caption, "If you loqk at this long ehlough, the wheel chair disappears:"
How many of us consider Venus De Milo a double-arm amputee?

Our own attitudes, our own expectations, influence approaches we take in
integratingor segregating-- individuals with handicapping conditions into-Personally, I worked three years with retarded
or from--regular programs.
children efore having any special education or adapted physical education
I
had
courses.
I didn't know, all the things these youngsters couldn't do!
not been contaminated by readingthe books. When I went back to school I.
started reading and'reviewing reSearch and sat tn classes where broad generali.zations were made about lack of physical abilities or poor motor proficiencies
and extremely low levels of phys,ical fitness of mentally retarded persons. My
reaction was, "Yeah, the kids' characteristics fit, but not their motor and
physical proficiencies."
More important than generalizing and categorizing is asking yourself a
basic question, "Why do individuers with handicapping conditions have difficulties in particular activities?" We should not try to say it is simply an
inherent characteristic of retardation or inherent deficiency of someone in a
How much of severe and
wheelchair or an individual with cerebral palsy.
profound retardation is a produt of life in an institution? Several years

'The Inclusive Mainstream
tip

ago,national television presented a progragrafied Larry, a true stOry about
a young man in California who had been in Otsidential facility since he was
Larri
Larry was diagnosed as severtly and profoundl.tretarded.
one week old.
his
voice
at
all,
and
not
only
had no verbal communitationl no animation in
walked' in_an incoordinated way,lbut-walked with a.limp. 10founwpsychologist,
felt that she noticed in Larry tome reactions that sUggelted he*was not as
As it She. was given permission to work.w4WLarry.
retarded as diagno$ed.
supposed-tO
be--was
not
-turned opt; Larry was not as retarded as he was
He was
As Larry got into the community, he had'problems.
.retardeti at all!
But
Larry
felt,
"That's
part
of
rolled, beaten up, and taken advantage of.
ltfe, the risk) have the right to face."
Larry not only became verbal, very verbal, but became extremelY animated
He not only walked in a coordinated way, but lost his limp
in his-expression.
One of the reasons that those had been his,dominant characteristic5
as well.
initially was thatnehad only seen negative models, had not had. cinportunities
to interact with a wide 6nge'of behaviors. Larry had not seen Or htard
-individuals conversing a 'great-deal; had only seen'individuals wh6 walked in
His behavior was influenced a great deal .by
uncoordinatdapays with limps.
As
Larry
got
into the community, he had many other and
these,individuals.
Positive
models
from a variety of individuals are vital to
positive models.
Not
only do those, with handicapping conditions
one's growth and development.
learn and Model from able-bodied persons, but it works the other way too.
Able-bodied Individuals learn from interacting with those possessing handicapping conditions.
"Several years ago a model program was designed to integrate youngsteeswith handicapping conditions into regular school programs on an experimental
This was before The Education for All
basis in Montgomery County, Maryland.
Handicapped Children Act. five groups had to be prepared and oriented--bOth
ets of children, both sets of parents, anethe teachers. Two of these
in the
ups posed no problems-they Were ready, willing and did a good job
g
Groups
willing,
and
able.
The two groups of drildren were ready,
pro rams.
the
difficulties
occurred were the three groups of adults, including
wher
ets
of
parents
and
the teachers. -The experiment was a success, in spite
both

of the adults!
I often think of that great Ameri an philosoOher, Pogo, who said, "We
have discovered the enemy and it 1q4us!" How much\ef inability and unwillingness to look upon integrating individuals with handicapping conditions
objectively and unemotionally really'rests within us? We resist accommodations
necessary to incorporate some individuals with physical and motor problems
In softball, for example, no matter what, everybody
.into regular programs.
four,
must be limited to three strikes. Why not have some individuals who get
integrated
this
way--it
is
five, or six strikes? We have seen many programs
conditions
who
get
four,
five,
or
six
not just individuals with hindicapping
strikes!
Several years ago in LanSingl Michigan, a paraplegic pitched for a
softball team that won the city championship in the Lansing Park and Recreation
itched off his knees! -In the championship
He
Department Softball League.
but he got four hits in four
game, he not only pitched his team to v cto
times at bat. The only accommodation made was when he was at-bat--he was
This really put hit team at a disadvantage since the runner
allowed a runner.
had to sta t behind him and actuallv run further than someone who started to
first base from the batter's bog.
141-
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The Inclusive Mainstream
A question often comes up, what about ieams bunting against a paraplegic
pitcher? Opponents were not prohibited from bunting Apuse this would change
the character of the game for one indiVidual..
This is not the intent of making
accommodations.
Intent is to provide/opportunities so that individuals can

take part equitably and without destrOying thecharacter of the activity itself
for Ole-bodied participants Or competitors:
d.

4`40

Daryl Jenkins made a point regarding individuality of chojce. Individuals
in wheelchairs have to play wheelchair basketball if they warit to compete in
basketball. However, to play or not to pItY-is the right of each individual.
Inclusive mainstreaming does not imply ar suggest that every activity for every
individual must be integrated.
Inclusive mainstreaming is based* each
individual's interpsts, needs, and abilities.

The word mainstreaming itself creates many problems because it is misinterpreted, misunderstood, and misapplied.
Some people look upon mainstreamin4 as
meaning doing away with special programs. They think it means automatically
putting all individuals into regular programs regardless of their interests,
needs and abilitiest:
This is not the intent. Terminology stems from the 1971
Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children case which introduced the zero
reject concept.
Zety reject means nobody is rejected from a program because of
a handicapping condielon.
This is a normalization concept which has become the
basis for nondiscrimihation through Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
_Ce. L. 93-112).
Section504 simply sa s, no one is to be discriminated against,
ekluded from, or denied benefits of a program because of a handicapping condition.
Each individual has the right o participate in programs thatjare
integrated even if accommodations are necessary.
Accommodations can take many
directions--adaptive equipment, adj-O ted scheduling, individualized programming,
organizational and administrative ch nges, curricular modifications.

How can individuals with diffe ent handicapping conOitions be integrated
into regular aquatics programs? In
beginners' swimming class, why can't
individuals who use flotation devices that are necessary fot them be integrated
and learn to swim right along with ev ryone else? Why can't they be integrated
in advanced swimming classes-with or ithout flotation devices?
Individuals
Preparing to compete,at the internat nal level in the Olympiad for the Physically Disabled, International Games or the Deaf, International Games for the
Blind, Cerebral Palsy Games, or Spe ial Olympics can and should be able to
practice with others including able-bodied athletes preparing for similar
competitions at the international level. Individuals with,handicapping conditions preparing for international competitions can now use U. S. Olympic training
facilities right along with able-bodied athletes. For years, in England,
international level fencers preparing for the Olympiad in wheelchairs have
practiced right along with the Olympic level fencers preparing for the Olympics.
Some inter tional level fencers have said that from the standpoint of pure
fencing
ility, individuals in wheelchairs are better than able-bodied
fencers
%

The

tto of cross country and track teams I coached was: The difficult
we dcr immediately; the impossible takes a little longer. This is attitude.
.How much of difficulties An implementing integrated programs arise because of
the big deal we make of it? How much is becat4e of specialization and
specialists? In the medical profession you cannot find a general practitioner
any more because a general practitioner is a specialist! How much of problems
in integrating individuals.into regular programs is because we have been
brainwashed for years? Specialists--special education, adapted physical
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"Don't attempt todeal with

education, trapeutic recreation--have said,
have special training, specialpersons havin handicapping conditions unless you
ized environmerts, different equipment, different curriculum and different
activities%"
"Your--:"
146,4- the'SaMe regular teaChers and coMMunity le,aders are being told,
"You
have
a
teacher."
are a Ood aquatic instructor." "You are an excellent
,

-

"There'is no reason that you cannot acgreat community recreation program."
individuals with handicaPP ino conditions into your programs."
commodate
Rebular teachers and community leaders are throwing up their hands and saying,
it is.just.
"Wait eminute!' For years I was told, 'hands off'; now.you say:that
a different way of dealing with a different type of diffkence."

1-.17w
Yes, a difference is a difference,only when it makes a difference!
The
burden
for
many of that make a difference differences have we created?
physical
changing these attitudes is odspecialists--special education,,adapted
these
specialists.
education, therapeutic recreation. New roles are created for
roles'for
Needs for sPecialists are not eliminatedthere are two mOrb
specialized
itts--working directly with severely involed individuals who need
with works, primarily with
and segregated attention, and serving as a ri-Source
who tOday are not ready
Certainly
there
a're
indiViduals
providers of services.
They Ove physical skills and motor
for integration into regular programs.
to
ability, but hot the confidence,,,'' or emotional control, of.social awareness
Their difficulties might
be integrated into regular programs and services.
activity.so that.some type
of
intellettdal
aspects
of
the
come from compounding
Such
special
considerations can
of special consideration may be necessary.
diffenenteS
inregular
prograMs.
range from total separation to acammodating
with a buddy who
be
pairing
that
individual
The only accommodation necessary may
with a handibetomes an internal advocate in.that_program for the individual
devioe.
capping condition; all that may be needed is an adaptive
_

01.

categorically saying, here
It isnOt a-matter of;looking upon a group and
tilis is:the way, thisiis what isgoing to
is thejwogram;".hereA's the.approach,
We
The-key is individualization.
be all thingsfor all Of-thete i.ndjyiduals.
mentally-retarded,
have:tended to-label inOviduals: Categorically they are Then we have grOuped
blinC deaf, cerebral palsied,orthopedically involved.
I suggest that
tonditions.
them, generally homogen-eously,:Oased on handicapping
of
individuals
with,
there is more homogeniety between arfy Categorical group
able-bodied
than
within
that
group
handicapping:conditions-as a group and the
comPosed
of
individuals
itself; there is greater heterogenity within the group mentally retarded does
Because an individual 7is
with handicapping conditions.
Because an individual happens to be
motorically
retarded.
not mean he/she is
levels of many
in a wheelchair does not mean he/she cannot perform high
activities including thosein the physical, motor and sport areas.
interests,
Often special programs of ail tyPes, insulted abilities,
with handicapping conditions.
,maturity, experiences, and ages-of paTti&pants
physical education, theraPhysical education and recreation including,adapted
aquatics
have
not
been
mnch better! Adapted
peutic recreation and adapted
secondary schools,
physical educiition has been on accreditation standards for
What went on in many of these
colleges and dniversities since 17e Lii 1950's.
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adapted physical education progrAswould--certainly should--embarrass and
shame all of us today. 'Activities included ring toss, rUbber horseshoes,
shuffleboard, chess, checkers, activities that were no way within Interests and
abilities of partiegets.
What individuals with handicapping conditions needed and could do were
determined categorically.
Today the approach emphasizes the individual. What
are the individual's interests, needs and abilities? --focus is on ability.
We need to de-emphasize and *go around disability. We/may have to give a
disability some consideration in determining accommlations and methods, but flo
more so than done anyone else.
We can draw a parallel from American law. In
We have dealt with
American law an individual is innocent until proven guilty'.
those with-handicappinq conditions as if they were "guilty until they proved
their indOcence.
They were relegated to special programs and had to fight their
ways out.
UnfortUnately, in too many cases they never got out. Today these
same individuali have the legal right to be in regular programs; any deviations
.from regular programs are our responsibilities to show why the individual's
needs cannot be met in regular programs. To put individuals inlo regular,
programs for which they are not ready is cruel, but.to keep them out of
regular programs when.they are'ready is criminal.
This in essence is what current laws are saying:
We have to break either/or approaches--either an individual 4s integrated
Either the individual is integrated for everyor the individual is separated.
iFing or separated for everything. We have to apply the continuum of alternative or optional placements to activities as well as to individuals. Again,
this emphasizes that individuals must have choices. For example, an individual
may want to be with those in wheelthairs to participate in wheelchair basketball.
For square dancing the same individual may want to be in a regular group.
There is no reason an individual in a wheelchair cannot square dance right along
with everyone else.
Every square dancing movement except one--moving sideways-can be done in a wheelchair.
This is 1981: We should be looking to 1990 and 2000 programatically. Let
us not in 1981 be moving back to 1965 or to 1950. Many things being advocated
They are not as appropriate in 1981. We
today would have been great in 1965.
must keep positive expectations, look to abilities, and involve individuals with
We Must listen to
handicapping conditiOns at decision and policy making levels.
what consumers-participants want.
'Michigan has one of the most active consumer advocate groups--handicappers-This group acts on conviction. They have changed the word and
They
connotation of handicapped--handicappers signifies action and ability.
have gone Contrary to international recommendations regarding changes in the
international symbol for accessibility. Their feeling is that the Governor
accepted international symbol for accessibility connotes passiveness and not
type of action and activity they want and need. We must involve and listen to
It is long past time that,
What those with handicapping conditions are saying.
we stop imposing our wills on and forcing individuals with handicapping conditions to do what we want based on what we perceive as their needs. After all,
we are all interested and concerned with providing persons with handicapping
conditions greatest opportunities to be a part of the mainstream of society.
anywhere.

The Inclusive Mainstream
an ancient culture there was a wise, wise man. As in all cultures,
even today; the younger generation wanted to show how inept and unwise the
wise man was. This group decided they would discredit the wiseman before the
entire tribe by going to him and having one.of them say, "In my hand I have a
bird alive or dead."
bird;. telt me iS thi
lin

a

I

If the wise man said the bird was alive, the individual would crush the
bird and show the dead bird. .If he said the bird was dead, the individual
would simply open his hand and let the live bird fly away.

This was presented to the wise man, "In my hand I have a bird.
bird alive or dead?"

Is that

After a very few minutes of thought, the wise man said, "The answer to
that, my son, is in your hands."
The degree to which we involve individuals with handicapping conditions,
make them a part of the mainstream of society, and make least restrictive
environment concepts work, rests in our hands.

4
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PARENTS' POINT OF VIEW
by

Maybelle Munn
Northville Public Schools, Northville, Michigan

We are very pleased to be here today to share our point of view as
Quite often we have wished that we had an audience of professionals
to listen to us because we do have a great deal of input into the lives of
our children and we are concerned about their future. As parent 5 of retarded
lthough we
children we hive one thing in com mon...our handicapped children.
all do not share the same point of view as to.how they should rea h their
future and fulfill their potentials, we do have oneconcern and that is that
they be able to have the'opportunity to fulfill that potential.
parents.

I would like to read to you something that I found.in a co/Mmunication,
something that the Governor of Minnesota said when he addressed the first
convention of the National Association of Retarded Citizens:
"A human being is an individual with value that cannot be
measured adequately in terms of materialism, usefulness to
The retarded
the state, physical fitness or menial capacity.
child has the same rights that children everywhere have. He
has the same right to happiness, the same right to play, the
right to develop to the fullest extent within his capabilities
and the right to love and affection. He has these rights for
He is a child and we cannot discriminate
one simple reason.
against this child or deny this child the rights'of other
children because of one thing neither he nor his fhmily can
help, because he.is retarded."
That statement was made thirty years ago.

jINtias "not changed.

The Association for Retarded Children $ust celebrated its 30th anniversary.
I am very proud to be a part of that association. Were it not for their
support, I would not be where I am today and that is not just a casual stateThey have been very helpful and supportive to me during the last
ment.
My
fifteen years and I am proud of what the Association has been able to do.
if
I
do
not
fourteen-year-old daughter, fifteen now, (she will be very angry
tell you she is fifteen) has had very few mainstreaming opportunities and I
was thinking before I came here of the times and opportunities that she has
There are not too many.
had.
I will tell you about.one experience because it is one which I think has
In the summer of 1979 Ann was able
a great deal of bearing on this conference.
to go to the International Special Olympics at Rock Point, New York. She was
one of several children from Lane County and one of 'ninety from the State of
We are very proud of her ability and her and the
It was an honor.
Michigan.
fact that she was chosen to go. She had to get ready for that event and we
looked around for ways that she could keep training all summer because, if
In order to really be in
she was lucky, she got to swim at school once a week.

Parents' Point of View
top shape we wanted her.to experience an everyday time in the pqol. Through
the efforts of her,physical education teacher, she was able to get with the
Bulldog Aquati s Club with normal children much younger than she, but who
were in the prdcess of a daily swimmin9 program and regime. We were not sure
that she could keep up this daily swimming at a pool for almogt two hours
every night, but we decided.to risk it and see what she could do. I am proud
She got tired et the
to tell you that, for the most part, she stuck it out.
At
the
end of that session
end of those repetitive laps, but she stuck it out.
rejected
her. One little
while she had not made any friends, no one had really
least
she was
girl was friendly to her, perhaps out of.curiosity, but at
Al-the end of that session that summer before Ann went to New York,
friendly.
she had been able to learn some things she had not been able to get from the
She
learned
to
flip
turn
Special Education classes that she had taken so far.n
wPich may seem very basic to you, but to her that was quite an achievement.
,Spe had not learned that in school. She learned that by emulating all those
nbrmal children with normal abilities. She watched them for a few nights and
She is very agile in the
then, before you knew it, she t'Fied it herself.
water and the flip turn enabled her to save quite a few seconds on her stroke,
on her speed., She also watched those other children as they did the butterfly
At that point she was able to do the crawl and
which she had not tried to do.
the backstroke, but the butterfly was another matter'so she tried to do that.
My point is that this was her first opportunity to watch and emulate normal
children and she responded, in time, by actually being able to do that so her
exposure was very good.
,

.
Other than that, there are limited opportunities for her. She does
participate in the Just Fun Club which is a social group and recreational
group for handicapped children in this area. She has participated in the
Departftent in
summer recreation program sponsored by the Parks and Recreation
and
she
hes-attended
Summer Camp
Livonia. There is also a segregated program
which is a totally segregated program.

11P
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PARENTS' POINT OF VIEW
by
1,

Frances Castner

Mainstreaming has for many years been a, great interest ior our family.
We have had the opportunity to maiqtream outl. daughter, Mary, who is now
eighteeni, At this point we can trathfully shy that those years of mainstreamI can
ing were for her the most-advantageou's years of her educational life.
say this with no qualification whatsoever.
s being done
Actually, you all know that mainstreaming is not ne
many negative attitudes
quietly here and there all over the world. Ther
us who are parents of handicapped
and these are readily understood by_ 12
ears of the unknown factors. We know that
children.
We can appreci
in recreational programs don't have any idea, many
those of you who
times, of the kinds of things that can occur. But you know, it has often
occurred to me that probably you are the people that we should approach first.
You are the people who would perhaps be better able to accept and to work with
some of our handicapped children because of the type of environment in which
you work. Your environments are somewhat less restricted and this is the kind
Certainly, you are the
of thing that our children respond to'very well.
people too, who can look at recreation programs, who can look at extracuricular
activities and you can get all wound up with enthuOasm because you have seen
You have
sometimes a growth in self esteem and you know what it means to you.
seen someone's sense of personal dignity be strengthened and you know what it
You know someone's self confidence has grown, someone's willingmeans to you.
ness to try one more time and "see if I can make it."
e

All of these things are well known factors to you so it seems to ne that
We can ajipreciate
you are the people who can benefit our handicapped children.
There are many times, ñs we
many of the negative attitudes that you have.
work in the communities today, when we are going to say that it just cannot be
Perhaps it is because we are at a peculiar stage, as you well know. We
done.
have young people coming out of institutions who have had no background an
experience socially whatsoever. You are going to be asked to try to work
You have people-coming from schools where their backgroun s are
these people.
You are going to be asked to work with these. But wou d you
very different.
keep one thing in mind, please. Think, if you will, of the ideal. Thi k. if
ly
We could only begin with the lower arades, if we could begin with' these
The
rest
of
these
aq
Start now, rebel!!
age groups with whom you work.
levels we will pretty much have to handle as we find ourselves capable o
doing so depending upon the ,kind of staff we have; how well educated they are
to meet these problems, the types of environments with which we are working.
If you keep in mind this ideal, how much it can mean to our handicapped
children to grow socially, and they can only grow socially well and completely
if they are competing with and working with and playing with all children.

36,
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I 4 seen it happen. I know it to be true.
I am convinced of this.
There
Now this does not mean that it is not going to be a great deal of work.
a
great
deal
of
having
to
go
is going to be much pain, many disagreements,
off on your own, but it is worth it if we could only get one child to realize
his self worth and to try-one more time to achieve something. This is what
_life is all about and you people who push.sports programs and working together
in groups, you know, this better than I do. We ask that you consider this
ideal, to keep it in mind, and if you work toward it, you know what happens?
ii
It becomes a Oractical working principle and before you know it, there
That
is
the
time
mainstreaming:- We won't even have to use the word anymore.
think
of
education
and
play
and
that I am looking toward, to when we can
opportunity without giving it any kind of a special label or any kind of a
In my opinion, this detracts, not only from our purposes,
special grouping.
all
but from the actual accomplishment that we like to point to when we are
through.
Our society is fiercely competitive and often cruelly given to talking
Our handicapped children are able to face some of these
about other people.
They are able to face competition, and they are able to face being
things.
It takes awhile, but if ori the heels of some of these "down"
called names.
moments, they can achieve some of these "up" moments, this is really what makes
achieve some of this and
it all worthwhile. You people are in a position to
what
it
means
to
bring
our children into the
to help us as parents realize
fullness of personality and being.
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PARENTS' POINT OF VIEW
by

Carol Bollman

I have been making notes and just decided to throw them all -away because
the preceding person said all the things I really felt like saying. You
people probably have the best opportunity to Make positive kinds of beings
for our youngsters who are handicapped. I guess the deiree of,difference in
handicaps seems to be one of the problems that you are having to deal with
because of the need for highly developed programs for such a variety of
You have different age groups, you have different handicaps, you
problems.
have different symptoms, so many differences.

My fourteen-year-old daughter has been in pretty much a mainstreamed
educational program since she started kindergarten. As far as recreational
kinds of activities, the activities were available when her mother was Brownie
Nobody else wants to have this kind of youngster who doesn't sit
leader.
Needstill, who doesn't keep quiet, who doesn't pay attention to the troop.
less to say, none -of the other mothers seemed to realize that their seven-yearolds really don't sit very still or be very quiet, any more so than the
learning disabled youngster.
In the case of the learning disabled youngst, as he grows older and if
invariably have an
there has been very little intervention, we almos
emotionally impaired adolescent who has fewer and fewer friendships, if any
That is probably one of the biggest problems that we have had to deal
N at all.
with as a family because this girl doesn't bring home her friends, doesn't go
to visit any friends because people have called her, well, not really names,
but they have identified her as being different. Yet a number of youngsters,
They do not let
whom she has in classes with her, are very protective of her.
other children hurt her feelings as-easily as they did when they first met her.
The advantage of her being in the classroom is that in the high school program
she is in right now there is one young lady w0 does not like to go to school
and frequently is ill and not from any real Oysical problem. Kate has a
tendency to think school is very importantand she is always saying, "Come on,
we have to go to our next class." In essence, Kate is helping this other
young lady with het problem by saying, "I'm struggling through and I have just
as many other kinds of problems, but if I can make it, you can make it and
You can use these youngsters to
I'll be your friend and come along with you."
a eertain extent to build relationships for other children who may not be as
comfortable in a certain setting.

As I was saying about activities that have been availabge, I encouraged
our school system, because that was tpe agency that was running the swimming
program, to have a beginner's swimming program for handicapped youngsters who
were in what was, at that time, called Type A programs. These included memory
impaired, learning disabled, or whatever did not seem to fit anyplace else
We did not have it all divided up into neat
in the regular scheme of school.
Whether
that
is
beneficial or not, I am 'not reajly sure.
little categories.
Initially the idea was, "Okay, we'll do it", because I was bugging the hell
out of them and I wouldn't go away from the school board meetings and I
wouldn't go away from the superintendent"s office, and so on. So they decided
It lasted two summers.
It was very successful.
to do this swimming program.

Parents' Point of View
They would throw the plug at the end of the page that listed all the swimming
types of programs that would be available through the summer and then they
would throw in this thing at the end that said, "Special Education Swimming
Program." Parents of young handicapped children are reluctant fb dump their
children in something that therAidn't know how it was run, who taught it, or
who was staffing it. What kind of credentials did these people have? We are
We have to be because our children are subjected to
very protective patS
The program failed
situations that,ttIèy cannot pro,tect,themselves from.
because nobod promoted it. 4'fie classroom teacher did not know about it
from that department that was running the prooram initially
because no
ed ths classroom teacher, the social worker, all of the people
went a
who wie in that job of providing information to the parents of handicapped
youngsters, that it vas a good program. Everyone was busy with all his other
jobs and unless some ody came and asked about the program, they probably did
not have the time orithe energy and by the end of the day, really did no0care.
(row.

It is very important that people become aware of and underltand_what isInformation must be available so people will want to come. We
going on.
promote the other kinds of activities in which we want the community to
We hold open meetings for different things, open houses, and so
participate.
recently
received a flyer from Livonia YMCA in where there were all kinds
on. I
of descriptions of all the other swimming programs and all the other fun
Saturday activitiesthere was a title for the Special Ed Program and that
I was unable to go to the open
It did not tell us anything else.
was all.
I did not get around to tt.and therefore the information was stacked on
house.
a pile of things oext to the telephone. The next thing I knew it was January
'28th and the progipm had started.
You have to remember that we are not only parents of a handicapped
youngster, but are plso parents of normaltkids, average Kids, if there is such
a thing as normal.<'We have husbands and,jobs and other things and we can not
We do miss things
just devote our entire life to the handicapped youngster.
Do not look at us
that we wish we had gone to, but then, so does everybody.
from the point that, if the parent would only get the child here, we would
There are many single parents who have absolutely no way
provide the program.
The other situation we are looking at here
to bring their child to a program.
is transportation.
,

Probably the'two most important issues that need to be faced are how does
The things
the youngster get.there and what is provided when he gets there.
*ONO I like to see are more scouting programs that are for various handicaps,.
I have to be somewhat bigoted in my position because Iiii-7Oungster is in a
ituation where she iiill have to be and will not be in a situation at age 25
She will be expected to go out and earn herself
to have a living condition.
a living or hopefully get married, whatever. There is a large population of
-young people who do not fit into beginning swimming and intermediate swimming,
but they are better than Special Education beginning swimming or intermediate
swimming because they have had a pool in the backyard and have had experiences
in water activities, but they can't handle what you consider the regular prograel.
From my point, we need a third alternative. We need a section of in-between
special education and regular programs because we have got a large part of the
children who are clumsy or whatever; not great at shooting baskets, can't kick
However, they are never going to fit into what you
a ball, but who can learn.
call regular group activities.

'

PARENTS' POINT OF VIEW
byww

Sylvia Clock

My son is considered severely mentally impaired although I do not
I do not like those titles, but that is what we have to live wi
It does not bother me to call him severely mentally impaired.
He is al
sixteen and is non-verbal.
He has had very few mainstreaming experienc
he has one which I think is very important.
he is.

hink
h.'
ost
s, but

#

My son goes to aCYO Camp in the summer.
So-called "nohmal campers" are
iptegrated with the retarded prettymnuch during day-time activities.
III the
eVenings and at meals the groups are integrated.
The retarded campers room
'together in a cabin with thiair counselors. This experience is good forboth
groups.
They learn together.
My friend said that her daughter's participation
with normal children taught her things like flip turns and the butterfly
t-f strokes that are not generally taUght to handicapped or retarded children.
The point I want to make is that retarded people have a tremendous capacity
for learning, far more than other people give them credit for.

#

Many of the good things my son has learned in the aheas of play and,
recreation and socialization were learned from his younger brother and his
brother's normal friends.
The boys do not try to teach him his ABC's or colors,
but teach him how to shoot a basketball, how to dribble the ball.
No one
taught him this at school. He is considered advanced because he can bounce a
ball, but he learned that by playing with his younger brother and his brother's
friends.
He learned how to go down a slide because he saw the younger children
He
do it.
He goes into the pool because the other neighborhood children do.
However, now that we
did not want to go into the water at Special Ed programs.
have our own pool and all the neighborhood children use it, he also goes in,
*
even has his own way of putting his head in the water.
I am not sure how much I am in favor of mainstreaming educationally becaus:1
He certainly can be mainmy son's level is very low compared with others.
streamed recreationally.
He can bat a ball and shoot a basket. With help,
Probably not
he tould probably learn the fundamentals of playing basketball.
competitively, but recreationally. He has learned these skills by ffixing with
normal people.
,

He has even picked up a coup e of words that my normal son insists are
swear words, but fortunately do no sound too much like thiS. He has developed
a high social IQ from associating w th normal people. This is the message I
want to get through to you.
i

Our association sponsors wfamily picnic each summer at which we pave
Normal and handicapped children compete together. Some
of the fourteen or fifteen-year-old handicapped can win some of the events.
One young man, about seventeen or eighteen, can run as fast and throw a 'softball
as hard as any other seventeen or eighteen-year-old. He has never had the
opportunity to play on a regular softball or hardball team. He also swims very

----`----- competitive events.

well.
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Parents' Point of View
I am not sure that we always hava,Ct have separate segregated programs.'
We need to stop being
,We could include our children one or two at a time.
Normal children
let
them
fail.
overprotective of our children and learn to
allowed
to try.
fail When they try things. A handicapped child should be
If something does not work out, we should try something else.

May!)elle Munn

The young man that Sylvia was talking about who plays basketball and
baseball well and swims well participated in a Special Olympics ev,ent. He
When he got out
swam with all his might and won that contest fair and squarie.
left so one,
of the pool and went to get his award, there were no
of the volunteers (in all goodness and innocence) gave hi a silver medal
He'was very disappointed and he,came to me and said,
instead of a gold medal.
Let's go check it out." When
"I won a gold medal." I said, "Yes you did.
of 'gold
we went to talk with the volunteer, she told us they had run out
It did
iedtlesn't
matter
to
him."
medals and said, "What's the difference,
he
He
had
won
thatmedal
and
It mattehed to him very much.
matter to him.
He hadachieved something for which someone had very
,knew he had won it.
little regard.
+

a

I just want to say in my closing remarks. "Hold our youngs,terrs-in high
the
Expect the best qf them and when they do perform, give them all
esteem.
We
We
can't
support
them
enough.
credit. Please don't pateBnize them."
to be just as
must reach outlin every way we can to offer them the opportunity
yOu and I have had the opportunity to be.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS:

,

ill have someone with a handicap in Ihe
Question: In Girl Scouting we often
12-ye r-pld
troop and there is.always he problem of whether to put a
at the
girl into a Brownie troop where she may be able to function
olderiirls
who
same revel as the participa ts or should she be with
her
age
are perhaps doing things thatshe couldn't do, but are at
level.

Answer:

would be at
Juniors versus Cadets. She is.twelve years old and she
the top of the Juniors as opposed to going into Cadels. When.she
We
turned 13 she would stay inelnior troop for an extra year.
for
put children in kindergarten an if they are really not ready
1st grade, we let them stay another year. Nobody thinNs too much
1st geaders. A
about it. Brownies have now gone into accepting
I
think
it
was terrible.
bad decision folks, in Girl Scouting.
handccapped
youngster
in a troop of
Naturally, being the mother of a
for.
know
it
is
very
difficult
Brownies who are 95% normal kids; I
s6en-year-olds
anywhere,
any Brownie leader to deal with twenty-four
youngster
but if you are going to reduce the troop size to where the
12%year-old
in
the
Juniors
or
say
the
who is handicapped would be
I think you
girl in the Juniors, but e tend the length of time:
not going
need to keep them in a ce air, age group because they are
Girls
in
partitular
go
Brownie troop.
to go, if they are 12, to
00
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Parents' Point of View
thrOugh that 9 to l2 age where they don't want to do anything, or
the$ .want to do everything and they only have two friends or they.
They don't speleto have any happy mediums. It's
have 40 friends.
one extreme or the other and possibly thinking about extending the
time lines and not being too rigid about the time linei would be
the easiest...thing-

Comment:

Definitely, childr n would prdfer to be in a group with other
children their own ages.

Sylvia:

I mentioned earlier that we
I would like to_point out one thing.
have a picnic every summer and we used to ask people for donations
We would tell theM that we have participants ranging in
for prizes.
We would ask for something that
age from two or ti*ee to adults.
14 would find out that whenever
would be an appropiriate prize.
anybody thought about giving us a prize for retarded persons, it was,
Our retarded teenagers are not a great 1
always a toy, always a toy.
deal different froM normal teenagers. They may not have the book learning or the intellectual capacity to understand certain abstract
ideas and things, but the girls are interested in wearing makeup and
having their hair done and wearing the right kinds of clothes. They
look at the-right kind of magazines and they are interested in the
So are the boys and they don't want to be
same kinds of things.
They want to be treated as teenagers and adults
treated as children.
Certainly,
I suppose this isillwhy we find so many segregated programs.
when you get intoeducable youngiters, and they are definitely in
the majority, yould be better off erring on the side of putting them
with their age group because what they might not be Able to do in
terms of what thelnormal children can do does not have anything to do
Certainly they would enjoy th?Afield
with intellectuallability.
trips and the socialization of being with other people their age.

When we moved to this area, I attempted to get both of my girls into
The leader wanted an, opportunity to meet with'the Mop to
Scouting.
discuss py daughter and prepare everyone for her entering the troop.
In the middle of Our conversation I decided it really wasn't what I
was looking for. ,I really didn't want this child picked apart
She should be allowed to:come into
before she gt: into the troop.
she was any other child on the block and decision
the troop li
could be made on the basis of what she could do. The ileader has a
right to have some information, but there was,no need to go through
the scrutinizing type of situation. I was really angry about the
It is difficult sometimes to get people to know this,
situation.
but they know and they sense it right away that everybody has been
I can remember a circumstance when I was
informed of her Condition.
in high school. We had a young student and*she.had an epileptic
I had a cousin who had epilepsy so I wasseizure in the classroom.
familiar with ttJ We.had tenth graders who were terrified because
nobody had the colurage to come in and tell that class that thisgyoung
man could possibly have a seizure here and when he did, there were
so many frightened teenagers in that room because it was a Ne don't'
We don't have to keep :It a secret to the
tell anybody" sitUation.
point where when somettng happens, nobody knows-what to do. But
when you have a Child w o is relatively normal, a learning disabled
youngster who is lalmost afwais in the mainstream efforts of the
tou.k it is unethical to discuss herproblem.
school programming,
'

.
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Parents' Point of View
I
Question: I would like to ask for some basic information about the leader.
approached the leader sitting down with the girls in the troop and
telling about this person who was going to enter their troop rather
than allowing the girls to make their own decisions and then maybe
If you have a child who moves
even ask the new girl into the troop.
off
you have a different kind
in from. Brooklyn to Kansas City, first
Kids are
the
Easterb
dialect.
of conversation geing because of
So
why
arts
we going in
going to giggle and say "You talk funny."
where no one would eve&say anything.
'

have
Question: So what you are saying"is the easiest transition would be to
the individual involved with the group and let them carry it.
Answer:

think
I
Inform the leader of the circumstance.
With some support.
especially
when
we
are
it is the responsibility of the parent,
dealing with a volunteer organi:ation such as Girl Scouts, to bring
to the attention of the leader what specific problems may come up as
to
a working volunteer agency. I cannot train ail of my volunteers
deal with all the various kinds of handicaps and dsabilities that
think a certain amount of responsithey may come in contact with so
bility has to'lie on the parents.
I

Sylvia:

meeting and
I am saying that the leader doesn't go bL to z regular
the
next
meeting
because I
Say, "Listen, I want you guys to come to
them all about
discussion
with
my
troop
and
tell
am going to have a
her." This is what has happened and I just feel that it is unfortunate that there are so few groups available for any kind Of
handicapped youngster to go into whether they are markedly retarded,
physically handicapped, severely mentally impaired. We have little
another
groups of Girl Scouts who are handicapped in one area and
I,
am
saying,
Girl Scout troop in another area several miles apart.
make
why
does'the
leader
have
to
why do we have to go those miles,
where
there
t, a, point to talk to her troop? Now if it is a situation
-ts physical impairment and it is Brownies, I think then you have to
going to be a
prepare these girls to a certain extent.that there is
new girl in their troop and she is on crutchei, butyou don't have
I don't know that
to go into a fiveyear history of the child.
If a
information.
have
all
that
kind
of
even the leader has to
parent wants to volunteer it, that's all right.'

When you voiced your opinion about the
Question: I wOdid really like to know.
disability
is, what was the response of
girls not knowing what the
the leader?
*.

Answer':

Comment:

because
She felt that'it was her responsibility to tell the girls
few
cadet
girls
of
that
it was a very close-knit troop of a very
to
take
another
age group so they didn't even know if they wanted
had already
.tgirl'into the troop. This was like January and they
made plans, etc.

The problem does not HI with Girl Scouts.

Point of View

Parais
Answer:

,

But I am saying this is an example of
No, right, in that situation.
t circumstance that can happen and you know, when you do training
sessions, these are the kinds of things I hope you would bring up to
the leaders and let them know that there are more and more handicapped .
youngsters being mainstreamtd into the scouting activities amd
hopefully there will be local kinds of troops instead of separate
troops for the handicapped. They live in the neighborhood, yet they
are shipped 20 miles to be able to participate in Scouts or go toLa
swimming program. They mag end up going to the same local high
e other children in their
school or the same elementary school tha
handicapped
neighborhood attend. Why is it necessary fo
youngsters to have to travel or be segregated in areas that are-far
removed from the typical community in which we live?

Comment: .We had that. Our daughter has participated.in many different
swimming opportunities for the handicapped andlipays the problem was
finding a pool and it is usually way out twentylNles in one direction'
and twenty miles in the other while we live in the backyard of the
It is an'unfair thing that,we
high school right next to the pool.
always have to travel so far to find services.

ADAPTIVE AQUATICS
by

Connie O'Oeil
American Red,Cross

Adaptive aquatics.
Just froj the name adaptive you can almost make your
own definition of what itAs. :A pting your methods, adapting your.attitudes,
adapting your structure,,adapting quipment - that is what adaptive aquatics
is.
I have,thrown this question up to several people who are interested in
becoming instructors.
Ireceived one really good feedback that told me what
adaptie
v
aquatics is all about. -IX was a good learning experience for me.

A:young man who was about 14 or 15 years old reiponded that it is
mobility - mobility for aIl.
It is freedoM of movement in the-water. 'that is
what aquatics is all about.
Manektimes we have faind ourselves justfloating
JmOtionless, feeling the sensation of the water. That is mobility.
It is a
freedom of moving in the water.
I always like to start out with a description of adaptive aqUatic§\to get
you thinking in terms of what it.is.
It is locomotion. qt is support in
water.
I want to relate another experience about this same young man.
I was
involved previously with the Detroit Recreation Department. This young man
taught me many things about adaptive aquatics.
I was really-considered a raw
beginner at that ttme.
I was a Physical Education major and I was used to
vigorous activity and all kinds of physica1 fitness thfngs and I happened to
work during what they called handicapped swim.
It was.three hours set aside
for individuals with handicaps to come in and swim some lapsilitlost of the.
people who attended that session,really didn't-need to be there, they trainstreamed.
They needed to be coming into regular adult sessions. They were
there mainly beCause the pool was empty.
This fourteen-year-old young man taught me everything.
I could watch him.
He had no arms, no legs.
The first time I saw Jimmy come into the pool I
thought to myself,, "Where is the rescue pole.
Well, he's not going to be
able to grab onto the rescue pole if he goes under and what good is thatrIping
to do?" 'I was really scared, really nervous.
He
He knew what he was doing.
got off the wheelchair by himself, joined into the waier.
It was an amazing
sight to see. I got to know Jinmy after a,few sessions. He was in there doing
lengths.
I could watch him move through the ater.
That is mobility.
He
had no legs whatsoever, but had half of his
per arm.
He wou3d use a dolphinlike movement with his body.
He floated ve
easily and rotatedhis arms in a
circle.

One day Jimmy was busy working out, doing his lanS, getting ready for
-wheelchair games.
He was a competitive swimmer and he said to me:I"Connie,
tan you come here for a minute, help me out with a stroke." I' said, "Sure,
Jimmy", meaning very little.. He said, "I would real)y iike to learn the f
breaststroke. I would lilsaLto swim 25 yards,breast stroke in the wheelchair
I was o embirragffd.
games:"
I seratched my head.' I said, "I'll show you

.
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Adaptive Aquatics
I'll get in the water, you watch me and then we'll try and figure
,out what type motion you can accomplish t6 achieve your breaststroke movement."
He realized it was not one of his best
He didn't do breaststroke very well.
He did come in with
strokes, but he did it and he could do it for a length.
He taught me a great deal about preconceived notions that we have
fir t place.
.abQUtwhat we can learn an0 what we can't learn.

howl do it.

_I

.

many things go on between students and'instructors, so many strong
emottbnal things that at times are achieved through working with individuals
It is only because the disabled person possibly needs some
that are disabled.
assistance with learning to swim, but I am there as-an instructor because I get
I have learned so much and I think that we all
so much out of it, I really do.
look at the programs in terms of our learning. We can provide the 'program. We
can do all these things for persons with disabilities, but they are the ones
They are the ones who really have something to offer.
who are teaching us.
So many people the last few days
The general overall values of swimming.
How many of you love to
opportunities.
have been talking about recreational
It
is
enjoyable,
it feels good,
swima Why? Why do you like to swim?
Unless
you
like
to
swim
hard,
then you like it
especially when it is warm.
It is
It is fun.
Why else do-we like to swim? It builds muscles.
cold.
talked
The
film
this
morning
basically
socialization. There are many values.
about our three favorite values which you wtll find on the front cover of
this Physical Education and Recreational Textbook. These values are psychological, social, and physiological and they are all perfect. That is why we
all swim and that is why the disabled should be swimming.

7

I believe that the disabled person can gain so much from swimming.
into
SwiMming gives a person the opportunity, no matter what his age is, to get
the
instructor
doesn't
set
the water. There is really, no pace limitation if
A Orson can progress at his own speed. He can learn to float on htsihy.
He can learn to float on his back. There really shouldn't be anybod
tomach.
how
aying that within tWo days now, a person should go under the water, learn
4
about.
0 hold his breath, blow bubbles. That is what adaptive aquatics is

.

/-------

Anothef'Special value of swimming for individuals who have disabilities is
That has been brought oueseveral
the idea that they can performunassisted.
it is a good feeling just to
times. When a child gets out of that-wheelchair,
wheelchair
and
then
intasomething
and not to have to
be able to get-out of the
his side to
worry about sameone holding hjm up or somebody being there hy
it is needed, put a life jacket on
assist. He can get into the water and tf
It
is
locomotion,
an independent feelihg.
him and he can move unassisted.
Swimming is one of those sports that is,a lifetime sport. Once swimming is
It is also one of the
learned, it is_samething one can do far his whole life.
Swimming evades thelimitations' .
in
the
body,
sports that usesNkhe most muscles
On land gravity is working against a person, the muscles continuof gravity.
In the watei., all of a sudden limitations djsappear.
ally work against gravity.
he can work
A person is able to move his joints and have more flexibility or
.
It
also
takes
less
strength.
agility.
towards gaining mare flexibility, more
in the
Somebody on his back in & life jacket might be able to move himself
flap of the
Juseone
motion
of
his
arm,
one
little
water merely by splashing.
That has to be exciting. That is the
" hand might provide locomOtion for him.
only movement they can do. That is locomotion. That is really movement.
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Adaptive Aquatics
Another thing to remember is that swimming is cheap. A person can go
almost anywhere and it will cost him fifty cents or a dollar.
Swimming has values for all of us, not only the disabled, but for each
With any adaptive aquatic program, I really feel the
and every one of us.

.emphasis and the key to-Otimatesuccess is the instructor-and the relationships that develop between the instructor and the student and between the
It wm very interesting.
studentand other students.
I had a good learning experience the other ay when I listened to some
of the parents talk.- I have had a preconceived notion that what would be a
good thing to do would be to take our students nd tell them all about the
I realized yesterday that that was really harmful. Now I think
individual.
the role of the instructor is one that when al of the students come into the
class, the instructor is the one who has the power, who has the control over
If names start being called, then you have to do
what is going to happen.

something, but I think it would reaNte a great experience just to see a
natural relaldonship develop between tie students. The instructor is the
person who really is the key, the real focus in terms of having a really good
Many qualities go into-makin an instructor what he or she really
program.
needs to be and what he or she should oe.
rl

Empathy. You have to have an understanding.- You hive to put yourself in
What doet it feel like, what is.it going to be like
the shoes of the child.
in the water for him? I have to close my eyes and go in the water myself so I
can get some idea of what it is going to feel like. I need to strap my arms
What does it feel.like to walk with one leg? The instrucup and my legs up.
tor must do that and must provide these experiences for the other students.
The other students must really see and feel what it is like to be blind, to
see what it is like not to be able to hear, to listen to the teacher explain
what to do. We need to provide these experiences for our students. You will
get these experiences today.

We also need to plan for succetsful elcpeMences. There was a= stuply back
in 1971 with some physically disabled individuals which found, from computer
studies, that these individuals definitely have some emotional instabilities,
definitely exibited some inferiority complexes. Why? It was not becaup of
their disabil ty. Their disability wasn't a problem at all. The most `
important factor.was they found that it was the feetings, the pressures put
Those a
on them by "their parents, by their peers, the emotional climate.
about
them
the things that really influence those persons, their feelings
In the classroom, in the swimming pool, in the
selves, their self image.
environment that we are dealing with; it is the parents, the teachers, the
peers who are going to influence how that child is going to feel about himself.

I think,that, as instructors, we need 40 be knowledgeable about seizures,
about the different 'disabilities, about some of the complications that may be
caused by somdof the thillgs that we do. We need a little bit of timing and a
We build that, do some reading. We should taker'
little background experience.
The Red Cross does provide
advantage of the training that is available.
training in, their instructor programs. ,Wate;" Safety Instructots who would like
to learn a little bit more about adaptive aquatics cantake the course that
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will be offered in the June Water Safety School. Also, call the local Red
Cross Office and find out when local community programs are offered. A person
does not have to be a WaterSafety Instructorbut anyone interested in knowing something about different'disabilities and effects in the water can_also
attend the cl ss.
No one will.be refused. One may not become certified as
an instructor but the learning experiences will be greatly expanded.
When I tal d about instructor qualities, I didn't really talk too much
about student nee s, and so on. I think some of the information in the,,
notebook that has
een provided about the stimu'1'tonof activities,/abodt,
utilizing our own
eds and looking at our students'
edsWe all really'
important.
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THE HANDICAPPER
by

Representative Jack Kirksey
Livoinia, Michigan

Let me start out with a few statistics dealing with handicapped children
and people of other age groups in the state of Michigan; those whom the state
of Michigan, under law, takes some responsibility to educate or provide with
I'll ledve it here so
I have only records from 1979 here.
special services.
you can see it later.
Mentally Impaired
Emotionally Impaired
Learning Disabled
Hearing Impaired
Visually Impaired
Physically and Otherwise
Health Impaired
Severely Multiply Impaired
Homebound and Hospitalized
Speech and Language Impaired
Approximate Total

32,0001L416,000
I'

38,00
3,300
1,200
4,70
1,700
1,200
60,000

161,000

I am sharing this with you only from the standpoint that per ap this
sets some stage for the numbers of people who are officially regis red
Michigan, primarily through the
individuals with the State of Michigan.
Department of Education, has been attempting to find ways where they might
save some money. They are not trying to save some money, but millions of
dollars. Some time in the next three or four-months it will be necessary far
the state of Michigan to cut back more in addition to the $1,100,000,000 cut
that has already occurred in the budget items.' Mbst of these cuts have
curtailed services to a degree.
Last year the state of Michigan cut back $1,100,000,000. They will not
be cutting back an additional $125,000,000 at the state level and $125,000,000
locally if the government tax plan is adopted by the legislature and confirmed
by a vote of the people.
If the Governor's tax plan does not become a reality, it will be someone
The only thing
else's tax plan or a modification of the Governor's tax plan.
that we can be sure of now is that there will be a reduction in taxes occufting
in the State of Michigan.
.

The bad news is how this tax cut will be accomThat is the good news.
plished and what critical services are cut back versus thoie that were not
essential to begin with.and were part of the great duplication that occurs in
government and the waste that occurs when approximately ten billion dollars
I
cash flow annually is being administered. There is bound to be slippage.
am sure that many of those present have had a.tax proposal of this type in
their states. We had a politician who was attempting to cut property taxes
about 50%. Whether you supported him or will support him in.the future or
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someone like him, there" is wasi-elin government and the closer you get to it,
the more that you can document that that occurs. We are not wasting. 50t ob a
If we were, rather than change the typewriter ribbon,"we'would throw
dollar.
the machine away and replace it with a new one. But there is waste.
44,

Any kind of tax cut is going to be a visible kind of cut and I think it
extremely-important that people like us get involved. There are ways to
get involved and being invdlved does-make the difference. When you.get
involved, it is what you say, when you say it, who you sahtit to that can make
An example of this were some State PoliCd-lobbymen. 'When we
the difference.
State
were doing some implementing of their collective bargaining type, every
They
stood
in
the
gallery
Policeman in Michigan, I think, took the day off.
of the house, all in uniform with their side arms on, all looking down at us.
Had they been there a month or so before, their appearance would have made
some difference, however, their appearance on that particular day only made
was going
people uncomfortable. The die was cast and what was going to occur
o occur.

a number of ways that you can find out 'What is happening, when
it is happening and timing your involvement in such a way that you can provide
One gf the reasons that this is important'is that to assume that
some input.
those people who represent you in government understand thetproblem is a false
The people who came to Lansing the day that I' was sworn in about
assumption.
three and a half years ago cautioned me that I would become very disappointed
about what is going'to happen here, but I should remember that everyone here
I thought
represents and is representative of the people who sent them here.
things
really
get
discouraging,
I
that was a self evident truth, but when
and
that
is
true.
start thinking about-that up there
T

.

V*,

It has been my salvation that, regardless of how differently people come
at things up here than I might come at them, when I'stop to think about it,
Each person
there is a very obvious reason why they are coming at it that way.
n
background;
Each
person
also
has
his
up here has hiS own screen of values.
high.tch al education,some have less than a high school education; some have a
d
formal
trainin
some hove college. We all have different levels-of
of
Once
there
was
a
large
group
different levels of experiential background.
There
is
a
tremendous
mixture
attorneys, now educators are the largest group.
of people so if you assume they understand your problem and give it the same
priority that you give it, you have made a huge mistake because that is not
the
Nol matter how good a concept is'and in spite of-how important
true.
for lack
problem ii, how critical the issue is, the very best ideas have failed
the
same
of 56 votes in the House and the very worst ideas have flown for
reason.

0

"What is
It comeS down to a very basic selfish kind of thing which says,
the
people
that
in it for me," and the,collective 'me' in that sentence is "And
it
If it is lot good for my district, most often I vote against
I represent."
There are times when an issue is so overriding that that
and work against it.
We are very proyincial in our thinking. We are not statesmanis not true.
The basic thing is.that you
like in our actions., We do some horse trading.
have
got
to
c9nvince
people that there is
onlg have so much tOmtrade and you
to find nineteen
In
the
Senate
some
of
you
have
something in it-for them.

The Hapdicapper
others.
change.

On some issues, when it goes beyond a simple majority, the numbers
That is basically the concept that I want to share with you. But if
you have to, as succinctly as you can, as adroitly as you can, address the
issue and provide a reason for that individual to really work in your behalf
and in,pehalf of the people that you represent and care for, or great things
are nalgoing to happen. Probably the next restrictive part of the process
is that when it all eventually equates to a-dollar sign, then the going gets
yery tough because the size of the pie is shrinking at a time when the needs
are expanding tremendously.
The state Of Michigan at this time, for all practical
purposes, is
We are not in a recession at all. We are in a depression.
ff yott
travel around states, and I know you have, the rest of the United States is ;
facing hard times, but some of them to such a.mitd degree that they hardly
notice the difference.
Jobs are there.
They ard building.buildings, people_
are active, etc.
In the state of Michigan we have approximately, at this time,
you have to think about this particular statistic, one in five people in the
labor force.'who are not working.
If you read the paper, you say, "No, that's
high because it should be roughly 14% not 20%."
All they are reporting are
those people that are looking for work. They are not reporttnq another 6% or
so who are no longer looking for work, but who are part of:the work force.
bankrupt.

Af,

When you take that manylpeople out of productive posture, then you
obviously have a real problem. Of this group of approximately 20% now,'many
of those people are not the hard core group that hove relied on state and
'federally funded support all of their lives. We have people who as individuals
and as families and their families before them, have never ever leaned toward
public support.
The rolls are going up.
In 1975, which was sort of a bench
mark for the state, a very bad time; the highest number of people applying for
assistance in a given month was approximately 10,000. We have had a number of
months where we have exceeded 18,000 people.
If we talk about the tri-county.
area, then we are talking about a tremendously different problem.
It is a
disaster on top of disaster because we are talking:about averaging out across the state and if we would look at the tri-county, the information is so distouraging that it is terrible.
.

,

What does that have to do with a conference of this type? It- is only to
try.to reinforce the concept.
You are in competition for-those-dollars with
everyone else. People aren't working. They aren't-paying sales tax, they are
payi g less income tax, they are delinquent on their proOerty taxes. The
whol
business of traniportation is a different category
People are no
drivi ng as much with the high price of fuel. Every category of taxes i the
state of Michigan is dramatically down and not just adjuSting merely to
fla'tion,, but historically low levels of income for the state at a time when w
have astronomical outfall of dollars. So this is a bad time. It is a time
where,the legislators and the Governor and-anyone else, even if we were to just
throwevery caution to thlowinds and vote in new taxes and say we will do this,
vie will do that and somehow or Other we will meet the needs of everyone
until' things get better (which should be abOtit two and a half,to three years
from new by_best predictions, I think), the revolt that.is going to come anyhow
in taxes woad be sooner and in a more vehement kind of way. The people will
not stand for it. They are going to settle for absolutely nothing less than a
dramatic tax cut of some type. If the government does it for them, they'll
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If Mr.
other we could have done more.
accept it and grumble because somehow or will cheer him and he will become the
Teisch or someone else'comes along, they
taxes'are going to happen.
next governor of the state. One way or another,
establishment of priorities so that when things
What has to be done is an
has to create some kind of
really get going rough, the appropriations process
of March or April of this year.
closure which will take place toward the end
who are in the decision making process
You.have to be.as close to those people
that
"Wait a minute on that particular item,
as possible so that you can say,
have
to
add
a
little
been cut" or, "We
is too big a cut," or "It shouldn't have
still
works
because
you are working within the
bit." That kind of process
and it is amazing what things are
amounts of money within that shrinking pie
By all means,
the priority process.
funded and what thirigs are not funded in
do attempt to get as close as you can on that.
the Department of Education is doing
Let me talk just a little bit on what
have a very obvious impact,
The Educational end of it is going to
in this.
There are contemplated
this state.
I think, on all of you, at least within
them,
but
these
are some that seem
changes and there has been no agreement on
One-would be to eliminate the special reimto be emerging as very possible.
to local school districts
bursement for special education summer school programs
would have to absorb tht costs that
It means that the local school districts
which there is in some
of a fee arrangement,
are there or if there is any kind
Also,
they are looking
and so on.
instances, they wguld have to charge more,
is something that should have been
more'closely at thfrd party payments and this
The money in many instances is
explored more than it has been in the past. third-party payments now creep into
It isn't used so you will see more
there.
who have more of a break now than they
the picture. Non-residents, perhaps, paying more if these recommendations go
would have in other states, will start
made which was not accepted and that was
through. There was a recommendation
2 age categovy. That has been put
to eliminate any services from the 0 to
schools th mselves, changing the
aside and they are'considering within the
increas ng it primarily by the
student teacher ratio in special education,
is part of what is being
That, of cours
removal of reimbursement for aides.
with those suggestions and
They have to come to the legislature
suggested.
that certain things should be
do what they can to convince certain people
adopted.
touched on is to reduce the number, the
The other big one that I have not
for'special education programs across the
mandatory number of minimum days
something less than that so that you
kind of
whole spectrum, from the current level to
That is something that is a state
would have fewer days in school.
likely tied to legislattive
It is part of the school code and is very
thing.
have
the Permgatives unless
The local education will continue to the'curriculum schedules of the
action.
determining
thiNgs.are totally restructured in
calendar,
the
text materials used, teacher-pOpil
instructors, the school
omotion
There is always some flexibility in p
ratios within the guidelines.
f days,
number
The State will decide the minimum
and graduation standards.
building, health and s fety
will determine the special education program, That is the state end of it.!
requirements; and supervise teacher tenure.
of course are
are looking at funding,
What you are looking at when we
being
changed. School
The rules in categorical grants are
categorical grants.

,
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telling you anything, but as an example in response to your
question, we have a family in Livonia who have a child who is
The youngster is around 11 years
severely ill with a rare disease.
It is a
old and will probably pass away when he is around 13.
very disabling dtsease, takes almost constant care and the care was
not available through: the state because the family chose to keep
The child has never been institutionalized and
the child at home.
the rules were such that it would have cost the state a,fortune to
provide 24 hour care for this child. The impact on the family
financially, emotionally and physically has been just tremendous.
But they chose toAo this and it took,approximately three months,
working with my office, to get the state to pay for the treatment
and to put a nurse infbIthat home. That child would not have
appeared in a figure and now that child does so you know there are
a number of students ang individuals who are handicapped and would
not appear in these figures.
Question:

What kind of service cuts'are there going to,be?

Answer:

It is too soon to tell and I will get back with you when it becomes
a little moredefinitive than it is now. The problem with sharing
shared primarily to give
anything - the list I shared with you
some flavor as to what was happening in education,,some of which
BUt the news is so
will become reality and some of which will not.
bad that I think sometimes if we could say like this or that might
go, and it would turn out to be a prediction that happily did not
reach duration.

Question:

Do you see the role of the private agencies, such as those represented here, becoming more important because of the private instead
of public monies?

Answer:

Absolutely, and as the public service is pulled back, there is
going to be more and more burden on private agencies.

e that this kind of synch'ome would occur and that
Well, I would
is the tax break going to occur, I really think
would be one where if th
that certain things might intervene. The public.is going to demand that their
When that happens
property taxes are either controlled or dramatically reduced.
I think it will set the stage for private agencies and people who have special
interests to then go to the sources of funding that are available in any
community with the entry being that there is a control on the taxes, there has
been a reduction or there-is some guarantee that they will no longer continue
to escalate out of control and that by that action, certain-needs on the
This_is the-kind of special pleas
conscience of society have been created.
you :re making for some kind of Idif.ecut--conteibution to the citizens., not to

put the burden on the Y's, the Rani:1es, the Kiwanians, the Lions, etc.,
where you do.have tbe-busiiiess people. The dollars are there in most communities, not ali,-bUt-there have been some very unusually successful fund
raistngs-that have occurred under circumstances far more severe than that.

A
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systems thhught at one time that they would be in some type of heaven.if they
They thought they would be rich enough to fund everygot out of the.formula.
thing frdm the local without depending on the stats. It would be the best of
They would call
both worlds. They would control all the local governments.
Now they find that the state is changing the,
most of the shott themselves.
They also would continue ta get the categorical aids, special aids at
rules.
full value even thodgh they were out of formula and so they were eagerly
looking at that time when they would be rich enough to'be out of formula. Now
the state is saying that rather than giOng full categorical aid, what they
are going to do is reduce the amount of categorical aid by what would have
habpened to a school if it was in formgla and all the revenues would be reduced
by the state. So, rather than getting a full shot at something and some
special education program, the formula now is'thelu-14,shot minus 30% and so
your funding is, it is recommended at this point, at aboUt the 70% level.

'

The other change in thinking is that things will be paid for on a cott
The program is going to cost the system
It sounds like good news.
basis.
$20,000 so the State reimburses them $20,000. That is not all good news.
because there will always be a dispute over what the cost of the prOgram happens
to actually be and the State will renege, as it does many times, and it will
say, "Well, we'd like to pay $20,000, but the formula this year is 76% and so
it is going to be 761 of $20,000. There are great problems when you start talking-actual cost 'rather than some guarantee under a formula where, although
there is some manipulation, the manipulation is more in your favor than under
direct cost types of things.
.

What I have attempted to do is talk a little bit aboutne direction the
State of Michigan is goiqg and why it happens td be goinij in that direction.
I think we all realize that much of what is occurring is going to occur and we
cannot put the blame on any one area. Much of what happened has happened
federally because of a number of situations virtually impossible tb control,'
has
the price of oil and this type of thing. We are much at the mercy of what
is
happening
happened at a national level. We are much at the mercy of'what
the state of
in en.inflatigmary spiral and the high unemployment rate,in
We are in a dilemmaand my best advice to you tibay is that things
Michigan.
I was trying maybe to give you some specifics and to
are bad, as you know.
work
give you the admonition to stay close to those people that you personally
with who are responsible to you so that you can provide the background and the
It really does make the
input at a time that it will make the difference.
by
thousands
of letters and
difference. The illusion that we are bombarded
On
a
given
issue,
if
it is not one
thousands of phone calls is a false one.
artificially,
we
may
get
six
or
seven letters
where the mail has been promoted
of the problems,
Keep
the
letters
short,
get
to
the
essence
on a given topic.
the
provide a little background and what you would recommend as a solution to
solution
rather
than
strictly
dollars.
problem if it is something of an issue
If it is dollars, explain what the program needs to survive in your area.

Question:

In your statement you mentioned 161,000 in terms of'disabled peogle
in the state and you indicated they are registered. What do yoyr
mean b, that?
.

'.

Answer:

1,

me
on state rolls
Actua ly, it means that theiT names appear sowhere
And
there
are
others,
you
as neiding assistance from the state.
business
and
I
am
not
You know that this is your
have othersi4
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I think the good news-to the people is we have capped4e runaway money
However, we have created some social needs as a result of that.
This is just a personal perception, but by and large, people have a way of
gravitating to taking care of their own. What they don't want to do (if we
were espousing philosophy, we would all say we want to) but they don't
really want to take care of everyone else.
problem.

Do you see what I am saying? Livonia, about four or five years ago, was
the highest per capita incomecity Over 100,000 in the entire United States.
That does not mean that we were a super rich community, it meant practically
Now that situation has
everybody in the household was working at that time.
changed, but in a relative kind of way. We still are relatively a growing
community and if you can say to the Oeople that we are not asking them to
send all of titer tax dollars to Lansing or to Washington and then get back
a #ar smaller 'Percentage than they should get back....
What we are saying is that they now have Johroy Jones and Mary Smith.who
need help.
They are identifiable.' You know them. They are neighbors and
I think that we may see, by
the conti.ibuted dollar help stays here.
necessity, that happening.
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PROJECT MAY PLANNING COMMITTEE
Livonia, Michigan
NAMi

AGENCY

ADDRESS

PHONE

Maryellen Azzopardi

NorthWest ARC

12259 Buch Daly
Redford, MI 48239

937-2360

George Cummings

S. Oakland YMCA

1016 W. 11 Mile Rd.
Royal Oak, MI 48067

547-0030

Ruth Duey

Northwest Branch YWCA

25940 Grand River
Detroit, MI 48240

550

Jim Geyer

American Red Cross

100 E. Mack Ave.
Detroit, MI 48232

\422-1140

Jerry Huey

,AmeriCan Red Cross

2388 'Franklin Rd.

334-3575

Bloomfield Wills, MI,
48013

Margaret Hutchinson

Kevin Killeen

...

YWCA Metro Detroit

2230 Witherell
Detroit, MI 48226

---iMUzgXY

American Red Cross

100 E. Mack
Detroit, MI 48232

833-4440

Delci M. Green

Plymouth Center

436 Frazier
Riyer Rouge, MI 48218

453-4440

Maybelle Munn

ARC/Northwest

15027 Auburndale
Livonia, MI 48154,

425-6966

Margaret Olesnavage,

Northwest ARC

12259 Buch Daly
Redford, MI 48239

937-2360

Rosemary Pulick,

Mercy Center

28600 W. 11 Mile Rd.
Farmington Hills, MI

476-8010

,

.

48018
a

Grace D. Reynolds

Project Director
Project MAY

P. O. Box 1781
Longview, WA 98632

Shirley Ritter

Livonia Family YMCA

1425.5'Stark

206-577-0243

261-2161,

Livonia, MI 48154
4

t:

Chuck Shanaman

Jewish Community Center

Beth Shurte

High Point Center

Karen Vartley

---\vece Wallace

6600 W. Maple
Bloomfield, MI 48033

.1735 S. Wagner Rd:
Ann Arbor, MI 48106

Camp Fire

51 W. Warren
Detroit, MI 48201

Livonia Public Schools

9825 Cranston
Livonia, MI 48150

30.8-

3

994-8184
994-8111 (sec

422-1200
Ext. 390

PROJECT MAINSTREAMING ACTIVITIES FOR i'OUTH

'P. O. Bok 178/, Longview, Washington 98632
Phone:
(206) 577-0243

Projett Director: Geace D. Reynolds
ProAct Officer:. William A. Hillman

MAINSTREAMING ACTIVITIES FOR YOUTH
'14:VMOUtH2HILTON INN
14707 Northville Rd
-Plymouth, MI 48170
(313) 459-4500

Lois Bass
FIND Program
1400 Greenbriar
lymouth, MI 48170
313) 420-0363.

John Mathey
Wayne County Intermediate School
District
.33500 Van Born Road
-; Wayne, MI 48184
(313) 326-9300

Francis Castner
14229 Brookfield
Livonia, MI 48154

Maybelle Munn
Northville Public Schools
501 W Main Street
Northville, MI 48167
(313) 349-3400

Michael Cicchella,
Executive Director
Livonia Family YMCA
T4255'Stark
Livonia, MI 48154
(313) 261-2161

Loretta O'Leary
10259 Minton
LAkonia, MI 48150

George Cummings
South Oakland YMCA
1016 W 11 Mile
Royal Oak, MI 48067
(313) 547-0030

Margaret Olesnavage
Northwest ARC
12259 Beech Daly

RedfordoMI 48219
,Rosemary Pulick

Ruth Harris
University of Michigan

Mercy Ceriter

28600 W 11 Mile
Farmington Hills, MI 48024
(313) 476-8010

e'

*Daryl D. Jenkins
Consultant
Project MAY
P. O. Box 1781
Longview, WA 98632
(206) 577-0243
,

Grace Reynolds
Director
Project MAY
P. O. Box 1781
Longview, WA 986?2
(206) 577-0243

Rep. Jack Kirksey
32710 Barkley-

ponia, MI 48154

Lyn Ruttenberg
Livonia Family YMCA
14255 Stark Atad
Livonia, MI 48154
(313) 261-2161

lilvia.Kloc
9 30 Marion Road
Redford, MI 48239

a
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MAINSTREAMING ACTIVITIES FOR YOUTH
STAFF
Page 2

Matt Tripe
University of Michigan

Beth Shurte
High Point Center.
1735 W Wayner
Ann Arbor, MI 48106

Sue Wisler
LOVE Office
City of Livonia
33233 Five Mile
Livonia, MI 48154
(313) 421-2000

Gail Shute
30243 Oakview
Livonia, MI 48154
(313) 422-1937

John Sevier, Chairman
NERACOSH, Boy Scouts of America
401 Southcroft Road
Springfield, PA 19064

SITE COORDINATORS
Sbirley B. Ritter
Physical Education Director
Livonis Family YMCA
14255 Stark Road
Livonia, Michigan 48154
(313) 264-2161

Grace D. Reynolds
Director'
Project MAY
P. O. Box 1781
Longview; Washington 98632
(206) 577-0243-
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PROJECT MAY CONSULTATION
PLYMOWTH, MICHIGAN
February 12-13, 1981
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
NAME

ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS-

PHONE NUMBER

Maryellen Azzopardi
Recreation Aide

Association for Retarded
Citizens/Northwest

12259 Beech Daly
Redford, MI 48239

313-937-2360

Mary Jane Behrmann

Campfire, Inc.

51_16p Warren

313-833-2670

Dislipt Director

Detroit, MI 48201

Ray Blackwell
Field Director

Detroit Area Co cil Boy Scouts of Am rica

1776 W. Warren
Detroit, MI 48208

John W. Campbell
Teacher-Spec. Ed.

Northville Sch

501 W. Main St.
Northville, MI 48167

Uennis Colligan
Teacher-Spec. Ed.

Northville Schools
Northville High

303 Main St.
Northville, MI 48167

313-349-3400

Charles E. EisingVice PresidentProgram DevelopMent

YMCA of Metropolitan
Detroit

2020 Witherell St.
Detroit, MI 48226

313-962-1590

Darleng, Fischer

Association for Retarde
Citizens

Cydne Frid
Program Supervisor

YWCA-Metro Detroit

25940 Grand River
Redford, MI 48240

316537-8500

Jim Geyer

American Red Cross

100 E. Mack Ave.
Detroit, MI 48232

313-422-1140

Marsha Goode.

Michigan Metro Girl Scouts

28 W. Asiams

313-559-7510

313-897-1965

31 3-349 3f007-_,

4

Detroit, MI 48076
ri

Carmen Hawkins
Supervisor, Recreational Activities

United Cerebral Palsy of
Detroit

15 E. Kirby
Detroit, MI 48202

313-871-0177

Cynthia Henderson
Teacher-Spec. Ed.

Northville Public High

507 N. Main
Northville, MI 48167

313-349-3400

Richard Jones
Region Associate

Great Lakes Region YMCA

40 West Long
'
Columbus, Ohio 43215

614-,224-2225

Barbara Koops
Teacher/Consultant

Northville Public High

775 N. Center
Northville, MI 48167

313-349-3400
Ex. 323

Frances Kuczek
Director of Indiv.
Services

Boys & Girls Club of
Metro Detroit

3826 Livernois
Detroit, MI 48210

313-894-8500

Pat Holden

Plymouth, Michigan
List of Participants
Page 2
NAME

Donna Kuneman
Neighborhood Service
Unit Director

PHONE NUMBER

ADDRESS

ORGANIZATION

.

Michigan Metro Girl Scout
Council

28 W. Adams -Rm. 612-313-964-4475.
Detroit, MI 48226

Plymouth Community Family
YMCA

292 S. Main St.
Plymouth, MI 48170

313-453-2904

2390 Winewood
Ann Arbor, MI 48103

313-761-1990

Danmar Products, Inc.

_Soupy Oakland Branch YMCA

1016 W. Eleven Mile
Royal Oak, MI 48067

313-547-0030

Detroit Area Council - Boy
Scouts of America

1776 W. Warren
Detroit, MI 48208

313-897-1963

Michigan Metro Girl Scouts

28 W. Adams
Detroit, MI 48076

313-559-7510

Downriver YMCA

3211 Fort St.
Wyandotte, MI 48192

313-281-2600

Patricia J. Modlin
Aquatic coordinator

616-363-3828

West Michigan Shores
Council - Boy Scouts

1935 Monroe, N. W.

Harry Olmstead
Director, Scouting
forliandicapped

Grand Rapids, MI49505

Janet E. Luce
Executive Director
John L. Marchello
Vice President

alvin McCarroll
Director, Scouting
for the Handicapped
.

marflynn Meeks
Field Executive,
Program

Connie O'Neill

,AmeritanTed Cross

Sharon Pernia
Consultant
%Naha') Rebeck

Area Pireet
Paul Si vert
.Field Executive

505 Main St.
Northville, MI 48169

313-349-5950

Northville Public Schools

Boys & Girls Clubs of
Metro Detroit

3311 S. Telegraph
Dearborn, MI 48124

313-278-3440

Michigan Metro Girl Scouts

28 W. Adams
Detroit, MI 48226

Metro Det

Joan S. Smykowski
Youth Director

1601 Clark St.
Detroit, MI 48209

itw4MCA

313-554-2136
.

15800 - 10 Mile Rd.,E. 313-776-1619
Detroit, MI 4802I

-- South Macomb YMCA

Donna Stone
Pre-School Coordina4tor
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MAINSTREAMING ACTIVITIES FOR YOUTH (MAY) NETWORK MOVES AHEAD !
?

!

,

The Project MAY collaborating agencies have a membership of
approximately 50,000,000 persons.

These agencies plus over

100 resource support groups as well as training events have

(

made it possible for us to reach many millions of persons.
In addition, television.coverage, newspaper coverage and
special, newsletters have carried information about Mainstreaming
Activities for Youth around the world.

The MAY network thrust will continue.

The work will be co-

ordinated by the Office of Special Populations, a field office
of the YMCA of the U.

Funding will limit the extent of the

work.

For information contact;
Grace D. Reynolds
Office of Special Populations
Program Development Division
YMCA of the USA
P. O. Box 1781
Longview, Washington 98632

Corporate Headquarters

Program Development Division
YMCA of the USA
101 N. Wacker
Chicago, Illi Is 6606

!

